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Abstract

This decision-making analysis was completed to assist leaders in the Department of Engineering
Studies of the National Technical Institute for the Deaf in determining a program offering. The
analysis utilized a mixed scanning framework and mixed methods to determine DES and NTID
program offerings for the Associate of Occupational Studies (AOS) degree that trains students
for employment as technicians. The impact of five alternatives on 10 objectives was predicted
based on data from a faculty focus group, individual interviews, surveys, and literature analysis.
The five alternatives were to maintain the status quo, add a new AOS program (i.e., Biomedical
Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) or Renewable Energy/Sustainability Technician
(RE/ST)), or eliminate an existing program (Computer Aided Drafting Technology) and add a
new program (BERT or RE/ST). The potential influence of the alternatives on each objective
was predicted based on the data, and a marginal cost analysis was utilized for each evaluated
alternative. Alterative one did not have a cost increase; the total five-year net revenue for the
remaining alternatives were ($951,407.42) for alternative two, $397,617.38 for alternative three,
($2,702,449.97) for alternative four, and ($1,448,619.32) for alternative five. The recommended
alternative was derived through comparing alternatives and their merits through two tradeoff
procedures. The first procedure was to find and eliminate alternatives through dominance. The
second was to use an even swap method to remove objectives. Combining both strategies and
repeating the procedure until the last remaining alternative remained resulted in the final
recommendation, which is alternative 2, add the BERT program.
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Executive Summary

Institutional Context
The National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) is affiliated with the Rochester Institute of
Technology (RIT) in Rochester, New York. RIT, a private and coeducational university,
includes a student body of 15,401 undergraduates and 3,205 graduate students. There are 12,426
male (67%) and 6,180 female (33%) students, which is a total of 18,606 for the academic year
2015-16 (RIT, 2015). Also, NTID served 1,387 of RIT’s undergraduate students in 2014. NTID
is the “world’s first and largest technological college for students who are deaf or hard-ofhearing” (NTID, n.d.c, para. 6); serves as a national leader in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) education for deaf and hard-of-hearing (D/HoH) students; and is one
of the nine colleges at RIT. NTID was established in 1965 by an Act of Congress, Public Law
89-36, also known as the NTID Act. The public law indicates that the Act is aimed at “providing
a residential facility for post-secondary technical training and education for persons who are deaf
in order to prepare them for successful employment” (PL 89-36, 1965, p. 1). The tuition for RIT
students is $49,042 and for NTID students is $27,016 regardless of degree attainment (RIT,
2015).
Problem Statement
This decision-analysis dissertation seeks to answer the question, Which associate degree
programs should NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies (DES) offer?
Rationale
The rationale is associated with NTID’s strategic planning, which identified that the college
should (a) review and update NTID’s career-focused program portfolio that prepares students for
the workforce; (b) expand NTID’s Associate of Applied Science transfer programs through
articulation agreements regarding transferability to one of the other colleges of RIT; (c) consider
Green Technology as one option among several career-focused or transfer programs; and (d)
investigate development of deafness-related STEM bachelor’s degrees with other RIT colleges.
Also, the primary issues and concerns with respect to new program additions since 2002 are
related to ACT scores, the limitation of program choices, and students who are academically
underprepared. First, not all D/HoH students qualify to pursue associate + baccalaureate
programs due to their low ACT scores. Second, there are only two choices for students in careerfocused programs, and if a D/HoH student is not interested in any of the current programs, then
attrition becomes an issue for the Department because it loses a qualified student. Finally, the
underprepared D/HoH students will have one academic year to become academically ready for
the career-focused programs at DES.
Decision-Analysis Framework
Mixed Scanning has been selected as the decision-analysis framework because the problem is
framed using both broad and deep lenses.
Stakeholders
The following stakeholders share an interest in the program offerings at DES and NTID:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prospective students
Existing students
DES Faculty
DES chairperson
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

NTID Dean / President
Curriculum committees
Administrative Council
United States Department of Education (USDOE)
Other RIT colleges – College of Applied Science and Technology and College of
Engineering
10. NTID Access Services
11. Employers
12. Alumni
13. Academic Senate
14. New York State Department of Education (NYSED)
15. Academic Advisors
16. NTID Admissions
17. NTID Development Office

Decision Maker
The decision maker for this problem is the Dean of NTID at RIT. The Dean serves as the
primary academic affairs personnel who is ultimately responsible for and authorizes all academic
curriculum programs within NTID.
A Review of the Literature
The review of the literature for program expansion was conducted using a variety of sources
such as peer reviewed academic journals, books, and dissertations. From the review of literature,
the findings are organized into the following major topic areas: (a) current trends; (b) program
offerings including strategies such as articulation agreements; (c) engineering education reform
including recruiting non-engineering students and offering apprenticeships; and (d) Deaf
epistemologies on education and occupation for the deaf.
Objectives
The 10 objectives for this decision analysis are listed below and ranked from most to least
important.
1. Increase DES student enrollment
2. Improve employability of DES graduates
3. Increase DES student graduation rate
4. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities
5. Obtain faculty support for the alternative
6. Ensure alignment with RIT strategic plans
7. Increase DES student retention in STEM
8. Improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields
9. Increase articulation agreements with other RIT colleges
10. Minimize time to degree
Alternatives
The five alternatives developed from the understanding of institutional context, rationale, and the
review of the literature considering program offerings are:
1. Maintain DES’ current situation (i.e., status quo)
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2. Add Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) as a new engineering technology
program
3. Add Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST) as a new engineering
technology related program
4. Eliminate CADT and add BERT as a new program
5. Eliminate CADT and add RE/ST as a new program
Methods of Predicting Effects
The methods of predicting effects of each alternative for 10 objectives identified were a focus
group, two individual interviews, surveys, document analysis with the stakeholders, and a cost
analysis. The focus group and interviews were conducted in ASL and video recorded for
transcription by a professional translator. The survey included quantitative questions with
qualitative supporting questions to expand on the perception of the participants.
Effects
The effects were predicted based on the data collected, analyzed, and interpreted as to the degree
that the alternatives met (or did not meet) each of the objective’s intention. The effectiveness of
each alternative was explained by how it affects each objective through rating the likelihood,
such as highly likely, likely, unlikely, or highly unlikely, to achieve an objective.
Costs
The cost analysis for this study was annual marginal cost, a variable cost relative to current
practice, which included adding or subtracting costs from expenditures and resources.
Alternative one had no increase in annual marginal cost. The five-year annual average marginal
cost for Alternative two would be $474,752, Alternative three would be #348,426, Alternative
four would be $414,824, and Alternative five would be $311,190. The five-year net revenue for
Alternative two would be ($951,407.42), Alternative three would be $397,617.38, Alternative
four would be ($2,702,449.97), and Alternative five would be ($1,448,619.32).
Recommendation
The final recommendation for DES’ program offering scenario would be to add the Biomedical
Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) program, the alternative two option.
Limitation
The limitations regarding this decision analysis are associated with the alternatives, the survey
data obtained from external experts and alumni and quality of responses, and the principle
investigator, as a facilitator and a chairperson, which impacted the dissertation study.
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Institutional Context

The National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) is affiliated with Rochester Institute
of Technology (RIT) in Rochester, NY. RIT is a privately endowed and coeducational university
with more than 16,000 students on campus (NTID, 2014) and a member of the Association of
Independent Technological Universities like Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, and Franklin Olin College of Engineering. NTID is the “world’s first and
largest technological college for students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing” (NTID, n.d.c, para.
6); serves as a national leader in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM)
education for deaf and hard-of-hearing (D/HoH) students; and is one of the nine colleges at RIT.
NTID was established in 1965 through an Act of Congress, Public Law 89-36 (PL 89-36), also
known as the NTID Act. The public law indicates that the Act is aimed at “providing a
residential facility for post-secondary technical training and education for persons who are deaf
in order to prepare them for successful employment” (PL 89-36, 1965, p. 1). The selection
committee considered several universities to host NTID, including “Illinois State University,
Pennsylvania State University, the University of Southern California, the State University of
New York, [and] the University of Colorado at Boulder…before deciding on RIT as its home in
1966” (Gordon, 2007, p. 235). RIT was selected as an institutional sponsor because it met all the
requirements of the Act. The criteria the University had to meet to be considered to host NTID
were the following: (a) provides a postsecondary education through cooperative work
experience; (b) is either a public or non-profit private school that offers bachelor’s and master’s
degrees; and (c) offers accreditation that must be recognized by a national accrediting agency or
association (Lang & Conner, 2001; PL 89-36, 1965), such as Middle States Association (MSA)
or American Board of Engineering Technology (ABET).
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Rochester Institute of Technology
The RIT student body includes 15,401 undergraduates and 3,205 graduate students.
There are 12,426 male (67%) and 6,180 female (33%) students, which is a total of 18,606 for the
academic year 2015-16 (RIT, 2015). The tuition for RIT students is $49,042 and for NTID
students is $27,016 (RIT, 2015) regardless of degree attainment.
RIT was originally founded as Rochester Athenaeum and Mechanics Institute (RAMI) in
1829, and the name changed to Mechanics Institute in 1885. RIT changed its name again from
Mechanics Institute to RIT in 1944 (RIT, n.d.c). The University is considered the “fifth largest
and fourth oldest cooperative educational program in the nation” (RIT, 2007, p. i) that provides
students opportunities to gain skills and mature in their fields. RIT was and is still well known
for its American School of Craftsmen, Photography, and Engineering departments. However,
with the changing culture and workforce, the University today is also highly recognized for its
innovative specialized programs: a Ph.D. program in Imaging Science, a BS/MS program in
Information Technology, a BS/MS program in Software Engineering, and a BS/MS program in
Microelectronic Engineering (RIT, n.d.b). In addition to its main campus, RIT operates four
campuses overseas: (a) American University in Pristina, Kosovo; (b) US Business School Praha
in Prague, Vienna; (c) American College of Management and Technology in Dubrovnik, Croatia;
and (d) RIT – Dubai in the United Arab Emirates (RIT, n.d.b).
NTID, one of RIT’s nine colleges, serves the D/HoH population as a national community
college within the University setting. The other eight colleges on RIT’s main campus are the
College of Applied Science and Technology (CAST), Saunders College of Business, B. Thomas
Golisano College of Computing and Information Science, Kate Gleason College of Engineering
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(KGCOE), College of Health Sciences and Technology (CHST), College of Imaging Arts and
Science, College of Liberal Arts, and College of Science.
Recently, during three academic years from 2010 to 2012, RIT completed a significant
curriculum development by converting from a quarter to semester format. The major reasons for
the conversion were to align with almost all other colleges and universities and to improve
“credit transfer, student exchange, and study abroad opportunities for our students” (RIT, n.d.a,
para. 3). In addition, the conversion was designed to “[improve] student retention and
graduation rates because semesters are five weeks longer than quarters” (RIT, n.d.a, para. 4), the
assumption being that longer academic terms would allow students more time to successfully
complete the requirements of their courses. This movement led to a program assessment, in
which “academic programs [including NTID] were required to develop or refine programmatic
student learning outcomes and prepare new or revised outcomes assessment plans” (Naveda,
2012, para. 4).
National Technical Institute for the Deaf
When the signing of PL 86-39 occurred in 1965, the National Advisory Board (NAB)
was formed and charged to (a) “develop a set of guidelines for the operating of NTID;” (b)
“recommend a sponsor for the Institute;” and (c) “recommend curriculum and program content,
enrollment procedures, and management of student affairs” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p. 28).
There were 14 NAB members, who included Senator Hugh Carey, U.S. Congress; Mrs. F. Ritter
Shumway, RIT Board of Trustees; and Mary E. Switzer, U.S. Commissioner for Vocational
Rehabilitation Administration that had chosen RIT on December 20, 1966 (Lang & Connor,
2001). Carey, Shumway, and Switzer are honored with their names on buildings and a gallery
within NTID.
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In 1967, D. Robert Frisina, who was the director of a new Hearing and Speech Center at
Gallaudet University, became the first director and vice president of NTID for RIT appointed by
NAB (Lang & Connor, 2001). With a tremendous responsibility bestowed by the U.S Congress,
from1967 to 1968 Frinisa developed strategic plans and guidelines as charged by NAB. First,
Frisina hired the first “deaf educator Robert F. Panara, a friend and colleague who had worked
with [Frisina] at Gallaudet [University]” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p. 38) who taught English,
Literature and Theater for NTID. Panara served on the NAB that selected RIT as the location for
NTID. Secondly, Frisina hired the first hearing faculty member, “E. Ross Stuckless, coordinator
of the University of Pittsburgh’s doctoral program in education of deaf students” (Lang &
Connor, 2001, p. 39). Stuckless caught the eye of the U.S. Congress and Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare several years prior to the development of NTID with a study about deaf
people in the workforce. In this study, “In 1963, Stuckless had investigated the occupational
functioning level of young deaf adults in six states, a study that showed that deaf people were not
getting adequate training and were generally under-employed” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p. 39).
Stuckless had a younger deaf brother who inspired his interest in deaf education and the wellbeing of deaf people. Eventually, Frisina appointed Stuckless to the position of director of
NTID’s research and training in September 1967. Lastly, Frinisa, who was operating without a
Dean of the college in 1968, hired William E. Castle to assist with NTID academic affairs in
1968 and with the arrival of NTID’s first class of 44 male and 26 female deaf students (Lang &
Connor, 2001). The primary motive for hiring Castle was his “knowledge of working with
governmental leaders in Washington, D.C.” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p. 39).
Frisina proclaimed, “The Grand Experiment” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p. 43) began
September 1968, which asked, “can we develop an educational program that will produce young
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men and women who will be competitive in the open marketplace?” (Lang & Connor, 2001, p.
45). The first technical education programs at NTID were “designed to reflect current national
needs and were based upon that obtained from the Occupational Outlook Handbook and the
advice of experts from business and industry” (Lang &Connor, 2001, p. 50). The first four
programs were architectural drafting, mechanical drafting, machine tool operations, and office
practices and bookkeeping. In the next several years, newer programs that came to fruition were
data processing, medical laboratory technology, photography, printing, business, and electronics
(Lang & Connor, 2001).
NTID Today
When the Great Experiment began at NTID, it was charged with reporting to the
Education of the Deaf Act (PL 38-36), including the submission of an annual report to “the
Secretary, and to the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives and the
Committee on Labor and Human Resources of the Senate, not later than 100 days after the end of
each fiscal year” (NTID, 2014, p. 12). The reporting variables, such as number of students
enrolled with minority backgrounds, full- and part-time student status, and recruitment of high
school students into NTID for all education levels, require documentation by NTID. NTID
provides access services including interpreting, note taking, and tutoring, and these service hours
need to be recorded and reported. As students advance through programs, the required
curriculum, including cooperative work experiences that are required for graduation and
employment, are reported to the U.S. Congress. Moreover, the summary of the annual audited
financial report and a statement of how federal funds and endowment funds are implemented are
incorporated in the report (NTID, 2014).
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In its annual report to the federal government for academic year 2014 (NTID, 2014),
NTID reported its academic programs and number of students as including career exploration
(68), career-focused and associate + bachelor transfer degree (526), pre-baccalaureate programs
(30), baccalaureate graduate programs (573), ASL-English Interpretation (146), and Masters of
Science in Secondary Education (44). Through articulation agreements between NTID and RIT,
there are eight NTID associate + bachelor transfer degree programs: Administrative Support
Technology, Applied Computer Technology, Applied Liberal Arts, Applied Mechanical
Technology, Business, Civil Technology, Hospitality and Service Management, and Laboratory
Science and Biotechnology (NTID, n.d.a). The eight NTID career-focused programs that
provide associate degrees (i.e., Associate of Occupational Studies (AOS) and Associate of
Applied Science (AAS) traditional degrees) are Accounting Technology, Administrative Support
Technology, Applied Computer Technology, Business Technology, Computer Aided Drafting
Technology, Computer Integrated Machining Technology, Design and Imaging Technology, and
Laboratory Science Technology (NTID, n.d.b).
NTID has a line item in the federal budget that is funded through the U.S. Department of
Education’s “Special Institution for Persons with Disabilities,” via the Department’s Office of
Special Education and Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) (B. Hurwitz, personal communication,
June 24, 2015). NTID is a federally funded college with an operating budget that includes
Federal appropriations ($66,291,000) and non-federal funds ($25,979,350) for a total of
$92,270,350 (NTID, 2014, p. 169).
NTID student demographics. In 2014, NTID served 1,387 students: 1,153 D/HoH
students and 146 hearing students who were enrolled in the interpretation program (NTID,
2014). The diversity and gender ratios of the enrolled students included 34.3% minority (both
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D/HoH and other than white) students; 58% were male students, and 42% were female students
(NTID, 2014, p. 42). In addition, 89% of the D/HoH students came from parents who were both
hearing, and 72% were first generation college students (NTID, 2014). The D/HoH “average
mean of hearing loss is 95.9dB” (NTID, 2014, p. 42), which is associated with profound hearing
loss, allowing for federal support for education. In fact, there are no minimal hearing loss levels
written into the agreement between RIT and the Department of Education. For many years,
NTID worked off the idea that 70dB loss was the minimum requirement; however, there are
many exceptions (L. Scott, personal communication, May 5, 2015).
For the academic year 2014, the top five origin states of students and graduates were New
York (384), California (101), New Jersey (78), Illinois (75), and Pennsylvania / Massachusetts
(tied, 62), and the total number of accepted students was 381 (NTID, 2014). The ethnicities of
entering students were 62% White, 12.7% Hispanic of any race, 11.4% Black or African
American, 10.2% Asian, 0.0% American Indian or Alaska Native, and 3.9% two or more races
(NTID, 2014, p. 110).
The mean scores for the American College Test (ACT) among D/HoH students at NTID
and their sub tests scores were (a) ACT English: 14.7, (b) ACT Reading: 17.5, (c) ACT
Mathematics: 18.1, (d) ACT Science Reasoning: 18.5, and (e) ACT composite: 18.1 (NTID,
2014, p. 43). To compare the academic skills of all entering D/HoH students to RIT students by
degree-level qualifications: (a) Bachelor’s degree students in other RIT colleges have an ACT
composite score average of 24.5, (b) NTID’s Associate + Bachelor’s programs is 18.4, (c)
NTID’s career-focused associate degree programs is 15.3, and (d) NTID’s career exploration
studies is 13.7 (NTID, 2014, p. 44).
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NTID faculty demographics. In 2014, NTID had a total of 521 employees and was
continuing to attempt to diversify the faculty and staff representation to correspond to the
diversity of its D/HoH students (NTID, 2014). Three hundred and sixty employees (69%) were
female, 23 (5%) were Black or African American, 11 (2%) were Hispanic of any race, 12 (2%)
were other minority, and 95 (18%) were deaf or hard of hearing (NTID, 2014, p. 113). The
professoriate and staffing body within NTID “average[d] 49 years of age with 16 years of
services at NTID. As of October 2014, 36% [were] eligible for retirement” (NTID, 2014, p. 152).
There were 29 full professors with an average age of 63.9 and average length of services of 33
years. There were 47 associate and 35 assistant professors whose average age and length of
services were 59.1 and 51.2, and 28.6 and 16.9 years, respectively (NTID, 2014). The principal
and senior lecturers (i.e., lecturers with multiple year contracts) and lecturers (i.e., with annual
contracts) averaged 51.5 and 41.9 years old with 16 and 6.5 years of service, respectively. Forty
eight percent of the faculty body was female (NTID, 2014).
The primary communication expectation for hearing and D/HoH faculty members within
NTID must be fluent in sign language. Faculty on tenure-track or lecturer positions have the
same expectation for sign language proficiency, “the expectation regarding sign language
competency will continue to be the Advanced skill level, with Intermediate Plus skill level
acceptable only if there is clear evidence of sustained effort and progress toward the Advanced
level” (NTID, 2010). The Intermediate Plus skill level is defined as “exhibits some advanced
level skills, but not all and not consistently” (RIT, n.d.d). For the cross-registered D/HoH
students enrolled at RIT, the RIT (non-NTID) faculty members and cross-registered D/HoH
students can request access services (i.e., interpreting, note taking, and captioning) to
accommodate their needs for successful classroom instruction at RIT.
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The D/HoH students and prospective students involved in baccalaureate programs are not
part of this decision analysis dissertation. However, articulation programs between 2-year
(NTID) and 4-year (RIT’s KGCOE or CAST) schools require the institution to address access
services resources (i.e., interpreters, note takers, captionists) that RIT provides to satisfy Section
504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The national law protects qualified individuals from
discrimination based on their disability (Office of Civil Rights, 2006). The overall interpreting,
note taking, and real-time captioning provided on campus allows D/HoH students equal access to
information via classes offered by other RIT colleges. In 2014, there were 117 interpreters at
NTID with an average age of 44.8 and 15.4 years of service. The real-time captionists’ average
age was 47.2, and on average, they had provided 7.8 years of service (NTID, 2014, p. 152). The
total hours for academic year 2014 supplied by access services were 99,173 hours for
interpreting, 58,246 hours for note taking, and 21,140 hours for real-time captioning for 2,184
class sections served (NTID, 2014, p. 81).
Department of Engineering Studies. NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies
(DES) experienced rapid changes in its demographics and programs through three different eras
and types of academic program reviews: the 1991 Blue Ribbon Taskforce, the 1996 Middle
States review, and the 2010-2012 quarter to semester conversion.
In 1991, NTID’s Strategic Planning Committee consisted of faculty, staff, students, and
alumni who evaluated academic programs based on program enrollment, student placement, and
cost data (NTID, 1996, p. 1) and identified programs to be discontinued through in-house
observations. There were no major changes within the DES, which was called Industrial
Technology and Science at the time.
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In 1995-96, as part of the University’s Middle States self-study efforts, the Middle States
self-study identified variables and reasons for program discontinuations to be “quality, centrality,
marketability, and financial viability” of the programs (NTID, 1996, p. 2). From the Middle
States’ outcome, NTID eliminated five engineering technology programs for the deaf under the
former Department of Industrial Technology and Science (DITS). Table 1 provides a summary
of the historical programs and their degree offerings.
Table 1
Eliminated Engineering Technology Programs, 1995-96
Degree a

Name of eliminated programs
Architectural Technology

Diploma
Associate of Applied Science

Civil Technology

Associate of Applied Science

Industrial Drafting Technology

Associate of Occupational Studies
Associate of Applied Science

The degree offerings were in Diploma, Associate of Occupational Studies (AOS), and Associate of Applied
Science (AAS). The Diploma is a one-year certification program. AOS is a general education degree that prepares
students for a career. AAS is a degree program that often prepares students for transferring into a bachelor’s
program.
a

The justification for discontinuing the programs shown in Table1 was based on three
primary issues. First, due to the duplication of lower-division programs (AAS) offered by RIT’s
CAST, the duplication of majors between NTID and CAST made the two schools competitors.
Second, NTID students who wanted to pursue baccalaureate degrees but who were not
academically ready were leaving school without a degree. Lastly, the remaining students
struggled with Accreditation Board of Engineering Technology (ABET) accreditation criteria
(NTID, 1996, R. Till to J. DeCaro, February 22, 1996).
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The development of the new DES that housed several new career-focused, engineering
technology programs, including Automation Technology (AT, AOS and AAS), Optical Finishing
Technology (OFT, AOS/AAS), Computer Aided Drafting Technology – Architecture based
(AOS/AAS), and Computer Integrated Machining Technology (AOS), was created 2002 and
sought curriculum changes of seven registered engineering technology programs in 2006
(Meinert, 2006-2011, Meinert to A.J. Simone, June 30, 2006). As the field started to change into
precision optics, the name changed to Applied Optical Technology (AOT) to address the
ophthalmic field in 2006. AOT was discontinued in 2010 after a couple of optical courses were
transformed into technical electives for Computer Integrated Machining Technology (i.e.,
precision optics machining). The main reason for the transition was strongly associated with the
optical precision workforce and trades (Meinert, 2006-2011, Licata to B. Meinert, January 26,
2011).
In the latest era, the 2010-2012 quarter to semester conversion, during which every
program went through academic reviews at RIT, the DES’s Automation Technology (AT) (e.g.,
robotics and electro-mechanical technology fields) was a casualty and was closed over a fouryear transition period at the time of the decision. DES still had a good number of students
remaining in the program, and the Department pledged to them that they would graduate with a
degree; DES suspended recruiting students for the AT program at the beginning of 2011 and
graduated the last AT student in the summer 2014 term. Students in this situation began in a
quarter format and graduated in a semester format, for which DES had to develop an individual
education plan showing quarter, transition, and semester courses that would allow students to
graduate on time. The main reasons AT was discontinued were academic cost per credit; high
faculty to student ratio; and low program census data for five-year enrollment, five-year
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persistence, five-year graduation, and time to degree completion outcomes that translated to
increased cost per graduate (Meinert, 2006-2011, Meinert to W. Drestler, August 22, 2011).
There were 56 AT D/HoH students in the life of the program, and only nine D/HoH were
awarded degrees. In addition, 13 D/HoH students were transferred out of AT, 11 D/HoH students
withdrew from AT, and 8 D/HoH students were suspended and never returned (M. Gustafson,
personal communication, October 26, 2015). The numbers reflected the determinants for
discontinuing the program. All three-faculty members were on pre-tenure status, and per
institutional policy, the faculty were given the opportunity for retraining to other areas. Two
faculty members were moved from pre-tenure to lecturer status, and one of these eventually did
not renew the contract. The remaining pre-tenured faculty member is up for tenure in 20152016.
The quarter to semester conversion had the biggest impact on departmental resources.
Since 2007, DES has lost six faculty members for a variety of reasons: four tenured faculty
members retired, one pre-tenured faculty transferred to a different college within RIT, and one
lecturer’s contract was discontinued due to declining enrollment (as indicated earlier). Therefore,
the department went from 17 faculty members in 2007 to 10 faculty members in 2014 (NTID,
2015). The new distribution includes one female and nine male members, including four tenured,
one pre-tenure, and five lecturers. In addition, the five tenured and one pre-tenured faculty
distribution includes five D/HoH and one hearing faculty member. The five lecturers include
three hearing and two deaf faculty members.
As for students, between the academic years of 2007 and 2014, in academic year 2007,
DES had 88 D/HoH students in the associate’s degree programs at NTID and 129 D/HoH
students cross-registered in RIT’s baccalaureate programs in KGCOE and CAST, which totals to
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217 D/HoH students (NTID, 2007). During academic year 2014, DES had 110 associate’sbound D/HoH students at NTID and 98 D/HoH students cross-registered in baccalaureate
engineering-related programs, which totals to 208 D/HoH students (NTID, 2014). Therefore, 110
D/HoH students is a 25% increase of 88 D/HoH students in the associate-bound degree
programs, and 98 D/HoH is a 24% decrease of 129 D/HoH students in the bachelor-bound
programs. Table 2 provides a summary regarding the associate- and bachelors-bound D/HoH
students within DES between two periods, 2007 and 2014.
Table 2
Comparison of Total Number of D/HoH Students’ Degree-bounded Between 2007 and 2014 a
Year 2007

Year 2014

% Change

Associate degrees

88

110

+ 25 %

Bachelor degrees

129

98

- 24 %

Total

217

208

- 4.14 %

a

Student numbers retrieved from NTID (2007) and NTID (2014) annual reports.

Despite the decrease of faculty and staff by 41.1% between 2007 and 2014, as rapidly as
terminations (lay-offs and retirements) occurred, NTID has been unable to replace the faculty
quickly enough due to the challenges of the search process and the inability to find potential
faculty members with specific expertise combined with ready knowledge of sign language.
Table 3 provides a summary regarding demographics (in general) of students and faculty
members within the DES between two periods, 2007 and 2014.
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Table 3
Faculty and Students Comparison Between 2007 and 2014
Year 2007

Year 2014

% Change

Faculty a

17

10

- 41.1%

Students b

217

208

- 4.1%

Faculty-Student Ratio

1:12

1:20

+ 167%

a

Faculty sources retrieved from NTID (2015), unpublished raw data.

b

Student numbers retrieved from NTID (2007) and NTID (2014) annual reports
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Problem Statement

Which associate degree programs should NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies
offer?
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Rationale

The Bureau of Labor Statistics’ (BLS) Occupational Outlook Handbook (BLS, 2015d)
indicated a national need for (and predicted increase in) engineers (4% increase) and engineering
technologists (0.2% increase) between 2014 and 2024, respectively (BLS, 2015c)
NTID at RIT is the world’s first and largest technological college that provides STEM
education for D/HoH students, as indicated by PL 89-36 (PL 89-36, 1965; NTID, 2014). NTID’s
Strategic Decision (SD2020), a completed college-wide strategic planning process that involved
students, faculty, staff, and alumni, is a plan that will navigate NTID into the future (NTID,
2010). SD2020 identified that the college should (a) review and update NTID’s career-focused
program portfolio that prepares student for the workforce; (b) expand NTID AAS transfer
programs through articulation agreements regarding transferability to one of the other colleges of
RIT; (c) consider Green Technology as one option among several career-focused or transfer
programs; and (d) investigate development of deafness-related STEM bachelor’s degrees with
other RIT colleges (NTID, 2010).
Despite the fact that SD2020 identified these goals, another committee formed in 2011,
which developed the NTID SD2020 Target Report to examine program enrollment numbers.
The report discussed the change in student demographics on future student enrollment targets at
NTID and RIT. The newly stated SD2020 enrollment distribution goals from this effort were
defined as follows: (a) 35% deaf/HoH students enrolled in NTID career-focused associate
programs; (b) 20% deaf/HoH students enrolled in NTID transfer associate programs; and (c)
45% deaf/HoH students enrolled in RIT’s baccalaureate and master programs (NTID, 2010).
Currently, the actual distributions associated with career-focused, 2+3, and cross-registered
D/HoH students at RIT are 32.6%, 22.1%, and 27.1% (NTID, 2014), respectively, with 18.2%
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taking remedial coursework. Table 4 provides a summary of the distribution between SD2020
Enrollment Target predictors and the actual enrollment from 2010 through 2015.
Table 4
Comparing SD 2020 Target and Actual Enrollment Numbers (ACT Composite Mean)
Career Focused

Transfer / Articulation

Cross-registered, RIT

35%

20%

45%

2014-2015 b

32.6% (15.3)

22.1% (18.4)

27.1% (24.5)

2013-2014

31.0% (15.8)

22.7 (21.4)

23.6% (27.5)

2012-2013

33.8% (16.1)

19.3% (19.3)

25.7% (24.9)

2011-2012

34.1% (16.1)

26.7% (19.2)

17.8% (24.8)

2010-2011

41% (15)

18% (19)

19% (23)

SD 2020 Projected a

a
b

The source is directly from SD 2020 projected enrollment targets (NTID, 2010, p. 7).
The source compiled from annual reports retrieved from http://www.ntid.rit.edu/media/annual-report

Recall from the Institutional Context discussion that NTID’s DES experienced rapid
changes in the department’s demographics and programs through three different previous
reviews: (a) 1991 Blue Ribbon Taskforce, (b) 1996 Middle States, and (c) 2010-2012 quarter to
semester conversion. From the 1991 Blue Ribbon taskforce and 1996 Middle States outcome,
NTID eliminated approximately six engineering technology programs for the D/HoH. The
common reasons for discontinuing the Industrial Drafting Technology (AOS/AAS), Civil
Technology (AAS), and Architectural Technology (Diploma, AAS) programs were academic
program reviews that determined that they duplicated programs within the University, lacked
enrollment numbers, and/or had poor graduation rates. The remaining students struggled with
ABET accredited technical programs. In contrast, the Middle States self-study indicated that the
variables and reasons for program discontinuation were quality, centrality, marketability, and
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financial viability (NTID, 1996, p. 2). Lastly, when RIT and NTID went through the quarter-tosemester conversion during 2010 to 2012, all programs went through academic program reviews,
and the Automation Technology program from NTID was identified for discontinuation. The
summary of program changes, eliminations, and degree offerings is shown in Table 5.
Table 5
Engineering Technology Programs through Different Time Periods
Academic Year Eras
1991, Blue Ribbon

Actions
Identified variables and reasons to discontinue

Program, Degree a, b
N/A

programs and eventually influenced the future
of Middle States.
1996, Middle States

As shown in Table 1, the specific elimination

See Table 1.

of engineering technology programs.
2002

The development of a new Department called

OFT (AOS)

Industrial Technologies and Science.

CAD (AOS/AAS)
CIMT (AOS)

2005

Added Applied Mechanical Technology

AMT (AAST)

program, see future section.
2006

Program modification due to changing of

Converted OFT into

technology. Department name changed to

AOT (AOS)

Department of Engineering Studies.
2010

Phased out AOT program and modified CIMT

CIMT (AOS) with a

program due to changing of technology

concentration in
precision optics
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machining.

2010-2012

Conversion from Quarters to Semesters,

AT (AOS, AAS)

each program was reviewed. Automation
Technology (AT) was selected for elimination.
2014

Added Civil Technology program, see future

CVCT (AAST)

section
2015

Seeking new AOS program offering

To be announced

The degree offerings were in Diploma, Associate of Occupational Studies (AOS), and Associate of Applied
Science (AAS). The Diploma is a one-year certification program. AOS is a general education degree that prepares
students for a career. AAS is a degree program that often prepares students for transferring into a bachelor’s
program or career. AAST is a degree program with an articulation agreement with one of the RIT colleges.
a

The programs were Applied Optical Technology (AOT), Automation Technology (AT), Computer Aided Drafting
Technology-Architecture (CADT), Computer Integrated Machining Technology (CIMT), and Optical Finishing
Technology (OFT).
b

Developments Since 2002
On the positive side, despite program eliminations prior academic year 2002, the
developments included (1) the development of DES as a department, (2) curriculum updates of
seven engineering technology programs around 2006, and (3) the discontinuance of AOT and AT
programs around 2010 identified by Meinert (2006-2011).
NTID’s Strategic Planning 2010 (SP 2010) called for new associate + baccalaureate
(AAS transfer) degree programs. One of NTID’s early program implementations was Applied
Mechanical Technology (AMT), which included an articulation agreement with RIT’s CAST
during the Academic Year 2005. The main reason for the addition of the AMT program was to
satisfy the SP2010 and to prepare D/HoH students transferring to CAST’s baccalaureate
programs in mechanical engineering technology or manufacturing engineering technology as
third-year students (C. Licata to Zion, March 8, 2006; NTID, 2005). Moreover, Civil
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Technology became the second new associate + baccalaureate (AAS transfer) degree program
implemented by the department; it began durign the fall 2014 term and prepares NTID students
for RIT’s Civil Engineering Technology program (NTID, 2013, S. Aldersley to Buckley,
October 21, 2013).
The primary issues and concerns with respect to the new program additions since 2002
are related to students’ relatively low ACT scores, the limitation of program choices, and
students who are academically underprepared. The two associate + baccalaureate transfer degree
programs are challenging for a D/HoH student population with ACT scores of 18 Composite, 20
Math and 16 Reading (i.e., the equivalent SAT scores would be in the range of 870 for
composite, 480-490 for Math, and 410-420 for Reading) (RIT, 2011). Except the two associate
+ baccalaureate transfer degree programs, DES has not developed any new career-focused
programs (i.e., AOS or AAS) since 2002.
The rationale for this decision analysis is the lack of new associate degree programs,
which has created several problems. First, not all D/HoH students qualify to pursue associate +
baccalaureate programs. Second, there are only two choices for students in career-focused
programs, Computer Aided Drafting Technology (CADT) - Architecture focus, which offers
AOS and AAS degrees, and Computer Integrated Machining Technology (CIMT), which offers
an AOS degree only. Last, if a D/HoH student is not interested in CADT or CIMT, then attrition
becomes an issue for the department because it loses a qualified student. In addition, Gerard
Buckley, NTID’s Dean, stated that “I think what we sometimes fail to do is to think about how
new career areas will apply to our target population of AOS students. We have to keep this
group in mind” (personal communication, March 2, 2015).
New Developments for 2015 and Beyond
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The department recently debated potential new programs regarding renewable energy
(AOS/AAS) and biomedical equipment repair technician (AOS). Both identified programs are
still within preliminary rounds of discussion, and faculty members need to continue to explore
and research these skill sets and how they fit with the labor force. Moreover, the faculty
members continue to debate heavily which skill sets should be included in the program.
Historically speaking, NTID has focused on or utilized job outlook statistics from the
BLS’ Occupational Outlook Handbook (BLS, 2015d) in association with the RIT mission, PL
86-39, and the intention of the CTE data to discover several occupations that could appropriately
serve as a potential new program that will serve a new audience that NTID has yet to recruit.
The BLS’s Occupational Outlook Handbook (BLS, 2015d) indicates outlooks for many
traditional STEM fields, projects their future growth, and illustrates the fastest growing and
highest paid occupations. BLS illustrates that many of the fastest growing and highest paying
jobs through 2022 will be in CTE fields including healthcare, the skilled trades, STEM,
architecture, Information Technology, and Marketing (ACTE, 2016). CTE data indicates 16
career clusters and multiple pathways within the STEM and Engineering Technology fields. An
example cluster might be architecture and construction; pathways to such clusters include 50
majors such as architectural engineering, construction management, HVAC, or Surveying.
Walter’s (2010) study suggested two important indicators for D/HoH students. The first
indicator is that “[D/HoH] college graduates earned 2.3 times more than [D/HoH] non-college
graduates” (Walter, 2010, Executive Summary, para. 5). The second indicator is that “[D/HoH]
workers employed in STEM occupations earn 31 percent more than those employed in other
occupations” (Walter, 2010, Executive Summary, para. 5). In addition, the study also indicated
occupations (e.g., office support, production, transportation, and construction) that were common
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for D/HoH workers within the age group of 25-64 years (Walter, 2010). To date, DES had
discussed program offerings that train the D/HoH to become technicians in occupations such as
renewable energy, biomedical equipment repair, or construction as options. This decision
analysis is important to the future success for DES, NTID, and RIT given the challenges for the
stakeholders and employers that lie ahead for NTID.
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Decision-Analysis Framework

This section provides descriptions of seven decision-making models (or frameworks) that
frequently assist the decision maker’s process in making a decision or finding a satisfying
solution. The ultimate goal is to enhance the chances of making a good decision using a process
that “gets you to the best solution with a minimal loss of time, energy, money, and composure”
(Hammond, Keeney, & Raiffa, 1999, p. 3). The key concept is that the process does not tell the
decision maker what to decide, but rather, how to choose (Hammond et al., 1999).
Attempting to understand the decision maker’s thinking processes, Kahneman (2011)
introduced a dual process theory that represents “System 1” as intuitive thoughts (i.e., thinking
fast, effortlessly, and in automatic mode), and “System 2” as deliberate thoughts (i.e., thinking
slowly, with more effort, and in controlled mode). Kahneman (2011) describes System 1 as
operating “automatically and quickly, with little or no effort and no sense of voluntary control”
(p. 20), or as intuitive thoughts, for example answering the question “what is 9 + 4?”. System 2,
described as deliberate thoughts, “allocate[s] attention to the effortful mental activities that
demand it, including complex computations. The operations of system two are often associated
with the subjective experiences of agency, choice, and concentration,” for example filling out a
tax form (Kahneman, 2011, p. 21).
Normative theories describe how people should make decisions, while descriptive
theories explain how people actually do make decisions, depending on how System 1 or System
2 influences the decision maker. The prescriptive approach provides techniques to aid the
decision maker’s process, utilizing techniques from administrative decision-making models (B.
Brent, personal communication, September 9, 2012).
Etzioni (1967) introduced three concepts that can categorize the decision models:
rationalistic, incrementalist, and mixed-scanning. In addition, Tarter and Hoy (1998) identified
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seven standards to sort and evaluate different decision-making models such as: (a) setting
objectives; (b) doing means-ends analysis; (c) testing of good decisions and decision processes;
(d) seeking alternatives; (e) using guiding principles; and (f) finding perspective (Tarter & Hoy,
1998, p. 219). Therefore, this section defines and provides the fundamental principles of seven
administrative decision-making models within the categories of rationality (i.e., root),
incremental (i.e., branch), irrational/personal rationality (i.e., fitting an individual’s perception),
and singular evaluation (i.e., tradeoff between satisfactory and sufficing). The seven decision
analysis models are: (1) classical (Savage, 1954), (2) muddling through (Lindblom, 1959), (3)
mixed scanning (Etzioni, 1967), (4) garbage can (Cohen, March, & Olsen, 1972), (5) political
(Lindblom, 1959), (6) recognition-primed (Klein, 1998), and (7) satisficing (Simon, 1955).
Finally, this section provides a rationale as to why applying the Mixed-Scanning model is the
best option for the decision model framework to the decision problem statement of which
associate program offerings is the best resolution for the Department of Engineering Studies.
Rational or Classical Model
Simon (1955) described a rational or classical model as a systematic process of decisionmaking, assuming the decision maker has all of the information necessary to make choices after
reviewing all alternatives to make the best (or right) choice. The Classical decision making
model is a tactic to optimize incorporating steps structurally by way of (a) identifying the
problem; (b) establishing goals and objectives; (c) producing and exploring all alternatives; (d)
considering the consequences of all alternatives; (e) assessing all alternatives in relationships
with the stakeholder’s aims and objectives; (f) selecting and recommending the best option; and
(g) implementing and evaluating the option (Hoy & Miskel, 2001). In addition, this model
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emphasized that there is only “one best solution to the problem; find it, select it and implement
it” (Tarter & Hoy, 1998, p. 212) based on clear goals and information.
Finally, the rational or classical model are classical approaches of means-to-end
outcomes and apply normative and (in rare cases) descriptive theories because the process
explains how decision makers should make decisions. However, the literature clearly indicated
that the classic model’s characteristic is to find the best solution to the problem statement
through finding the solution, selecting the solution, and implementing the solution (Hoy &
Miskel, 2001; Tarter & Hoy, 1998). This model also indicated practical problems with
philosophy. Literature from other scholars illustrated the problems with the Classical model’s
philosophy. For example, Mintzberg indicated, “no person or organization is smart enough to
maximize much of anything” (1983, as quoted in Tarter & Hoy, 1998, p. 213). Another
drawback is when “the problem of uncertainty is intrinsic to organizational life” (Mintzberg,
1983, as quoted in Tarter & Hoy, 1998, p. 213), which illustrates an element in which
uncertainty provides an opportunity not to maximize the information the decision maker needs.
Another disadvantage that Tarter and Hoy (1998) illustrated is that “organizational goals are
complex and often conflicting” (p. 213). This fits well with postsecondary education since
decision making is an essential condition of being an administrator; postsecondary education
stands as a decision-making organization (Hoy & Miskel, 2001).
The literature suggests that a decision maker may not have access to all applicable
information and many not generate all alternatives that will enable a good decision. This is
because the classical model is shown to be a normative theory that describes how people
typically make decisions, but it does not account for the complexity and sheer amount of
information in the real world. Therefore, the classical model may not be the best model to
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pursue the question of which program DES should offer to AOS-bound D/HoH students because
there are 16 career clusters and hundreds of pathways that would create hundreds (if not
thousands) of alternatives. This would mean that discovering the best and most accurate
alternative is impossible.
Incremental Models
The literature often illustrates that the incremental-related model is the best way to reduce
the confrontation between stakeholders (or two parties) over stubborn issues by correcting a
scenario incrementally, a little more is added each time until the issue is resolve. For example,
the incremental approach is an attempt to correct the weakness of rational or classical model by
compromising on the objectives and alternatives that “differs incrementally from existing
policies [or goals]” (B. Brent, personal communication, September 23, 2012). Lindblom (1959)
and Etzioni (1967) introduced specific incremental models, Muddling Through and MixedScanning, respectively, as descriptive alternatives to rational decision making.
Muddling Through. Lindblom (1959) introduced a concept of “by root or by branch” (p.
80). The differing approaches were to deconstruct the problem objective as “rationalcomprehensive (root)” and “successive limited comparisons (branch)” (p. 81). Rationalcomprehensive is a classic/optimizing approach through means-to-ends relationship by
examining all possible sets of means; there are different ends (B. Brent, personal communication,
September 16, 2012). The branch approach, or the muddling through model, occurs through
failure and success when a decision maker tries to make a budget decision and operational sense
of a strategy planning effort to create a new program. For example, this model might occur
when an inexperienced chairperson has never made a difficult budget decision before but
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muddles through by having conversations with faculty and other department chairs and
determines to roll over this year’s budget for next year.
The muddling through decision-making model is a tactic designed to be conservative and
to force the decision maker to make slight incremental changes by incorporating steps
structurally through the suppositions that:
(a) means-ends analysis is inappropriate because objectives and alternatives emerge
simultaneously; (b) good solutions are those upon which decision makers agree
regardless of objectives; (c) options and outcomes are dramatically reduced by
considering only alternatives similar to the current state of affairs; (d) analysis is limited
to differences between existing situation and proposed alternatives; and (e) the
incremental method [avoids] theory in favor of successive comparison of concrete,
practical alternatives. (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 216)
The literature clearly illustrates that muddling through (or incrementalism) is
conservative; however, when alternatives and consequences are difficult to recognize or are
complicated, it may be difficult to resolve the problem. As Grandori (1984) indicated, “small
changes will not produce large negative consequences for the organization” (as quoted in Hoy &
Miskel, 2001, p. 335). Lindblom (1959) argued that the simplification of muddling through “by
limiting the focus to small variations from existing situation merely makes the most of available
knowledge” (as quoted in Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 331).
Therefore, the muddling through model is not the appropriate model to pursue the
question of which program DES should offer to AOS-bound D/HoH students. This is the case
because the original goal is to find a program offering or maintain the status quo, which indicates
no incremental process. At the same time, there are five alternatives to explore. There is no need
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to reduce the number of alternatives as if the decision maker were in a classic model trying to
ferret through 16 career clusters and hundreds of pathways, only to discover the best and most
accurate alternative is impossible. In fact, the PL 86-39 law, RIT mission, and reauthorization of
ACTE have already specified the goals, which is to provide education-to-employment training
for D/HoH students. This is another reason why Muddling Through is not the appropriate model
since there is an actual objective or goal. In addition, the problem statement does not include
incremental changes to current programs creating new program concentrations (i.e., Survey for
Architecture programs) because the recruitment of students will come from the same audience.
The intention was to find a group of prospective students that DES has yet to solicit.
Mixed Scanning. Etzioni (1967) introduced the mixed scanning approach as a strategy,
using a metaphor. He argued that this strategy could be seen as containing
Elements of both [the rationalistic and incrementalist] approach by employing two
cameras: a broad-angle camera that would cover all parts of the sky but not in great
detail, the second one which would zero in on those areas revealed by the first camera to
require a more in-depth examination. (Etzioni, 1967, p. 389)
In addition, the approach is to collect information strategically by surveying the sky and utilizing
the allocation of resources, that is to reduce the effects of shortcomings from each other’s lens,
which is a contrast from muddling through! Etzoini’s (1967) adaptive model, mixed scanning,
“is a pragmatic approach to complexity and uncertainty” (as quoted in Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p.
332), which fuses several decision making models. The incremental model of Mixed Scanning
approaches of the decision maker’s strong descriptive theory because the process explains how
decision-makers actually make decisions. In addition, the mixed scanning approach could
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include a small element of normative theory, which illustrates how decision makers should make
decisions.
The mixed scanning decision making model is anchored by different strategic
philosophies and has the following structural steps: (a) organizational policy directs tentative
incremental decisions; (b) good decisions are consistent with policy; (c) actions are
experimental, reversible, limited, and typically not far from the problem; (d) uncertainty and
scarce information are the rule, not the exception; and (e) a strategy of adoption determines a
course of action by mixing theory, experiences, and successive comparisons (Hoy & Miskel,
2001, p. 217). In other words, the philosophies between mixed scanning and classical models
may be somewhat similar within their objective and model type’s theory. The major difference
is how each model addresses its alternatives and outcomes.
The mixed scanning model means, “Educational administrators can skillfully employ all
adaptive techniques; all illustrated flexibility, caution, and a capacity to proceed with partial
knowledge” (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 333). The literature suggests that mixed scanning is driven
by basic policy, incremental change, and limited information that combines the philosophy of
satisficing, which in short, “is a combination of satisfying and sacrificing” (Decision Making
Confidence, 2013, para. 6), and flexibility of incremental decision making models (Tarter &
Hoy, 1998).
The mixed scanning model may be an appropriate decision making model to pursue the
question of which program the DES should offer to AOS-bound D/HoH students. Hoy and
Miskel (2001) indicated that this model uses broad policy guidelines, limits the search and
analysis to alternatives close to the problem statement, and relies on theory, experience, and
successive comparison used together. Therefore, mixed scanning meets the appropriate
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circumstances for adaptive satisficing given that there is incomplete information, a complex
problem, and an uncertainty with guiding policy from PL 86-39 law, RIT’s mission, and the fact
that the reauthorization of ACTE is to provide education-to-employment training for D/HoH
students through program offerings.
Irrational / Personal Rationality Models
The irrational and personal rationality approaches indicate more of how decision makers
react solely on their emotions (rather than experiences) and personal agendas, respectively. Both
issues may be associated with aversion/loss of aversion that shapes the decision maker's choice
and may negatively influence the decision-making process. Within this category, Cohen, et al.
(1972) introduced the “garbage can” model, and Tarter and Hoy (1998) illustrated what personal
rationality (i.e., political) tendencies are.
Garbage can. Cohen et al. (1972) introduced the garbage can model as an approach to
decision making for situations within organizations that have traits such as “problematic
preferences,” “unclear technology,” and “fluid participation” (p. 1). First, the problematic
preferences are in reference to the “collection of choices looking for problems, issues and
feelings for decision situation” (Cohen et al., 1972, p. 2). Second, the unclear technology
operates on “trial-and-error procedures, the residue of learning from accidents of past
experiences” (p. 1). Lastly, fluid participation is in reference to time, effort, and domains of the
decision situations (Cohen et al., 1972). This model appears to fit organizations with higher
uncertainties caused by the three traits and appears not to actually resolve the problem. The
garbage can model can illustrate the decision maker’s scanning for a match between a problem
and an alternative that seek a solution, making this a descriptive theory. The garbage can
model’s features are
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(a) organizational objectives emerge spontaneously; they are not set beforehand; (b)
means and ends exist independently; chances or happenstance connects them; (c) a good
decision occurs when a problem matches a solution; and (d) administrators scan existing
solution, problems, participants, and opportunities looking for matches. (Cohen et al.,
1972, as cited in Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 327)
It is interesting to note that the garbage can framework will not work for the DES,
because the garbage can model’s intend was to produce many resolutions from DES faculty
members. For example, 10 faculty members (as an organization) could have five themes
(garbage cans) for how to decide on a new program offering. This poses a challenge because it
may be an individual perspective or boundaries changes of the individual or the problem
statement; however, it does explain seemingly irrational decision making, is more tailored to
how people actually make decisions (Tarter & Hoy, 1998), and occurs in a highly uncertain
environment, which is not where the department is currently positioned.
Political. Personal rationality is a descriptive theory that explains how decision makers
actually make decisions based on their own goals or objectives, which replace organization
goals. The summary of the political model is
(a) personal goals, not organizational goals drive decision making; (b) personal meansends analysis substitutes for organizational means-ends analysis; personal ends are
determined and then organizational means are used to achieve them; (c) the test of a good
decision is whether the personal ends are met; (d) politics is the major force shaping
decision; even when satisficing or adaptive satisficing strategy is used, it is employed on
a personal level; and (e) the political model is a descriptive framework that relies on
power to explain decision making. (Tarter & Hoy, 1998, p. 220)
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This model does not represent DES because the objectives, alternatives, and outcomes in this
model are personal (Tarter & Hoy, 1998), whereas the goals of DES are not personal in nature.
Therefore, the ultimate goal is to have faculty ownership in developing program offerings that
will satisfy students’ academic-to-employment readiness. For example, consider an
administrative department chairperson who thought that the intersession (i.e., a period between
fall and spring semesters) at a university causes problems for faculty members’ morale and limits
research activities. The administrative department chairperson of one unit polled the faculty and
discovered that the faculty wanted the opportunity to travel and still do research during the
intersession without necessary physically being at the university. The question from the associate
dean may be, “Why should we solve this problem? Is this a department or an organization
problem?” According to a two-tier employment system including both tenure-track faculty and
full-time, non-tenured lecturers, the lecturers, at least, do not do research that benefits the
university. Some faculty could engage in research externally. This presents what Tarter and Hoy
(1998) illustrate as a situation in which “the power within the organization is dominated by one
individual or group, and a single goal absorbs the discretion and energies of the organization” (p.
219), which can effect stress that “produces irrationality” (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 353). In other
words, faculty members operate like independent contractors, control their own workload status,
and refuse to incorporate external factors that could influence their decision. The decision is
based solely or primarily on faculty’s goals.
Singular Evaluation Models
The literature for singular evaluation suggests that two attributes are associated with
respect to time and restrictions. Klein’s (1998) recognition-primed and Simon’s (1955)
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satisficing models are strictly linked with time and restrict the decision maker in that the first
acceptable alternative is the choice that is be made.
Recognition-Primed. Klein (1998) introduced the concept of a recognition-primed
decision-making model based on experience and prior knowledge. For example, in conducting
phenomenological interviews with firefighters, Klein learned “what a spongy roof is” (p. 15); the
sergeant he interviewed explained that this is when the “heat weakens the supports, so the
surface feels softer just before it collapses” (p. 15). However, Klein discovered that many
unskilled fire fighters, dealing with a time-sensitive and dangerous situation, experienced that
“all roofs feel spongy” (p. 15). The recognition-primed decision model is to discover a practical
(i.e., a workable, but not necessary the best solution) resolution “entirely dependent on
knowledge, expertise, and prior knowledge” (B. Brent, personal communication, September 23,
2012).
Administrators and faculty members likely use recognition-primed models on a daily
basis to make decisions. For an example, if a budget decision was to eliminate specific dollars
from the budget, a junior administrator may be more likely to use historical data to determine the
cut, while the senior administrator may be more likely to make a decision based on experience.
This model may not be the best model for either a junior or an experienced chairperson, and can
lead to inconsistent results depending on who the decision maker was when considering program
offerings. This is because the decision maker will always impose his/her lens (to some degree)
based on the decision maker’s experience and knowledge about the subject matter and is usually
used to make time-sensitive decision (K. DeAngelis, personal communication, September 14,
2015). Thus, DES and NTID should avoid this model due to inconsistency of faculty members’
experiences and knowledge in past program offerings and implementations.
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Satisficing. The term satisficing came from Simon (1955) and “is a combination of
satisfying and sacrificing” (as quoted in Decision Making Confidence, 2013, para. 6). Satisficing
is a strategy that allows decision makers to choose a satisfactory option (i.e., not necessarily the
optimal one) while sacrificing the better option simultaneously. For this reason, not all
alternatives and consequences are explored, but the decision maker still arrives at a satisfactory
end.
The satisficing decision making model, as contrasted with the classical model, is a
general processing model that incorporates steps structurally by way of (a) identifying and
describing the problem; (b) investigating the complications of the situation; (c) establishing
standards or principals for a satisfactory solution; (d) developing strategies for action; (e) starting
off a plan of action; and (f) appraising the outcomes (Hoy & Miskel, 2001). The most interesting
part about the satisficing process is that decision making may enter into any stage of the process,
demonstrating its flexibility, and that this process depends on both (some) experiences and
theory rather than wholly theory as illustrated for the classical model. Satisficing is the preferred
strategy for education administrators (Hoy & Miskel, 2001), but perhaps not for this decision
making project.
Hoy and Miskel (2001) identified that the classical model has limitations based on the
human mind due to the complexity of many organizations; therefore, satisficing is the basic
method that is focused on “finding a satisfactory solution rather than the best one” (Hoy &
Miskel, 2001, p. 319). In addition, the challenge with satisficing when alternatives or
consequences are vague or volatile is that then an “incremental strategy may seem more
appropriate” (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 352). The literature shows that the classical model is
“found not to be useful to administrators because it assumes perfect information, rationality, and
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human capacity not found in the actual world of administration” (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 352).
However, with satisficing, “decision making is about moral choices, and thoughtful moral choice
depends on informed explanation and inference” (Hoy & Tarter, 1995, as quoted in Hoy &
Miskel, 2001, p. 321) that allows administrators to make educational decisions by satisficing
rather than optimizing on account of “bounded rationality” (Hoy & Miskel, 2001, p. 319).
The satisficing model may be a suitable model for decision makers that do not
(necessarily) have the “knowledge, ability, or capacity to maximize” (Tarter & Hoy, 1998, p.
213) due to the decision maker’s aspiration level. In addition, the point at which decisions are
associated with the consequence of alternatives and the decision maker’s aspiration level is
“when uncertainty and conflict prevail…[and] a satisficing strategy becomes appropriate” (Hoy
& Miskel, 2001, p. 335). However, the Satisficing model considers one alternative at a time and
only proceeds to the next alternative if the previous alternative was not satisfied or the decision
maker is not satisfied with the aspiration level that was set. In addition, the decision analysis
approach for this research question should be able to consider multiple alternatives
simultaneously, which the mixed scanning model does.
Table 6 provides a summary of decision-analysis models and their differences.
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Table 6
Juxtaposing Decision-Analysis Models
Decision

Classical

Muddling

Mixed

Garbage

Through

Scanning

can

Savage,

Lindblom

Etzioni

Cohen, March,

Lindbolm

(1954)

(1959)

(1967)

and Olsen

(1955),

(1972)

Tarter and

Analysis

Political

Recognize

Satisficing

Primed

Model a
Author

Klein (1998)

Simon (1955)

Are set

Are set

Hoy (1998)

Objectives

Are set

Are set

Are set

Are set freely

Set at

with alt

personal
level

Alternatives

Outcomes

Model Type

Search and

Limit search

Search all alt

Are associate

Range of alt

Considered

Search and

evaluate all

of few alt

proximity to

with objective

varies due

one alt at a

evaluate one

alt

proximity to

the problem

simultaneously

to different

time based on

alternative at

the problem

with broad

stakeholders

experience

a time.

and detail

and

information

knowledge.

Best alt by

Alt that DM

Satisfactory

DM sees when

Personal

Satisfactory

Satisfactory

DM

see that fits

organization

obj and alt

ends are met

organization

organization

their direction

end

collaboratively

end

end

N

D

D, some N

D

D

D, some N

D and N

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

b

Recommend
for DES
a
b

Chart adaptive from B.Brent, personal communication, September 23, 2012
N=normative, D=descriptive, P= prescriptive

As shown in Table 5, the recommendation for the appropriate model that provides
contingency (in theory) is mixed scanning, not satisficing, tentatively regarding common
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literature and model tendencies, and a favorite of administrators. First, satisficing occurs when
optimizing is not necessary; if information is incomplete and the ends are clear, a decision maker
can substitute Satisficing for optimizing (Tarter & Hoy, 1998) by evaluating and deciding on the
first alternative before moving on to the second alternative individually until the decision maker
is satisfied with foremost alternative. Secondly, if the ends are not clear, administrators would
need to unite the rationality of Satisficing with the flexibility of an incremental method by using
a Mixed Scanning approach, which provides direction through a mission or policy (e.g., PL 8639 Law) (Tarter & Hoy, 1998).
To increase consistency, the recommended model for this analysis is mixed scanning, a
model, which accepts and reviews information based on experience and knowledge with the
same lens providing consistency by the decision maker. Mixed-scanning model is the best option
as the decision model framework to the problem statement regarding program offering for the
DES. This is because utilizing Etzioni's (1967) metaphor by employing two cameras (i.e., broadangle, depth-angle) lenses, a decision maker can analyze multiple alternatives simultaneously to
collect information strategically by examining resources, opportunities, and students. In addition,
as mentioned earlier, the intention of mixed-scanning was to reduce the effects of inadequacies
of each lens. This opportunity allows decision makers to make decisions by using the same lens
throughout the decision analysis process by providing an education-to-employment training
alternative for D/HoH students.
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Stakeholders

The decision analysis regarding the associate degree program offerings at NTID has
implications across a variety of stakeholder groups. The stakeholders include students, faculty,
staff, and administrators and associated organizations, all of which are outlined below in rank
order of importance to this decision analysis.
1. Prospective Students
The prospective students that may enroll in DES’ academic programs are the most
important group of stakeholders. The prospective students would be the primary beneficiaries of
any program expansion and increased access (job opportunities) to emerging fields. The
education of students is the main function of any institution of higher education.
2. Existing Students
Existing students in DES’ current programs (CADT and CIMT), who might wish to
transfer to a new program due to their interests or could face the possibility of the eliminating of
their current program, must be considered. The existing students would be the secondary
beneficiaries of any change to DES’ programs.
3. Department of Engineering (DES) Faculty
The DES faculty is an important entity for its academic programs’ success. The faculty
members are responsible for developing new programs to train prospective (and existing)
students in new skill sets to satisfy labor sectors. The department chairperson needs motivated
and qualified faculty members who are both practitioners and educators to develop the best
possible programs. The faculty provide a major voice to program expansion and workload issues
(e.g., number of courses, class size, academic advising, professional development training) to
meet and deliver a quality education. Faculty members will need to support and possibly help
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implement the decision. Therefore, the DES faculty members play a significant role in this
decision process.
4. DES Chairperson
The DES chairperson is the administrative head that fosters and encourages faculty to
consider program offerings. The department chair communicates developments with the higherlevel administrators as to which programs offer students the best opportunity for success in the
labor force or transferability to other bachelor of engineering and engineering-technology
programs. The major roles of the chairperson will be to encourage faculty conversation, relay
the faculty voice to the college curriculum committee and academic senate council, and manage
the department budget and resources allocated to address the problem statement. In addition, the
chairperson will assist in selling the recommendation(s) to other stakeholders. Regardless of the
outcome, the chairperson will assist in implementing the decision.
5. NTID Dean / NTID President
The Dean of NTID plays a significant role in the success of academic programs as an
advocator and a decision maker for this decision-analysis project. The Dean is also the NTID
President and RIT Vice President of the greater cabinet. Without the support of the Dean, the
college would not be able to consider expand or alter program offerings. Also, it is the
responsibility of the Dean to assure that DES programs address the employability of the
graduates and transferability of students to other colleges within RIT.
6. Curriculum Committees
There are three curriculum committees through which a new program would have to
undergo review: department curriculum committee (DCC), NTID college curriculum committee
(NCC), and Institution curriculum committee (ICC). The major role for the committees, in
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general, is to review, guide revisions, and recommend for approval/disapproval a program’s
proposed curriculum following the College and University protocol. There are three different
roles among the curriculum committees: Approval (Institution), Recommendation (College), and
Recommendation (Department). It is important to note that the NTID NCC could require
significant revisions to the program proposal prior to recommendations for approval or may
recommend that the Dean not approve an application. Ultimately, the committees seek to align
programs with the mission and vision of RIT (as the hosting University) and PL86-36, which
requires training D/HoH students for future jobs.
7. Administrative Council
In addition to the Dean of NTID, other NTID administrators serve on the Dean’s cabinet.
These members are the Executive Assistant to the President; Assistant to the President and Staff
office manager; Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs; Assistant Vice President of
Information Technology and College Operations; Assistant Vice President for Finance and
Budget; Associate Dean for Academic Administration; Associate Dean of Curriculum and
Special Projects; Interim Associate Dean of Research; Assistant Dean and Director of NTID
Access Services; Executive Director of Communication, Marketing, and Multimedia Services;
Special Assistant for Strategic Decisions 2020 Implementation; Special Assistant for Diversity
and Inclusion; and Interim Associate Dean for Student and Academic Services.
In general, the President and Dean of NTID handle all of the operations (academic and
non-academic affairs) at NTID. The Executive Assistant to the President is responsible for NTID
human resources and legal and government relationships. The Assistant to the President and
Staff office manager is responsible for managing the staffing for the Office of the President at
NTID. The Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs handles NTID academic affairs that
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include academic curriculum and faculty resources. The Assistant Vice President of Information
Technology and College Operations manages NTID’s computer, information technology, and
college facilities. The Assistant Vice President for Finance and Budget manages the institution
budget and provides extensive information for annual reports to the US Department of Education
(ED). The Associate Dean for Academic Administration provides administrative support and
handles many institute processes and functions including tenure, promotion, and faculty and staff
searches. The Associate Dean for Curriculum and Special Projects is the key person who handles
the NTID curriculum committee, NTID program reviews, and assessments. The Interim
Associate Dean of Research monitors and advocates for faculty, department, and/or college
research activities. The Assistant Dean and Director of NTID Access Services oversee the
operation of interpreting, notetaking, and captioning services across the university. The
Executive Director of Communication, Marketing, and Multimedia Services oversees all NTID
communication internally and externally and is a major contributor in putting together the final
annual reporting to the US DOE. The Special Assistant for Strategic Decisions 2020
Implementation monitors and updates the progress of SD2020, and The Special Assistant for
Diversity and Inclusion provides the perspective and voice of the minority and underrepresented
faculty, staff, and students of NTID. The Interim Associate Dean for Student and Academic
Services administers student affairs and counseling and provides resources for support to D/HoH
students of NTID. The members of the cabinet, while not the decision makers, could influence
the Dean’s final decision.
8. United States Department of Education (US DOE)
From the Institutional contexts and rationale sections, PL 89-36, RIT’s mission, and
CTE/Perkins IV aim to provide educational training and require NTID to submit an annual report
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to obtain federal funding. NTID is funded through the US DOE’s Special Institution for Persons
with Disabilities’ OSERS department. They are a large stakeholder for the entire system of
NTID academic affairs, not just new program offerings, because of the programs US DOE funds
serves the community and the workforce, and the reputation of NTID.
9. Other RIT Colleges – COE and CAST
Depending on the decision regarding DES programs from NTID, the department
chairpersons from COE and CAST, and faculty members from RIT and NTID may need to
develop articulation agreements or transitions that would bridge the associate and bachelor
degree students. In other words, this group of stakeholders does not directly influence the final
decision. However, they would have an influence on how an articulation agreement is designed,
if necessary. The COE, CAST, and NTID would have to agree to have delegated sections
specifically for D/HoH students.
10. NTID Access Services
If program offerings and new articulation agreements between two programs or colleges
occur, this would influence the NTID access services resources. D/HoH students would need to
request accommodations for academic classes taught by non-signers at RIT colleges or nonacademic activities (e.g., school-sponsored extracurricular events).
11. Employers
The employers that often hire D/HoH graduates are from national, regional, local, and
federal corporation and agencies. The employers have a stake in the DES programs because they
are beneficiaries of our graduates and develop employee-employer relationships. The major aim
of a program is to provide adequate preparation for graduates’ employability and allow
employers options to hire graduates when they need new employees.
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12. Alumni
Alumni are often the employers that hire D/HoH graduates through national, regional,
local, and federal companies/corporations or agencies. They provide an important voice as
stakeholders because they are consumers of DES program services and were former students that
could provide crucial feedback for program expansion on a particular skill set. This group also
serves on the NTID advisory board, its version of the Board of Trustees, but without any voting
power.
13. Academic Senate
This stakeholder is a faculty governing body that includes tenured and non-tenured
faculty members from departments and colleges within the university. One of the functions of
the Academic Senate is to accept programs approved by the Institute Curriculum Committee and
file technical documents with the State’s Department of Education. The primary function of the
Academic Senate is to create and oversee the university’s academic policies and other functions
related to accreditation bodies, state and federal laws and regulations, and processes through
shared governance as an organization body.
14. New York State Department of Education (NYSED)
The NYSED, in particular for higher education, has one unit called the Adult Career and
Continuing Education Services. This department handles services within vocational
rehabilitation where many of the D/HoH students receive support to come to NTID. In addition,
in particular to program expansion and maintaining existing programs, NYSED acts as a
clearinghouse for the purpose of documenting and tracking performance and assessment data.
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15. Academic Advisors
If a program expansion occurs, this stakeholder would have an added responsibility to
provide academic advising that affects retention, time-to-degree, and graduations rates. Thus,
NTID Academic Advisors are academic counselors and RIT Academic Advisors are professional
staff personnel, and do not have any part in the decision-making process. DES Faculty members
do provide a portion of their time as academic advisors, which is mainly associate with technical
courses and academic-to-employment readiness.
16. NTID Admissions
If a program expansion occurs, this stakeholder would handle recruiting prospective
students, along with the department chair and faculty members. NTID Admissions does not have
any part in the decision-making process.
17. NTID Development Office
One of the biggest issues would be funding a program offering; the DES chair and NTID
Developmental Office often solicit from donors and grants funds for new equipment to enhance
program outcomes and increase job opportunities. NTID Development office does not have any
part in the decision making.
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Decision Maker

The decision maker for this problem is the Dean of NTID at RIT. The Dean serves as the
primary academic affairs personnel who is ultimately responsible for and authorizes all academic
curriculum programs within NTID.
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Institutional Approval

Gerard Buckley, Dean and President, and Stephen Aldersley, Associate Dean, of the
National Technical Institute for the Deaf, gave permission for Dino J. Laury (principal
investigator) to conduct a study regarding program offerings within the DES at NTID. A
confirmation of this approval is included in Appendix A.
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Ethical Principles in Research Program Approval
This decision-analysis dissertation is being completed in partial fulfillment of the
Doctorate of Education through the Margaret Warner Graduate School of Education and Human
Development at the University of Rochester in Rochester, New York. The author, Dino J. Laury,
completed the Ethical Principles in Research Program (EPRP) offered by the University of
Rochester. The confirmation letter of the successful completion of this program is provided in a
letter from the Office of Human Subjects Protection in Appendix B.
The author of this analysis is also seeking an approval from the Institutional Review
Board (IRB) of RIT to conduct research on RIT/NTID’s campus for partial fulfillment of the
Doctoral of Education degree through the Warner School at the University of Rochester in
Rochester, New York. The author will provide a verification of this approval in a letter from the
Chair of RIT/NTID’s IRB in Appendix C in the near future. Thus, both activities are pending as
of this writing.
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Review of the Literature

In this section, I review the literature on program expansion (or offerings) regarding
postsecondary and career technical education (CTE) institutions that prepare D/HoH students for
employment by granting associate degrees. As the workforce is constantly changing, program
offerings need to align with the needs of the employers locally, regionally, and nationally. The
literature review for program offerings by way of associate degrees to increase opportunities in
academic-to-employment sector is intertwined but can be separated into several clusters, as
follows: (a) current trends; (b) program offerings including strategies like articulation
agreements; (c) engineering education reform including recruiting non-engineering students and
offering apprenticeships; and (d) deaf epistemologies on education and occupation for the
D/HoH. The literature review also identifies possible gaps and solutions used by postsecondary
leaders to resolve the challenges beforehand.
Methods
My literature search began by using the curriculum archives at NTID for historical
contexts and then expanded to databases on program offerings (or expansions) for postsecondary and CTE institutions. This section provides a description of the search process used to
conduct the literature review through databases, the search terms and combinations used, and
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The preliminary web-based search engines for the literature
review were Google Scholar, AltaVista/Yahoo, and the University of Rochester’s River Campus
Libraries and Rochester Institute of Technology’s Wally databases. The databases, including
ProQuest Education Journals, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses, JSTOR, EBSCO, Academic
search elite, Elsevier, Netlibrary, and Ebrary, provided the references used in this review.
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The inclusion criteria for the literature review were associated with a collection of
keywords (or phrases) to address program offerings in post-secondary and CTE for the D/HoH.
The combination of keywords, including Boolean phrases, was “postsecondary education AND
increasing wage inequality,” “postsecondary education AND workforce,” “program offerings in
higher education,” “engineering associate programs AND higher education AND program
development,” “deaf education AND workforce,” “current trends in postsecondary education,”
“current trends in career technical education,” “workforce needs AND postsecondary program
development,” “academic program development,” “education AND employability skills,”
“career technical education AND program development,” and “transition AND articulation
agreement in post-secondary education.”
The exclusion criteria for this search includes works in elementary or secondary
education (i.e., K-12 or P-12), certification or diploma program offerings, and non-peer reviewed
papers that did not directly address the inclusion criteria.
Findings
Current Issues within Postsecondary Education
The purpose of this section is to provide awareness regarding contemporary trends in
program offerings for postsecondary education leading to employment. First, the literature is
integrated with a variety of issues regarding accessibility, affordability, and accountability within
postsecondary education and the workforce that will influence the decision regarding program
expansion. Second, the association between the Carl D. Perkins IV Law and CTE association
guidelines may affect program offerings with respect to local, regional, or national job markets
that vary between D/HoH and hearing graduates of CTE.
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Accessibility, accountability, and affordability. In order to consider the issues of
accessibility, accountability, and affordability of postsecondary education that is available to
D/HoH students who seek academic training leading to employment, I undertook a broad search
of the literature on these issues as they relate to students as a whole, as well as underrepresented
groups of students. Asch, Kilburn, and Klerman (1999) point out that the critical issues in postsecondary education’s responsibility, convenience, and openness of the institute remain crucial
regarding recruitment, retention/attrition, graduation, and employability rates. Asch et al.’s
(1999) research “found no information regarding trends in levels of total financial aid package”
(p. 14), but other trends such as increases or decreases in enrollment and the underrepresentation
of minority students were emphasized. Barrow, Brock, and Rouse’s (2013) study shows that the
areas that continue to be an issue for students are post-secondary education, cost of college,
financial aid policy, student academic support, high school and college transition, and e-learning
(Barrow et al., 2013). Along the same lines, Altbach, Reisberg, and Rumbley (2009) note that
the cost of higher education is nearing a crisis because “government tax revenues are not keeping
pace with rapidly rising cost of higher education” (as quoted in, Stumbo, Zahl, & Pegg, 2013, p.
171). The gaps between governmental funding and actual postsecondary costs are often offset
with increased tuition and fees (Alt et al., 2009, as cited in, Stumbo et al., 2013, p. 171). This
study suggests that access and equity are common issues with respect to both white and
underrepresented students within higher education. In recent years, minority students outpaced
white students in the growth rate of academic degrees completed (“A Welcome Increase,” 2003,
as cited in Stumbo et al., 2013, p. 173). However, as Stumbo et al., (2013) argues, the literature
illustrates that “traditional postsecondary education has become less affordable and accessible,
especially to low-income students, since both public and private institutions have increased
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tuition levels at rates higher than the consumer price index” (Altbach et al., 2009; Berg, 2005;
Losco, 2005; Society for College and University Planning, 2008, as quoted in p. 173).
Due to rising college costs, student loans, or—from a more positive perspective—the
ability to attain the kind of employment desired without an bachelor or advanced degrees, there
is a college student population that wants “to stop with a B.A. degree or a two year college
degree” (Asch et al., 1999, p. 12). These students may not be well served by a traditional focus
on a four-year degree. Moreover, Haag (2015) discussed the challenges of CTE’s concurrent
enrollment issues in retaining students. Concurrent enrollment issues refer to students taking
different courses at different postsecondary education sites (e.g., multiple community colleges)
in order to fulfill general education and technical requirements while attending a specific college
where they actually hope to attain their degree. This practice may cause advising challenges
regarding transition or articulation agreement issues. Asch et al. (1999) also indicated that
college dropout rates are increasing and the solution for many young people when faced with the
problem of whether to continue to struggle to stay in school is to go into the military as an
alternative.
Threeton (2007) discussed another issue regarding accountability, as in who is
responsible for delivering postsecondary education; according to the Carl D. Perkins Act of
2006, the law identified teachers, guidance counselors, and administrators as CTE Professionals,
but faculty may not see themselves in this light. Threeton (2007) points out that “too often CTE
teachers and faculty members simply place the burden of guidance duties solely on the guidance
counselor” (p. 72), which challenges the accountability of educators who prepare graduates for
the future.
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McCharen’s (2008) study may address a concern regarding Perkins IV or CTE’s
accountability by involving data from 4757 students collected by the Oklahoma Department of
Career and Technology Education from school years 2000-01 to 2004-05. McCharen (2008)
found that 904 students (19%) went into certification programs, out of which708 (78%) of those
students graduated; 2611 (54%) students began by pursuing 2/4 year college degrees, and only
58 (2%) of those students graduated, and 1370 students (85%) from related occupations were
retrained and employed (p. 211, table 1). These numbers illustrated those students who pursued
2/4 year college degrees did not do well and reconnects to Asch et al.’s (1999) potential concept
of alternative means such as retraining in a short amount of time. McCharen (2008) argued, “the
results of this study have potential implication for Perkins accountability and reauthorization” (p.
213), in that CTE needs to be responsive to the industry, leading to high wage, high skill, and
demanding careers.
In addition, Zinser and Hanssen (2006) claimed that the “primary purpose of articulation
agreements in this context is to promote completion of the baccalaureate degree” (p. 36).
However, Stumbo et al. (2013) saw articulation agreements as an opportunity and used the term
“massification” (p. 172) to describe the process of making enrollment into higher education
ubiquitous and available to the masses. In other words, massification is a process of changes in
program requirements, curriculum changes, or creating multiple entry points like waiving SAT
scores as admissions requirements, all of which are designed to open up more access into the
program.
Career Technical Education and Carl D. Perkins IV. The Carl D. Perkins Vocational
and Technical Education Act of 2006 (i.e., Perkins IV) “is the principle source of federal funding
to states for improvement of…postsecondary and technical education programs” (USDOE, n.d.).
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Often, the Carl D. Perkins IV Act (Perkins IV) and CTE Association are connected to job
training and apprenticeships, and each program “prepares youth and adults for a wide range of
high-wage, high-skill, high-demand careers” (ACTE, 2014b, para. 1).
However, the literature indicated several downsides of Perkins IV and CTE, including
challenges regarding CTE concurrent enrollment that may influence program developments. For
example, Haag (2015), in her study of CTE concurrent enrollment, argues that three challenges
when considering programs from an administrative perspective are (1) programming difficulties,
(2) low enrollment, and (3) limited incentives.
In CTE concurrent enrollment, the difficulties are with respect to providing CTE
programs that are transparent to other programs. Therefore, students enrolled in particular CTE
programs are not allowed to take classes via other CTE programs because “the persistent
separation of academic and technical courses is another factor that limits the number of kinds of
college credits” (Haag, 2015, p. 54). Next, the low enrollment often alluded to is because CTE
professionals have advised high school or transferring students not to take community college
classes if they did not want to attend community college; instructors knew that within the
community colleges, the introductory college courses in technical programs did not always
transfer (Haag, 2015). Lastly, Haag (2015) indicated an example in which one state did not
provide strong incentives to colleges because their credits are not based on the “Full-Time
Equivalent (FTE) formula, so increases in enrollment from concurrent enrollment do not result in
increased state funding to colleges” (Haag, 2015, p. 55). The literature incidentally points out the
crucial nature of transition and articulation agreements. Therefore, “[contractual] articulation
agreements are a practice permitted by Perkins even though they are ineffective because students
seldom use credits in escrow” (Stipanovic et al., 2012, as quoted in Haag, 2015, p. 55). It is
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important to point out that the study was specific to Maine as one example because college
administrators need to weigh the pros and cons of offering classes that are easily (or not easily)
transferred within Maine’s college system, which is different from other surrounding states.
Fleming’s (2014) research revealed that faculty need to be mindful when considering
program offerings. Many academic or CTE program discontinuances occur while: (a) External
fiscal resources are reduced along with opportunities to purchase or obtain resources (i.e.,
supplies, materials, equipment, faculty) required for offering an academic program; (b) There is
no full-time faculty to provide expertise and leadership to develop new programs; and (c) Many
colleges have comprehensive annual program review procedures that will measure a program’s
viability and validity through academic-to-employability status (Fleming, 2014). Thus,
obtaining resources, like getting faculty to buy in the concept, and providing robust graduates’
data of competitors’ programs finding jobs, can illustrate an opportunity to offer a potential
program.
Furthermore, Fleming (2014) discussed lack of resources, limited faculty availability, and
program reviews as caveats when considering new program offerings. Haag (2015) discussed
different reasons that may challenge new program offerings, such as programming difficulties,
low enrollment, and limited incentives. It is clear that Haag (2015) and Fleming (2014) agree
there are challenges when looking at new program offerings, but they disagree on who is
accountable because the challenges involving the need for faculty support and having ample
resources from administration to be able to reallocate resources.
Labor force. Obtaining a job after graduating from postsecondary education is important
for many reasons, including the necessity of filling the empty positions in the labor market.
Carnevale, Smith, and Strohl (2013) studied the association between the academy and the job
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market. Their findings reflected that there would be “165 million jobs in the economy by 2020,”
which is an increase by more than 20 million jobs since 2010 (Carnevale et al., 2013, p. 3). In
addition, 31 million jobs will become available due to baby boomer retirements, and there will
be 24 million new jobs, which totals 55 million job openings (Carnevale et al., 2013). Moreover,
30% of these jobs will require some college or an associate degree, and 35% of the job openings
will require a bachelor’s degree (Carnevale et al., 2013). The fastest growing occupations are
STEM, healthcare professions, and community services. However, the downside is that “at the
current production rate in higher education, we will fall 5 million short of the workers with
postsecondary credentials we need by 2020” (Carnevale et al., 2013, p. 3).
Kane and Rouse (1995) “estimate that, as of 1990, the college premium for those who
graduated from high school between 1979 and 1983 was 21 percent for those who earned a twoyear degree and 8 percent for those who obtained some college but did not earn a degree” (as
quoted in Asch et al., 1999, p. 16). The college premium is an indicator of shortage of collegeeducated workers whereby those workers with a college degree are able to demand higher wages
(R. Dirmyer, personal communication, August 6, 2015). In other words, the college premium
indicates that the average college graduate likely will earn more than a high school graduate and
is a message that prospective students should consider going to college (i.e., postsecondary,
higher education).
However, the problem statement of this dissertation specifically targets the people
included in the data with an associate degree who are D/HoH, not just students or workers as a
whole. Walter and Dirmyer (2013) studied the effects of higher education and how higher
education impacts occupational status for the D/HoH. The authors (2013) discussed three
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significant facets: (a) employment rate; (b) unemployment rate; and (c) earnings among hearing
and D/HoH graduates with associate and bachelor’s degrees (Walter & Dirmyer, 2013).
Table 7
2010 Employment, Unemployment, and Earnings Disparities between Hearing and D/HoH a
Employment

Unemployment

Earnings

Associate

Bachelor

Associate

Bachelor

Associate

Bachelor

Deaf /HoH

64.9%

72.7%

11.9%

8.1%

$25,135

$39,105

Hearing

83.7%

85.4%

7.5%

5.7%

$33,227

$49,334

a

This table summarizes Walter and Dirmyer’s (2013) figures 2, 3 and 4.

As shown in Table 7, Walter and Dirmyer (2013) discovered results that suggested a
double-edged sword analogy because there are both favorable and unfavorable consequences to
the findings. The favorable findings indicate that society has been successfully placing D/HoH
students in postsecondary education. However, the unfavorable finding is that the number of
D/HoH individuals in the labor force is diminishing (Walter & Dirmyer, 2013), and the fact that
deaf graduates are not at par in terms of earnings with ordinary people is a major issue.
Regarding program expansion, the authors indicated that “society has been successful in
assisting deaf and [hard-of-hearing] individuals in gaining access to postsecondary institutions,
but [simultaneously] has witnessed a continuing decline in percentage [of students actually
obtaining a degree]” (Walter & Dirmyer, 2013, p. 48). For example, between 1991 and 2001,
employment for people with severe hearing impairment decreased from 58.7% to 47.0% (Walter
& Dirmyer, 2013). A new program offering in NTID’s DES may attempt to recapture the
particular audience and provide a new opportunity.
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As for education, Walter and Dirmyer (2013) illustrated that academic attainment for
D/HoH students increased from 5.6% to 23.5% between 1972 to 2010 in the areas of some
college experience, and obtaining a college degree from 6.4% to 23.3%. Thus, the effects of
education on labor force status indicated that 64.9% of D/HoH workers who had associate
degrees participated in the workplace, which influenced the earnings of D/HoH workers (Walter
& Dirmyer, 2013). The issues that remain, however, are that hearing participants outnumbered
D/HoH percentagewise in the population and in earnings and had a lower unemployment rate
than D/HoH workers.
Despite Walter and Dirmyer’s (2013) indication that the employment rate, unemployment
rate, and earnings among the D/HoH are not at par with hearing people, there are more
opportunities for D/HoH students to obtain associate degrees that prepare them for occupations
than in prior decades. With increasing understanding of accessibility, affordability, and
accountability status, college administrators must weigh the advantages and disadvantages of
offering CTE enrollment classes that do not easily transfer (Haag, 2015) through articulation
agreements to potentially increase and retain students for graduation. However, many students
still struggle with transition and earning credentials, and costs are escalating (Barrow et al.,
2013). Moving forward, Carnevale et al. (2013a) pointed out that the United States may be short
5 million employees from the retirement of baby boomers and creation of new jobs, which gives
stakeholders within postsecondary institutes (i.e., faculty, administers, institutes) an opportunity
to create program offerings that align with employment. For example, recall that D/HoH
students at NTID have limited program choices (i.e., CADT and CITM) to obtain an associate in
occupational studies; there is an opportunity to increase new program offerings to combat the
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issues in the job market that Carnevale et al. (2013a, 2013b) are concerned about due to the
employment shortfall.
Program Offerings Development
This section reviews the literature that suggests that stakeholders — in particular, faculty,
administrators, and institutes — should take on different perceptions of program expansion
strategies by understanding different clusters and pathways that are identified by CTE. As many
institutes are trying to improve collaborative efforts between programs (or colleges), the quality
of articulation agreements and transitions becomes an important functionality. Lastly, the
literature suggests engineering reform to teach STEM and engineering technology education in a
different way and potentially to capture a new audience. These strategies provide program
offerings with an opportunity to increase enrollment and graduation rates.
Program expansion strategies. Several researchers have examined efforts to expand
programs based on a variety of student and community needs. Kostelnick, Rowley, McDermott,
and Bowen (2009) developed a global information system (GIS) program at a tribal college,
Haskell Indian Nations University, in Lawrence, Kansas. The demand (or needs assessment) for
GIS was based on “[serving] a diverse range of applications on tribal lands, including
environmental monitoring (e.g., air and water quality), land administration, wildlife
management, and cultural preservation” (Kostelnick et al., 2009, p. 68). The GIS program was
described and built around three major components, also known as a “three-legged stool”
(Kostelnick et al., 2009, p. 70) concept: (1) courses; (2) outreach activities; and (3) projects
while developing a program. First, the quality and design of courses is the core of Haskell’s GIS
program (Kostelnick et al., 2009). Second, the outreach activities are associated with the
university’s mission to provide support to their tribe members across the country (Kostelnick et
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al., 2009). The activities include tribal outreach, usually consisting of 3-5 day workshops and
site visits. There is also campus and community outreach involving an open house. The open
house served two goals, “to showcase current GIS research and projects by Haskell students and
to demonstrate to the students that their work is of interest to the public beyond the Haskell
campus” (Kostelnick et al., 2009, p. 71). Lastly, the research, campus, and tribal projects served
as an opportunity for the students to apply their skill sets to geographic topics, and “each
semester and during the summer months a number of Haskell students were funded by various
federal grants” (Kostelnick et al., 2009, p. 71).
While Kostelnick et al. (2009) discussed programs built around courses, projects, and
recruiting efforts based on the tribal needs, McCharen (2008) conveys the essentials of a
program built around the Perkins IV legislations and how best to transfer to another program (or
college). Each author illustrated the philosophy that NTID is seeking for their D/HoH students
as the target audience based on deaf culture needs and programs built around CTE – Perkins IV,
to create the best possible employability opportunity for D/HoH graduates. McCharen (2008)
highlights the success of developing programs in health care through career clusters and
pathways implemented by the “requirement of the Perkins IV legislation” (p. 203) to connect the
CTE programs, associate degrees, and entry-level occupations and careers. However, McCharen
(2008) found a few challenges with articulation agreements and completion of degree and
employment placement. McCharen’s (2008) study involved 4757 students, and of the 19% who
entered a certification program, 78% were successful in getting a certification; of the 54% who
entered college degree programs, only 2% successfully completed a 2/4 year degree and found a
job, which is not astonishing because results may have “potential implications for Perkins
accountability and reauthorization” (McCharen, 2008, p. 213) by reauthorizing vocational
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education into CTE. Regarding employment, of the 33% who entered employment through
articulation agreements, 85% found related occupations, and 14% found unrelated occupations
(McCharen, 2008). In the final analysis, the study illustrated that “the rate of articulation into
additional postsecondary healthcare programs was somewhat lower than the college attendance
rate for all first time freshman students in the state [of Oklahoma]” (McCharen, 2008, p. 211),
which may indicate that the articulation policy needs revisiting to improve the ratings.
Ralevich and Martinovic (2010) examined the complications of creating a program using
frameworks such as: (1) Bachelor in Applied Information Science (BAISc); (2) Certified
Information System Security Professional (CISSP) Common Background Knowledge (CBK);
and (3) Information Security (InfoSec) CBK. The aim was to meet or exceed the goals or
objectives of three different frameworks that increased the involvement in creating a program,
and making this program acceptable to rigorous academic and industrial standards. In addition,
Ralevich and Martinovic (2010) recommended that program activities include faculty meetings,
guest speakers in courses, extracurricular activities in the program, quality control, applicant
selection, mobile computing and facilities, and bridging programs (articulation/transition) to
improve the quality of the program (Ralevich & Martinovic, 2010). For example, the rigor of
Ralevich and Marinovic’s (2010) program offering exceeds the BAISc (IIS) by adding two
industrial standards into the program curriculum and may prepare students better towards
industrial standards (academic-to-employment readiness).
Clusters and pathways. The existing literature suggested several different approaches of
program development (or expansions), including literature by McCharen (2008), Kostelnick et
al. (2009), and Ralevich and Martinovic (2010) regarding program developments. McCharen
(2008) illustrated that career cluster and career pathway frameworks “strongly recommended
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including the requisite academic skills and coursework for success in the chosen pathway” (p.
213), a conceptual framework that was taken directly from Perkins IV legislation.
Moreover, the National Career Clusters Framework (NCCF) provides structure to deliver
CTE programs. There are 16 career clusters (e.g., Architecture and Construction) and 79 career
pathways (e.g., Design/Pre-construction, Construction, or Maintenance/Operation pathways) that
will provide hundreds of occupations, such as architects, surveyors, or cost estimators (NCCF,
n.d.). Thus, Kostelnick et al., (20090 argued that the graduates who are interested in these
specialization fields are often encouraged to address “project-oriented learning as a solution to
the training-versus-education dilemma” (Chen, X. 1998; see also Kemp & Goodchild 1991, as
quoted in p. 68), which addresses moving from academic study to employability.
With respect to program offerings (including online offerings), focusing on 16 career
clusters and pathways, Githens, Sauer, Crawford, and Wilson (2012) discovered that the top five
clusters for online occupational programs and education were Business Management and
Administration, Information Technology, Health Science, Law/Public
Safety/Corrections/Security, and Human Services. Githens et al. (2012) illustrated that
Engineering and Engineering Technology did not fare well in providing online program
offerings. Of the 143 institutions and 1,201 programs in the sample, only one college offered
three Engineering and Technology programs online. Githens et al. (2012) stated that it is
common for online programs offerings to be within subjects where content can be more easily
delivered remotely, because “subjects requiring development of…labs, or fieldwork require
significant resources before quality instruction can occur in an online medium” (Bourne, Harris,
& Mayadas, 2005; see also Mars & Ginter, 2007, as quoted in p. 47).
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Thus, the relationship between academics and workforce development via online
instruction, as Githens et al. (2012) illustrated, was summarized in “the four-predictor model [a
model accounting for degree of centralization, percent of students who are part-time, percent of
students who are female, and median household income] and was statistically significant at the
.05 alpha level, F (4, 135) = 6.81, p = .000” and the adjusted R2 = .143 (Githens et al., 2012, p.
45). In other words, the adjusted R2 = .143 means that the four predictors are not able to
illustrate or indicate that most of the majority of the variance in online occupational program
offerings was “considered to be of minimal practical significance” (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2003, as
quoted in Githens et al., 2012, p. 45). Thus, a traditional approach may still be the better option
today for engineering / engineering technology program offerings because students do not get the
same experience working on a simulator on a computer via online education as they do on
computer numerical control machining.
Articulation agreements in postsecondary education. An articulation agreement is one
type of a resolution that reduces complexity during a transfer process between or among two or
more institutes requiring a flexible policy – a contractual agreement. Ralevich and Martinovic
(2010) indicated that the intention of bridging programs through articulation agreements is to
transfer the graduates (e.g. BASIc(ISS)) to other universities that recognize particular graduates
(e.g. BASIc(ISS)). In addition, regarding articulation agreements, Karandjeff and Schiorring
(2011) examined and discussed how to find and improve transfer pathways for community
colleges that offer CTE programs, using California community colleges as an example.
Karandjeff and Schiorring (2011) found that “among the 245,000 CTE students included in the
quantitative analysis, just over 50,000 (or 20.5%) transferred during the time period studied”
(Karadjeff & Schiorring, 2011, p. 46). The results indicated that CTE articulation agreements
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could vary significantly by discipline, college, and student groups. Karandjeff and Schiorring
(2011) indicated that “fewer than half of engineering students completed their community
college coursework at one institution; 29% attended two community colleges, 14% attended
three, and 9% four or more community colleges” (p. 49). This issue challenges the affordability
(i.e., as students attend several community colleges to keep the cost down) and accountability of
postsecondary or higher education (i.e., it is challenging to create articulation agreements among
two or more institutes). This is one reason why “thirty three percent [of students] require more
than 6-8 years to complete after enrolling community college and transfer to another college to
complete a baccalaureate degree” (Karandjeff & Schiorring, 2011, p. 49). Sylvia, Song, and
Waters (2010) indicated that a problem in calculating transfer rates is that “due to the differing
structure of the postsecondary education in each state, comparisons across the nation are
problematic at best” (p. 563). This differing structures create “swirling student - patterns of
serial transfers” (McGlynn, 2006, p. 61-62, as quoted in Sylvia et al., 2010, p. 568) because
students’ attempt to increase GPA or keep costs down become motives when two parties create
an articulation agreement.
Zinser and Hanssen (2006) studied transferability credits between community college and
universities and relationships between the institutions when the institutions were establishing
agreements (Zinser & Hanssen, 2006). The articulation agreement process required
collaboration effort and needed “(a) faculty support, (b) administration support, (c) collaboration
on curriculum development, (d) joint market, (e) simplicity of agreement, (f) involvement of
multiple institutions, and (g) market demand” (Zinser & Hanssen, 2006, p. 41) to successfully
create an articulation agreement. In addition, Prager (1993) surveyed 408 academic CEOs as
supporters of two-year tracks within a college, university, or system offering four-year curricula;
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the results indicated that transfer and articulation patterns fall within the categories between the
2/4 year institutions, including: (a) delegating to a single administrative unit led by a dean (or
director); (b) integrating administratively between 2/4 year programs at public or private schools;
and (c) extending two year programs in four year branch campuses (Prager, 1993).
All in all, between Karandjeff and Schiorring (2011) and Prager (1993), there were
different organizational structures used in understanding how to incorporate 2/4 year programs.
Researchers have indicated different positions regarding postsecondary education and transfers
(e.g., community colleges and four-year colleges). Prager (1993) indicated that literature argues
that community college should reaffirm its link to four-year institutions and reduce “reverse
transfer” (Brint & Karabel, 1989; Cohen & Brawer, 1989; Palmer, 1987, as quoted in p. 530) by
strengthening the academics. Reverse transfers are defined as “students who transfer to a
community college after attending or earning a degree from a four-year institution” (Townsend
& Dever, 1999, as quoted in Seidman, 2012, p. 154). The second group suggests abandon the
transfer option in favor of vocational and adult education that suits community colleges better
(Prager, 1993). Finally, the third group believes community colleges’ structure and organization
are fundamentally flawed by neither being nor belonging to a four-year institute (Prager, 1993).
Collaboration efforts. Ejiwale (2014) discussed facilitating collaboration across STEM
during a program development, in which he emphasized that pooling the ideas, resources,
commitment, and efforts of many is more effective than relying on a few “best” individuals in
program development. The literature also suggested diversifying students and faculty with
adequate backgrounds to assist in recruiting students to the program and preparing for job
placements (Ejiwale, 2014). Another aspect to consider is that offering programs only in a fulltime format may limit potential candidates who are employed and would prefer to study on a
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part-time basis. It may also disconnect them from some collaboration efforts with part-time
faculty members. The downside of STEM faculty with different backgrounds, as Ejiwale (2014)
cautioned, is that it can be a challenge to collaborate and foster faculty ownership of a new
program (or curriculum). Thus, Kostelnick et al. (2009) and Ralevich and Martinovic (2010)
suggested offering different activities (e.g., speaker series, competitions, and mentoring
programs) within the department or outside of the department and collaboration with other
disciplines within the university or corporate world so that basic skill sets, training, and
principles remain an essential part of the program, regardless of faculty and student backgrounds.
Engineering education and reform. Miller and Euchner (2014) discussed the future of
engineering education and to redefine undergraduate engineering education to attract more
students into engineering and engineering technology professions. Miller and Euchner (2014)
indicated that engineering students were not always engaged with their education. The authors
pointed out that engineering and engineering technology courses and programs are traditionally
taught through repetition and memorization and “in a solitary form” (Miller and Euchner, 2014,
p. 16). The whole point of the redefinition is to educate young engineers about ethics,
humanities, or non-engineering courses when they are designing a new technology (e.g., drones),
and not necessary address a traditional curriculum of solving mathematic- or engineeringformula problems; additionally, emphasizing engineering ethics increases job-readiness skills.
Miller and Euchner’s (2014) discuss the future of engineering education since the current
curriculum does not always prepare students to be innovators and does not tap into “intrinsic
motivation, the motivation from within” (p. 16). In other words, the current engineering /
engineering technology curriculum is not as entertaining or successful in motivating students to
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increase their curiosity about engineering. Thus, Miller and Euchner (2014) advocate for reform
in engineering education.
Berne (2003) potentially addressed Miller and Euchner’s (2014) concern and intentions
by reviewing the ethics, technology, and the future of engineering education through
intergenerational experiences between college students and elders who may not have engineering
backgrounds. Berne’s research involves the use of intergenerational dialogue as a learning tool
known as “The Jefferson Institutive for lifelong learning” (Berne, 2003, p. 89), and argued,
“what is not understood is the importance of voices of seniors in the development of new
technologies, and particularly in the ethical issues that they raise” (Berne, 2003, p. 89). Berne
(2003) facilitated a conversation about The First Immortal (Halperin, 1998, as written in Berne,
2003, p. 89), a science fiction book about people deep-freezing their bodies and entering new life
inside of an enormously changed world 200 years later. Berne (2003) examined the
intergenerational framework and discovered that 20 of 28 senior citizens and 7 of 28 engineering
students given the hypothetical situation were willing to continue living after thawing out. This
example illustrated a generational disconnect that must be addressed regarding academic-toemployment readiness; the seniors obviously had a different worldview gained from years of
experience that the students did not. In addition, the students need to address their decision
making when designing future products for the mass-market, and the challenges associated with
moral, ethical, and legal issues regarding people as consumers.
While Miller and Euchner (2014) and Berne (2003) addressed strategies for how the new
engineering curriculum and program should be designed with a different outlook, Backa and
Wihersaari (2014) reviewed which competencies (i.e., skill set proficiencies) companies are
looking for when recruiting graduates. Their research focused on which engineering
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competencies of the future engineering students industries will value and determined which
competencies will best fit the graduating student and the industry in which the student is
applying for employment. Backa and Wihersaari (2014) identified basic engineering
competencies like “specified engineering competence” (e.g., efficient energy systems), “basic
engineering skills” (e.g., math and physics), and “common professional studies” (e.g., basic
understanding of mechanical technology) (p. 11). Also, the association they discovered aligns
with the educational background and personal qualities of the graduate. There were two
limitations, however; one was regarding the idea that “experience is often a favorable
competence [sic], but sometimes it can make you narrow-minded” (Backa & Mihersaari, 2014,
p. 12). In other words, we learn to expect similar outcomes from situations we have experienced
before. Secondly, the study was limited to one region in Finland and one skill set, energy. The
discoveries of results from Backa and Wihersaari (2014), Berne (2003), and Miller and Euchner
(2014) with respect to new visions for new engineering programs and approaches may be
globally applicable, but more research is needed to see if the studies can be generalized or not.
Engineering restructures for non-engineering students. Hudspith (2001) discussed
how to expand engineering education with respect to societal issues and described a five-year
Engineering and Society degree program called E&SP at McMaster University in Hamilton,
Ontario, Canada. The intention was to link technology and society by incorporating nonengineering students in the curriculum.
Hudspith’s (2001) research involved 1387 engineering students, 32 interdisciplinary
students, and 62 students in the E&SP. Hudspith (2001) illustrated that the three top
determinants from course perception on elements of the learning environment were related to
workload/assignments, social climate, and clear goals, standards, and assessment as attributes of
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society issues in engineering. On the other hand, Borrego (2007) gathered and defined
publication patterns of coalitions involving 40 universities with engineering education reform
with ABET accreditations. The contributing factor for Borrego’s (2007) paper came from a
coalition that “emphasized faculty development, women and minorities, assessment, ABET and
research” (p. 10) to develop more rigor in engineering education, moving in the opposite
direction of many other perspectives. Hudspith (1999) argues that it was important to broaden
the engineering curriculum into cultural, political, economic, and social dimensions because this
creates a sense of community.
The literature suggested that (a) program developers who are responsible for potential
program offerings targeting non-engineering interested students (e.g., business, math, science
students) with courses integrating across different disciplines with learning activities (Borrego,
2007); (b) Fagette, Chen, Baran, Samuel, and Kiani (2013) recommended offering courses for
non-engineering students that will expand “student awareness of how engineering design,
engineering principles, and engineering modeling contribute to our modern, technological world”
(p. 118); and (c) Hudpith (2001) illustrates faculty are held accountable when faculty are
unfamiliar with Engineering, Science, and Art Programs. For example, the retention of
sophomore students is a concern because many students will not return or will quit during their
sophomore year of college due to problems fitting in with a college, family problems, loneliness,
and academic struggles (Seidman, 2012). Secondly, ABET has taught the concept of selfreflection and addressed how faculty and students succeed in teaching based on engineering
concepts. Therefore, teaching non-engineering students can be a challenge, because the nonengineering students often have “rudimentary math skills, [but lack] the complexity of design
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and calculable phenomena” (Fagette et al., 2013, p. 128), which become barriers to their
engineering success.
In addition, Yuen (2012) discovered that the benefits for having ABET accreditation
were “primarily in the recognition and prestige that programs receive and the future
opportunities awarded to graduates” (p. 87). However, Yuen’s (2012) study suggested that
ABET certification programs only indicate that the program has a structure satisfying the ABET
criteria, but not necessarily that it has resources to achieve excellence in student learning and
experiences.
Despite the disadvantage of ABET’s cost with respect to time, effort, and resources
required for a program to implement or re-accreditation, one of the future research activities that
Yuen suggested was regarding comparison of the “effectiveness of ABET accredited programs to
non-ABET accredited programs in preparing graduates for licensure, higher education and
employment” (Yuen, 2012, p. 91). This implication will affect the decision of prospective
students because programs that are not accredited by ABET are not bound by specific criteria
and may offer other educational options that could better focus on student learning. In addition,
Yuen (2012) pointed out that “[over ninety] employment opportunities, however, make ABET
accredited programs a necessity for students who desire those career paths” (p. 89-90).
Furthermore, according to ABET, there are 94 associate degree programs that met the criteria for
ABET in the United States (ABET, 2015). Thus, the difference between ABET and non-ABET
accredited programs direct the focus toward CTE and Perkins IV objectives to prepare
prospective students for employment and may impact prospective students’ decision of program
choices. This is good information for NTID faculty members to consider when weighing the
rigors associated with ABET.
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More recently, Fagette et al. (2013) emphasized creating and designing a general
education program within mechanical engineering. The goal of creating a general education
program was to develop students’ thinking and communication skills, expand students’
knowledge in the subject area, develop students’ ability to make informed judgment in subject
areas, promote intellectual curiosity and life-long learning, and develop skills in identifying,
accessing, and evaluating sources of information. This study echoes Hudspith’s (1999)
argument. By exposing engineering to the general audience, this approach
benefited students because classes grew to an enrollment of 650 from approximately 100, and
80% of the students indicated that they better appreciated basic engineering concepts. Likewise,
Fagette et al. (2013) argued that the major advantage of adding general education to the
mechanical engineering curriculum is that the ME department could teach non-engineering
students as an indirect recruiting tool for the department.
STEM to STE(A)M. Madden et al. (2013) indicated that there are four components that
contribute to STE(A)M (i.e., offering arts within STEM), which include interdisciplinarity,
integrative core courses, internship experiences, and general education. The work of Wang
(2013), Fagette et al. (2013), and Hudspith (2001) has illustrated opportunities for program
development to capitalize on the audience, such as non-engineering, low SES, and/or
underrepresented students, by offering fine arts within a STEM program. The STE(A)M
curriculum can be formed by developing collaborations across multiple units (i.e., colleges,
departments, or programs) such as engineering, applied science, and arts to aim for growth and
breadth to develop expertise so that students learn how to design for the wants and needs of their
society.
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Drawing from Hudspith’s (2001) and Fagette et al.’s (2013) work, Wang (2013)
discussed how students choose STEM programs based on the results influenced by (a) intent to
major in STEM, (b) high school math achievement, and (c) initial postsecondary experiences
(i.e., academic interaction and financial aid). Likewise, Madden et al. (2013) encouraged higher
education faculty and administrators to convince the general public and potential students to
consider the STE(A)M curriculum, by adding arts to STEM in order to attract more students.
The authors indicated the general benefits for faculty and students who are interested in
STE(A)M are to (a) diversify the students’ experiences from STEM to STEAM, (b) converge
thinking to find multiple resolutions for one problem, and (c) collaborate with faculty, industry
business, and education to form this opportunity (Madden et al., 2013). In addition, there are a
number of schools that already have Engineering and Arts curricula combined (e.g., University
of Rochester, and SUNY Potsdam), or liberal arts schools like Harvard and Yale that do have
engineering programs (King, 2012).
Moreover, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) outlook and CTE’s clusters and
pathways indicate that some variety of arts such as graphic arts or animation are already included
in STEM clusters (M. Gustafson, personal communication, June 24, 2015). However, the arts in
STE(A)M may usually be more related to fine arts, humanities, or ethics built into a STEM
program, as Wang (2013), Fagette et al. (2013), and Hudspith (2001) suggested to attract nonengineering students or prospective students.
Workforce education. With improved postsecondary education, academic to workforce
education creates opportunities for students to prepare for occupations. Grubb (2001) offered a
new vision for vocational education (now more commonly referred to as CTE). The structures of
workforce development covering both education and training address mechanisms to evaluate
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programs and “combat technological unemployment and poverty” (Grubb, 2001, p. 29), which
should address some of the issues of poverty in society.
In addition, Yasin, Nur, Ridswan, Askikin, and Bekri (2013) discovered results showing
issues focused on “apprenticeship, evaluation, and use of [information and communications
technology] in [technical and vocational education]; from these issues, apprenticeship was most
frequently studied” (Yasin et al., 2013, p. 248). Apprenticeship is implemented by work-based
learning that enhances training and skill development (Yasin et al., 2013). The major challenges
within the apprenticeship include marketability, different apprenticeship models depending on
skill trade, and apprenticeship evaluation (Yasin et al., 2013) when offering technical programs.
Moreover, literature on employability illustrated foundational works in identifying
employability skills that the American Society for Training and Development (ASTD)
(Carnevale, Gainer, & Meltzer, 1990, as cited in Overtoom, 2001) considers foundational for
academic-to-employment training. The foundations for skill sets emphasized by ASTD are: (1)
basic competency skills (reading, writing, computation); (2) communication skills (speaking,
listening); (3) adaptability skills (problem solving, thinking creatively); (4) development skills
(self-esteem, motivation and goal setting, career planning); (5) group effectiveness skills
(interpersonal skills, teamwork, negotiation; and (6) influencing skills (understanding
organizational culture, sharing leadership). As for higher education, this is known as an “ability
based curriculum network” (Overtoom, 2000, p. 5), in that abilities are integrated, developed,
and transferable from programs offering academics-to-employment.
When weighing CTE offerings, finances play an important role. The literature from
Grubb (2001), Yasin et al. (2013), and Overtoom (2003), in addition to CTE and Perkins IV
guidelines, suggested the potential counterproductive results when the recent fiscal cliff (i.e.,
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budget sequesters) impacted the spending and creation of jobs. Carnevale et al. (2013b) found
that “of the estimated 746,222 jobs lost by 2014 due to sequestration of federal spending, over 70
percent of those jobs lost will be for workers with postsecondary education and training” (p. 58).
For example, using the CTE framework (i.e., CTE and Perkins IV guidelines), the intention was
to “bridge education and training, providing a route from short-term programs back into the
mainstream of education” (Grubb, 2001, p. 28) which should be considered for program
offerings to satisfy national, regional, or local job markets. The literature did not discuss the
adaptiveness of the program offerings, for example, if program A was selected for 2018, but by
2022 the job market changes, and it takes several years to take down program A and several
more years to put up a new program B. This inability to adapt a program quicker to align with
the job market is a policy weakness within postsecondary education.
Underrepresented students. Seidman (2012) provided one picture regarding associate
degree completions among varying genders and races in 2010. The rates of completion of
associate degrees for Hispanics was 19.1%, Black, non-Hispanic students was 18%, females was
15.9%, all genders and races included was 15.5%, males was 15%, White, non-Hispanic students
was 14.9%, and Asian/Asian Americans was at 9.6% for completing associate degrees (Seidman,
2012, p. 50). Seidman (2012) indicated that helping associate degree-bound students with the
idea of transferring to a four-year institute should be “a central mission of the community
college” (Brint & Karabel, 1991; Cohen & Brawer, 2008; as quoted in Seidman, 2012, p. 154).
Wang (2013) illustrated that high school students have to have a relationship with STEM
through exposure to math and science to increase their motivation to pursue STEM in higher
education. Wang (2013) discovered that exposures vary by race, gender, and SES when selecting
STEM majors. In addition, Wang (2013) indicated that only 14.47% of the students majored in
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STEM (i.e., 970 students selected STEM, when 5,330 did not select STEM). The data indicates
that there is still an opportunity for potential new program offerings to capture students who did
not select STEM. The data from the Educational Longitudinal Study of 2002 (ELS:2002)
provides a comprehensive picture, based on their background, of over 2000 senior high school
students who enrolled into postsecondary STEM majors by the year of 2006 (Wang, 2013), and
indicated that many students are not interested or are not academically ready for STEM or
engineering fields.
Wang’s (2009) study focused on students who transferred from community college to a
bachelor’s degree-granting school, one of the common ways students found to overcome an
underprivileged condition and accomplish their aspiration to obtain a bachelors’ degree. The
findings suggested that articulation agreements are a good fit for bridging between associate
degrees to bachelor’s degree programs. In addition, the results indicated that the likelihood of
attaining a bachelor’s degree “is significantly associated with gender and SES” (Wang, 2009, p.
579). Wang (2009) indicated that the chances and likelihood of attaining a bachelor’s degree was
2.459 times more for female students than male students, and students with higher SES were
1.278 times more likely to attain a degree compared to lower SES students, respectively (Wang,
2009). This study shows critical issues among underrepresented students, in particular related to
gender and SES, but it did not offer resolutions that could increase the chances of enrollment and
graduates. Furthering the goals of this kind of research, Seidman (2012) argued that student
assistance programs like TRIO, which is a federal outreach and student services programs for the
disadvantaged, address barriers for low SES students, such as accessibility and affordability
issues, and could increase enrollment for a new program offering, potentially in STEM.
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Diversify the workforce. Chubin, May, and Babco (2005) indicated that the engineering
workforce needs to be diversified because 77% of the STEM population is white. The authors
declared, “Engineering has a diversity problem” (Chubin et al., 2005, p. 73). From the National
Action Council of Minorities in Engineering (NACME), a retention-to-degree analysis illustrated
the findings with respect to recruiting and retaining faculty and students of different
races/ethnicities. The challenge is how institutes and the community responds to the changes to
diversify the classroom and employment. To diversify the faculty and student body, Chubin et
al. (2005) discovered that the best practice for achieving faculty diversity was finding and
creating culturally competent faculty and structuring faculty recruitment that will influence the
modification to graduate preparation, recruitment, and transitions when considering new program
offerings. The modification also requires efforts to improve image and outreach; climate for
success; retaining or graduating more engineers; and the impact of federal programs considering
for the future (Chubin et al., 2005), all of which are important considerations for program
offerings.
As shown above, in a section summary, the literature within program offerings illustrated
(a) program expansion strategies; (b) engineering education and reform; and (c) the presence of
underrepresented students in the academic-to-employment transition. Community colleges are
the only providers that offer education-to-job training-to-employment and economic
development programs through 16 clusters and hundreds of pathways identified by CTE. Three
different research teams have shown three different approaches in program offerings through
CTE and Perkins IV guidelines, incorporating clustering and pathways, and academic-toemployment readiness. The success of program offerings is dependent on faculty and
administrators’ collaborative efforts.
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In addition, the literature also suggests focusing on articulation agreements because, as
DuPont (2010) argued, the articulation often is not communicated well with stakeholders, which
include “three major stakeholders: transfer students, community colleges, and 4 year
universities. Transfer transition is a collaborative services process” (Flaga, 2006, as quoted in
DuPont, 2010, p. 26) that requires collaborative efforts from stakeholders. The literature also
suggests several different approaches to program development (or expansions) by Kostelnick et
al. (2009), McCharen (2008), and Ralevich and Martinovic (2010) regarding program
developments that will require creativity and flexibility from crucial stakeholders, particularly
the faculty members.
Moreover, the major challenges intertwined into education and workforce development
sectors requires coherent and strategic planning, which includes apprenticeship (Grubb, 2001).
The academic-to-employment training requires abilities such as reading, writing, computation,
communication, and development skills that will attract non-engineering bound students as well
as key prospective students. Likewise, the findings illustrated that the population within
engineering education and the workplace is predominately white, and schools are encouraged to
start recruiting an audience of diverse prospective students and faculty members. The researchers
believe that a combination of combating unemployment with education, improving the diversity
of the audience (i.e., students and faculty), and creating program offerings that are flexible and
adaptive for the job market is the resolution to accessibility and accountability of the institution
when offering new programs.
Deaf Epistemologies in Education and Employment
This section discusses deaf-related characteristics associated with deaf epistemologies
and challenges within post-secondary education and employment readiness for D/HoH students.
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The literature draws from Holcomb’s (2010) and Hauser, O’Hearn, McKee, Steider, and Threw’s
(2010) different definition of deaf epistemologies that impact D/HoH students and graduates as a
society. Lewis and Farris (1994), Raue and Lewis (2011), Schroedel, Watson, and Ashmore
(2003), and Walter and Dirmyer (2013) discussed deaf occupational related issues. Thus, faculty
and administrators will need to understand different deaf epistemologies (i.e., deaf-centric vs.
navigation in life) to best fit (or align) academic-to-employment program offerings that will
address employability philosophy.
Deaf epistemologies. Holcomb (2010) and Hauser et al. (2010) provided their
perspectives on deaf epistemologies and how deaf epistemologies influence D/HoH students’
academic and employment readiness. Holcomb (2010) discussed deaf epistemology as “deafcentric policies shaped by deaf epistemology in an effort to improve [the] academic performance
of deaf students” (p. 471). Holcomb (2010) indicated that within the context of D/HoH
education in Maryland, deaf epistemology has been used "to shape educational policies, [and]
has been promising, with the majority of students passing the Maryland State Assessment in the
areas of English, mathematics, science, and social studies” (Cronk-Walker, 2007/2008; J.
Tucker, personal communication, July 15, 2008, as quoted in p. 475). Also, Holcomb (2010)
indicated that deaf epistemology “provides knowledge on how deaf people can best compensate
for their limited hearing access” (p. 476) as a philosophy for survival mode. Hauser et al. (2010)
argued that a deaf epistemology “constitutes the nature and extent of the information that deaf
individuals acquire growing up in a society that relies primarily on the hearing to navigate life”
(p. 1).
The convergence of different deaf epistemologies or philosophies is often scrutinized by
the majority population, consisting of hearing educators, politicians, or employers at the local,
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state, and national levels. The scrutinizing of the deaf person’s academic and upbringing
backgrounds, and transition to college often are related to the differences between the two deaf
epistemologies and will affect program offerings for the pursuit of academic-to-employment
status.
Challenges in post-secondary education for the Deaf. Lewis and Farris (1994) and
Raue and Lewis (2011) conducted statistical analyses for the federal government. The studies
showed the evolution of the perspective on deaf-centric classrooms and the challenges faculty
experience in the classroom, which affect the design of new programs and how they should be
offered.
Lewis and Farris (1994) reported on the collection of surveys regarding D/HoH students
who obtained support services when enrolled in postsecondary institutions, excluding two major
deaf universities, NTID and Gallaudet University. In addition, the researchers examined the
enrollment numbers of D/HoH students and what support services were available for them. The
study’s framework was from the Postsecondary Educational Quick Information System (PEQIS),
and the data sources were mostly from surveys and questionnaires within the population of
D/HoH across 1,036 institutions and 20,040 students in 1992-93. They found that “about a third
of the nation’s 5,000 2-year and 4-year postsecondary education institutions provided special
support services designed for deaf and hard of hearing students to such students in any (one or
more) of the last 4 academic years (1989-1993)” (Lewis & Farris, 1994, p. 24-25). The top three
services from the study were classroom note takers (75%), sign language interpreters (67%), and
tutors to assist with ongoing coursework (65%) (Lewis & Farris, 1994). Lewis and Farris (1994)
discovered challenges such as the inability to provide accommodations for the D/HoH that were:
(a) sign language interpreters (14%), assistive listening devices (6%), tutors to assist with
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ongoing coursework (4%), classroom note takers (3%), and oral interpreters (3%). The major
caveat for not being able to provide sign language interpreters “were not enough qualified
personnel and that qualified personnel take better jobs outside of the institution” (Lewis & Farris,
1994, p. 23). The often-cited reasons for not offering the remaining support services involved
budget concerns (Lewis & Farris, 1994).
Raue and Lewis (2011) provided another statistical analysis of students with disabilities
at Title IV degree-granting postsecondary educational institutions. There was an initial sample
of 1,627 institutions and a stratified sampling design that reduced the sampled population to 339
schools. All the findings were based on self-reported data from post-secondary institutions. The
selected findings for students with disabilities (e.g., D/HoH or hearing loss) were: (a) 73% of 2year and 4-year postsecondary reported that they had students with difficulty hearing. In
addition, 90% of public and 32% of private not-for-profit, 2-year institutes had a student with
difficulty hearing; (b) 77% and 48% of the institutions provided classroom note takers and sign
language, respectively. In addition, 90% and 56% of the classrooms that D/HoH students
attended were from public 2-year and private not-for-profit 2-year; and (c) 70% of the public 2year institutes provided interpreters. There was not enough data for private not-for-profit
institutes regarding who provided interpreters (Raue & Lewis, 2011). The studies pointed out
that there are accommodations available by law (Section 504); however, Lewis and Farris
(1994), and Raue and Lewis (2011) agreed that allocating resources and budgets were major
caveats for program offerings and providing services to students with disabilities.
Furthermore, Schroedel et al. (2003) illustrated a national research agenda for
postsecondary education for D/HoH students regarding nationwide changes in the last 30 years
to “economy, labor force and business practices” (p. 67). From the national research agenda on
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postsecondary education of D/HoH students, 46 colleges with specialized programmatic services
reported major problems with (a) high student attrition; (b) under-participation of students from
ethnic minority backgrounds; (c) negligence towards students who are D/HoH; and (d) no
national standards or policy to provide support services or research best practices for D/HoH
(Schroedel et al., 2003). The leading university centers for research about D/HoH students are
Gallaudet University, NTID at RIT, University of Arkansas, and University of TennesseeKnoxville. UT-Knoxville also incorporates technical assistance centers with “Postsecondary
Education Programs Network (PEPnet)” (Schroedel et al., 2003, p. 68), and one of the main
goals is “strengthening graduates’ job readiness” (Schroedel et al., 2003, p. 70).
The statistics in Schroedel et al. (2003) clearly show that accommodations are required to
make the college experience more positive for students with disabilities, including deafness.
However, Lewis and Farris’s (1994) and Rause and Lewis’s (2011) studies did not clarify the
ways in which the deaf-centric model changed across two different time periods; the 1994 study
is outdated, and the 2011 study incorporated multiple disability facets that disguised the true
accommodation needs for deaf people. Additionally, Holcomb (2010) and Hauser et al. (2010)
discussed their deaf epistemologies and argued that deafness is not a disability, despite being
classified this way by the government. The literature provided ample information regarding
other universities who served 20,000 other students that NTID could not admit or serve to train
for CTE opportunities. This literature suggested that the studies on this topic to date have been
infrequent and fragmented; however, they are important for program offerings if articulation
agreements between a deaf college and hearing college is to occur.
Occupational transition status for the D/HoH. Walter (2010) provided an “overview
of the educational and occupational status of students who are [D/HOH] as they move from high
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school to college and into the world of work” (Walter, 2010, Executive Summary, para. 1). The
study was drawn from two populations, the U.S. population as a whole and a sample of the
population with 304,059,728, of which 3% were deaf. The study indicated that for students with
hearing loss, their percentile ratings for job placement and quality of life were subpar when
compared with hearing people. In addition, the D/HoH high school graduates who were
academically underprepared for college were likely to be in the lower portion of accomplishment
level of all college graduates (Walter, 2010). On the positive side, the overall accomplishment is
conceivably why more D/HoH students enroll in a two-year college than do hearing high school
graduates (Walter, 2010). Walter (2010) illustrated that 50.9% and 34.6% of the D/HoH students
were employed when they were between the ages of 25-64 with associate degrees and bachelor’s
degrees, respectively. Their hearing peers were employed at a rate of 39.5% and 47.5%,
respectively (Walter, 2010, p. 23).
Walter (2010) also illustrated a percentage of hearing and D/HoH students grouped by
STEM, and the largest percentage for the D/HoH audience were: (a) four-year schools in
Biological and biomedical science (4.7%), Engineering and Engineering Technologies (5.8%),
and Computer and Information science (2.7%), and (b) two-year schools in Biological and
biomedical science (4.2%), Engineering and Engineering Technologies (4.2%), and Computer
and Information science (2.7%). Furthermore, Walter (2010) illustrated the top occupational
areas for D/HoH male and female workers (age 25-64); the top three occupational areas for men
were in construction (13.5%), production (12.6%), and transportation (12.5%). For the D/HoH
females, they were office support (21.4%), sales (10.6%), and education (7.7%) (Walter, 2010, p.
30). This raises the question of whether a field of study, a program offering should be genderindependent.
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Walter and Dirmyer (2013) discussed the effects of education on occupational status for
D/HoH students based on the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP) 2001 study.
Regarding Walter and Dirmyer (2013) discovery during 2001 that, “74.6% of the U.S population
was employed, 60.1% of people with difficulty hearing were employed, and only 47.0% people
with severe hearing impairment were employed” (p. 43). Walter and Dirmyer’s (2013) data
demonstrated that degree attainment is lower, unemployment is higher, and earnings are lower
for the deaf than hearing people.
The research literature provides evidence related to the influence of education on
occupational status when considering program offerings for D/HoH education as institutes
prepare students for employment. The main point is that the deaf always have poorer outcomes
with respect to employment rates, earnings, effects of education on labor, and effects of
education on earnings. The major drawback of this study regarding post-secondary education
and workforce outcomes for the D/HoH students is measuring their capabilities and expertise
compared with hearing peers. However, Walter (2010) pointed out one piece of positive
evidence that “deaf or hard- of-hearing workers employed in STEM occupations earn 31 percent
more than those employed in other occupations” even though deaf personnel still earn less than
their hearing peers (Walter, 2010, p. ii). Additionally, Walter (2010) indicated that the financial
benefits of being employed in STEM occupations are significant for persons who are D/HoH,
regardless of the double sword analogy.
Lewis and Farris (1994), Raue and Lewis (2011), and Schroedel et al. (2003) discussed
access services and accommodation that universities provide students with disabilities to enhance
postsecondary education. The literature also indicated that articulation agreements provide
opportunities for D/HoH students to transfer from 2- to 4-year institutions, which is common at
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NTID and RIT. However, as Raue and Lewis (2011) suggested, regardless of multiple disability
facets, appropriate accommodations are required to satisfy deaf epistemology classifications to
improve D/HoH people’s quality of life because D/HoH graduates with STEM degrees earn
more than those with non-STEM degrees, regardless of the double-sword analogy.
Summary
This literature review finds that there are many challenges facing associate degree
program offerings for D/HoH students leading to employability. This is because community
colleges are essentially the only providers that offer education-to-job training-to-employment
and economic development programs through 16 clusters and hundreds of pathways identified by
CTE. The literature suggests different strategies to approach in considering program offerings as
follows: (a) following CTE and Perkins IV guidelines; (b) incorporating clustering and
pathways; (c) employing academic-to-employment readiness programs like apprenticeship; (d)
developing articulation agreements between 2/4 year institutes if a student decides to pursue a
bachelor’s degree; (e) expanding the concept from STEM to STEAM to attract prospective
engineering or non-engineering students with the intention of diversifying the engineering field;
and (f) adding program offerings that will enhance STEM (or STEM to STEAM transition) to
potentially increase student enrollment, in particular non-engineering students. These strategies
may address the issue of employment for the D/HoH graduates, because the disparity between
hearing and D/HoH workers with associate degrees is 83.7% to 64.9%, respectively, according to
Walter’s study. In addition, Walter (2010) indicated that D/HoH workers do earn much less than
hearing peers; however, D/HoH workers employed in STEM occupations earn 31 percent more
than the D/HoH employed in other occupations (Walter, 2010).
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There were limitations in the literature regarding program offerings to assist D/HoH
graduates in improving their position in society. First, since there are only 96 associate programs
in the country that are ABET accredited, there is little data on how ABET and CTE are
compatible. Secondly, there were two different views regarding Deaf epistemology: one lens
focuses on deaf-centric education, and the other focuses on navigation of life with hearing peers.
Therefore, one limitation is the lack of incorporation of the views of D/HoH people and the need
to advocate for academic-to-employment readiness. Finally, there was another limitation
regarding integrating arts into STEM or reinterpreting arts as art or humanities. These limitations
prompted new questions for future research: How do ABET and Middle States Accreditation
impact 2/4-year postsecondary education under the CTE and Perkins guidelines and structure
after a program offering has been implemented? How will Holcomb’s (2010) and Hauser et al.’s
(2010) different Deaf epistemologies impact D/HoH postsecondary education and program
offerings leading to employment? Will the movement from STEM to STEAM’s program goals
and development guarantee high skill, high wage, and high demand jobs?
The problems facing postsecondary education while incorporating an understanding of
D/HoH students are complex and require understanding of their culture, epistemologies, federal
legislations, and engineering education to address these issues. This literature review addresses a
few of the possible resolutions that may come to fruition with future research.
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As Hammond et al. (1999) indicated, problems are not necessary bad because, “by stating
the problem creatively, you can often transform [the problem] into an opportunity, opening up
attractive and useful new alternatives” (Hammond et al., 1999, p. 18). The program offerings in
engineering technology or STEM within DES at NTID at RIT are being considered as an
opportunity to achieve specified objectives. This section introduces the objectives under
consideration, which will become the evaluation criteria for the decision analysis. A description
of these objectives follows (and the list is summarized in Table 8):
1. Increase DES student enrollment (Extremely Important)
NTID is a federally funded college for the D/HoH at RIT, a tuition-driven university that
has been experiencing enrollment decline through competition with other colleges or program
cuts. An alternative that can assist RIT, NTID, and DES to increase enrollment should be
considered. Thus, it is extremely important that the alternative selected provides an opportunity
for increased student enrollment.
2. Improve employability of DES graduates (Extremely Important)
The RIT’s 2015-2025 Strategic Planning technical document indicated that RIT will
improve “student employability” (RIT, 2014b, p. 24). In general, the goal is that RIT, NTID,
and DES students are sufficiently prepared for the workforce after graduating from
postsecondary education to enter high-demand, high-skill, and high wage jobs at the entry level.
Improving employability is a critical aspect for students, parents, faculty, and administrators,
because NTID is required to report employment information to the federal government regarding
RIT’s “return on investment” (RIT, 2014b, p. 23). Thus, it is extremely important that the
alternative selected provides opportunities to improve the employability of DES graduates.
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3. Increase DES student graduation rate (Extremely Important)
The student graduation rate is an important variable that measures the success rate of
students recruited into a program. Thus, it is extremely important that the department increase
the graduation rates because this is one of many factors NTID reports to the federal government.
4. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Extremely Important)
Prospective and current DES students that have completed at least four semesters of
technical courses are required to have cooperative (co-op) work experiences, a credit-bearing
requirement for graduation. The cooperative work experiences provide 350 hours of job training,
and students learn the importance of on-the-job skills such as interpersonal communication, soft
skills, and interactions that do not (often) happen in classes. Thus, it is extremely important that
the alternative selected provide opportunities to increase students’ co-op experiences, a required
component for graduation.
5. Faculty support the alternative (Very Important)
Faculty members are the primary resource for providing programs, including the
curriculum and preparation for co-ops by preparing students for high-demand, high-skill, and
high wage jobs. Thus, it is very important that faculty support the chosen alternative since they
will help students in the classroom and create more opportunities to transition from college to the
workforce.
6. Aligns with RIT strategic plans (Very Important)
The strategic plans within RIT from 2005-2015 called for key result areas in career focus,
student success, scholarship, global society and community (RIT, 2004b). Currently, the new
2015-2025 strategic plan, called Greatness through Difference (RIT, 2014b), indicates the
mission that RIT “prepares its graduates for a future of positive impact on their career area of
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choice” (RIT, 2014b, p. 1). Also, RIT recognized NTID’s strategic decision 2020 – shaping
NTID’s future through innovation and collaborating with other RIT colleges to expand the
“university’s role as national and international Resource Center of Excellence in the education
of people who are deaf or hard of hearing” (RIT, 2014b, p. 12). It is very important that NTID
programs align with RIT’s strategic plans to provide solutions to the challenges that the 21st
century brings.
7. Increase DES student retention in STEM (Very Important)
NTID prides itself on STEM education and its high rates of student retention compared to
other colleges within RIT. However, retention rates have been poor within the Associate of
Occupational Studies (AOS) program. The chosen alternative should strengthen the AOS
retention rates. Thus, this is very important that the program offerings increase student retention
in STEM.
8. Improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields (Important)
New program offerings could create opportunities and access to emerging fields for
associate-degree graduates that will improve (or increase) the flow into STEM fields and
maintain the cutting edge. In other words, when graduates complete their degree with a
cooperative work experience, it is important that the graduates should have access to state-of-theart workplace.
9. Increase articulation agreements with other RIT colleges (Important)
Currently, NTID’s DES has two articulation agreements with RIT’s CAST. First,
Applied Mechanical Technology is an associate degree at NTID, and graduates transfer to either
Mechanical Engineering Technology or Manufacturing Engineering Technology at RIT.
Secondly, Civil Technology is an associate degree at NTID, and graduates can transfer to Civil
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Engineering Technology at RIT. In strategic planning 2020, RIT and NTID agreed to increase
the number of articulation agreements between NTID and RIT. Thus, it is important that an
alternative can support new articulation agreements to open up opportunities and address the
accessibility and accountability of the university.
10. Minimize time to degree (Important)
It is important that NTID and DES promote the goal of minimizing time to degree. Any
alternative that promotes this aspect is a recruiting tool. This objective is important because it
could impact the number of recruits, the number of retention, the number of transfers, and
articulation agreements to simplify the transition experience for students that is also reported to
the federal government. Thus, this is an important objective related to accessibility,
accountability, and affordability of the university.
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Table 8
Objectives for Program Offerings at DES at NTID

#

Under what
Conditions/W
hen

Who or What

Performance

Students

Increase DES
student enrollment

Students

Improve
employability of
DES graduates
(in general)

Students

Increase DES
student graduation
rate

All the time

4

Students, Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
semester,
before CO-OP

5

Faculty

Supports the
alternatives

All the time

6

Alternatives

Aligns with RIT
strategic plans

7

Faculty, students,
administrators

Increase DES
student retention in
STEM

1

2

3

Recruiting
cycle, all the
time

After
graduation

All the time

All the time

Relative
Importance a

Data Sources b

EI

DES faculty focus group,
Interviews with Assistant Director
of Admission, Survey of external
experts f, and document analysis.

EI

DES faculty focus group, Surveys
of alumni/ employers, and
external experts, Interview with
Director of Employment, and
document analysis

EI

DES faculty focus group, Survey
of counselors/academic advisors,
Survey of external experts, and
document analysis

EI

DES faculty focus group, Surveys
of alumni /employers, and
external experts, and Interview
with Director of Employment.

VI

VI

VI

DES faculty focus group
DES faculty focus group, and
survey of administrators of NTID
and RIT.
DES faculty focus group, survey of
counselors/academic advisors,
and document analysis

Rating
Scale c,d,e

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HS, S,
US, HU
Align /
Not
Align
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

ALT 1

ALT 2

ALT 3

ALT 4

ALT 5

Status
Quo

BERT

RE/ST

-CADT
+BERT

-CADT
+RE/ST
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Students

Improve DES
graduates’ access to
emerging fields (as
in new fields, Alt 25)

9

Programs, faculty,
administrators

Increase
articulation
agreements with
other RIT colleges

10

Programs, faculty,
administrators, and
students

Minimize time to
degree

94

After
graduation

At school

At School

I

DES faculty focus group, survey of
alumni, and employers, and
external experts, and interview
with Director of Employment.

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

I

Survey of administrators within
NTID/RIT programs that have
articulation agreements (i.e.,
chairs, program coordinators)

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

I

DES faculty focus group, survey of
counselors/academic advisors,
and document analysis

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

The relative importance scaling is extremely important (EI), very important (VI), and important (I).
The data sources indicates the type of data collection sources and how they are distributed depending on the alternatives.
c
The rating scale includes highly likely (HL), likely (L), unlikely (U), highly unlikely (HU), and unknown (UKN).
d
The rating scale includes highly support (HS), support (S), unlikely support (US), and highly unsupported (UH).
e
The rating scale includes align / not align
f
External Experts, similar to consultants from other postsecondary institutes that have program offerings similar to the alternatives..
a

b
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Alternatives

Hammond et al. (1999) argued that “alternatives are the raw material of decision making,
and represent the ranges of potential choices the authors have for pursuing the objectives” of the
decision making process (p. 45). There will always be some risk and uncertainty to a degree,
therefore, this section describes the alternatives under consideration. The five alternatives are (a)
maintain DES’s current situation (i.e., status quo); (b) add Bio-medical equipment repair
technician (BERT) as a new engineering technology program; (c) add Renewable
Energy/Sustainability Technician (RE/ST) as a new engineering technology program; (c)
eliminate CADT and add BERT as a new program; and (d) eliminate CADT and add RE/ST as a
new program. A description of these alternatives follows.
Alternative 1: Maintain the status quo
DES currently offers five programs. First, DES has two associate transfer degree (i.e., 2 +
3) programs with articulation agreements to RIT programs. The articulation programs are
Applied Mechanical Technology and Civil Technologies. Second, DES offers a traditional
associate degree (AAS) in CADT that prepares graduates for work or transfer to a bachelor’s
degree program at RIT (or another college). Lastly, DES offers two associate of occupational
studies (AOS) programs in CADT (architecture) and CIMT (precision machining) that prepare
graduates for work, which is the primary focus of the given problem for this dissertation study.
This structure of program offerings has existed since the conversion from quarters to semesters
that took place from 2010-2012, the last time academic program reviews were conducted. The
first alternative that is being considered in this decision-making analysis is maintaining the
current program offerings.
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Currently, for the existing program offerings, DES has 10 faculty, three staff, and four
adjunct members who deliver the current program offerings. Five faculty members are tenured or
pre-tenured, five are lecturers, and four are adjunct members. Of the 10 faculty members, five
are D/HoH. In addition, all the adjunct members are deaf individuals. Two of the adjuncts serve
each program, CADT and CIMT, respectively.
The department’s CADT program has three laboratory spaces that include 33 CAD
computers, an engraver to build wooden model residential buildings, two large Xerox printers,
and a 3-D Rapid Prototype printer. A construction materials and methods laboratory needs to
expand its physical size to accommodate the growth and satisfy the local building codes. There
are three faculty and two adjunct members teaching CADT, and a total of 65 and 76 credits are
required for graduation, which includes completion of cooperative work experiences for AOS
and AAS, respectively. CIMT has three more laboratory spaces that include seven lathes, seven
Bridgeport vertical mills that can convert from manual to computer numerical control (CNC)
machining, one electric discharge machining, and two full-CNC machining. Each full-time CNC
machining has one major feature of how metal is cut (i.e., rod or block of raw material). There
are three faculty and two adjunct members teaching in CIMT. A total of 66 credits is required for
graduation that includes completion of cooperative work experiences. Both AOS programs are
five semesters long.
Both programs utilize the multipurpose classrooms (Rooms 1570 and 1615) for nonlaboratory courses, such as CADT’s data collection and CIMT’s blueprint reading courses, for
example. In addition, both articulation AAS programs’ course offerings are taught intensively in
the multipurpose classrooms. Each transfer program has two laboratory courses; there are
resources available within DES when CADT and CIMT are not in use. Both transfer AAS
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programs are four semesters long, and during the third and fourth semesters, the transition to RIT
begins. Both transfer programs have a total of 65 credits required for graduation and do not have
a co-op because the program intention is to transfer to RIT, where the co-op will be completed.
Alternatives 2 and 3: Add an engineering technology program
The existing DES programs described in the status quo would continue to be offered
under these alternatives. There are several STEM programs that do not exist at NTID. For
example, programs like (a) biomedical equipment repair technician; (b) renewable energy (solar)
installers; (c) transporting, distribution, and logistics, and (d) construction technologies, all of
which require ACT scores of 13-15, are potential programs for the D/HoH that are not in place at
NTID. These programs are supported by the literature as high-wage, high-demand, and highskills occupations that fit the deaf audience better than other professions (ACTE, 2013a, 2014a;
Walter, 2010).
The decision analysis model will examine two distinct AOS programs that do not exist
within DES; these programs are biomedical equipment repair technician (BERT) from the
biomedical science pathways as Alternative 2 and Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician
(RE/ST) from the renewable/construction technologies pathways as Alternative 3.
Alternative 2: Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT). The second
alternative is being considered because there is an opportunity to recruit D/HoH students into
BERT that does not exist at DES, NTID, or RIT. Occupations like radiologic technicians,
doctors, dental hygienists, and first-line supervisors for medical instrument manufacturing all
rely on medical devices, which depend on BERT graduates for electronic repair (ACTE, 2013a,
2013b, 2014a). If this program offering is added to DES, the department would need to add
1250 square footage of lecture room/laboratory settings that would accommodate 12-15 D/HoH
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students per cohort. After five years, the program would serve approximately 30 D/HoH students
(after considering probations, suspensions, and program transfers). The curriculum would
require 12 to 15 workstations that supply electronic measuring devices, soldering, and
troubleshooting capabilities.
The curriculum would call for a range of 60-66 credits for the AOS degree. Therefore,
the course distributions may include 14 technical courses, two Math and one Science, three
English, and one Freshman Seminar to satisfy NYS’s AOS requirements as well as one
cooperative work experience that would occur after four semesters. One existing faculty member
who has an electrical/electronic background could teach foundations of electronics courses, but
there would be a need for professional development for faculty retraining and the hiring of one
more full-time faculty member.
Alternative 3: Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST). The third
alternative is being considered because there is an opportunity to recruit D/HoH students into this
program that do not exist at DES, NTID, or RIT. The occupations following from this course of
study could be HVAC mechanic and installer, construction manager, or utility technician, to
name a few (ACTE, 2013a).
If the renewable energy/sustainability technician program is added, DES would need to
have 1250 square feet of lecture room/laboratory settings that would accommodate 8-10 students
per cohort. After five years, the program would serve approximately 25 students (after
considering probations, suspensions, and program transfers) The curriculum would require 8 to
10 workstations that supply construction stations that build/repair sustainability and construction
components such as solar panels, HVAC, and housing wirings from fuse box capabilities.
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The curriculum would call for a range of 60-66 credits for the AOS degree. Therefore,
the course distributions may include 14 technical courses, two Math and one Science, three
English, and one Freshman Seminar to satisfy NYS’s AOS requirements as well as one
cooperative work experience that would occur after four semesters. There are two faculty
members and one staff personnel who have the appropriate backgrounds to lead construction
technologies (an architect, an urban developer, and construction technology personnel). There
would be no need to hire an additional full-time faculty member.
Alternatives 4 and 5: Eliminate CADT and add one engineering technology program
These alternatives consider eliminating the CADT program and adding the new programs
described in Alternatives 2 and 3, respectively. The BLS’s Occupational Outlook Handbook
calls for -1.4% decrease in CAD employment via job outlook for 2014-2024 (BLS, 2015c) and
the cooperative work placement at RIT is underperforming, but still producing graduates. The
elimination of CADT would impact three full-time faculty members (two tenured and one
lecturer), two adjuncts, and approximately three cohorts of students (N = 30), thus requiring a
phase out of the program to allow current students to finish the program.
Alternative 4: Eliminate CADT and add BERT. As with Alternatives 2 and 3, the
fourth alternative is being considered because there is an opportunity to recruit D/HoH students
into programs that do not exist at the institute. If BERT is added and CADT eliminated, DES
would conduct a phasing-out period, similar to the phasing out of AOT or AT programs
indicated in Table 4, because the institute is obligated to graduate every student who wants to
finish his/her academic career in CADT. The department would reconfigure three laboratory
spaces that include 33 computers, an engraver, two large Xerox printers, and a 3-D Rapid
Prototype printer to make room for BERT’s resources. There would be no need to retain any of
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the existing equipment. The department would retain the three laboratory spaces and completely
modify them to suit a medical setting. There would be no need to use the room described in
Alternatives 2 and 3, so it would be maintained as a general-purpose room.
Alternative 5: Eliminate CADT and add Renewable/Sustainability Technician
(RE/ST). Similar to Alternatives 2 through 4, the fifth alternative is being considered because
there is an opportunity to recruit D/HoH into this new program.
If RE/ST is added and CADT eliminated, DES would conduct a phasing-out period, like
the earlier program indicated on Table 4, because the institute is obligated to graduate every
student who wants to finish his/her academic career in CADT. The department would modify
three laboratory spaces that include 33 computers, an engraver, two large Xerox printers, and a
3-D Rapid Prototype printer to make room for RE/ST resources. The department would retain
some resources; it would still utilize the three laboratory spaces at a smaller scale and add
construction sites such as a basement fuse box and installation. Room 1570 (the room described
in Alternatives 2 and 3) would serve as the heavy-duty construction space for activities such as
making concrete foundations, installing HVAC, or repairing solar panels.
In addition, the existing CADT program has several construction technology-related
courses, such as Engineering Graphics for Architects, Engineers, and Construction; Surveying;
Construction Materials and Methods; Principle of Structure Systems; and Mechanical Electrical
and Plumbing Systems. These courses would serve well the renewable/sustainability program
because it would not be an architecture-based program but modified and tailored more toward
construction and sustainability. According to the RIT academic affairs policy, if a program
undergoes more than a 33% change, it is considered a new program. If DES retained five courses
and needed to develop nine more new courses, this would account for more than a 33% change;
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therefore it would be considered a new program distinct from the CADT program. There would
be no need to hire new faculty members for this alternative.
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Methods of Predicting Effects

Before addressing methodology and methods of predicting whether and how the effects
of each proposed alternative meet the objectives of program offerings for DES, I address the use
of a mixed methods approach to collect data from a variety of different sources to make this
study more robust. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) defined mixed methods as “the class of
research where the researcher mixes or combines quantitative and qualitative research
techniques, methods, approaches, concepts or language into one study” (p. 17). The strengths of
mixed methods research include the fact that “words, pictures, and narrative can be used to add
meaning to numbers” (Morse, 1991, as quoted in Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 21).
Moreover, the strength of mixed methods allows researchers to overcome flaws from a
quantitative (or positivist) paradigm by using both paradigms in a research study (Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004) and providing informative supplementary data. However, mixed methods
can be difficult for a single researcher to employ because they require an expenditure of extra
time and money and an understanding of both paradigms (Morse, 1991, as cited in Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004).
In order to understand the methods used in this dissertation, it is important to define both
methodology and methods for both quantitative and qualitative paradigms. Crotty (2003)
explained the link between the two terms, defining methodology as a “strategy, plan of action,
process or design lying behind the choice and the use of particular methods and linking the
choice and usage of methods to the desired outcome” (p. 3). Discussing the history and
background of the quantitative paradigm, Creswell (2005) indicated that quantitative research
methodologies emerged from “19th-century ideas of correlating and relating two or more ideas”
(p. 40) or doing the same for different groups or populations. Moreover, the evolution of
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quantitative research today emphasizes (a) “collecting and analyzing data in the form of
numbers”; (b) “collecting scores that measure distinct attribute of individuals and organizations”;
and (c) developing “procedures for comparing groups or relating factors about individuals or
groups in experiments, correlational studies, and surveys” (Creswell, 2005, p. 41). One of the
strengths of a quantitative paradigm is its ability to rigorously test hypotheses and generalize
findings; however, one of its weaknesses is that it may not reflect constituencies’ understanding
(Morse, 1991, as cited in Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). As an alternative to quantitative
research, qualitative research continues to evolve as education researchers or other investigators
attempt to (a) “listen to the views of participants in our studies”; (b) “ask general, open questions
and collect data in places where people live and work”; and (c) “[conduct] research on a role in
advocating for change and bettering the lives of individuals” (Creswell, 2005, p. 43). One of the
qualitative paradigm’s strengths is that it is based on participants’ data that describe their own
meanings in detail. One of its weaknesses is that it “may have lower credibility with some
administrators and commissioners of programs” (Morse, 1991, as quoted in Johnson &
Onwuegbuzie, 2004, p. 20).
Distinct from methodology, Crotty (2003) described methods as “techniques or
procedures used to gather and analyze data related to the research question” (p. 3). This
definition can be applied to both quantitative paradigms, which might use a method such as
closed-end surveys, and qualitative ones, which might use interviews, focus groups, or openended surveys. To accurately predict the extent to which each of the proposed alternatives in my
study meets the objectives, I used a mixed methods approach. The mixed methods approach
involved collecting data from a variety of sources for this research study, which supports the idea
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that “a combined design seeks both trends or explanations, exploration, and a deep
understanding” (Creswell, 2005, p. 54).
Primary Data Collection Methods
This section briefly discusses the primary data collection methods for this study, which
include one focus group, two individual interviews, several close-ended surveys, and document
analysis, which included study of video-recorded transcriptions, historical data, and literature
review. The diversity of data collection methods for this study provided an opportunity to reduce
bias and increase the validity of the study. The intertwining excerpts from the different data
sources provided the study with the strength of participants’ voices regarding program offerings.
In the next sections, after describing the data collection methods, the advantages and limitations
of each method are discussed in detail.
Focus Group
For this study, the focus group targeted 10 NTID faculty members from DES with
common experience and knowledge in Engineering Technology curriculum. I chose the
individuals because of their knowledge and position as faculty who would be responsible for
implementing any changes to DES curriculum. I contacted these participants by email to
introduce the project topic prior to a department meeting. I invited 10 faculty members to
participate in the focus group on February 12, 2016 at the Student Development Center Room
2102. In addition, I provided an information letter (see Appendix D and Appendix E) that
described the purpose of the study and alternatives, and reminded the faculty that participation is
voluntary. At the beginning of the department meeting, I reviewed the protocol, which included
a reminder that participation was voluntary and the methods for conducting the study, and I
discussed concerns about coercion between the department chairperson (me) and the participants
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(faculty members). The topic of coercion was a concern for DES faculty members because they
are under my supervision. I made it clear that the participants’ job status would not be impacted
and that their workload would not be impacted by participating in the project, and I reminded
participants that I would respect the confidentiality of the project outside of the focus group, as I
also expected they would. There were eight faculty members who participated in the actual focus
group, therefore satisfying Kitzinger and Barbour’s (1999) and Lindlof’s (1995)
recommendations of 8-12 and 6-12 participants, respectively. The purpose of this focus group
was, as Rubin and Rubin (2012) described, to obtain valuable perspectives from “a group of
individuals representative of the population whose ideas are of interest” (p. 30). The focus
group, which I facilitated, lasted 39:05 minutes and was conducted in American Sign Language
(ASL) and video recorded. A professional deaf transcriber translated the data from ASL to
written English as part of the transcription process.
The advantages of the focus group for this study were (a) ease of data collection with
respect to size and time, (b) gaining faculty’s authentic perceptions of program offerings, and (c)
enabling interactions that could reveal similarities and differences. First, the advantage of the
focus group (over an individual interview or survey approach) was the ability to get reactions
from a broad range of participants in a short amount of time (Morgan, 1996). Second, the focus
group could “[provide] insights into the sources of complex behaviors and motivations” (Morgan
& Krueger, 1993, as quoted in Morgan, 1996, p. 139) because of the focus group’s interactions,
which are labeled “the group effect” (Carey 1994; Carey & Smith, 1994, as quoted in Morgan,
1996, p. 193) and “synergy” (Morgan, 1996, p. 193). Lastly, when observing the interaction of
focus groups, “interviewees’ agreement and disagreement is a unique strength” (Morgan, 1996,
p. 193); this agreement and disagreement provided the raw material for data collection.
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The disadvantages of the focus group were the (a) moderator effects, (b) potential to
cause collegiality issues, and (c) personal and/or emotional impact of the group on individuals.
First, Agar and MacDonald (1995) expressed concern about directive styles of moderating,
arguing that the “behavior of the moderator has consequences for the nature of the group
interviews” (as quoted in Morgan, 1996, p. 139-140). Secondly, Morgan (1996) illustrated a
weakness “due to the impact of the group on the discussion” (p. 140) leading to a “polarization
effect” (p. 140) that likely will divide the group more after they learn an individual participant’s
view about a topic, potentially causing collegiality issues outside of the focus group. Lastly,
Morgan (1996) indicated that some topics may not be acceptable for discussion in a focus group
“due to the impact of the group on its participants [concerning] the range of topics that can be
researched effectively in groups” (p. 140) such as cultural practices (i.e., ways of life) or ethics
(i.e., philosophy). In this case, the challenge was the difference in opinion between hearing and
D/HoH faculty members regarding curriculum for D/HoH students and the faculty members’
knowledge and experience with deaf education or co-ops. Ultimately, a focus group can be
biased, and as Krueger and Casey (2000) indicated, “the analysis should be systematic,
sequential, verifiable, and continuous” (p. 657, as quoted in Rabiee, 2004) to reduce such
potential bias.
Interviews
Distinct from the focus group with NTID faculty, I conducted two interviews in this
study, one with the Assistant Director of Admissions and another with the Assistant Director of
Employment. I selected both assistant directors because of their direct involvement with
recruiting prospective students and placing these students for future jobs. I contacted each
director by email to introduce the project topic prior to meeting each individual, and I provided
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an information letter (see Appendix F and G) that described the purpose of the study and
alternatives, reviewed the protocols, and reminded each director that participation is voluntary.
We did not discuss the concerns regarding coercion because the directors do not report to me or
provide me with their self-appraisals about their primary job responsibilities. First, a one-on-one
semi-structured interview with the NTID Assistant Director of Admissions, who is deaf,
determined the interviewee’s perceptions regarding how career technical education through
associate degree program offerings might increase DES student enrollment (i.e., recruiting
prospective students to specific programs based on high wages, high demand, and high skills
jobs). The interview took place on February 11, 2016 at Lyndon B. Johnson Room 1275, and
was video recorded in ASL and lasted 24 minutes and 29 seconds. Second, an interview with the
NTID Assistant Director of Employment, who is hearing and knows sign language, determined
the interviewee’s perceptions regarding how career technical education through associate degree
program offerings might increase and improve DES student employment (i.e., cooperative work
experiences and permanent jobs). The interview took place on February 17, 2016 at Lyndon B.
Johnson Room 1275, and was video recorded in sign language and lasted 25 minutes and 27
seconds. I had a deaf professional transcriber translate the data from ASL to written English.
Interviewing is a dialogue technique of exchange between the interviewer and
interviewee (Creswell, 2013; Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Rubin and Rubin (2012) explained that a
researcher should use a semi-structured interview when “the researcher has a specific topic to
learn about, [and] prepares a limited number of questions in advance” (p. 31). Rubin and Rubin
(2012) further explained that the expectation of this kind of interview is that it will eventually be
transcribed, thus generating data that can be analyzed through coding or other methods. In
addition, Seidman (2013) explained that the motivation for interviewing “is an interest in
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understanding the lived experience of other people and the meaning they make of that
experience” (p. 9). This statement justifies the multiple facets of qualitative inquiry for this
study, including a focus group and interviews of experts; combining quantitative survey data
with qualitative data captured the meanings the participants in this study made of their
experiences.
The advantages of individual interviews are commonly cited as (a) flexibility and
immediate clarification of issues (Casey 2006; Rubin & Rubin, 2012), (b) ability to notice social
cues (Opdenakker, 2006), and (c) dialogue with participants with knowledge of or experience
with the problem of interest (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). First, Rubin and Rubin (2012) emphasized
that qualitative interviewing helps to reconstruct events or topics in which the researchers lack
experience, such as recommending program offerings. This opportunity allowed me flexibility
to explore the topic and ask for clarification by probing the topic further because the interviewee
and I could interact without time delays or needing to observe the other participants in the room
for social cues. Regarding social cues, Opdenakker (2006) indicated that interviews can take
advantage of social cues (e.g., voice tone or volume, sign language, facial expressions, body
language) of the participant. The social cues of the participant “can give the interviewer a lot of
extra information that can be added to the verbal answer of the interviewee on a question”
(Opdenakker, 2006, para. 2.1) and can provide valuable information for coding purposes to
capture themes. Finally, having a dialogue with participants with particular knowledge or
experience allowed me to reconstruct events, portray ongoing social processes, and capture
retrospective changes through experts’ information gathered as a data source (Rubin & Rubin,
2012).
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The disadvantages of individual interviews are (a) interview biases that can
unintentionally prejudice results (Casey, 2006; Kvale, 1994), (b) challenges in the process of
conducting interviews (Creswell, 2013), and (c) language and cultural differences (Seidman,
2013). First, Casey (2006) identified challenges related to “selectivity bias” (p. 75), which is
likely to arise from the fact that interviewers (or principal investigators) might focus only on the
components that interest them (Polit & Tatano Beck, 2004; Pretzlik, 1994, as cited in Casey,
2006). Kvale (1994) emphasized that objectivity/subjectivity bias may play a role in
interviewer-interviewee dynamics. Kvale discussed the trait of objectivity as being “free of bias
[that] refers to knowledge that is reliable, checked and controlled, undistorted by personal bias
and prejudice” (p. 152). On the other hand, “a biased subjectivity simply means unprofessional
work, readers [or interviewers] only noticing evidence supporting their own opinions” (Kvale,
1994, p. 157). When qualitative inquiry data become available, there is always a question of
validity, as unintentional bias, called “interviewers’ bias,” occurs more commonly (Kvale, 1994,
p. 154) and can influence the results in a relationship between the questions and interpretation of
outcomes from the interviewee. The fact that this is a mixed methods study helped control for
some of the subjectivity of qualitative methods and biases.
Second, Creswell (2013) clearly indicated the challenging process associated with the
“mechanics of conducting an interview” (p. 172). The mechanism itself often challenges new
researchers who are engaged in a study that involves values, behaviors, and emotions of the
participants and their social cues. Creswell (2013) indicated that some of the challenges can
include (a) “the process of questioning during the interview” (p. 173), (b) “unexpected
participant behaviors” (p. 172), and (c) “the lengthy process involved in transcribing audiotapes
from the interviews” (p. 173).
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Opdenakker (2006) provided an interesting resolution to the challenges Creswell (2013)
illustrated by using the common emoticons (such as smiley faces) to expedite transcribing along
with value, attitude, and/or behaviors of the interviewee. However, the disadvantages of
emoticons (or values, attitude and/or behaviors) include the fact that cultures have different
meanings for common expressions, such as smiling or winking, depending on the culture. This
still creates disadvantages for translation when capturing social cues (Aoki, 1995; Morris 1994;
Shachaf, 2005, as cited in Opdenakker, 2006).
Lastly, the cross-cultural and cross-language interviewing between D/HoH and hearing
faculty members still posed challenges in this study regarding interview bias, mechanics of
conducting an interview, or language and/or cultural difference (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). As for
cross-cultural dynamics between interviewer and interviewee, I needed to take into consideration
that “cultural and social gaps can influence what appears salient to the [interviewer, who] might
appear to be a dominating figure to a lower-class interviewee” (Rubin & Rubin, 2013, p. 75). In
this case, I was the chairperson, and the participants were faculty and staff members, creating a
potential coercion issue. Finally, similar to the issues raised by Rubin and Rubin’s (2012)
“cross-language interviewing” (p. 185), Seidman (2013) indicated that linguistic difference could
be a disadvantage for face-to-face interviewing, which is associated with language and
philological differences by the native users (i.e., D/HoH vs. hearing ASL users – despite the
interpreters). The challenge is the complexity of translation, as “finding the right word in
English or any other language to represent the full sense of the word the participant spoke in
their native language is demanding and requires a great deal of care” (Vygotsky, 1987 as quoted
in Seidman, 2013, p. 106). In other words, the meaning of a particular word or phrase can be
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open for interpretation or lost in translation, even when the person switches between English and
ASL intentionally.
Surveys
This research study entailed surveys of external experts in the BERT and RE/ST fields
and surveys of members of RIT/NTID associations including alumni/employers,
counselors/academic advisors, and administrators. While eight of 10 faculty members
participated in the focus group (80% participation rate), there were total of 48 people contacted
for the external surveys, and 24 people responded, which netted a total of 50% overall response
rate.
The summary of response rates for the entire survey responses from alumni/employers,
counselors/academic advisor, external experts, and administrators were:
Table 9
Summary of Participants and Responses Rates

Assistant Director Interview: Admissions

Number
of
Contacts
1

Number
of
Replies
1

Percentage
Response
Rate
100%

Assistant Director Interview: Employment

1

1

100%

Focus Group (interview)

10

8

80%

Alumni/Employers (survey)

6

4

67%

Counselors/Advisors (survey)

6

4

67%

Administration (survey)

5

2

40%

BERT External Experts (survey)

9

2

22%

RE/ST External Experts (survey)

10

2

20%

The surveys used mixed methods of qualitative and quantitative surveys. Morse (1991)
introduced nine different mixed methods designs associated with the “paradigm emphasis
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decision” and “time order decision” (Morse, 1991, as quoted in Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004,
p. 22) of the research design. Accordingly, this project utilized one of the nine different mixed
methods designs that incorporates the dominant and concurrent status of what is known as the
QUAL + quan approach (Morse, 1991, as cited in Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004). The
capitalized QUAL reflects that the program offering study took on a larger qualitative approach;
however, it does have minimal quantitative involvement as a mixed methods approach. The
largest data collections methods were the focus group, individual interviews, and surveys;
however, the focus group and individual interviews provided the better quality data in terms of
depth of any stakeholders’ perspective for program offerings.
Qualitative surveys. Jansen (2010) indicated “a survey is a qualitative survey if it does
not count the frequencies of categories, but searches for the empirical diversity in the properties
of members” (Section 2.1, para. 3). Jansen (2010) additionally emphasized the utilization of
qualitative survey analysis as “a three-level classification of qualitative survey analysis:
unidimensional description, multidimensional description, and explanation” (Section 3.4, para.
5). First, unidimensional description is a category that involves “organizing data into objects,
dimensions for each object and categories for each dimension” (Jansen, 2010, Section 3.4, para.
5). Regarding program offerings in this study, the dimension could be what each stakeholder
said about each objective associated with student enrollment, retention, and graduation rates.
Second, the multidimensional description proceeds either in “concept (dimensional/variable)
oriented or unit (case) oriented synthesis” (Becker, 1996; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Ragin,
1969; Yin, 2009, see box 3, as quoted in Jansen, 2010, Section 3.4.1, para. 3) and synthesizes
dimensions (or categories) into tangible ideas. Third, Jansen (2010) proposed that explanation is
the final level of analysis, known as “combinatory analysis” (Jansen, 2010, Section 3), which
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analyzes a relationship between concept (i.e., multidimensional) and context (social, political,
etc.). My analysis incorporated a matrix analysis as a form of combinatory analysis “by
matching variation in one variable with variation in other variables” (De Vaus, 2002, p.3-7, as
quoted in, Jansen, 2010, Section 2, para. 3).
The advantage of using a qualitative survey is that it is less structured research compared
to in-depth interviewing (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). The other advantage is that open-ended survey
questions allow respondents to answer the questions as freely as possible, which creates rich data
(Rubin & Rubin, 2012). In both cases, the approaches may obtain similar results. The
disadvantage of qualitative surveys, often conducted in small populations, is that they do not
translate directly into making a decision (SurveyMonkey, 2015) because while the qualitative
survey can assist in understanding how a few respondents are thinking, their knowledge may not
fully influence a decision maker. The other disadvantage is that neither closed- nor open-ended
surveys allow for observation of traits that participant observation (i.e., observing in reality), indepth interviewing (i.e., inquiry with probing questions), and/or conversational/narrative
analysis, or “the communication process, itself” (Rubin & Rubin, 2013, p. 28) offer, involving
respondents’ emotional states in action.
I conducted a qualitative survey of external experts to determine the experts’ perceptions
regarding how career technical education through associate degree program offerings would
benefit D/HoH students and affect job placement. I recruited external experts from institutes that
offered similar programs to the ones DES is considering offering through the internet (see
Appendix K for BERT external experts and see Appendix L for RE/ST external experts). Then, I
contacted them through emails maximum three times, and archiving only 21% response rate. I
conducted a qualitative survey through email/online, and the respondents’ typed responses
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became a transcription of raw data for coding purposes. The qualitative survey was expected to
take the participants about 15 minutes to complete.
Quantitative surveys. The primary goal for surveys is “to collect information from or
about people to describe, compare, or explain their knowledge, feelings, values, and behavior”
(Fink, 2013, p. 1). Fink (2013) emphasized that selecting types of surveys requires “(1)
identifying the combination most likely to produce credible and accurate results and (2)
balancing the desired survey types and administration methods against available resources” (p.
1). Therefore, quantitative survey methods and predetermined questionnaires are often
conducted through phone interviews, mailings, online surveys, or in-person interviews (Fink,
2013; Steckler, McLeory, Goodman, Bird, & McCormick, 1992).
Since the quantitative survey was not the major method of this study, the diverse
stakeholders, including academic advisors, counselors, administrators, employers, and schools
with articulation agreements, posed challenges regarding time, space, and access that led to the
self-administered, online approach as the better method as opposed to in-person administration.
The advantages of the quantitative survey for this study were (a) accessing data information and
(b) processing data information. First, the self-administered, online approach offered greater
opportunity for me to access data information in several ways. The information could be
obtained immediately. If the respondent was not familiar with technical words or difficult
questions, if necessary, I could offer an audio with transcription or video with captioned context.
However, I began the surveys with a lengthy written description titled as written description of
alternatives in every survey (see Appendix H through L under the Information Sheet section of
the survey). Secondly, when processing the information, since information could be obtained
immediately, it was relatively easy to “process data automatically and download to a
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spreadsheet, data analysis package, or database” (Fink, 2013, p. 14). The disadvantages of
quantitative surveys include concerns regarding “reliable email addresses,” “reliable internet
access,” the fact that “questionnaires do not always look the same in different browsers and on
different monitors,” and the lack of a “method for selecting random samples from general e-mail
addresses” (Fink, 2013, p. 15). I had one email actually bounce back to me, presumably as
invalid, from the BERT external expert cluster.
For data collection regarding surveys, I designed and managed the surveys using Survey
Monkey’s Gold Plan. The main reasons for selecting Survey Monkey’s Gold Plan were (a)
enabling Internet Protocol blocking to increase confidentiality and privacy of the participants, (b)
using secure sockets layer / transport layer security encryption to enhance security and protect
user information, and (c) exporting text analysis to SPSS to improve analysis and reporting of the
data (SurveyMonkey, 2015) depending on the sample size.
In the qualitative survey and quantitative survey summaries, the take away is that, as
Steckler et al. (1992) illustrated, different methods that integrate qualitative and quantitative
methods potentially “cross-validate the study findings” (p. 5). Stecker et al. (1992) explained
that there are four different models of integrating qualitative and quantitative methods. The first
model calls for “qualitative methods [that] are used to help develop quantitative measures and
instruments” (p. 5). The second model illustrates that “qualitative methods are used to help
explain quantitative findings” (p. 5). The third model demonstrates that “quantitative methods
are used to [elaborate] a primary qualitative study” (p. 5). Finally, the fourth model indicates
that qualitative and quantitative methods are used equally and parallel” (p. 5) for obtaining
results. This decision-making study used Steckler et al.’s (1992) model number three.
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Literature Review
Bell (2010) defined the literature review as a qualitative method that “should be
succinct…[and] give a picture of the state of knowledge and of major questions in your topic
area” (p. 112, as quoted in Ridley, 2012, p. 3). In addition, a literature review varies depending
on the level of degree attainment for which it is performed. Hart (1998) illustrated, in particular,
that literature reviews for doctoral degrees are usually “analytical synthesis, covering all known
literature on the problem” (p. 14-25, as quoted in Ridley, 2012, p. 5). Furthermore, Ridley
(2012) described an additional quality of a literature review, which can serve the researcher as
(a) historical background; (b) overview of current context; (c) discussion of relevant theories; (d)
introduction to relevant terminology; (e) opportunity to challenge or extend, or find gaps in the
research topic; (f) provision of supporting evidence on the issue (Ridley, 2012) to fulfill the area
of research interests.
The advantages of literature reviews are that they are an “excellent first step in a study
because they provide conceptual framework for further planning and study” (Marrelli, 2005, p.
43). They also are versatile, inexpensive, and efficient resources for research (Marrelli, 2005).
A major disadvantage of literature reviews is that conducting one “requires a high level of skill
in identifying resources, analyzing the sources to identify relevant information, and writing a
meaningful summary” (Marrelli, 2005, p, 43). An interesting disadvantage that should be
obvious is that the researcher is “limited to collecting information about what has happened in
the past, and usually within organizations other than the researcher’s own workplace. They
cannot provide data about the current actual behavior” (Marrelli, 2005, p. 43). The literature
review in comparing hearing and D/HoH students’ academic and employment status, and
engineering education between hearing and D/HoH students proved to be beneficial in this study
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because of the crucial background (or historical) information. However, simultaneously, there is
limited literature on this specific matter, and it is not as current as it ideally could be.
Document Analysis
Rubin and Rubin (2012) indicated that document analysis as a data collection technique
is “examining documents – including newspaper, speeches, budgets, transcripts of meetings,
personal and public letters, internet posts and blogs, novels, diaries, and just about anything that
appears as written form” (p. 27). Therefore, I utilized the document analysis technique in this
study to gather information for the pre-write up of the Institutional context, the history of NTID,
changes of program offerings through different eras, and D/HoH students’ demographics and
academic-to-employment readiness data. The literature review section is another example of
collecting multiple literatures to synthesize a new meaning in program offerings. However, the
literature review is different from document collection because the latter involve sources that are
more personal and anecdotal, and includes information a researcher cannot or does not include in
a literature review. As data sources, documents can be coded and subjected to analysis in
different ways than when conducting a literature review.
The advantage of document analysis as a collection technique, as Bowen (2009)
indicated, is that document analysis has the potential to illustrate participants’ voices as “social
facts” (p. 47, as quoted by Bowen, 2009, p. 29) or to “speak in the absence of speakers” (Smith,
1984, p.60, as quoted in Miller & Alvarado, 2005, p. 349). The disadvantages of document
analysis are the inconsistency of records and bias based on who produced the document. In the
case of this study, I recognized that curriculum archive data were inconsistent with recorded
minutes of meetings, which made it difficult to connect the pieces. Rubin and Rubin (2012)
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recognized this fact when they stated that nearly “every document archive is spotty and
incomplete” (p. 27).
Primary Data Analysis Methods
This section briefly discusses the primary data analysis methods for this study, which
focused on coding, transcription analysis, and document analysis. The diversity of data analysis
methods provided an opportunity to reduce bias and increase the validity of the study. After
describing the data analysis methods, finally, the advantages and limitations of each method are
discussed in detail.
Coding
The methods focused carefully on data collection (i.e., focus groups, interviews, and
closed-end surveys) and data analysis (i.e., document and video analysis on coding) to decrease
the researcher bias and increase the robustness and credibility of the study as part of the
mechanism for analysis. While collection of data from the focus group, interviews, and closedended surveys began the process, the primary data analysis for this project strongly emphasized
coding to translate the meaning of research interest. In both cases--focus group and individual
interviews--the respondents and I used ASL as the primary communication mode. The interview
sessions were video recorded (as a pre-analysis measure) and the transcription translated from
ASL to written English by a professional deaf transcriber to reduce the potential biases based on
my role as a participant in the interviews. After the professional deaf transcriber translated video
records of ASL sessions to written English, I used the transcribed documents for a document
analysis. In addition, the open-ended surveys presented the participants’ written responses as an
already transcribed document. I, as the principle investigator, conducted data analysis of the
transcribed document so that the data were reviewed with the same lens.
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Saldaña (2013) describes the data analysis tool of coding as a “qualitative inquiry [in
which it] is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically assigns a summative, salient,
essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of language-based or visual data”
(Saldaña, 2013, p. 3). Saldaña (2013) illustrates three different stages of coding methods for a
thorough analysis. The stages are: (a) first cycle method – In Vivo (Strauss, 1987, as cited in p.
91-96) and magnitude (Miles and Huberman, 1994 as cited in p. 72-76) in concurrence with
emotion/value coding; (b) first to second cycle method – Eclectic coding (Glaser and Strauss,
1967 as cited in p. 188-193), which combines and reviews the first cycle coding again; and (c)
second cycle method – Focused coding (Charmaz, 2006 as cited in p. 213-217), in which the
goal is to continue to develop salient categories.
The first cycle method is “a process that happens during the initial coding of data”
(Saldaña, 2013, p. 58), and uses magnitude and emotion (or value) coding. Because of the
participation of ASL users, one primary, first cycle coding for this study was In Vivo coding,
which is also known as “verbatim coding” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 91). In Vivo is a method that refers
to the use of words (or phrases) from “the actual language found in qualitative data record, ‘the
terms used by [participants] themselves’” (Strauss, 1987, p. 33, as quoted in Saldaña, 2013, p.
91). In other words, since ASL was translated into written English in this study, as a qualitative
measure that would prioritize or respect participants’ voices, In Vivo codes used verbatim words
or phrases even if they were not syntactically “correct” in written English. However, key words
very likely remained the same whether the coding was in ASL or English. For example, to
illustrate the challenge of translation, the ASL clause “go store,” when signed becomes, in
written English, “I am going to the store.” If a researcher were to code this particular statement,
the key code word might be “store” regardless of ASL or English use. Another example would
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be an ASL clause stating “Tomorrow rain? Golf game cancel?” when signed; in written English,
this becomes, “If it rains tomorrow, will we cancel the golf round?” Coding this particular
statement may include words or phrases such as “rain,” “golf,” “game,” or "weather challenge"
with some emotions of being "worried." The main idea here is that ASL likely (due to a
probability of using the same verb regardless of language) did not jeopardize the meaning of
coding.
The study also used magnitude coding, which is defined as a method of “coding
grammar, a way of ‘quantizing’ and/or ‘qualitizing’ a phenomenon’s intensity, frequency,
direction, presence, or evaluative content” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998, as quoted in Saldaña,
2013, p. 76). The concept of “quantizing” is to divide the coding grammar into smaller and more
measureable entities, while “qualitizing” improves the meaning of the verbatim codes. Then,
magnitude codes can be summarized in a matrix table to illustrate the assigned characteristics
and their ratings as a quantitative measure. Furthermore, there are several concurrent, first cycle
coding methods that likely will capture contents that the primary cycle did not catch about the
participants’ emotions or perspectives regarding experience. Saldaña (2013) introduced emotion
coding, which Goleman (1995) defined as “feeling and its distinctive thoughts, psychological
and biological states, and range of [tendencies] to act” (p. 289, as quoted in Saldaña, 2013, p.
105).
Second, Saldanda (2013) emphasizes that there should be a transition from first cycle
coding to second cycle coding. The transition coding known as “eclectic coding employs a
select and compatible combination of two or more first cycle coding methods” (Saldaña, 2013, p.
188), which, in this case, involves In Vivo, magnitude, and emotion coding processes. In
addition, the eclectic method might “enhanc[e] the creditability and trustworthiness…of [the
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PI’s] observation as analysis proceeds toward and progresses during Second Cycle coding” (p.
194).
Moreover, Saldaña (2013) provides an opportunity to explore reductant information data
within the transcription and how phrases are organized and interpreted, before moving on to the
second cycle code methods, which are “code mapping” (p. 194) and “code landscaping” (p. 199).
Code mapping uses “versus” codes that can be discovered from transcripts, such as “district vs.
school,” or “administrator vs. teacher” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 194-195). This process can “serve as
part of the auditing process for a research study” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 198), because the systematic
process allows codes to be labelled and categorized to discover a common theme or subject. The
second option, called code landscaping, can provide a graphical content of words that appeared
in the transcription and how often they appeared. Furthermore, there are several content analysis
software or online applications such as Wordle, CheckText.org, or NVivo 9, which is a computer
assisted qualitative data analysis (CAQDAS) software program. The common functionality of
these applications is to provide a graphical representation of the codes, illustrating the frequency
of words by showing font sizes or statistical counts of words as a preliminary analysis tool
(Saldaña, 2013). The advantages of CAQDAS software include its ability to represent
information graphically and help researchers with ordinary organization and counting words or
phrases; however, Seidman (2013) emphasized that CAQDAS software packages do not in and
of themselves analyze or interpret the data, despite what many researchers may wish. In
addition, Seidman (2013) indicated other disadvantages for using CAQDAS, such as the “coding
trap” (p. 134) and detaching researchers from contents. The coding trap is when researchers
begin coding extensively too early in the process (Seidman, 2013), which may lead to analysis
paralysis, when researchers feel they cannot move forward because they have foreclosed their
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ideas. Then again, CAQDAS can potentially detach researchers from the data because
researchers are expected to incorporate “all their knowledge and experience (Davidson, 2012),
sensibilities and intuitions to the task of answering the [interview or survey] question” (Seidman,
2013, p. 135). This is problematic because CAQDAS “excels in searching, but perhaps not in
exploring” (Seidman, 2013, p. 137).
Third, the second cycle coding is one tool that will advance and enhance methods of
reorganizing and reanalyzing data coded earlier (Saldaña, 2013). In this study, focused coding
served as the second cycle coding; the intention of focused coding is to seek a list of frequent or
significant codes from the analysis that “requires decisions about which initial codes make the
most analytical sense” (Charmaz, 2006, p. 46, as quoted in Saldaña, 2013, p. 213). The intention
of focused coding is to “develop a sense of categorical, thematic, conceptual, and/or theoretical
organization from your array of First Cycle codes” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 207). The approach can
offer an opportunity to “compare newly constructed codes during this cycle across other
participants’ data to assess comparability and transferability” (Saldaña, 2013, p. 217) to increase
the validity of the study.
Transcription Analysis
To support data collection and methods selected for coding, Rabiee (2004) illustrated a
systematic process. This systematic process was described by Krueger and Casey (2000) as a
“procedure for the ‘long table’ approach [which] requires having access to either a long table or a
room with lots of floor or wall space” (Krueger & Casey, 2000, as quoted in Rabiee, 2004, p.
658). Krueger and Casey (2000) advocated this approach in which (a) each line of the transcript
is numbered; (b) transcripts are printed on different paper colors to reflect various stakeholders
or categories; (c) transcripts are arranged in order to reflect categories such as social groups,
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professionals/faculty, or gender; and (d) each flipchart, newsprint, or a cloud of a mind mapping
technique is arranged; each category should have individual question for analysis (Krueger &
Casey, 2000, as cited in Rabiee, 2004). Moreover, after the long table approach is complete,
Krueger and Casey (2000) suggested that the researcher read each participant’s quote and answer
the four action questions to create a better understanding of how the data should be interpreted
and classified:
1. Did the participant answer the question that was asked? If yes, go to question 3;
if not go to question 2; if don’t know, set it aside and review later.
2. Does the comment answer a different question in focus group? If yes, move it to
the appropriate question; if no, go to question 3;
3. Does the comment say something of importance about the topic? If yes, put it
under the appropriate question; if no, set it aside;
4. Is it something that had been said earlier? If yes, start grouping like quotes
together; if no, start a separate pile. (Rabiee, 2004, p. 658)
The intention of coding and transcription analysis activities is to form a consistent framework for
interpreting coded data with a similar lens (Rabiee, 2004). This was the preferred approach in
this study for focus group and individual interview transcription because the excerpts needed to
match the intent of the objective to predict the effects ratings per alternative within each
objective.
Rabiee (2004) recommended combining Krueger’s (1994) and Krueger and Casey’s
(2000) criteria for interpreting data via focus groups, which could also apply to interview
transcripts. These criteria are “word,” “context,” “internal consistency,” “frequency,” “intensity
of comments,” “specificity of responses,” “extensiveness,” and “big picture” (Rabiee, 2004, p.
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660). Recalling Saldaña’s (2013) excerpt above, to elaborate on the meanings of these
interpretive data categories, they are built by (a) "considering the actual words and their
meaning" (i.e., “comfortable”) that becomes evident of the participant’s experience; (b)
“considering the context” based on the feeling regarding “comfortable” at two different times to
see if the context changed; (c) “considering the frequency and extensiveness of comments”
regarding how many times the word “comfortable” occurred; (d) Taking into account the
“intensity of comments” regarding comments in which feelings were expressed, such as “sense
of self-worth”; (e) considering “internal consistency” when a change in thoughts or views by the
participant occurs after a lengthy conversation; (f) considering the “specificity of responses”
based on, for example, a senior student’s feelings about his favorite teacher, which can give the
researcher the participant’s precise and connected answer; and (g) obtaining the “big picture”
when researchers accumulate and interpret data to create a concept or pattern that emerged from
the evidence (Rabiee, 2004, p. 659). These categories or criteria thus become part of the entire
analytic process.
Document Analysis
Bowen (2009) defined document analysis, a data analysis technique, as “a systematic
procedure for reviewing or evaluating documents – both printed and electronic (computer-based
and internet-transmitted material” (p. 27). One of the main rationales for document analysis is
that it allows for triangulation: “documents can be used as important resources for data
triangulation, to increase the comprehensiveness and validity of any single study” (Patton, 2002
as quoted in Miller & Alvarado, 2005, p. 348). In this case, data analysis techniques such as
coding and transcript analysis are excellent examples.
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The advantages of document analysis revolve around the background, efficient method,
and recognition of participants’ voices. Rubin and Rubin (2012) emphasized that after the
researcher has analyzed data via document analysis, background information can provide context
to develop (future) interview or survey questions. Bowen (2009) indicated that document
analysis is an efficient method because it is less time consuming, is cost-efficient, and requires
“data selection, instead of data collection” (p. 31) through coding. The disadvantages of
document analysis are the inconsistency of interpretation and the potential for bias, because “the
analysis of documents require interpretation” (Finnegan, 1996, as quoted in Miller & Alvarado,
2005, p. 349); furthermore, “coding is not a precise science; it is primarily an interpretive act”
(Saldaña, 2013, p.4), which will vary depending on the educational researcher or PI.
Summary of Methods
This research study utilized both qualitative and quantitative research paradigms in a
mixed methods approach. Using both of these methods to answer my research question supports
the effects and provides a deeper understanding of the perceptions and expectations from
stakeholders to a decision maker for program offerings at DES. The qualitative approach
included a focus group, individual interviews, and qualitative surveys, also known as primary
data collection agents. The focus group contained eight faculty members, and two individual
interviews were video recorded and transcribed by a professional deaf translator to reduce
potential bias. The qualitative survey, developed through Survey Monkey, had multiple openended questions for external experts and participants outside of DES regarding program
offerings, which allowed me to capture the perspectives in writing and use it as transcribed data.
The primary data analysis agents included coding, transcription analysis, and document analysis
to provide a salient outcome based on the interpreted data. Combining the qualitative and
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quantitative paradigm provided me with diverse responses that will serve as evidence to analyze
and draw conclusions in order to address the challenge. Therefore, this has provided a robust
interpretation for the main goal of the study, which was to obtain a deeper understanding of the
stakeholders’ perceptions on program offerings at DES.
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Effects

In this section, I predict each alternative’s ability to satisfy each of the 10 specified
objectives of this decision analysis. The process includes identification of the objectives,
description of data sources used for assessing each alternative, and demonstration of supporting
evidence to predict the impact that an alternative has on each objective. It should be noted that I
was unable to obtain graduation rates (or other related variables) specifically for CADT and
CIMT programs due to Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) privacy issues.
Dirmyer, one of several NTID researchers claimed, “I can’t release this information to be used in
publicly available documents. Publicly-speaking, the [annual report] includes the most granular
data NTID can provide” (personal communication, March 11, 2016). The summary of predicted
effects appears at the conclusion of this section in Table 14.
Objective 1
Performance: Increase DES student enrollment
Relative Importance: Extremely Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, interview with Assistant Director of Admissions, survey
of external experts, and document analysis.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact of the various alternatives, I consulted four data
sources. The data sources were a focus group of DES faculty, an interview with the Assistant
Director of Admissions, a survey of external experts, and a document analysis. The first data
source was a focus group that contained eight of 10 departmental members (80% response rate),
and I excerpted a significant amount of data from this source. The second source was an
interview with the Assistant Director of Admissions; this source provided an intensive amount of
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data. The third data source consisted of four external experts who responded after I contacted
approximately 19 external experts, and only 4 participates replied (21% response rate). The
document analysis included historical enrollment to DES from 2011 to 2015. I used all of the
data to predict the outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The analysis of this alternative based on the data collected
indicated that it is unlikely to increase DES student enrollment.
Many respondents’ excerpts from the faculty focus group transcript provided recurring
evidence indicated that it was unlikely that they want to expand existing programs with existing
resources to increase DES student enrollment. On the other hand, the Assistant Director of
Admissions indicated the team likely would increase DES student enrollment under the status
quo. From Annual Reports, the historical data showed that AOS programs provide the largest
number of D/HoH students within DES.
Table 10
Number of Students in DES Associate Degree Programs: Status Quo, 2011 to 2015 a
AY
2015

AY
2014

AY
2013

AY
2012

AY
2011

Applied Mechanical Technology (AAS Transfer)

26

18

13

11

13

Automation Technology (AAS)b

0

0

0

1

5

Automation Technology (AOS, phased out)

0

0

0

2

9

CADT (AAS)

10

9

6

3

10

CADT (AOS)c

23

22

21

19

15

CIMT (AOS)

40

41

38

40

34

Civil Tech (AAS Transfer)

5

2

0

0

0

Engineering Undecided

6

10

16

29

34

Pre-Bacc

6

9

8

10

6
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a

Source of student enrollment came from Annual Reports, http://www.ntid.rit.edu/media/annual-report
Automation Technology does not exist.
C
AOS programs is the major design of this study relates to CADT and CIMT, the design is to offer more AOS programs.
\b

Evidence from the focus group indicated increasing DES enrollment is unlikely for the
status quo as it is. Several respondents indicated the reasons in terms of “getting new students”
(line 43), “have more variety for students [to choose programs] from” (line 62), and “evolve a bit
to have options, tracks, and skills taught” (line 89) from the existing programs (Focus Group,
Lines 43, 62, and 89, February 12, 2016). One respondent stated, “I think the issue of increasing
enrollment has direct ties with existing resources. I feel we don’t see increased enrollment as an
answer right now” (Focus Group, Lines 84-85, February 12, 2016). This is a strong indicator of
one feeling from a faculty member and was followed by other participants who agreed by
nodding their heads or confirming with yes in sign language that resources and money are an
issue regarding expansion of current programs.
On the other hand, when I asked the question during the interview with the Assistant
Director of Admissions, “to what extent do you think keeping our department’s status quo would
help increase enrollment?”, the response was “classic knowledge always is good” (Admissions
Interview, Line 30. February 11, 2016). “Classic knowledge” means that, based on familiarity
with the subject matter that allows recruiters to understand the field of study, from Admissions’
perspective, “it’s important to keep that classic knowledge and add [new programs] to it”
(Admissions Interview, Line 32, February 11, 2016). This variation indicated that adding new
programs was a change to keeping the status quo objective that would lead to increasing
students, which indicated it was unlikely that the status quo would increase DES student
enrollment.
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Based on familiarity with the subject matter, the Assistant Director of Admissions
indicated that she “tries to build a relationship with them [prospective students] over the years,”
depending on the students’ interests (Admissions Interview, Line 45, February 11, 2016) by
fitting in with the prospective students’ communication and attention needs during their junior
year of high school. The Assistant Director of Admissions explained how recruiting and
acquiring of prospective students occurs during the process that indirectly affects the objective of
increasing DES students’ enrollment. “In the fall, I put my recruiting cap on, and then in the
spring, it’s more of a counseling cap” (Admissions Interview, Lines 54-55, February 11, 2016).
In the fall, the respondent indicated that she would sell DES and NTID programs to draw
students. In the spring, however, the respondent performs more as a counselor, assisting
prospective students’ application process. “If the students are unsure, I sometimes will call
through videophone or video relay services, or email them or whatever to discuss things further”
(Admissions Interview, Lines 56-57, February 11, 2016). Under the uncertainty of adding new
programs, it is unlikely that the Assistant Director of Admissions supports increasing DES
student enrollment under the status quo based on classic knowledge.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for the status quo’s ability to
support increasing DES student enrollment, there was agreement between the focus group (i.e.,
as curriculum facilitators) and the Assistant Director of Admissions’ recruiting team, the two
major players in recruiting DES students. The Annual Reports indicated that the status quo
would be likely to increase DES student enrollment. The surveys to external experts did not ask
about DES’s status quo because they do not know (or understand) our status quo. This
alternative based on the data collected is unlikely to increase DES student enrollment.
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Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data collected suggested that this
alternative is likely to increase DES student enrollment. Weak evidence from the external
experts’ qualitative survey with two respondents illustrated that this option was likely to increase
enrollment, but they did not explain strategies for increasing numbers. The first respondent
suggested that the “biomedical program [at the expert’s institution] has maintained the highest
enrollment rate of all programs of the college for the last 10 years. Most often it exceeds its cap
(40) by as much as 50%” (BERT experts, January 27, 2016). The second respondent indicated
that the student enrollment rate at his or her institution was “12 student[s] per year” (BERT
experts, February 13, 2016). This reflects the likely number NTID and DES would like to
attempt to pursue. The two respondents illustrated appropriate and healthy numbers for BERT
affiliated programs, thus, by adding BERT, DES would likely increase student enrollment.
On the other hand, when I asked the question during the interview with the Assistant
Director of Admissions and reminded the interviewee that BERT would be designed as an AOS
degree only, the respondent indicated, “AOS degree is a dirty phrase…” (Admissions Interview,
Line 84, February 11, 2016) because “many students perceive an associate’s degree as a lowerlevel degree” (Admissions Interview, Line 84, February 11, 2016). The respondent pointed out
that students would want a bachelor’s degree as the ultimate goal regardless of their academic
readiness. However, the respondent indicated that “if we have a good name for the degree, like
the word biomedical, that’d be more appealing.…So yes, you have to have the right name and
the actual presence of more opportunities out there” (Admissions Interview, Line 88, February
11, 2016) to obtain new prospective students that NTID or DES has not yet recruited. This
particular excerpt indicates that the proposed offering would likely increase DES student
enrollment. In addition, a focus group respondent indicated that increasing enrollment is
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associated with increasing resources. According to the respondent, if the BERT program would
be able to obtain necessary equipment and appropriate faculty members, it is likely that there
would be an increase in DES enrollment. Two other faculty members agreed upon this response.
Per status quo, a BERT program does not exist in DES, however, adding the program will
likely increase D/HoH student enrollment. From the literature that suggested, for many reasons,
which includes the lack of availability of trading biomedical equipment for D/HoH workers in
the health care industry. The opportunity was to “ensure that d/hh individuals have expanded
career opportunities in the healthcare field” (Task Force on Health Care Careers, 2012, March)
would likely to increase DES enrollment if this alternative is selected.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 2’s ability to
support increasing DES student enrollment, there was agreement among the focus group,
Assistant Director of Admissions interview, document analysis and external experts. Therefore,
this alternative based on the data collected is likely to increase DES student enrollment.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative is
likely to increase DES student enrollment. The qualitative external experts’ survey contained
information from only two respondents since the third respondent did not reply for this
alternative. One respondent illustrated twice that given a lack of local demand in that expert’s
context, “we do not have an RE/ST program because the market has not created a sufficient
demand in this field to justify a [stand-alone program]” (RE/ST experts, January 27, 2016).
Therefore, “our [RE/ST] program is a 20-credit certification that is designed to complement
existing degree at the college” (RE/ST experts, January 27, 2016). The second respondent
indicated that the student enrollment rate was “100” students (RE/ST experts, February 2, 2016).
Both responses provide some likelihood of attracting new students to RE/ST.
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The literature suggested it would be likely that there will be growing opportunities in the
renewable energy sector. Because President Obama’s energy plan stated that the plan would
“help create five million new jobs by strategically investing $150 billion over the next ten years
to catalyze private efforts to build a clean energy future” (Council of Economic Advisers, 2009,
July), which the plan interpreted as a need for technical training in renewable energy (or
sustainability technician).
In addition, as also indicated in the BERT section, the focus group indicated that
increasing enrollment is associated with increasing resources; if the RE/ST program would be
able to obtain necessity equipment and appropriate faculty members, it is likely that there would
be an increase in DES enrollment. Moreover, the Director of Admissions’ response indicated
that people like the idea of being environmentally friendly or “green,” since “RIT even has a new
publication that emphasizes being green, renewable energy and sustainability” (Admissions
Interview, February 11, 2016) and “the more you emphasize green, the greater the numbers [of
students] will be” (Admissions Interview, Lines 116-117, February 11, 2016). Thus, it is likely
that there would be an increase in DES enrollment from Admission’s perspective.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 3’s ability to
increase DES student enrollment, all data sources indicated it would likely increase DES student
enrollment.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating existing CADT program and adding BERT program.
Data sources suggested that this alternative is unlikely to increase DES student enrollment
because of the possibility of loss of students, loss of tuition, or lack of resources.
The Assistant Director of Admissions described a situation in which DES “removed the
robotics program in the past, and I saw no impact on your department” (Admissions Interview,
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Lines 129-130, February 11, 2016). In addition, from the Admission Department’s perspective,
“I do not think there is much of an impact. CAD involves computers and engineering. So if
[students] realize they want to change, they could go into information and computer studies
(ICS)” (Admissions Interview, Lines 136-137, February 11, 2016). The same respondent
indicated, “Baby boomers are now retiring, and so geriatric care, health care-related majors could
have engineering added to them. There is a great need out there” (Admissions Interview, Lines
193-194, February 11, 2016). From the Assistant Director of Admission, there is likelihood that
Admissions would increase DES student enrollment. Alternatively, Several faculty members
mentioned in the focus group interview, “the issue of increasing enrollment has direct ties with
existing resources” (Focus Group, Lines 84-85, February 12, 2016), if there is a lack of
resources, it is unlikely alternative 4 would increase DES enrollment.
From the closing questions in the external expert survey about eliminating CADT and
adding BERT programs, the respondent indicated that “closing a CAD program(s) seems the
reverse of what the industry needs” (BERT survey, Lines 8-9, January 27, 2016). This would
indicate that the CADT program has value and there are jobs available to its graduates. Thus, by
concluding the recruitment efforts for CADT students would unlikely increase DES enrollment.
On the other hand, the literature provided evidence of increasing DES enrollment based
on eliminating CADT, which BLS indicated had an outlook for 2014-2024 of “- 3% decline”
(BLS, 2015a), making it unlikely to increase DES enrollment even if DES were to keep CADT.
Thus, eliminating CADT and adding BERT programs would at least obtain no net gain in the
overall enrollment.
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The combined data sources, three of four sources, on eliminating CADT and adding
BERT indicated that it would be unlikely to increase DES student enrollment given the loss of
students and loss of tuition for perhaps the first five years.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. Data sources suggested that this alternative is highly unlikely to increase DES student
enrollment. As mentioned above, the Assistant Director of Admissions referred to the time when
DES “removed the robotics program in the past, and I saw no impact on [your] department”
(Admissions Interview, Lines 129-130, February 11, 2016). In addition, from the Admissions
Department’s perspective, “I do not think there is much of an impact. CAD involves computers
and engineering. So if they realize they want to change, they could go into information and
computer studies (ICS)” (Admissions Interview, Lines 136-137, February 11, 2016), which
illustrates Admission’s perception that this alternative would unlikely increase DES enrollment.
Because recruiting and channeling students into other programs such as, information technology,
does not have much of negative impact to the overall NTID admission, however, affects DES.
Several data sources did indicate that RE/ST is a niche program; however, the RE/ST
external experts indicated that there was a lack of job opportunities in their contexts. The faculty
focus group indicated that the RE/ST definition was broad and unlikely to attract a prospective
audience. The literature indicated that CADT professions are still viable and student enrollment
numbers exist, which shows that many sources would unlikely agree if this were an option.
Simultaneously, Admissions indicated that RE/ST is a potential niche program ripe for recruiting
prospective students that attracts an untapped audience. Several data sources designated that it
would be unlikely this option would increase DES enrollment.
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During a focus group interview, one faculty member raised an interesting challenge, and
a few other members agreed through nodding, that students likely to be recruited to the CADT
program may be the same students that would be recruited to RE/ST. In other words, NTID (i.e.,
Admissions and Faculty) would be recruiting the same audience and simply moving the
prospective students from CADT to RE/ST, which is an indicator that it would be highly unlikely
to increase DES enrollment.
Finally, from the closing questions on the survey under eliminating CADT, the External
Expert respondent indicated that “closing a CAD program(s) seems the reverse of what the
industry needs” (BERT survey, Lines 8-9, January 27, 2016), which would indicate that the
CADT program has value, job availability, and needed training for the workforce.
The combined data sources, three of four sources, on eliminating CADT and adding
RE/ST is that it is highly unlikely to increase DES student enrollment given the loss of students
and loss of tuition until recovery set in, and may result in recruiting the same audience for CADT
and RE/ST.
Objective 2
Performance: Improve employability of DES graduates
Relative Importance: Extremely Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, Surveys of alumni/employer and external experts,
Interview with Assistant Director of Employment, and document analysis.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact of this objective on supporting the various
alternatives, I consulted four data sources. The data sources were the focus group of DES
faculty, an interview with the Assistant Director of Employment, surveys of alumni/employers
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and external experts, and a document analysis. The first data source was a focus group with eight
of 10 department members (80% response rate), and the excerpts I used were those referring
indirectly to co-op and permanent jobs affecting or increasing the employability of graduates.
The second data source was an interview with the Assistant Director of Employment, and one
excerpt significantly addressed networking and job coaching. The third data source included four
external experts who responded after I had contacted approximately 19 external experts (21%
response rate). The experts provided redundant responses that would affect the alternative, and
not enough responses to warrant tables for illustration purposes. The fourth data source included
five alumni/employers out of eight contacts (62.5% response rate), who also provided redundant
responses. The final data source included information from the Annual Report of 2015 (NTID,
2015). I used the data to predict the outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The data suggested that this alternative is likely to improve
employability of DES AOS graduates indirectly. Alumni and their employers replied that the
status quo was highly likely or likely to increase employability of DES graduates. The only
comment was in reference to trading in “AutoCAD / Civil 3D” (Alumni Survey, February 5,
2016) to improve employability for DES graduates within the status quo, within which DES’s
current curriculum offers several CAD courses every semester during a five-semester
curriculum.
From the assistant director of employment’s interview regarding increasing or improving
employability for DES students, the respondent emphasized, “what we do is we always look for
employers to network with” (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 32-34, February 17, 2016),
where resources can be capitalized on, such as networking or job coaching. In other words, the
NCE specialist would continue to network and job coach hearing employers when hiring D/HoH
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AOS graduates to develop relationships with employers that would likely increase chances of
employment. Another strategy that the respondent emphasized was:
We go to conferences, um…particularly one that I’m involved with, the Society for
Human Resource Management, a diversity-focused conference, so that we can meet with
employers and educate them about our students and our programs. I know that from my
experience that those employers tend to ask about our engineering students, either
associate level or bachelor or master level. (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 3234, February 17, 2016)
Furthermore, NTID employment maintains (or increases) co-op opportunities through the co-op
visiting program, where students working on their co-op site and NTID faculty members meet
with employers and talk with their managers as a way to assess the student’s work and maintain
the relationship with employers.
The faculty focus group discussed extensively the co-op, which affects the graduation
rate and, in turn, affects students’ employability after graduation. Thus, faculty acknowledged
the importance of co-op and their responsibility for preparing students for their careers; the
likelihood of their academic to employment readiness increasing with this alternative likely
improves employability of DES graduates.
Finally, from a document analysis from NTID Center of Employment, the DES program
for Academic Year 2015 had 12 CADT and 10 CIMT students who were eligible for co-op
opportunities for summer 2015. Of those, seven and 10 student sought co-ops, respectively.
Only four CADT students found co-ops, whereas nine CIMT students found co-ops (J. Macko,
personnel communication, July 1, 2015), which would make only 11 of 22 students eligible for
improved employability for May 2016 graduates. This indicates room for improvement.
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In addition, the Annual Report 2014 indicated graduation rates and employability for
recent graduates (NTID, 2014). The chart below shows three numbers, including total number of
graduates, number of students who chose to enter the labor force, and number of students who
found employment. The document analysis chart shows that NTID’s graduates improved
employability in general. However, FERPA prevents individualization of the number of
graduates and employability of DES graduates in CADT and CIMT programs.
Table 11
Graduates and Employment by NTID Graduates
AY 2009

AY 2010

AY 2011

AY 2012

AY 2013

Graduates

218

250

231

296

331

Enter
Labor Force
Found
Employment
Percent found
Employment

105

107

104

133

185

94

96

95

124

174

89.5%

89.7%

91.3%

93.2%

94%

Annual Report, 2014, http://www.ntid.rit.edu/sites/default/files/annual_report_2014.pdf

Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 1’s ability to
improve DES student graduation rates, all data sources indicated it would be likely to improve
employability of DES graduates.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative is
highly likely to improve employability of DES graduates indirectly. In the quantitative survey,
two alumni/employers (50%) indicated that the BERT program would be highly likely, and two
others (50%) elected that it would be likely to improve the employability of DES graduates. The
alumni/employers respondents did not provided any supporting evidence to support their reasons.
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Of the two external experts from BERT colleges, one respondent indicated that “100% all
students have the option of a ten week internship or work based learning experience” (BERT
survey, Line 12, January 27, 2016), which indicates the field is highly likely to increase
employment. This response was similar to what the NTID faculty focus group attempted to
discuss regarding increasing co-op experiences by offering another, project-based option in an
effort to increase co-op opportunities that will affect graduates’ employability by obtaining a
degree. Based on the information from the BERT external experts, the alternative is highly likely
to improve employability.
In addition, external experts indicated that BERT’s employability rate for graduates who
were “100% willing to relocate” (BERT survey, February 13, 2016) would likely be an
“employment rate [of] 94%” (BERT expert, January 27, 2016). These responses indicated that
employment for students trained in BERT is available, and whereas RE/ST external experts’
participants were unable to indicate their status regarding co-op and employability.
Regarding the strategy that the Assistant Director of Employment emphasized, i.e.,
attending conferences to network and recruit employers with new programs, additional steps
would be needed to increase co-op opportunities (or permanent jobs) (NTID, 2015b). One
example would be:
Now, for new, uh, programs, whether it’s health equipment-related with energy, uh,
sustainable energy, those new programs, what we do with that is we do some research
and see if we have some employers we work with currently that could hire students with
those technical skills. Start with existing employers to develop that. Um, the employer
database to, um, set up a relationship focused on the new programs for hiring. Also, we
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look for opportunities to network with them to educate them about students in the new
programs. (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 41-44, February 17, 2016)
The main reason for this approach is to learn about what specific skill sets those employers who
are hiring are looking for. Once a situation is known, often NTID will invite new employers to
the school, provide them with a tour, and have them meet with prospective students and learn
more about access services for D/HoH employees in the workplace that could apply for co-op or
permanent jobs. If this alternative is selected, the NTID employment office would increase co-op
opportunities through the co-op visiting program, where students working on their co-op site
send our faculty members to meet with employers and talk with their managers. The networking
aspect of this effort could spread to other employers or competitors as a way to build
relationships with employers and would be highly likely to increase opportunities.
From the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015), the Occupational Outlook Handbook
illustrated that the number of jobs in BERT for 2014 would be 48,000 and the outlook from
2014-2024 would be 6% growth (equivalent to average growth) for medical equipment repair
technicians (BLS, 2015b).
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 2, the data
sources indicated it would be highly likely to improve employability of DES graduates. Faculty
members supported this alternative slightly more than the RE/ST alternative, thus indicating that
faculty likely will assist the NTID employment office in improving employability. Only one
source, BLS, indicated a likely rating for improving employability based on average growth
projections. The faculty and assistant director on employment have networked and placed
students for years, and they are confident that they will get a much higher rate of success.
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Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative is
likely to improve employability of DES graduates indirectly.
The RE/ST external expert indicated that there are limited employment opportunities in
renewable energy, stating, “We have not had enough local demand to justify offering a stand
[alone] program” (RE/ST survey, Line 2, January 27, 2016). From three of four alumni and their
employers who replied to the quantitative survey, for the RE/ST program, one respondent elected
highly likely, one likely, and one unlikely to improve employability for DES graduates, which
raised uncertainties.
Regarding the strategy that the Assistant Director of Employment emphasized, i.e.,
attending conferences to network and recruit employers with new programs, additional steps
would be needed to increase co-op opportunities as described in alternative two. As with the
BERT program, the main reason for this approach is to teach about what specific skill sets those
employers who are hiring through the co-op or employment-visiting programs.
From the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015), the Occupational Outlook Handbook
illustrated that renewable technician or sustainability technician by definition is broad, thus I
developed a chart to show some differences regarding number of jobs for 2014 and the outlook
from 2014-2024 that illustrate a strong likelihood of growth. A random selection of occupations
regarding renewable and sustainability technicians was sought and compared (see Table 11).
The Electro-Mechanical Technician is a common background skill set many renewable or
sustainability technicians need to know, and if the graduates were unable to find jobs in the
renewable or sustainability clusters, the graduates could opt for electro-mechanical occupations
(see job numbers and outlook growth).
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Table 12
Renewable and Sustainability Technician Jobs and Outlook from Bureau of Labor Statistics
Wind Turbine
Technicians a
Number of Jobs
For 2014
Outlook
(2014-2024)

4,400

Solar
Photovoltaic
Installers b
5,900

Environmental
Engineering
Technicians c
18,600

ElectroMechanical
Technicians d
14,700

108% growth
(much faster
than normal)

24%
(much faster
than normal)

10%
(faster than
normal)

1%
(little or no
change)

Wind Turbine Technicians, http://www.bls.gov/ooh/installation-maintenance-and-repair/wind-turbine-technicians.htm
Solar Photovoltaic Installers, http://www.bls.gov/ooh/construction-and-extraction/solar-photovoltaic-installers.htm#tab-1
c
Environmental Engineering Technicians, http://www.bls.gov/ooh/architecture-and-engineering/environmental-engineering-technicians.htm
d
Electro-mechanical Technicians, http://www.bls.gov/ooh/architecture-and-engineering/electro-mechanical-technicians.htm
a

b

Given the responses by the stakeholders group participants for Alternative 3’s ability to
improve employability for DES student graduates, the data sources illustrated that it would be
likely to improve job opportunities. There is one important emphasis that faculty members
expressed their support of the BERT alternative more than the RE/ST alternative even with the
assistance from NTID employment office in improving RE/ST employability.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating existing CADT program and adding BERT program.
The data suggested that this alternative is likely to improve employability of DES graduates.
From the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015b), the Occupational Outlook Handbook
illustrated that Medical Repair Technicians provide a number of jobs from 2014-2024 in terms of
growth, illustrating potential employability in this cluster. The national job opportunities and
outlook is average, which is much lower than RE/ST as indicated in the previous section (see
Table 13).
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Table 13
Medical Repair Technicians’ Job Numbers and Outlook Growth

Number of Jobs
For 2014
Outlook
(2014-2024)
a

Medical Repair
Technician a
48,000

6% (as fast as
average)

Medical Repair Technician, http://www.bls.gov/ooh/installation-maintenance-and-repair/medical-equipment-repairers.htm

Three of four alumnus/employers replied to the quantitative survey. One respondent
indicated it was highly likely and two indicated that it was likely that adding the BERT program
and eliminating CADT would increase employability for DES graduates. No excerpts provided
evidence from the open-ended question to support the choice to eliminate CADT and add BERT
simultaneously.
As a facilitator, I asked a follow-up question to the Assistant Director of Employment,
“while we are thinking of eliminating CADT Architecture program, do you see opportunities still
available out there related to architecture? (Employment Interview, Line 59-60, February 17,
2016). The response was:
There are opportunities there. I know that students have found opportunities. Um.
They’re all jobs. One thing is that it takes a little of a time to research and make contacts
with employers to find these opportunities. … Sometimes a job is right there in front of
you, and other times, it takes more time. But with time and work, students can find jobs,
yes. (Employment Interview, Line 62-69, February 17, 2016)
Another perspective from the faculty focus group is that, while the faculty focus group did not
support this alternative, a respondent from the faculty focus group said regarding the uncertainty
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of co-ops (or permanent jobs), “if we have problems, we need to, uh, assess it and wait” (Focus
Group, Lines 216-217, February 12, 2016) like many other existing programs did when they first
started.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 4’s ability to
improve employability for DES student graduates, the majority of data sources indicated it would
be likely to improve employability of DES graduates.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The data suggested that this alternative is unlikely to improve employability of DES
graduates.
From the Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015), the Occupational Outlook Handbook
illustrated that the job outlook for occupations related to CADT include Architects (7%, as fast
as average), Drafters/CAD operators (-3%, decline), and Civil Engineering Technician (5%, as
fast as average). This illustrates the potential employability in this CADT is mediocre, making
this option unlikely to improve employability for DES CAD graduates for the first several years
of phasing out. Then, the question becomes whether RE/ST graduates would have better
prospects than current CADT graduates such that adding RE/ST would provide a net gain in
graduates’ employability if CADT is eliminated (K. DeAngelis, personal communication, March
21, 2016).
Recall that, according to one expert, BERT graduates had an employability rate of 94%
when the graduates were 100% willing to relocate; unfortunately, RE/ST external experts’
participants were unable to indicate their job-related status (i.e., employability). One RE/ST
external expert respondent indicated that there were limited opportunities in renewable energy in
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his/her local context, as stated, “we have not had enough local demand to justify offering a stand
[alone] program” (RE/ST survey, Line 2, January 27, 2016).
The quantitative survey from three of the four alumnus/employers showed that two
respondents indicated it would be likely and one elected that it would be unlikely that this
alternative would improve employability for DES graduates. There were no excerpts that
provided evidence from the open-ended question to support eliminating CADT and adding
RE/ST simultaneously. There was one excerpt that stated negatively, “I do not know much
about RE/ST, which is why I do not like it much” (Alumni Survey, Line 4, February 4, 2016).
This leads to evidence not affecting the alternative, and the rating will weigh this evidence less
than other evidence in the overall rating for this alternative.
In a recollection from Alternative 4, as a facilitator, I asked a follow-up question to
faculty members regarding opportunities available for architecture. The responses from
Alternative 4 would be the same for Alternative 5’s RE/ST program when eliminating the CADT
program. In addition, the perspective from the faculty focus group is that while the faculty
focus group did not support this alternative. One respondent indicated that the best option would
be to assess the relationship with new co-op and employers, and wait it out (Focus Group,
February 12, 2016). On the other hand, the interview with the Assistant Director of
Employment illustrated the importance of improving employability in that “we always look for
employers to network with, develop relationships with”, which is an example to utilize the
resources available. By attending trade conferences to “meet with employers and education them
about our students and our programs” (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 38, February 17,
2016), DES would likely increase chances of employability after recovery from loss of student
and loss of tuition in the near future.
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Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 5’s ability to
improve employability for DES student graduates, three of the five data sources agreed that it
would be unlikely to improve employability for DES student graduates. On the other hand, data
analysis via BLS and the interview with assistant director of employment indicated it would be
likely to increase employment opportunities after the recovery from eliminating CADT. Thus, I
select to follow the data sources with primary relationships with job outlook opportunities and
predict it would be unlikely to improve employability of DES graduates. The weakness of
evidence obtained for the RE/ST option from external experts and alumnus weighted less heavily
in this alternative.
Objective 3
Performance: Increase DES student graduation rate
Relative Importance: Extremely Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, Survey of counselors/academic advisors, Survey of
external experts, and document analysis.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact of the alternatives, I consulted four data sources.
The data sources were the focus group of DES faculty, surveys of counselors/advisors and
external experts, and document analysis. The first data source was a focus group, which
contained eight of 10 departmental members (80%), and I excerpted a significant amount of data
from this source. The second data source was a survey of counselors/advisors (4/7 = 57%), and
the responses provided a fair amount of data from the academic advising’s perspective. The third
data source included four external experts who responded after I contacted approximately 12
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external experts (21%). The fourth data source included document analysis from the RIT/NTID
Annual Report 2014. I used the data to predict the outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The data collected suggested that this alternative is
unlikely to increase DES student graduation. The NTID Annual Report of 2014 illustrated that
the graduation rates for sub-baccalaureate (associate) degrees from academic year 2010 through
2014 were 40.9%, 48.3%, 46.5%, 39.2% and 37.5% (NTID, 2014, p. 91). The average over the
5-year range is thus 42.48%. The 2014 graduation rate is below par. There were 127 graduates
from the career-focused and associate + bachelor’s degrees, which contributed to a 37%
graduation rate (NTID, 2014, p. 92). However, during the cumulative years of 1970 to 2014,
there were 4,132 graduates, and 53% of graduates came from the career-focused and associate +
bachelor’s degrees programs (NTID, 2014, p. 92). Again, the 2014 graduation rates were under
par across the Institution and graduation rates are not expected to increase in the near future for
the AOS level.
Participants in the focus group with faculty members discussed different reasons why
students do not graduate from DES’ existing programs. The reasons included co-op requirements
and meeting specific credits for technical, math/science, and general education courses. One of
the major concerns is completing the co-op requirement is a barrier for graduation. For example,
a document analysis from John Macko, Director of NTID Employment, indicated that the
number of students who were eligible for co-ops were 12 for CADT and 10 for CIMT programs
for summer 2015. Seven of the 12 CADT students actually pursued co-ops and only four found
co-ops. On the other hand, all 10 CIMT students pursued coops and nine students found co-ops
(J. Macko, personal communication, July 1, 2015). This data illustrates that there is room for
improvement.
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During the focus group conversation, a respondent provided a potential resolution,
saying, “I know no substitute for co-op experience, but maybe, if the department was creative
enough, we could come up with alternative activities to replace the co-op experience” (Focus
Group, Lines 163-164, February 12, 2016). These alternative activities would likely increase
graduation rates. Another respondent, who is an alumnus of RIT/NTID, shared his/her
experience to support other resolutions for co-op credit that is required for graduation. The S/he
stated, “ I’ve experienced project work that helped me find work because I was able to design
something that I showed companies, and they were interested in my work and liked that project”
(Focus Group, Line 222-223, February 12, 2016). This would be a way for students to market
their skills to get a co-op, increasing chances of graduating. Combining faculty focus group’s
comments, the comments would be that the status quo increases DES student graduation rates.
From the surveys, four respondents from the counselor/advisor group participated in the
survey, and one indicated that it was likely, while two indicated it was unlikely that maintaining
the status quo would increase DES students’ graduation rate. From the open-ended question, one
respondent emphasized that “many students want to become architects and if RIT begins their
BS program in architecture, CADT is a good lead in for that [opportunity]” (Counselor Survey,
Lines 5-6, February 8, 2016). This would likely increase chances for CADT graduation rates if it
existed. Since RIT does not have a BS program in architecture as of this writing, it is unlikely
that it would increase graduation chances for CADT graduates.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 1’s ability to
increase DES graduation rates, the potential resolutions that were brainstormed are not part of
the current solution. Thus, the data sources indicated it would be unlikely to increase DES
graduates for a variety of reasons.
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Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative is
likely to increase DES graduates. From the counselor/advisor survey, four respondents
participated in the survey, and one indicated it would be highly likely, while two indicated it
would be likely that adding a BERT program would increase DES students’ graduation rate.
From the open-ended question, two respondents indicated that electronics is definitely a
consideration, as one stated, “There are small number of students every year who want
electronics. Perhaps BERT would appeal to them” (Counselor Survey, February 8, 2016). It is
likely that BERT would lead to increasing the total DES student graduation rate. In addition, in
a conversation during the faculty focus group, a respondent indicated as another opportunity to
increase the graduation rate that:
I feel, my guts tell me that because of the growth, or demographics among the aging baby
boomers, that this is a good program to have. Whether students would be interested,
because of the medical aspect. [Another participant] said at the last department meeting
that if we’re going to grow a program, we need to really come up with one that attracts
more female students.” (Focus Group, Lines 25-29, February 12, 2016)
According to the survey of external experts, to which there were two respondents, the
student graduation rates were “77% much higher than the overall college rate” (BERT expert,
January 27, 2016) and “100% to date” (BERT expert, February 13, 2016), illustrating as an
indirect factor a popular program that will produce jobs that still has room for improvement in
increasing graduation numbers. The survey of external experts suggested that the model would
likely increase DES students’ graduation rate. The National Center for Educational Statistics’
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System does not show graduation rates in this
particular field; thus, the rating is unknown for BERT programs.
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Given the responses by the stakeholder groups participants for Alternative 2’s ability to
increase DES graduation rates, the counselors who serve as academic advisors, faculty members,
and the external experts indicated that there is an opportunity to increase DES graduates by
adding the BERT program. Thus, the data sources indicated it would likely increase DES
graduates.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative would
be unlikely to increase DES graduates. From the counselor / advisor survey, in which four
respondents participated, two indicated that it was highly likely, and one indicated it was likely
that adding RE/ST program would increase DES students’ graduation rate. Their perspective
was that it was likely that adding RE/ST will increase the graduation rate. On the other hand,
according to the survey of external experts, for which there were two respondents, only one
responded on the student graduation rate with an answer of N/A (i.e., not available, not
applicable, or no answer), which makes it impossible to interpret this answer.
Moreover, faculty members in the focus group emphasized that RE/ST was defined
broadly and discussed renewable or sustainability with respect to the automotive industry or
renewable energy. Several faculty members discussed the primary barrier for graduation rates is
not completing a co-op requirement. One faculty member emphasized his/her feelings regarding
co-op being a crucial element for graduation credit, “That’s very, very sad. Because everything is
so dependent on one activity for increasing the graduation rate” (Focus Group, Lines 180-181,
February 12, 2016). These factors lead to faculty members’ uncertainty about increasing DES
student graduation. In addition, the National Center for Educational Statistics’ Integrated
Postsecondary Education Data System does not show graduation rates in this particular field;
thus, the rating is unknown for RE/ST programs.
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Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 3’s ability to
increase DES graduation rates, the counselors/academic advisors gave likely ratings, Faculty
focus group gave unlikely ratings, and the external experts and document analyses ratings were
unknown. Thus, 50% of the data sources indicated ratings; however, the faulty members’ ratings
would weighed more heavily in this alternative. It would unlikely to increase DES graduates,
because they are ultimately responsible for preparing students for graduation.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. The data suggested that this alternative would be unlikely to increase DES graduates.
From the counselor/advisor survey, in which four respondents participated, one indicated it was
highly unlikely that eliminating CADT and adding BERT would increase DES students’
graduation rate, and the other three participants did not cast their vote. In addition, one
counselor/advisor’s excerpt stated a strong feeling by indicating that “I think the additional
choices would help the Engineering Studies department to grow and provide a more updated
engineering studies degree, which would lead more opportunities for DES students to graduate”
(Counselor Survey, Lines 8-9, January 25, 2016). Furthermore, from other sources and
objectives, the faculty focus group, for different reasons, did not support the alternative of
eliminating CADT at any point, because one respondent said, “I’m not very supportive of
eliminating CADT and replacing with BERT because the CADT numbers are very healthy”
(Focus Group, Lines46-47, February 12, 2016).
The National Center for Educational Statistics’ Integrated Postsecondary Education Data
System does not show graduation rates in this particular field; thus, the rating is unknown for
BERT programs and eliminating CADT does not correlate well with increasing graduation rates.
One respondent on the survey of external experts indicated “77% much higher than the overall
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college rate” (BERT expert, January 27, 2016), which still has room for improvement in
increasing graduation numbers.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 4’s ability to
increase DES graduation rates, two data sources indicated some likelihood to increase DES
student graduation and one respondent from the counselor/advisor’s rating was highly unlikely.
This may have a small impact because the evidence was not strong enough to provide likely
rating. The data analysis did not provide data specifically, when an institute eliminates CADT
and adds BERT programs in particular. Thus, some evidence indicated it would be unlikely to
increase DES student graduates.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The data suggested that this alternative would be unlikely to increase DES graduates.
From the counselor/advisor survey, in which four respondents participated, one indicated it was
unlikely that eliminating CADT and adding BERT would increase DES students’ graduation
rate, and the other three participants did not cast their vote. From other sources and different
objectives, faculty, for different reasons, did not support this alternative of eliminating CADT at
any point; this alternative would be unlikely to increase graduate rates. For example, one
respondent stated:
Attracting new students instead of just moving existing students from one program to
another. My concern with eliminating the existing program is having interested students’
interest students…um, in removing the program; those students need to be moved
elsewhere, maybe into renewable energy. (Focus Group, Lines 39-42, February 2016).
Another colleague in the focus group supported this perspective. Because, when CADT is
eliminated, the existing students in the CADT program would be allowed to finish and graduate
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from the program. Then, with the addition of RE/ST, graduates will follow and increase. There
is no evidence that DES graduates will likely increase.
According to the survey of external experts, for which there were two respondents, only
one responded on the student graduation rate with N/A (i.e., not available, not applicable, or no
answer), which makes it impossible to interpret this answer. In addition, the National Center for
Educational Statistics’ Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System does not show
graduation rates in this particular field combination of eliminating CADT and adding RE/ST, so
the impact is unknown.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 5’s ability to
increase DES graduation rates, the ratings from the counselors/advisors and focus group were
unlikely, and likely, respectively. Thus, one of the two data sources indicated an opportunity to
increase DES graduates. However, external experts and document analysis were unable to
illustrate because there were no data on the specific combination of eliminating CADT and
adding RE/ST would evidently be unknown. Thus, the data sources indicated it would unlikely
increase DES student graduates when eliminating CADT program and adding RE/ST because
faulty members’ ratings would weighed more heavily in this alternative since faculty prepare
students for graduation.
Objective 4
Performance: Increase cooperative work experience opportunities
Relative Importance: Extremely Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, Surveys of alumni/employers and external experts, and
Interview with Assistant Director of Employment.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
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Data strategy: In order to predict the impact of the alternatives, I consulted four data sources.
The data sources were a focus group of DES faculty, surveys of alumni/employers and external
experts, and an interview with the Assistant Director of Employment. The first data source was a
focus group containing eight of 10 departmental members (80%), and I excerpted a good amount
of data from this source regarding co-op. The second data source was an interview with an
Assistant Director of Employment (100%), and I excerpted a significant amount of data from this
source regarding co-op. The third data source included four external experts who responded after
contacting approximately 12 external experts (21%) and provided redundant responses that may
or may not affect the alternative. The fourth data source included five alumni/employers out of
eight contacts (62.5%); they also provided monotonous responses. I used the data to predict the
outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The data suggested that this alternative would be likely to
increase cooperative work (co-op) experience opportunities. The DES program had 12 CADT
and 10 CIMT students who were eligible for coop opportunities for summer 2015. There were
seven CADT students who sought co-ops, and only four found co-ops, and there were 10 CIMT
students who sought co-ops, out of which nine students found them (J. Macko, personal
communication, July 1, 2015).
The quantitative survey of alumni/employers, in which three of four responded, revealed
that two respondents elected that the status quo was likely and one respondent elected it was
unlikely to increase co-op opportunities in existing programs. The open-ended question response
focused on when a student experiences an interim / co-op, which helps the student understand
what it is like working in reality (Alumni Survey, 2016). This response did not address the
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objective question directly. On the other hand, regarding the external experts, BERT and RE/ST
external experts did not answer or were unfamiliar with DES’s status quo.
Stronger evidence of ways to increase co-op opportunities came from the faculty focus
group and the Assistant Director of Employment interview. A respondent from the faculty focus
group stated, “I know no substitute for co-op experience, but maybe, if the department was
creative enough, we could come up with alternative activities to replace the co-op experience. It
could be a formal course that students are required to take during the summer” (Focus Group,
Line 193-195, February 12, 2016). Several faculty members agreed with this option and an
equal number of faculty disagreed. The dialogue from the February 12, 2016 transcript
illustrated this tension during an ASL conversation:
R1: I don’t agree, sorry. Nothing replaces real work experience. Nothing.
R2: But which is better, not having a degree, or not having co-op experience?
R1: Speaking as someone who hired people in the past, I don’t want someone to have a
degree and be incompetent. With a degree going into an interview, you really do talk
about real-world experience.
R3: [nods]
R1: The first time most students have real-world experience is when they go on a co-op.
So my opinion is to set the co-op up and leave it as it is. If we have problems, we need to
uh, assess it and wait. Students cannot pick co-ops, they can’t have alternatives.
R3: I know many students have started looking for jobs that are plentiful for them. They
look for something that fits them, yeah. [shrugs]
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R4: The pro of a co-op that I have seen in the past, when students come back here after
the co-op, they are better students. They have the experience they got in the co-op.
[speaks] I would hesitate to eliminate co-ops. (Focus Group, February 12, 2016)
It is clear that providing resolution to the issue of offering an experience other than co-op
provides a possibility for increasing graduation rates, not the coop opportunities. Faculty
understand that co-op is an important factor in students’ academic to employment readiness,
indicating that co-op is a major consideration. In addition, a different perspective from another
focus group participant, who indicated a potential root of the problem that may be the reason for
low co-op placement for CADT programs, was based on the following:
If students are not able to find a job, based on our experience in the CADT program, it’s
typically because students aren’t being flexible enough to go to places or accept the kind
of work they want to do. They expect their jobs to be in a high position, with a nice,
professional office. But someone has to go to the dirty places and get their hands into
things, because it’s not, you know, they’re not used to that. (Focus Group, Lines 239-243,
February 12, 2016)
It appears from the interview with the Assistant Director of Employment that improving
co-op opportunities for Engineering Studies at NTID would be well received by the DES faculty
and employers. The respondent emphasized, “what we do is we always look for employers to
network with” (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 32-34, February 17, 2016), where
resources such as networking or job coaching on hiring D/HoH students can be capitalized on
and the department can continue to develop relationships with employers. Another strategy that
the respondent emphasized was:
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We go to conferences, um…particularly one that I’m involved with, the Society for
Human Resource Management, a diversity-focused conference, so that we can meet with
employers and educate them about our students and our programs. I know that from my
experience that those employers tend to ask about our engineering students, either
associate level or bachelor or master level. (Interview with AD Employment, Lines 3234, February 17, 2016)
In addition, NTID employment maintains or increases co-op opportunities through the
co-op visiting program, where, while students are working on their co-op site, our faculty
members meet with employers and talk with their managers as a way to assess the student’s work
and maintain the relationship with employers.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 1’s ability to
increase co-op opportunities, the strongest support came from the Assistant Director of
Employment. The remaining stakeholders (counselors/advisors and faculty) had more mixed
perspectives, but overall indicated that this option is likely to increase co-op opportunities within
the existing programs.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative would
be highly likely to increase co-op opportunities. Of the two external experts from BERT
colleges, one respondent indicated approximately “ internship of 120 hours” (BERT survey, Line
11, February 13, 2016), and the second respondent illustrated that “100% all students have the
option of a ten week internship or work based learning experience” (BERT survey, Line 12,
January 27, 2016). The second respondent’s answer is similar to what the NTID faculty in a
focus group attempted to discuss regarding increasing co-op experience by offering another
option with project-based work. The external experts illustrated that BERT does have
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opportunities and room for growth. In addition, responses to the quantitative survey, to which
three of four alumni/employers replied, indicated that the BERT program would be highly likely
to increase co-op opportunities.
Regarding the strategy that the Assistant Director of Employment emphasized earlier,
attending conferences to network and recruit employers with new programs, additional steps
would be needed to increase co-op opportunities, such as setting up relationships and educating
employers about how to hire D/HoH students that would increase co-op opportunities (NTID,
2015b).
In addition, the main reason for this approach is to learn about what specific skill sets
those employers who are hiring are looking for. Once a situation is known, often NTID will
invite new employers to the department and provide them with a tour, an opportunity to meet
with prospective students, and a chance to work with access services and experience what needs
to happen at the workplace prior to hiring the prospective employee.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 2, all data
sources indicated that it is highly likely to increase co-op opportunities. There is a great deal of
evidence from the interview with Assistant Director of Employment and survey from
alumni/employers; however, the faculty focus group and BERT external experts participated as
well.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative would
be likely to increase co-op opportunities. The RE/ST external expert respondent indicated that
there are limited opportunities in renewable energy, as previously stated that there is not enough
local jobs and emphasized that there is “very limited [co-op opportunities] in renewable energy”
(RE/ST survey, February 2, 2016). The quantitative survey, to which three of four alumni and
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their employers replied, showed mixed responses, with one respondent stating highly likely, one
likely, and one unlikely to increase co-op opportunities. However, there was no direct excerpt
from the alumni about increasing co-op opportunities.
Regarding the strategy that the Assistant Director of Employment emphasized, attending
conferences to network and recruit employers with new programs, additional steps would be
needed to increase co-op opportunities. The respondent stated her/his perspective that to
increase co-op opportunities would require research and networking with existing employers to
reach prospective employers, as indicted by his/her response in an earlier section (i.e., objective
2, alternative 2). In addition, the main reason for this approach is to learn about what specific
skill sets those employers who are hiring are looking for and prepare new employers to
accommodate the needs of the workplace prior to hiring prospective D/HoH employees. This
concept of discovery of a new occupation does create new ideas for finding co-op experiences.
For example, a respondent from the faculty focus group pointed out a unique opportunity that
prompted a few interesting nods:
In relation to renewable energy and sustainable, it is new and very broad. I found some
careers under that group. One I thought was interesting was weatherization technology.
…That is the retrofitting of old structures and making them more energy efficient using
existing structures. (Focus Group, Lines 128-132, February 12, 2016)
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 4, it is likely to
increase co-op opportunities. Some evidence supports this conclusion, such as the fact that the
NTID employment office would increase co-op opportunities through the co-op visiting
program.
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Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. The data suggested that this alternative would be likely to increase co-op
opportunities. The quantitative survey for the BERT program, to which three of four alumni and
their employers replied, indicated mixed responses, after one respondent chose highly likely, one
chose likely, and one chose unlikely ratings to increase co-op opportunities in existing programs.
In addition, the BERT external experts, as stated earlier, indicated that increasing co-op
opportunity is possible.
Moreover, a respondent from the faculty focus group addressed the uncertainty of co-op,
saying, “if we have problems, we need to uh, assess it and wait” (Focus Group, Lines 216-217,
February 12, 2016). This attitude is similar to attitudes expressed by faculty in many current and
existing programs within NTID when programs first started. This dialogue showed uncertainty.
While the faculty focus group did not support this alternative, the NCE employment is
not responsible for and does not participate in curriculum development or program offerings.
The Assistant Director of Employment emphasized that there would be good opportunities if
there is a new program. As a facilitator, I asked a follow-up question regarding increasing co-op
opportunities, “While we are thinking of eliminating CADT Architecture program, do you see
opportunities still available out there related to architecture? (Employment Interview, Line 5960, February 17, 2016) The response was:
From the perspective of my department, whether it’s a co-op or permanent, we do the
same type of development of employers. But from the perspective of finding permanent
jobs, we have that co-op experience, which really benefits students because a lot of the
time, the employers test them to see if the students match with what they’re looking for.
(Employment Interview, Line 104-106, February 17, 2016).
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This excerpt supports the idea of increasing co-ops opportunities for other benefits, such as
graduation rate and permanent jobs.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 4, it is likely to
increase co-op opportunities a rating supported by all data sources except faculty focus group.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The data suggested that this alternative would be unlikely to increase co-op
opportunities. The RE/ST external expert respondent indicated that there are limited
opportunities in renewable energy stating, “We have not had enough local demand to justify
offering a stand [alone] program” (RE/ST survey, Line 2, January 27, 2016) a response, which
was similar for co-op and permanent jobs. The quantitative survey for the RE/ST program, to
which three of four alumni and their employers replied, showed mixed responses after one
respondent chose highly likely, one chose likely, and one chose unlikely to increase co-op
opportunities. A respondent from the faculty focus group addressed the uncertainty of co-op,
saying, “if we have problems, we need to uh, assess it and wait” (Focus Group, Lines 216-217,
February 12, 2016) like many other existing programs at NTID when they first started.
While the faculty focus group did not support this alternative, the NCE employment is
not responsible for and does not participate in curriculum development or program offerings.
However, the Assistant Director of Employment emphasized that there would be good
opportunities if there is a new program. As a facilitator, I asked the question, “Do you think we
have the opportunity to increase the number of co-ops or permanent jobs?” The Assistant
Director of Employment’s response was:
Yeah, I think so. I think that with, one nice thing about this college is that we have
faculty involved with helping students plan for co-ops. Also, my department, we’re
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involved in helping students prepare. So students are getting technical skills. Also, this
college really focuses on helping students understand soft skills involved with going to
work. I think by combining all those resources that we offer — meaning, NTID —to
students can increase or improve their opportunities, um, options for finding jobs.
(Employment Interview, Line 91-93, February 17, 2016)
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 5, it is
unlikely to increase co-op opportunities with limited evidence from all sources except the
interview with the Assistant Director of Employment.
Objective 5
Performance: Supports the alternatives
Relative Importance: Very Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group
Scale: Highly supportive, Supportive, Unsupportive, Highly Unsupportive
Data strategy: In order to predict the impact on supporting the alternatives, I consulted one data
source, the focus group of DES faculty (8 of 10 = 80% participation) and obtained significant
data. I used the data to predict the outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. Based on the data collected through the faculty focus group
regarding the DES faculty supporting the alternative, three of the eight participants’ comments
provided evidence that faculty would be unsupportive of maintaining the status quo.
From the three participants that appear not to support maintaining the status quo, they
cited the student population, existing resources, and expanding programs. First, two participants
agreed in general to expand program offerings that will have more variety of program offerings
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for students to choose from (Focus Group, 2016). Regarding maintaining the status of the
program, the third respondent indicated,
Um. [I am] sure, if it means we [do not] change the existing program. Maybe we can
maintain the existing program, speaking for CADT, but evolve a bit to expand and have
options, tracks, and skills taught. Evolving existing programs, and then attract more
students and grow. I think there are more options than simply keeping existing programs.
(Focus Group, Lines 89-93, Feburary12, 2016)
Based on these qualitative excerpts, three of the eight respondents indicated being
unsupportive of alternative 1 because they see value in expanding programs. Additionally, they
would like to offer students additional interesting and practical program options that are
preferred options by the faculty members. No other faculty members objected or provided
rebuttals about supporting the status quo.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. Based on the data collected through the focus
group regarding DES faculty supporting the alternative, four of the eight participants’ comments
provided evidence that faculty highly supported alternative 2, adding the BERT program. The
associated factors were the administration’s perspective, aging baby boomers, and degree
attainment.
One participant provided an opinion about two new program offerings in BERT and
RE/ST: “I think BERT from the administration’s perspective would be the better choice. Um,
the equipment is not expensive. It does not require much room. Renewable energy is probably
more expensive with it being more equipment-intensive” (Focus Group, Line 65-66, Feburary12,
2016). Another participant said, “my guts tell me that because of the growth, or demographics
among the aging baby boomers, that this is a good program to have. Whether students would be
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interested, because of the medical aspect” (Focus Group, Lines 26-28, February 12, 2016).
These comments are based on faculty members’ emotional state rather than facts or statistics,
which supports the alternative with some uncertainty.
However, two participants strongly agreed with the comment regarding aging baby
boomers. In addition, a participant indicated, “BERT seems to have greater possibilities of
attracting new students” (Focus Group, February 12, 2016). A different particiapant indicated
that “one attractive factor about [BERT] is that you do not need certification, because
investigation of the job opportunities…those hiring BERT would prefer to have CBNET
certification, but it’s not required” (Focus Group, February 12, 2016). In a closing statement,
one participant said he or she strongly felt that if the department is going to grow a program, “we
need to really come up with one that attracts more female students. So, I think of all three, I see
the highest probability of attracting female students in BERT” (Focus Group, Lines 28-29,
February 12, 2016). These comments, based on faculty members’ emotional states, support the
alternative.
Thus, based on this evidence, the participants indicated that they highly support
alternative 2 because they see the value of expanding programs and would like to offer students
additional interesting program options.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. Based on the data collected through the focus
group regarding DES faculty on supporting the alternative, four of the eight participants’
comments provided evidence that faculty would be supportive of alternative 3, adding RE/ST,
but with some uncertainty. The associated concerns were definition and perspective of RE/ST.
As one participant indicated earlier, RE/ST may be more expensive than BERT because
RE/ST may be more equipment-intensive (Focus Group, 2016). However, three participants
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indicated strongly that the definition for renewable energy and sustainability is broad and it is
difficult to establish RE/ST specifically. Renewable energy and sustainability can be global,
covering automotive, residential, and commercial buildings; reuse of resources and waste; to reengineering. A second participant followed up by saying in relationship to RE/ST, “It’s new and
very broad. I found some careers under that group. One I thought was interesting was
weatherization technology…That is retrofitting of old structures and making them more energy
efficient” (Focus Group, Lines 129-132, February 12, 2016).
Another participant recalled and quoted the DES Chairperson, “there’s really a need in
our engineering area, in the electrical component. It’s not right that the engineering department
does not have an electronic component” (Focus Group, Lines 145-147, February 12, 2016).
Several other participants added different flavors of RE/ST components, with electrical focus
within the automotive industry associated with hybrids or renewable/sustainability of residential
and commercial buildings that is involved with electricity (Focus Group, 2016) along with the
automobile industry as mentioned in the transcription.
In a closing statement, a participant emphasized the collaborative efforts between deaf
residential schools and NTID, and how best to prepare students for academics. This person said,
What if we had some kind of renewable program that was related to new technology in
automotive fields at deaf schools? We’d see that growth. What if we only have some
program that relate to new technology of automotive, deaf schools, see growth. But
saying we have a program for general renewable energy is broad. (Focus Group, Lines
74-77, February 12, 2016)
Thus, based on these comments for alternative 3, the participants indicated that they would be
supportive of alternative 3 because they see the value of expanding programs and would like to
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offer students additional interesting program options. The uncertainty was because the definition
of RE/ST is too broad and needs to be adapted more precisely to a skill set for an AOS program.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. Based on the data collected through the focus group regarding DES faculty supporting
the alternative, four of the eight participants’ comments provided evidence that faculty were
highly unsupportive of alternative 4, eliminating the CADT program and adding BERT. The
important factors were the small numbers of existing program offerings and options for students.
One participant responded strongly regarding elimination of the program: “I caution us to
not eliminate any current program until — do not even consider it until we have one or more new
programs implemented. I saw it happen, uh, 20 years ago. Then, we had five engineering
programs. [Four] of them were ABET-accredited. Four programs were” (Focus Group, February
12, 2016). The only program that survived was the Computer Integrated Machining Technology
(CIMT), the current flagship program for DES and NTID. The senior faculty member again
indicated the faculty do not believe that after the elimination DES has come back to the strength
the engineering department previously had (Focus Group, 2016). In addition, regarding
eliminating the CADT program, the same faculty member indicated,
I’m just warning you that we have classes with 10 or 12 students in CAD, and I wouldn’t,
I wouldn’t consider eliminating that until we have several good programs in place for that
to go out. We need to wait and put it off. (Focus Group, Lines 289-291, February 12,
2016)
Three other participants agreed with this perspective due to the CADT program’s numbers being
healthy, jobs being available, and there still being interest from the students for the CADT
program. One person added,
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My concern with eliminating the existing program is having interested students in
removing the program; those students need to be moved elsewhere. … But it seems that
BERT is different…uh, something greater with a better possibility of getting new
students here. (Focus Group, Lines 40-43, February 12, 2016).
Thus, based on these comments for alternative 4, the participants indicated that they were highly
unsupportive of alternative 4 because faculty members emphasized that the department needs to
grow new programs and not eliminate existing programs to allow students opportunities to make
their own choices and allow them to take advantage of faculty resources. The certainty relied on
the fact that eliminating CADT when it is still healthy is not recommended by the faculty
members.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. Based on the data collected through the focus group regarding DES faculty on
supporting the alternative, four of the eight participants’ comments provided evidence that
faculty were highly unsupportive of alternative 5, eliminating the CADT program and adding
RE/ST. The important factors were the same as described in alternative 4, namely, the small
number of existing programs and options for students.
Recall when one participant objected strongly about elimination of CADT program based
on his/her experience 20 years ago and advised to grow a number of new programs before
eliminating an existing program. As mentioned in the previous section, three other participant
agreed with this perspective due the healthy program numbers in CADT, availability of jobs, and
interest from students. One participant added the fact that “my concern with eliminating the
existing program is having interested students in removing the program, those students need to
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be moved elsewhere” (Focus Group, Lines 40-41, February 12, 2016), which just does not make
sense because, “we will lose [the students]” (Focus Group, Line 47, February 12, 2016).
Thus, based on these qualitative comments for alternative 5, the participants indicated
that they were highly unsupportive of alternative 5 because faculty members emphasized that
the department needs to grow new programs and not eliminate existing programs that will allow
students opportunities to select the programs they want and allow them to take advantage of
faculty resources simultaneously.
Objective 6
Performance: Aligns with RIT’s strategic plans
Relative Importance: Very Important
Data Sources: DES Faculty focus group, and survey of administrators of NTID and RIT.
Scale: Align / Not Align
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact of the alternatives, I consulted two data sources,
the focus group of DES faculty members and a survey of administrators. I used the data to
predict the outcome of the alternatives on this objective. I contacted 10 departmental faculty
members; eight faculty members participated in the focus group. As a facilitator, I mentioned
this objective in the focus group several times. The members of the focus group completely
ignored this objective because the faculty were deeply involved with increasing enrollment, coop and permanent jobs, and supporting the alternatives. The timing was a factor because when a
conversation is in ASL, it is generally slower to express than spoken English. In addition, a
document analysis was added to this objective because it provided more robust data to aid in
interpretation.
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Alternative 1 – Status Quo. Based on the data collected through data sources regarding
aligning with RIT strategic plans, the evidence illustrated that the status quo would align with
the strategic plans.
The NTID SD2020’s program and curriculum development’s document evidence
indicated that the Institute recommended that the department “conduct evaluation of our portfolio
of career-focused degree programs and develop recommendation in terms of ‘continue, modify,
delete existing program, or create new program’” (NTID, 2010, p. 13). NTID SD2020
“indicated future job growth in such areas as: healthcare, green technologies, renewable energy,
internet security, and wireless technologies” (NTID, 2010, p. 12). Therefore, the department
curriculum committee monitors department curriculum efforts, and NTID formed a committee to
do market scanning research and provided a list of potential AOS programs for consideration.
This effort provided evidence that the DES’s status quo is in alignment with the strategic plans.
Two administrators’ responses indicated that they do not believe that the status quo is
aligned with the NTID and RIT strategic plans. From a qualitative perspective, the main reason
why respondents believed that the status quo does not align with the strategic plans is captured in
one respondent’s statement, “NTID SP 2020 supports exploration of new programs and RIT
SP2025 encourage interdisciplinary and innovative programming” (Administrators Survey,
January 26, 2016).
Given the responses by the stakeholders group participants for Alternative 1 of whether
the approach aligns with the strategic plans or not, the focus group provided no evidence.
However, the supporting documents analysis data outweigh the administrators’ data that the
alternative would align to the strategic plans for Alternative 1 based on the definition.
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Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. Based on data sources regarding alignment
with RIT strategic plans, the evidence illustrated that adding BERT program would align with
the strategic plans for AOS programs only.
Two administrators’ responses indicated that they do believe that alternative 2 aligns with
the NTID and RIT strategic plans. From a qualitative perspective, one respondent stated, “SD
2020 recommends health care related programs and new AOS and A+B programs…This should
also be cross-disciplinary which is challenging, but a worthwhile and desired pursuit”
(Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). In addition, “BERT is presented here as an AOS
program” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). One challenge is that alternative 2 satisfies
the new AOS program concept within the NTID and RIT strategic plans, but fails to satisfy the
articulation agreement piece because the design is to form an AOS degree, not the AAS degree
that is required to satisfy the articulation agreement.
Since the faculty focus group did not provide any data on this subject matter, the
document analysis provided relevant information, NTID SD2020 “indicated future job growth in
such areas as: healthcare, green technologies, renewable energy, internet security, and wireless
technologies” (NTID, 2010, p. 12). This option focuses on BERT, a healthcare affiliated field.
Given the responses by the administrators stakeholders and data analysis, the data sources
indicated adding BERT would align with the strategic plans for an AOS program, as the project
is designed for AOS degrees, career-focused programs for the D/HoH students, not AAS degree
programs.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. Based on the data sources regarding
alignment with RIT strategic plans, the evidence illustrated that adding the RE/ST program
would align with the strategic plans for AOS programs only.
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Two administrators’ responses indicated that they believe that alternative 3 aligns with
the NTID and RIT strategic plans. One respondent stated, “RIT SP 2025 and NTID SD 2020
would support sustainability programming. It seems more appropriate to add a program and
attract new students so we can grow the total numbers in Engineering,” while RE/ST is a
program that satisfies the definition of NTID SD 2020 and RIT SP2025 (Administrator Survey,
January 29, 2016). The other respondent indicated, “SD 2020 recommends health care related
programs and new AOS and A+B programs…This should also be cross-disciplinary which is
challenging, but a worthwhile and desired pursuit” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). In
addition, the respondent argued that “RE/ST is presented here as an AOS program”
(Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), which complies with the NTID and RIT strategic
plans but by design cannot lead to an articulation agreement because an AAS degree is the
minimum requirement for articulation agreements. In addition, NTID SD2020 “indicated future
job growth in such areas as: healthcare, green technologies, renewable energy, internet security,
and wireless technologies” (NTID, 2010, p. 12). This option focuses on RE/ST, a green
technologies/renewable energy-affiliated field.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 3 of whether
the approach aligns with the strategic plans or not, the data sources indicated it would align to
the strategic plans for an AOS program, as the project is designed for career-focused D/HoH
students, not AAS degree programs.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. Based on the data sources regarding aligning with RIT strategic plans, the data
sources indicated that the impact of alternative 4 would aligned in terms of its alignment with the
strategic plans by definition.
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One piece of document evidence illustrated that this alternative would align with the
strategic plans regarding the need to “conduct evaluation of our portfolio of career-focused
degree programs and develop recommendation in terms of ‘continue, modify, delete existing
program, or create new program’” (NTID, 2010, p. 13); this option satisfies the definition by
adding one program and eliminating one program.
Two administrators’ responses indicated that they believe that alternative 4 aligns with
the NTID and RIT strategic plans. From a qualitative perspective, one respondent indicated that
“SD 2020 recommends health care related programs and new AOS and A+B programs…This
should also be cross-disciplinary which is challenging, but a worthwhile and desired pursuit”
(Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). In addition, the respondent claimed, “BERT is
presented here as an AOS program” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), which complies
with the NTID and RIT strategic plans. The respondent continued, “I don’t see how eliminating
CADT modifies the likelihood of articulation agreement” (Administrator Survey, January 29,
2016), which by design does not align with the strategic plans to some degree since CADT is a
program identified as viable by several sources.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 4, despite the
fact that faculty focus group ignored this objective, the remaining data source indicated it would
aligned with the strategic plans for an AOS programs, not AAS degree programs required for
articulation agreements which satisfies the other part of the strategic plans.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. Based on the sources regarding aligning with RIT strategic plans, the data sources
indicated that alternative 5 would align with the strategic plans by definition.
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Two administrators’ responses indicated that they believe that this alternative aligns with
the NTID and RIT strategic plans. One respondent argued that “RE/ST is presented here as an
AOS program” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), which complies with the NTID and
RIT strategic plans, and “I don’t see how eliminating CADT modifies the likelihood of
articulation agreement” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). By design, the AOS programs
cannot lead to an articulation agreement, which partly violates the strategic plans. Also by
design, alternative 5 does align with the strategic plans, to some degree.
Given the qualified responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 5,
despite the fact that faculty focus group ignored this objective, the remaining data source
indicated it would align with the strategic plans for an AOS programs, not AAS degree programs
required for articulation agreements which satisfies the other part of the strategic plans.
Objective 7
Performance: Increase DES student retention in STEM
Relative Importance: Very Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, survey of counselors/academic advisors, and document
analysis
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: Based on the data collected through a faculty focus group, survey of
counselors/advisors, and document analysis regarding the impact of this alternative on increasing
DES student retention in STEM, the respondents’ excerpts provided evidence that faculty and
counselors were concerned with increasing DES student retention in STEM. The associated
factors were the small number of programs available and options for students to select.
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Alternative 1 – Status Quo. Based on the data collected regarding increasing DES
student retention, the data sources indicated that alternative 1 is unlikely to increase retention.
NTID monitors and reports annually on persistence using a three-year moving average;
thus, using academic years 2012, 2013, and 2014, for Academic Year 2014 there were 814
students in the cohort, 623 registered in their second year from this 814 cohort, and the overall
persistence rate was 77% (NTID, 2015, p. 91). Regarding the first-year persistence rate and
graduation rate for two-year institutions, the national figures are 59% and 29%, respectively.
NTID’s associate programs’ first-year persistence rate is 72%, and the graduation rate is 39%
(NTID, 2015, p. 92). In addition, using the same three-year moving average, the persistence rate
was 61% for 2012, 60% for 2013, and 59% for 2014 (NTID, 2015).
In an attempt to improve the persistence rate, NTID’s Retention Committee is dedicated
to identifying retention issues that affect students’ persistence rate. The Academic Year 20142015 committee’s primary charge was:
Focused on reviewing the Step up! Mentoring program for the past five years (20092013), analyzing exit interview results from the Counseling and Academic Advising
Services Department, examining other institutional systems that promote student
retention and identifying strategies to increase the retention of NTID transfer students.
(NTID, 2015, p. 90)
At this point, causes and effects of retention or attrition are unknown, as are retention statistics
for NTID and DES; however, the percentage shows there is room for improvement. If there is an
unknown variable, I err on the side of unlikely in an effort to increase retention (i.e., to return to
the same university) while incorporating the persistence rate (i.e., to return to college at any
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institute). Thus, the document analysis suggested an unknown rating for ways to increase DES
student retention.
On the other hand, an important excerpt from the faculty focus group discussion
regarding co-op demonstrated a challenge in retaining students within DES. DES faculty
members understood that if a student does not have a co-op experience, the student will not
graduate, and this would affect the retention numbers as often happens with current programs.
During the focus group, there was a discussion to find a possible resolution. Several respondents
indicated a potential solution by offering a project-based assignment that would replace a co-op
credit (Focus group, February 12, 2016). This created friction among faculty, as one respondent
stated, “I don’t mean to get rid of co-ops. I’m talking about students who try and can’t get one,
maybe give them alternative activities” (Focus Group, February 12, 2016). This alternative
emerged as a potential resolution for improving retention. Faculty members have not agreed to
the resolution; therefore, they would be unlikely to use this solution as a resolution for retaining
students in DES.
From a quantitative perspective, four counselors/academic advisors were contacted and
completed a survey. However, none of the participants elected any of the ratings.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 1, the ability to
potentially increase retention varied. The faculty focus group had a disagreement regarding coop as a resolution for increasing retention. The counselor/academic advisor and data analysis
indicated unknown ratings. Thus, the data suggested that the status quo, as it exists, would
unlikely increase retention.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data sources indicated that alternative 2
is likely to increase DES student retention. From a quantitative perspective, four
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counselors/academic advisors were contacted and completed the survey. Only one respondent
from the survey answered that he/she was highly likely to agree that BERT AOS programs
would provide retention opportunities, while the other three participants did not reply. The
respondent indicated that this program offering would allow students who are “looking for
hands-on majors and then are more likely to stay in the major and enjoy it. Also they want a
major where they can find jobs easily when they graduate” (Counselor/Advisor Survey, February
1, 2016). The faculty focus group maintained that retention is associated with resource
availability; thus, in this case, the first year will net no improvement in retention, but a number
would be retained for the 2nd year. In theory, increased retention would likely occur.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 2’s ability to
increase DES student retention, the counselors/advisors, and faculty focus group indicated that it
would be likely to increase DES student retention.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. Based on the data collected, the data sources
indicated that alternative 3 is likely to increase DES student retention. From a quantitative
perspective, four counselors/academic advisors were contacted and answered the survey. As
noted in alternative 2, only one respondent answered that he/she would be highly likely to agree
that RE/ST AOS programs would provide retention opportunities. The faculty focus group
maintained that retention is associated with resource availability with state-of-the-art equipment
and laboratory settings. This would potentially increase retention rates for RE/ST programs.
One institute that offers wind turbine technician program, one of many renewable or
sustainability affiliate programs, illustrated a “87.83% retention rate” (NWREI, 2015).
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Given the responses by stakeholder group participants for Alternative 3’s ability to
increase DES student retention rate, it was agreed by all data sources, that it is likely to increase
DES student retention.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. The counselors/academic advisors’ quantitative data illustrated that they did not
select any rankings. As stated earlier, students, as visual learners, prefer to be educated through
hands-on experience and would be likely to stay in a hands-on program. This suggests that
programs and occupations that have strong hands-on skills (i.e., vending machine repair, aviation
repair, etc.) will likely retain students with hands-on aptitude in technical fields surrounding
medical equipment or electronic devices. The faculty focus group did not mention retention, but
acknowledged that co-op is a retention mechanism for retaining students as co-op is a
requirement for graduation.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 5, the potential
to increase retention was likely, but the counselors and faculty focus groups provided very little
evidence. There was no additional data to support increasing retention by eliminating existing
CADT program and adding a new program, therefore, the recommended rating is unknown.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The counselors/academic advisors’ quantitative data illustrated that they did not
select any rankings. The same evidence about students being visual learners mentioned above
would apply here.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants for Alternative 5, the evidence
for the potential to increase retention was minimal from counselors and the faculty focus groups.
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With very little evidence and no additional data to support increasing retention by eliminating
existing CADT program and adding a new program, the recommended rating is unknown.
Objective 8
Performance: Increase DES graduates’ access to emerging fields
Relative Importance: Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, Surveys of alumni/employers and external experts, and
interview with Director of Employment.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data strategy: In order to predict the impact of the alternatives, I consulted four data sources.
The first data source was a focus group consisting of eight of 10 departmental faculty members
(80% participation rate) and I excerpted a significant amount of data from this source. The
second data source was an interview with an Assistant Director of Employment (100%
participation rate), which was another source that I excerpted a significant amount of data
regarding networking and job coaching for co-op or permanent jobs. The third data source
included four external experts who responded after I contacted approximately 12 external experts
(21% participation rate); they provided monotonous responses that may or may not affect the
alternative. The fourth data source included five alumnus/employers out of eight participants
(62.5% participation rate). I used the data to predict the outcome of the alternatives on this
objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The data suggested that this alternative is likely to improve
DES graduates’ access to emerging fields. From the quantitative perspective, based on three of
the four alumni/employers’ perspectives on improving access to emerging fields, two
participants elected likely and one elected unlikely ratings. A common theme from several
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respondents from different sources regarding the importance of connecting co-op, graduation,
and permanent jobs was emphasized by one of the three alumni/employer respondents who said,
when a student “worked as interim/co-op [that] have helped [students to] understand what is like
in the working world (Alumni Survey, February 5, 2016).
In order to increase DES graduates’ access to emerging fields, through the co-op and
permanent jobs, the Assistant Director of Employment is “always looking for opportunities
where we can use our resources — meaning, network or job coaching. We look for employers
that we can develop relationships with” (Employment Interview, Lines 35-37, February 12,
2016) that will increase access to opportunities. The departmental faculty members from the
focus group did not address this specific objective because they were engaged mostly on new
programs or co-ops. This reminded me of Casey’s (2006) “selectivity biases” (as quoted in Polit
& Tatano Beck, 2004; Pretzlik, 1994, p. 75). The selectivity biases occurs when interviewers
likely focused on aspects that interest departmental faculty members.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 1’s ability to
improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields, there was some contradiction among the
sources. Two of the four data sources thought this alternative would likely increase DES student
enrollment under the Alternative 1 scenario. The remaining sources, external experts and faculty
members, were presented inadequately or did not directly address the question. Thus, the
recommended rating is likely.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative is
likely to improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields. From the quantitative perspective,
based on three of four alumnus/employers’ perspectives on improving access to emerging fields,
Alternative 2 obtained a stronger rating than the status quo. Two elected highly likely and one
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elected likely ratings. It was a common comment that when a student “worked as interim/co-op
[that] have helped [students to] understand what is like in the working world” (Alumni Survey,
February 5, 2016). In contrast, the BERT external experts provided minimal supportive
information by indicating graduates’ access to emerging fields in biomedical repair technician.
The first respondent was unsure of graduates’ access to emerging fields. The second respondent
emphasized that their institution’s “[web-based training] option exposes students to the latest
technology and some have crossed over to engineering positions” (BERT Survey, January 27,
2016). The external expert from a BERT institute was negative and erred toward an unlikely
rating. The first respondent indicated that there are a limited number of Biomedical Engineering
Technology schools that produce small overall graduate numbers; however, “BERT is very
limited and not quite descriptive” (BERT Survey, February 13, 2016) as a way to say that some
BERT jobs require more than just fixing medical equipment. Does this mean that BERT is not
an attractive program or functions as more than just repairing equipment? The second excerpt
from the other respondent was:
I do not believe biomedical is a good choice for some disabilities because of the nature of
most working environments and the critical equipment worked on…for this reason the
medical field does not make reasonable accommodation as far as the hospital settings is
concerned. (BERT Survey, January 27, 2016)
As the contradiction illustrated, there are cultural differences between both hearing and deaf
cultures and corporate and higher education. NTID has a department called the Center on Access
Technology that addresses the accommodation challenges and potentially markets the resolution
to employers.
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On the other hand, since BERT would be slated as a new program, the Assistant Director
of Employment indicated a way to create opportunities with existing and new employers, other
than having faculty members visit companies via co-op or permanent jobs:
What we do with that is we do some research and see if we have some employers we
work with currently that could hire students with those technical skills. Start with existing
employers to develop that. Um, the employer database to, um, set up a relationship
focused on the new programs for hiring. (Employment Interview, Lines 41-44, February
12, 2016)
In addition, as faculty members are initiators of new program offerings for AOS programs within
DES, along with the support of the NTID Employment Center, the team effort is to improve DES
graduates’ access to emerging fields as technicians after graduating through employment
networks (Focus Group 2016; Interview with Assistant Director of Employment 2016). For
example, BERT (in house) database would involve computing, networking, mechanical,
healthcare, and electrical employers as opportunities to expand access to emerging fields.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 2’s ability to
support increasing DES graduates’ access to emerging fields, the data sources indicate that the
alternative likely would increase DES graduates’ access to emerging fields.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative is
likely to improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields. From the quantitative perspective,
out of the three of four alumnus/employers’ perspectives on improving access to emerging fields,
Alternative 3 obtained a weaker rating than the status quo or Alternative 2; there was one
respondent who elected each rating for highly likely, likely, and unlikely. In addition, the RE/ST
external experts provided minimal information that would be helpful by indicating that
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graduates’ access to emerging fields in RE/ST was “very limited” (RE/ST survey, February 2,
2016) based on two reasons. First, the program at one respondent’s college provided a “20credit certification that is designed to complement existing degree programs” (RE/ST Survey,
February 3, 2016) and “we do not have enough local demand to justify a stand [alone] program”
(RE/ST Survey, January 27, 2016), which provides a perspective from local or regional
demographics. This is an important aspect for D/HoH students that NTID trains and sends our
graduates back to their local or regional demographics, because we are a national community
college within an institute.
On the other hand, similar to the BERT section above, the Assistant Director of
Employment indicated that creating opportunities with existing and new employers, some of the
strategies would include faculty members visiting companies, soliciting existing employers from
a database, or setting up and building a new relationship with a new employer. In this case,
RE/ST (in house) database would involve employers from the architecture, sustainability,
mechanical, and electrical fields to expand access to emerging fields.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 3’s ability to
support increasing DES graduate’s access to emerging fields, the data sources indicate that the
alternative would likely increase DES graduates’ access to emerging fields.
Alternative 4 – eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT program.
The data suggested that this alternative is likely to improve DES graduates’ access to emerging
fields. From the quantitative perspective, three of four alumnus/employers’ provided their
perspectives on improving access to emerging fields, and Alternative 4 obtained the second
strongest rating of the group; one expert elected this alternative as highly likely, and two elected
it as likely. An excerpt emphasized student experiencing the working world from their co-op
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experience. However, a BERT external expert indicated that “closing a CAD program(s) seems
the reverse of what the industry needs” (BERT Survey, January 27, 2016); therefore, the
respondent felt that “alternative one is [the respondent’s] first choice with addition of any 3
[alternatives] as an added career path” (BERT Survey, January 27, 2016). The respondent was
referring any three added career paths within the status quo, BERT or RE/ST option.
Lastly, the perspective from the Assistant Director of Employment regarding eliminating
CADT was:
Interviewer: We’re thinking about removing the CADT architecture program. Do you see
opportunities still available out there related to architecture?
Interviewee: There are opportunities there. I know that students have found opportunities.
Um. They’re all jobs. One thing is that it takes a little of a time to research and make
contacts with employers to find these opportunities. That’s something, that, um, students
[?] they can find jobs, they can. So, but it’s like all job searches. Sometimes a job is right
there in front of you, and other times, it takes more time. But with time and work,
students can find jobs, yes.
Interviewer: A follow-up question again. So, if we add two new programs, BERT or
RE/ST, are. . . first, are the jobs there, and which do you think is a good fit for our
students at the AOS level?
Interviewee: Oh, that’s a good question. We all know that with BERT, those technical
skills are affiliated with electricity, mechanical, but more electricity, uh, computers, and
that…I mean, those are skills that I think would apply for AOS-level technicians
positions for that. For the RE/ST, it’s the same, I think. Electrical or mechanical. I think
that’s, when you’re talking about those jobs, there are more technicians in hands-on
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positions, and so, if students have. . .you know, the background and education for
technical things, hands on, I think it would work. [signs “understand” as Dino starts to
respond]. (Employment Interview, Lines 59-79, February 17, 2016)
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 4’s ability to
improve DES graduate access to emerge fields, the data sources appear to be split between
unlikely and likely. The ratings from external experts are included but weighted lightly for the
overall rating. However, the Assistant Director of Employment argued that there are
opportunities so it is likely that it would increase DES graduates’ access to emerging fields via
Alternative 4 scenario.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The data suggested that this alternative is likely to improve DES graduates’ access to
emerging fields. From the quantitative perspective, out of three of four alumni/employers’
perspectives on improving access to the emerging fields with Alternative 5, respondents
provided a similar rating compared to the status quo, in which two participants elected likely and
one elected unlikely ratings. Moreover, only one of two RE/ST respondents replied with “very
limit[ed]” (RE/ST Survey, February 14, 2016) regarding graduates’ access to emerging fields,
and the faculty focus group did not address this particular alternative.
If considering several objectives (i.e., increasing co-op opportunities and increasing
employability of DES graduates), there is a ripple effect for this objective in improving access to
emerging fields that is affected by other objectives, such as the graduation rate and co-op
opportunities. However, eliminating the CADT program does not improve DES graduates’
access to emerging fields within Architecture or Civil Technology.
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Lastly, I recalled the conversation with the Assistant Director of Employment about
eliminating CADT. The Assistant Director of Employment indicated that there are opportunities,
and opportunities take time to evolve regardless of eliminating CADT because there are
emerging fields that exist that are affiliated with RE/ST. For example, RE/ST would involve
architecture, sustainability, mechanical, and/or electrical fields as opportunities to expand access
to emerging fields for students with this subject matter experience. Thus, it is likely that students
with RE/ST skills could fit into one or multiple skill sets as expanded access to emerging fields
when opportunities arise.
Given the responses by the stakeholder groups’ participants for Alternative 5’s ability to
support increasing DES graduates’ access, three of the four data sources indicate a rating. The
strongest backing came from the interview with Assistant Director of Employment and
alumni/employers that outweighed RE/ST’s unlikely rating. The faculty focus group rating was
unidentified. Thus, the final rating would be likely to increase DES graduates’ access to
emerging fields.
Objective 9
Performance: Increase articulation agreements with RIT
Relative Importance: Important
Data Sources: Survey of administrators within NTID/RIT programs that have articulation
agreements.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact of each alternative on increasing articulation
agreements within RIT, I consulted one data source. The data source was an online survey of
administrators, such as associate deans, chair people, or program coordinators, whose programs
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have articulation agreements between RIT and NTID. I used the data to predict the outcome of
the alternatives on this objective. I contacted four administrators, and two replied; one
respondent answered the survey fully, while the second respondent did not completely fill out the
survey. Where necessary, a document analysis is used to justify the ratings for the alternative.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. Through a survey regarding the impact of this alternative
on increasing articulation agreements with RIT and existing programs, the two respondents gave
key responses. The responses indicated that it would be unlikely to lead to additional
articulation agreements between NTID and RIT.
Qualitatively, one respondent suggested that existing programs were unlikely to increase
articulation agreements between RIT and NTID. The open-ended questions captured the
respondents’ answers verbatim with mixed responses, which indicated that existing programs are
not eligible for articulation agreements between NTID and RIT. One respondent indicated that
the CADT program is presented as an AOS degree program that, by design, is a career-focused
program and appropriate for an entry-level technician position. Thus, by design, the AOS
program is not [intended] to integrate with articulation agreements with other colleges of NTID,
RIT, or elsewhere (Administrator Survey, 2016).
Then again, the intention of the CTE program offerings research was to design AOS
program offerings as stated in the NTID SD2020. The respondent emphasized that it was likely
that NTID would “pursue an articulation agreement from [an existing] CADT-AAS program to
the Applied Arts, and Science BS in the School of Individual Studies (SoIS)” (Administrator
Survey, January 29, 2016), which it is not part of the study or the objective.
While only two respondents replied, the qualitative responses are still significant; the
status quo alternative’s responses indicated unlikely ratings that reflected the evidence received
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about this alternative because AOS degree program offerings are not eligible for articulation
agreements.
Given the adequate responses by the stakeholder participants for Alternative 9, it is
unlikely that this alternative would increase articulation agreements because AOS programs are
ineligible for articulation agreements, despite the CADT-AAS degree program that provides an
opportunity to increase articulation agreements.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative is
unlikely to improve articulation agreements given the option is limited to AOS degree programs
only by design. The BERT AOS program would train D/HoH students on how to maintain,
adjust, calibrate, and repair medical equipment such as defibrillators, heart monitors, x-rays, and
ultrasound equipment. BERT is a cross-disciplinary field involving electronics, mechanical,
computing, networking and troubleshooting skills.
One respondent elected likely, while the other respondent elected unlikely due to
different associate degree offerings. The one respondent who indicated likely may not have
realized that AOS degrees are ineligible for articulation agreements. The main reason
Alternative 2 would be unlikely to increase additional articulation agreements between NTID
and RIT is, as one respondent indicated, that “BERT is presented here as AOS program”
(Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), not an AAS program. In addition, the CTE program
offering study’s intention was to design program offerings specifically for AOS programs. While
the AAS degree option is not part of the objective, if BERT is presented as an AOS degree, but
also had an AAS option as well, one respondent indicated that the AAS degree program would
“require 24 (AAS) and 30 [AS] of the same general education credits as the BS programs”
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(Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), which would increase the chances of obtaining
articulation agreement.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants, there was a mixture of
evidence in which the survey indicated that respondents suggested that BERT program would be
unlikely to increase articulation agreements between RIT and NTID based on the fact that BERT
is designed as an AOS program.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative is
unlikely to increase articulation agreements with RIT by adding a new AOS program called
RE/ST. The RE/ST program would train D/HoH students on how to explore various renewable
and sustainable energy options; how to evaluate their properties in the sun, the wind, and water
via the green economy; and how to reuse natural or re-engineer resources. The RE/ST program
is a cross-disciplinary field involving electronics, mechanical, computing, networking,
environmental science, sustainability, renewable resources, and troubleshooting skills.
There was uncertainty about the likelihood of increasing articulation agreements between
NTID and RIT. This is because one respondent suggested that it was likely, while the other
respondent selected unlikely due to different associate degree offerings. Therefore, the
respondents provided mixed responses.
The main reason Alternative 3 would be unlikely to increase additional articulation
agreements between NTID and RIT, was, as one respondent indicated, that “RE/ST is presented
here as AOS program” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016), not an AAS program, and the
intention of the CTE program offering was to design program offerings specifically for AOS
programs.
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Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants, there was a mixture of
evidence in which the respondents suggested that the RE/ST program be unlikely to increase
articulation agreements between RIT and NTID based on the fact that RE/ST is an AOS
program. If RE/ST is presented as an AOS degree but is also given an AAS option as well, one
respondent indicated that the AAS degree program would require adjustments in education
credits identified earlier.
Alternative 4 – eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT program.
The data suggested that this alternative is highly unlikely to increase articulation agreements
with RIT by adding a new AOS program called BERT when eliminating CADT program. The
BERT program would train D/HoH students on how to maintain, adjust, calibrate, and repair
medical equipment such as defibrillators, heart monitors, x-rays, and ultrasound equipment.
BERT is a cross-disciplinary field involving electronics, mechanical, computing, networking and
troubleshooting skills. CADT, which is slated to be eliminated, is an architecture-based program
that prepares students to be CAD technicians in architecture, engineering, and construction
(A/E/C) field (Engineering Studies, 2015). As a result, from two survey respondents, Alternative
4 is unlikely to lead to additional articulation agreements between NTID and RIT simply due to
the elimination of the CADT program, which already has an AAS program.
One of the two respondents indicated that what the respondent “understands is that
CADT is still a viable program, and students are finding jobs. I do not know why we’d want to
eliminate that and go through the challenges of retraining with no anticipation of new students
entering RIT/NTID” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016). Thus, Alternative 4 is presented
as an AOS degree, and by eliminating CADT, which already has an AAS, it loses the eligibility
of obtaining articulation agreements with RIT. This alternative illustrated that it is unlikely to
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increase articulation agreements with RIT. Ultimately, “BERT is meant to be a career-focused
program” (Administrator Survey, January 29, 2016).
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants, there was evidence in which
respondents suggested that the BERT program would be highly unlikely to increase articulation
agreements between RIT and NTID based on the fact that BERT is an AOS program. While an
AAS degree option is not part of the objective or alternative, if BERT was also given an AAS
option as well, one respondent indicated that the AAS degree program would “require 24 (AAS)
and 30 [AS] of the same general education credits as the BS programs” (Administrator Survey,
January 29, 2016).
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding RE/ST
program. The data suggested that this alternative is highly unlikely to increase articulation
agreements with RIT. This option is based on the data collected through a survey regarding the
impact of this alternative on increasing articulation agreements with RIT by adding a new
program called RE/ST and eliminating the existing CADT program. The RE/ST program would
train D/HoH students on how to explore various renewable and sustainable energy options; how
to evaluate their properties in the sun, the wind, and water via the green economy; and how to
reuse natural or re-engineer resources. RE/ST is a cross-disciplinary field involving electronics,
mechanical, computing, networking, environmental science, sustainability, renewable resources,
and troubleshooting skills.
Ultimately, “RE/ST is meant to be a career-focused program” (Administrator Survey,
January 29, 2016). Thus, Alternative 5 is presented as an AOS degree, and by eliminating
CADT, which already has an AAS option, it loses the eligibility of obtaining articulation
agreements with RIT.
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Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants, there was evidence in which
the respondents suggested that eliminating CADT and adding RE/ST programs would be highly
unlikely to increase articulation agreements between RIT and NTID based on the fact that RE/ST
is an AOS program.
Objective 10
Performance: Minimize time to degree
Relative Importance: Important
Data Sources: DES faculty focus group, survey of counselors/academic advisors, and document
analysis.
Scale: Highly Likely, Likely, Unlikely, Highly Unlikely, Unknown
Data Strategy: In order to predict the impact on minimizing time to degree of each alternative, I
consulted three data sources. The data sources were an online survey with counselors/academic
advisors, a focus group of faculty members, and document analysis. The first data source was a
focus group that contained eight of 10 departmental members (80% participation rate) and I
excerpted a significant amount of data from this source. The second data source was a survey of
counselors/advisors (3/5 = 60% participation rate), and the responses were intensive. The third
data source was a survey with four external experts who responded after I contacted
approximately 12 external experts (21% participation rate). I used the data to predict the
outcome of the alternatives on this objective.
Alternative 1 – Status Quo. The data suggested that this alternative is unlikely to
minimize time to degree. While the graduation rate for academic year 2014 was 37.5% (NTID,
2014), the 2014 Annual Report indicated that D/HoH students “admitted to NTID generally are
academically behind their 18 to 19 year old hearing counterparts” (NTID, 2014, p. 93).
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Therefore, the report indicated that time required to complete an AOS degree was an average of
three years (NTID, 2014) for a five-semester curriculum.
Unfortunately, I was unable to obtain specific graduation rates for CADT and CIMT for
academic year 2014, as an institute researcher claimed, “I can’t release this information to be
used in publicly available documents. Publicly-speaking, the [annual report] includes the most
granular data NTID can provide” (R. Dirmyer, personnel communication, March 11, 2016).
Thus, given the college-wide graduation rate from the academic years of 2011 to 2015, the AOS
time to graduate duration was 4.7 years for AY 2011, 3.1 years for AY 2012, 3.1 years for AY
2013, 3.0 years for AY 2014, and 3.0 years for AY 2015 (NTID, 2015). The numbers show that
the time to degree is decreasing, suggesting this option may be likely to minimize time to degree.
There are several examples gathered from other sources that illustrated that what
prolongs the time to degree, such as when uncertainty arises for students who want the option of
having both AOS and AAS degrees in all engineering majors. Using an existing major, CIMT,
as an example, one respondent indicated that, “having CIMT only being AOS is a source of
frustration and students have left because there is not an AAS degree in CIMT”
(Counselor/Advisor Survey, Lines 30-31, February 1, 2016). This example suggests that the
status quo would be likely to prolong time to degree in another engineering program on account
of issues such as academic readiness or course transferability depending on the (new) program of
choice. In addition, the faculty focus group discussed the co-op scenario as a potential situation
that prolongs graduation, along with the known factors of students’ academic readiness and ACT
score placement.
Given the responses by the stakeholder group participants, the data indicated that
respondents perceived the status quo to be unlikely to minimize time to degree due to a number
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of factors, such as ACT scores, academic readiness, or not obtaining a co-op in a timely matter.
Many factors were acknowledged, but a resolution was not identified.
Alternative 2 – Adding BERT program. The data suggested that this alternative is
unlikely to minimize time to degree. An important excerpt from the faculty focus group
discussion regards co-op as imposing a challenge indirectly to the objective of time to degree.
DES faculty members understood that if a student does not have a coop experience, the student
would not graduate in a timely matter, which applies the same principle with the status quo. In
addition, the time to degree analysis from the annual reports presented in alternative 1 would
apply.
During the faculty focus group discussion, there was discussion to find a possible
resolution to the co-op challenge. Several respondents indicated a potential solution by offering
a project-based assignment that would replace a co-op credit (Focus group, February 12, 2016).
This created friction among faculty, as one respondent stated, “I don’t mean to get rid of co-ops.
I’m talking about students who try and can’t get one, maybe give them alternative activities”
(Focus Group, February 12, 2016) as a means to complete the degree in a timely matter. Thus,
faculty members have not agreed to the resolution; it appears that the time to degree factor is not
the faculty members’ major concern compared with students’ academic and employment
readiness attributes. I tried several times during the focus group to capture more information
regarding the time to degree scenario, but the transcript did not reveal any other direct excerpts
regarding time to degree from the focus group.
Moreover, only one counselor/advisor respondent indicated that new programs would
likely improve time to degree because by offering “hands on majors in these hot newer fields of
engineering, with good job prospects with good qualified instructors who can communicate with
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[D/HoH] students, then the [D/HoH] students will stay through graduation (Counselor Survey,
Lines 30-31, February 1, 2016).
Thus, it is unlikely faculty will support a resolution for a substitution to co-op to assist
students in graduating on time because there are other factors, such as entry point into a major or
academic readiness, that impact time to degree status. While eight faculty members participated
in the focus group, at least four faculty debated the issue of minimizing time to degree on a
possible resolution, and this resulted in a rating of unlikely that was stronger than only one
counselor/advisor’s perspective.
Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program. The data suggested that this alternative is
unlikely to minimize time to degree. In an important excerpt from the faculty focus group,
similar to what was presented in alternative 2, was their understanding of how important co-op
requirements associate with time to degree. However, faculty members have not agreed on the
resolution and the topic (i.e., time to degree) was not their main concern compared to students’
academic to employment readiness attributes. I tried several times during the focus group to
capture more information regarding the time to degree scenario.
Furthermore, as presented in alternative 2, one counselor/advisor respondent indicated
benefits to time to degree through offering hands-on majors. By offering “hands on majors in
these hot newer fields of engineering, with good job prospects with good qualified instructors
who can communicate with [D/HoH] students, then the [D/HoH] students will stay through
graduation (Counselor Survey, Lines 30-31, February 1, 2016).
While eight faculty participated in the focus group, at least four faculty debated
minimizing time to degree, which resulted in an unlikely rating because it was stronger than just
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only one counselor/advisor’s perspective regarding the major requirement of co-op as part of the
degree requirements.
Alternative 4 – Eliminating the existing CADT program and adding BERT
program. From a quantitative perspective, four counselors/academic advisors were contacted
and given the survey; only one respondent answered the survey and did not select any of the
ratings under this alternative. However, the respondent did say that if “you offer hands on
majors in these hot newer fields of engineering, with good job prospects, with good qualified
instructors who can communicate with students, then students will stay through to graduation”
(Counselor/Advisor Survey, Lines 30-31 February 1, 2016). The other data sources, including
the faculty focus group and data analysis did not provide information regarding minimizing time
to degree. During the faculty focus group, I mentioned several times about time to degree,
faculty members were not interested this topic.
Given the lack of responses by the stakeholder group participants, minimizing time to
degree is unknown for this alternative.
Alternative 5 – Eliminating the existing CADT and adding RE/ST program. From a
quantitative perspective, four counselors/academic advisors were contacted and given the survey;
only one respondent answered the survey and did not select any of the ratings under this
alternative. However, the respondent indicated, as presented in alternative 4, the importance of
fitting in the skill sets and graduating in a timely matter was the goal. The other data sources,
similar to alternative 4, did not provide information regarding minimizing time to degree.
Given the lack of responses by the stakeholder group participants, minimizing time to
degree is unknown for this alternative.
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Table 14
Summary of Objectives, Ranked in Order with Ratings
#

Who or What

Performance

Under
what
conditions
Recruiting
Cycle

Rel.
Imp

Data Source

Scale

1

Students

Increase DES
student enrollment

2

Students

3

Alt #1

Alt #2

Alt #3

Alt #4

EI

Improve
employability of
DES graduates

After
Graduation

EI

Students

Increase DES
student graduate
rates

All the
time

EI

4

Students,
Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
Semester

EI

5

Faculty

Supports the
alternative

All the
time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant Director
of Admissions Interview,
survey of External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant Director
of Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant Director
of Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty

Alt #5

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

L

U

HU

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

HL

L

L

U

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

U

U

U

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

HL

L

L

U

HS, S,
US,HU

U

HS

S

HU

HU
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6

Administrator

Aligns with RIT’s
Strategic plans

All the
time

VI

7

Student,
faculty,
administrators

Increase DES
Student retention in
STEM

All the
time

VI

8

Students

Improve DES
graduates’ access to
emerging fields

After
Graduation

I

9

Programs,
faculty,
Administrators
Program,
faculty,
administrators,
students

Increase articulation
agreement

At school

I

Minimize time to
degree

At school

I

10

Scale:

Focus group of DES
faculty, and survey of
administrators from NTID
and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant Director
of Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Survey of Administrators
between NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors, and
document analysis.

Highly likely (HL), likely (L), unlikely (U), highly unlikely (HU), and unknown (Unk);
Highly support (HS), supportive (S), unsupportive (US), and highly unsupportive (HU)
Yes (Y), and No (N)

Align /
Not
Align

Align

Align

Align

Align

Align

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

L

UNK

UNK

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

L

L

L

L

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

U

U

HU

HU

U

U

U

UNK

UNK
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Costs

The cost analysis section contains a cost description of the economic implications
regarding each of the five alternatives. The purpose of a cost analysis is to apply a mechanism
for selecting alternatives to accomplish a result that is the most prudent solution for a
recommendation (Levin & McEwan, 2001). Costs are often calculated using basic units, such as
total, average, and/or marginal costs; I applied a marginal cost analysis because the concern is
about estimating the incremental costs of each of the alternatives (Levin & McEwan, 2001). In
other words, marginal cost is the variable cost relative to current practice, which may include
adding or terminating faculty, recruiting prospective D/HoH students and graduating existing
D/HoH students, or renovating or expanding new spaces depending on the alternatives.
Expenditures are monetary outlays that the institute would have to make. Resource costs are
associated with the reallocation of existing resources (e.g., faculty member allocation, use of
existing classroom/laboratory space). Total costs are the sum of expenditures and resource uses.
In addition, Alternatives 2 through 5 are illustrated in two different tables regarding the
average annual marginal costs and the annual expenditures associated with each alternative. The
first table is the annual expenditure table (Years 1-5) that shows actual annual expenditures (not
resource uses) for each year during the first 5 years; the average of these 5 years is reflected in
the average annual marginal cost table. The second table is the average annual marginal cost
table that shows on average what the marginal cost (expenditures and resource uses) of each
alternative would be each year.
Levin and McEwan (2001) encourage using the “ingredients model” approach (p. 45),
which requires identifying all ingredients and the value or cost associated with each ingredient.
The associated ingredients are often categorized as (a) personnel, (b) facilities, (c) equipment and
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materials, (d) other, and (e) required client input (Levin & McEwan, 2001). For this study, the
categories are grouped as personnel, facilities and equipment, materials and supplies, and other.
Alternative 1: Maintaining the Status Quo of DES
The current programs in the Department of Engineering Studies (DES) are Applied
Mechanical Technology, Civil Technology, Computer Aided Drafting Technology (CADT), and
Computer Integrated Machining Technology (CIMT). There is one noncredit-bearing degree
program called ENGTECH_UND for DES’ undecided D/HoH students. DES has 10 faculty
members, three professional staff members, and 208 D/HoH students. There are eight laboratory
spaces, two lecture classrooms, and one prototype 3D printing room so students are taught with
state-of-the-art technology within each discipline. The status quo alternative anticipates that there
will be continuity in the enrollment of D/HoH students, number of faculty members, and amount
of needed departmental classroom and laboratory space.
If this alternative is selected as the recommended outcome of the decision analysis, there
would be no increase or change in costs related to personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, or
other components of the alternative. Thus, the average annual marginal costs regarding this
alternative would be $0.00, as summarized in Table 15.
Personnel Costs

$0.00

Alternative 1 does not require any modifications to the existing personnel structure within
DES; therefore, no incremental personnel costs would be associated with this alternative.
Equipment and Facilities Costs

$0.00

Alternative 1 does not require any modifications to the existing equipment and facilities
of 11,967 square footage of space structure within DES; therefore, no incremental equipment and
facilities costs would be associated with this alternative.
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$0.00

Alternative 1 does not require any additional materials or supplies to be purchased by
DES; therefore, no incremental material and supply costs would be associated with this
alternative.
Other Costs

$0.00

Alternative 1 does not require any other costs; therefore, no incremental other costs
would be associated with this alternative.
Total Average Annual Marginal Cost for Alternative #1

$0.00
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Table 15
Average Annual Marginal Cost for Alternative 1 – Status Quo
NTID
Expenditures

NTID
Resources

Total cost

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities Costs
There are no additional equipment and
facility requirements for this alternative.

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

subtotal:
Materials and Supplies
There are no additional material
requirements for this alternative.

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal:
Other Costs
There are no additional “other”
requirements for this alternative.

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Subtotal:

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Total Average Annual Marginal Cost

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

Cost Ingredients
Personnel Costs
There are no additional personnel
requirements for this alternative.
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Alternative 2: Adding Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT)
In this alternative, DES would be expanded to include a new program called Biomedical
Equipment Repair Technician (BERT). This program would train D/HoH students on how to
maintain, adjust, calibrate, and repair medical equipment such as defibrillators, heart monitors, xrays, and ultrasound equipment. There are several costs associated with adding a new
engineering technology program, which include adding new and utilizing existing personnel,
modifying one large classroom into a laboratory, and enrolling prospective students; these costs
are all major marginal cost analysis components. In addition, this alternative is illustrated in two
specific cost tables that are an Average Annualized Marginal Cost Table (see Table 16), and an
Annual Expenditure Table (see Table 17).
If this alternative is selected as the recommended outcome of the decision analysis, there
would be changes in costs related to personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, and other
components of the alternative. BERT’s average annualized marginal cost (i.e., expenditure and
resource costs) would be $340,993.00 for year 1, $441,341.00 for year 2, and $530,475.00 for
year 3 and thereafter. BERT’s 5-year average total annualized marginal cost would be
$474,751.00 (see Table 16). BERT’s average annualized marginal expenditure would be
$292,229.00 for year 1; $390,171.00 for year 2, and $476,898.00 for year 3 and thereafter.
BERT’s 5-year average total annualized marginal expenditure cost would be $422,619.00 (see
Table 17). Thus, the resource cost (i.e., total annualized marginal cost – annualized marginal
expenditure = resource cost) would be $52,132.00. Both tables do not include the offsets from
projected tuition revenues to expenditures and resource costs from prospective students until the
Other Costs’ section.
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Table 16
Average Annual Marginal Cost Table for Alternative 2 a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professors
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and (6) 3-foot Tables
Instructor Computer

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
$2,432.50
$3,101.51
$7,946.17
$3,856.23
$1,051.70

$701

$701

$701

$701

$701

$701.13

$215,480

$305,461

$384,228

$384,228

$384,228

$334,725.15

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$5,712.00
$226.67
$612.00
$340.00
$1,292.00
$23,950.67
$460.00
$100.00
$250.00
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$100
$31,299
$35,420

$100
$31,299
$35,420

$100
$31,299
$35,420

$100
$31,299
$35,420

$100
$31,299
$35,420

$100.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200.00

$108,593

$111,000

$113,407

$113,407

$113,407

$111,962.50

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400.00

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400.00

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00

$5,000

$7,500

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$8,500.00

$16,520

$24,480

$32,440

$32,440

$32,440

$27,664.00

Total Annualized Cost
$340,993
$441,341
$530,475
$530,475
$530,475
a
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix M, pg. 378.

$474,751.65

Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
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Table 17
Average Annual Expenditure Marginal Cost for Alternative 2 – Adding BERT Program (Years 1 – 5)a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professors
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6 3-foot Tables
Instructor Computer

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0.00

$196,390

$286,372

$365,139

$365,139

$365,139

$315,635.92

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
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Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings

$0
$31,299
$35,420

$0
$31,299
$35,420

$0
$31,299
$35,420

$0
$31,299
$35,420

$0
$31,299
$35,420

$0.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200

$12,200.00

Subtotal:

$78,919

$78,919

$78,919

$78,919

$78,919

$78,919.17

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400.00

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400

$400.00

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800

$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00

$5,000

$7,500

$10,000

$10,000

$10,000

$8,500.00

$16,520

$24,480

$32,440

$32,440

$32,440

$27,664.00

Total Annualized Cost
$292,229
$390,171
$476,898
$476,898
$476,898
a
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix M, pg. 378.g

$422,619.08

Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
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In addition, based on several past program offerings and program elimination experiences
at DES, the predictions regarding enrollment of prospective students, hiring faculty members,
developing courses, and constructing new facilities would influence the decision-making
process. DES would hire two pre-tenured faculty for the first year and hire one lecturer each
subsequent year for two consecutive years, add approximately 20 new students over a 5-year
span, and there would be construction costs and equipment purchases to accommodate this
change. Table 18 summarizes the predicted growth in student enrollment and faculty hiring
modeled from former program developments within the NTID annual report:
Table 18
BERT Program Offering Growth Predictions
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Prospective Student Enrollment

2

3

4

5

6

Net Enrollment a

2

5

9

12

13

Faculty Hiring

2

1

1

0

0

a

Includes all accepted prospective students with no attrition rate and graduation average for AOS degree of 3 years.

Personnel Costs (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $334,725.15
Based on experience with the last major curriculum changes over the years within DES,
diminishing from 13 to five programs, the personnel requirements for adding a new program
would include hiring two full-time pre-tenured faculty at the assistant professor rank and two
full-time lecturers (i.e., one senior lecturer and one lecturer) over the first 3 years (see Table 18).
These would entail expenditure costs. In addition, there would be other personnel allocations
required from the chairperson, admissions and employment directors, and two staff members
within DES and NTID, which would be resource costs.
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Two pre-tenured faculty members would be responsible for establishing the program,
developing the curriculum, providing instruction, researching best practices in teaching BERT,
and developing a student learning outcome assessment (NTID, 2015). The two lecturers would
be responsible for providing instruction related to BERT and providing academic support to the
two pre-tenured faculty members. The annual salary and benefits for a full-time pre-tenured
faculty member at the assistant professor rank would be $70,644 plus benefits at 39%, or
$27,551.00, which would total $98,195.00 each. The average annual expenditure for years 1
through 5 for those two faculty members would be $196,390.32. The senior lecturer rank’s
annual salary would be $64,735 plus benefits at 39% or $25,246.00, which would total
$89,981.65. The average annual marginal cost for years 1 through 5 would be $71,985. The
lecturer rank’s annual salary would be $56,667 plus benefits at 39% or $22,100.13, which would
total $78,767.32. The average annual marginal cost for years 1 through 5 would be $47,260.28
(NTID, 2014). The faculty members’ workload (Full Time Equivalent, FTE) contribution to this
program offering would be 100% (i.e., time spent between the primary responsibility and
research within the new program). The average annualized personnel expenditures for years 1
through year 5 would be $315,635.92 (see Table 17).
Regarding resource uses, two existing professional staff personnel, a senior staff assistant
and a laboratory CAD technician, would be responsible for providing support to faculty members
regarding program offering development. During the first year, each professional staff member
would contribute approximately three hours per week for 44 weeks plus benefits (39%) to focus
on this particular program offering. In other words, from a staff assistant’s job description, there
are 27 different functions; seven functions specifically were targeted to program and curriculum
efforts, which would be 25% of the workload divided by five programs. Thus, 5% of each
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professional staff member’s annual salary plus benefits would contribute to this project during
the first 2 years; after the third year and beyond, the laboratory technician would delegate 10% of
the workload to BERT assignments by relieving the staff assistant’s responsibilities. The
university resource cost for the staff assistant would be $2,432.50 for year 1 and thereafter. The
other resource cost for the CADT technician would be $3101.51 for year 1 and thereafter, so the
average annual marginal cost would be $5,534 as resource usage (see Table 16).
There would be additional resources required by the new program offering involving
other administrative duties of the (a) Chairperson, (b) Director of Employment, and (c) Director
of Admissions. The American Council on Education divides a chairperson’s role in curriculum
and program development into three groups: “instruction, research, and service” (Hecht,
Higgerson, Gmelch, & Tucker, 1999, p. 8). The chairperson’s responsibility regarding
instruction for new programs is to assign instructors to classes, assign faculty workload and
perform performance appraisals, initiate curricular review and program development to support
the standards in quality of instruction, and implement marketing and recruiting materials (Hecht
et al., 1999).
From the NTID curriculum guidelines, the chairperson’s main responsibility regarding
curriculum development is to work closely with faculty as initiators to assure that the resource
needs and program implications are addressed appropriately (NTID, 2015). As the department
considers its research agenda for new program offerings, Hecht et al. (1999) indicate that “chairs
need to demonstrate their understanding of, and interest in, the research programs of individual
faculty” (p. 9), in this case faculty that would be hired to teach BERT. In addition, the
chairperson can assist faculty to secure resources to conduct research activity (Hecht et al.,
1999). Regarding service, “the chairperson should monitor outreach and service programs to see
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that they promote the goals of the department” (p. 9) as a tangible benefit to the faculty,
department, and institution, such as positive press with a local hospital. The total chairperson’s
workload delegated for this activity would be 40%; however, if this alternative is selected, the
average annual resource use would be $7,946.17 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus
39% benefits or $33,442.50. The cost is based on the chairperson’s salary ($85,750) plus 39%
benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by 40% of administration work on curriculum, and divided by
six programs (see Table 16).
The NTID Center on Employment assists D/HoH students with their searches for
cooperative work experiences or permanent jobs with employers (NTID, 2015a). The NTID
employment specialists often travel nationwide to make presentations to develop employment
opportunities and facilitate workshops for employers who have never hired D/HoH employees
(NTID, 2015b; NTID, 2015c). Moreover, National Center on Employment specialists educate
and support students through teaching job search strategies and resume, letter, and business
email writing through a 15-week job search class. The employment specialists also organize the
NTID Job Fair with resume review sessions and employer panels annually as a professional
networking event (NTID, 2015d). The Director of Employment’s time allocated is identified
through NTID’s Job Description Questionnaire, which is a staffing contract (i.e., similar to a
faculty member’s plan of work). The Director of Employment’s time allocated to working with
employers is 25%, and supporting students’ activities is 30%, which totals to 55%. If this
alternative is selected, the NCE Employment Specialist’s average annual resource use would be
$3,856 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus 39% benefits or $33,442.50 multiplied 55%
and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table 16).
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The Director of Admissions administers the student recruiting and admission process,
which is “reviewed holistically for the strength of academic preparation, performance on
standardized tests, counselor recommendation and [sic] personal career interests” (NTID, 2015e,
para. 1), and counselors are connected to prospective students by their state of residence. The
Director of Admissions’ time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job Description
Questionnaire; approximately 15% focuses on new program offerings. Average annual resource
use would be $1,052 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits or $33,442.50 multiplied by
15% of resource usage, and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table 16).
The Director of Communication administers and fosters NTID media and news press of
the institution. When a new program is implemented, the communication department will write
a press release, develop course catalogs, and provide summary to the federal government
annually. The Director of Communication’s time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job
Description Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings, which
includes writing the annual summary for all programs at NTID. Average annual resource use
would be $701.13 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits or $33,442.50 multiplied by
10% of resource usage, and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table 16).
The total average annual expenditure would be $315,635.92 plus $19,089.23 in resource
usage that resulted in a total cost for personnel of $334,725.15.
Equipment and Facilities Costs (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost):
$111,962.50
The DES floor space is 11,967 square feet, which contains eight laboratory spaces, two
lecture classrooms, and a modern printing room. To accommodate expansion, the Lyndon B.
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Johnson Building’s room 1570, a 1633 square foot classroom space, would be scheduled for
renovation and would be converted to a biomedical repair laboratory.
The cost of the construction would be $250 per square foot with added 15% contingency
due to uncertainty, spread over 3 years of payment. The expenditure cost formula would be the
cost/square foot multiplied by 1633 plus 15% contingency (i.e., (($250 x 1633 square foot) +
($250 x 1633 square foot) x .15%) for Room 1570 renovation; the useful life is 15 years, and
thus, the annualized cost is $31,299.00 per year (see Table 17). The university resources for this
room over 5 years annualized would be $23,951 for each year, and the formula for calculation
would be class square footage multiplied by $220/square foot / 15 years (see Table 16).
Regarding expenditures, the BERT equipment and installation of the laboratory would
total $177,100, which would be distributed as a $59,033.33 expenditure each year for the first 3
years, and $0.00 thereafter, based on a quote from one vendor (RIT, 2015c). However, the 5year useful life indicates that the annualized cost is $35,420 for year 1 and thereafter (see Table
17). The purchasing of equipment includes EKG and spirometry machines, defibrillators,
infusion pumps, vital sign monitors, and bedside monitors. In addition, there would be a need
for a BERT classroom setting with 26 laptops, two printers, and an off-site local network
infrastructure to simulate a hospital setting. The cost for this would be $20,333 per year for the
first 3 years, and $0.00 thereafter or a five-year average annualized expenditure of $12,200.00
(see Table 17). The annual marginal cost average for years 1 through 5 would be $31,299.00 for
construction and renovations, $35,420.00 for BERT equipment and installation, and $12,200.00
for BERT classroom/lab settings; totaling the average annualized cost would be $78,919.00 per
year (see Table 17).
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Regarding resource usage, every faculty member that would be hired for this alternative
will need resources such as a 96 square foot office space at $17.50 per square foot that includes a
desk and 2 chairs ($1,000), phone ($15/month), internet connection ($100 to activate the jack),
and a computer ($1900). Thus, the average annualized resource cost for equipment and facilities
(i.e., office space for faculty) would be $5,712.00, $226.67, $612.00, $340.00, and $1292.00,
respectively (see Table 16). In addition, the resource of using Rm. 1570 as a general engineering
class room that is 1633 square foot, the peripheral usages include a projector ($2300 / 5 yr.
lifespan). Twelve chairs and 6-3 foot tables ($1000 each set), one instructor PC ($1250) with
desk and chair ($1000). All equipment and furniture’s useful life is 5 years. The basic formula
would be six tables at $1000 each, plus computer, instructor’s desk and chair, and the projector.
The resource average annual cost for general room usage would be $23,951 for 15 years (see
Table 17), but in terms of expenditure, cost over 5 years would be $71,853.00.
The total average annual expenditure would be $78,919.17 plus $33,043.33 in resource
usage that results in a total cost for personnel of $111,962.50.
Materials and Supplies (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $400
Alternative 2 would require recruiting materials, advertisement, and refreshments for the
faculty positions; each search committee would have a $2000 budget per search. During the
first year, one search committee would conduct two searches. In addition, the third and fourth
searches would be carried out in subsequent years. The annual expenditure cost would be $4000,
$2000, and $2000 for the first three years, and $0.00 thereafter for a 5-year plan; therefore, the
average annual marginal cost would be $1,600 over the first five years. There would be no
resource savings or costs. If there were only one search committee to do all four searches
simultaneously, the annualized cost would be $400 (see Table 17).
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Other Costs (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $27,664.00 and Tuition
revenue of $232,337.00
Alternative 2 would have an exhaustive list of diverse activities, and would be associated
with expenditure costs. Associated instructional supplies, professional subscriptions, and
registration fees for organizations would be with fixed costs per faculty member: $2960, $230,
and $1470 per year, respectively. These expenditure costs would be required for two faculty in
year 1, three in year 2, and four thereafter. The 5-year average total expenditure would be
$10,064.00, $782.00, and $4,998.00, respectively (see Table 17). The annual travel budgets for
tenured faculty and lecturers would be $1100 and $800, respectively. Thus, the expenditure cost
for the annual travel budget would be $2,200 for year 1, $3,000 for year 2, $3,800 thereafter. The
average annual cost of travel for years 1 through 5 would be $3,320 (see Table 17). The faculty
evaluation and development, a professional opportunity, would be available at $2500 per faculty
member per year. Thus, the expenditure cost for annual faculty evaluation and development
would be $5,000 for year 1, $7,500 for year 2, and $10,000 thereafter. The average annual cost
of this for year 1 through year 5 would be $8,500.00 (see Table 17). The 5-year average
annualized marginal other costs would total $27,664.00 (see Table 17).
Another average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH
student; the estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the
(client) expenditure costs (i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure).
During the first year, there would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the
tuition would be $27,016 for each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the tuition from
prospective students’ revenues (i.e., profits that would be labeled as new tuition in table 19)
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would be $54,032.00, $135,080.00, $243,144.00, $324,192.00, and $405,240.00. Therefore, the
total revenue over 5 years would be $1,161,688.00 (See Table 19).
Table 19
Alternative 2 – BERT Program’s Net Tuition a
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
5-Year Total
New Tuition
$54,032.00 $135,080.00 $243,144.00 $324,192.00 $405,240.00 $1,161,688.00
Discontinued Tuition
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
Total Tuition
$54,032.00 $135,080.00 $243,144.00 $324,192.00 $405,240.00 $1,161,688.00
a
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5)
can be found in Appendix Q, Tuition Cost.

Five-Year Span Total Cost (University Expenditure plus University Resources)
Ultimately, the grand total average annual cost for Alternative 2, which includes the
university average annual expenditure cost of $422,619 (see Table 17) and the university average
annual resource cost of $52,132.65 would be $474,751.65 (see Table 16).
Net Revenue
Another average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH
student; the estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the
(client) expenditure costs (i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure).
During the first year, there would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the
tuition would be $27,016 for each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the net revenues (i.e.,
revenue – expenditure = net revenue) would be ($238,197.49), ($244,091.14), ($233,754.27),
($152,706.27), and ($71,658.27) (see Table 20). Therefore, 5-year total net revenue would be
($951,407.42).
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Table 20
Alternative 2: BERT Program’s Net Revenue
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
5-Year Total
$292,229.49
$390,171.14
$476,898.27
$476,898.27 $476,898.27 $2,113,095.42
$54,032.00
$135,080.00
$243,144.00
$324,192.00 $405,240.00 $1,161,688.00
($238,197.49) ($255,091.14) ($233,754.27) ($152,706.27) ($71,658.27) ($951,407.42)

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be
found in Appendix R, net revenues.

a
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Alternative 3: Adding Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST)
In this alternative, DES would be expanded to include a new program called Renewable
Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST). This program would train D/HoH students on how
to explore various renewable and sustainable energy options, how to evaluate their properties
with respect to sun, wind, and water via the green economy, and how to reuse natural or
reengineer resources. There are several costs associated with adding a new engineering
technology program, which include adding new and utilizing existing personnel, modifying one
large classroom into a laboratory, and enrolling prospective students; these costs are all major
marginal cost analysis components. In addition, this alternative is illustrated in two specific cost
tables, are an Average Annual Marginal Cost Table (see Table 21) and an Annual Expenditure
Table (see Table 22).
If this alternative is selected as the recommended outcome of the decision analysis, there
would be changes in costs related to personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, and other
components of the alternative. RE/ST average annualized marginal cost (i.e., expenditure and
resource costs) would be $214,247.00 for year 1, $314,896.00 for year 2, and $404,330.00 for
year 3 and thereafter. RE/ST 5-year average total annualized marginal cost would be
$348,426.00 (see Table 21). RE/ST average annualized marginal expenditures would be
$167,891.00 for year 1, $266,133.00 for year 2, and $353,160.00 for year 3 and thereafter.
RE/ST five-year average total annualized marginal expenditure would be $298,701.00 (see Table
22). Thus, the resources cost (i.e., total annualized marginal cost – annualized marginal
expenditure = resource cost) would be $298,701.00. Both tables do not include offsets to
expenditures from projected tuition revenues to expenditure and resource costs from prospective
students until the Other Costs section.
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Table 21
Average Annualized Marginal Cost Table for Alternative 3 a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6 3-foot Tables
Instructor Computer

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$701
$117,284

$701
$207,266

$701
$286,033

$701
$286,033

$701
$286,033

$701
$236,530

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250

$4,032
$160
$432
$240
$912
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
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Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
a
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$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$88,303

$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$90,710

$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$91,672

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$214,247

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$314,896

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$7,104
$552
$3,528
$2,640
$6,000
$19,824
$348,426

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix N, pg. 385.
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Table 22
Average Annualized University Expenditure Marginal Cost for Alternative 3 – Adding RE/ST program a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$217,441
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
aa
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$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$7,104
$552
$3,528
$2,640
$6,000
$19,824
$298,701

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix N, pg. 385.
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In addition, based on several past program offerings and elimination experiences at DES,
the predictions regarding enrollment of prospective students, hiring faculty members, developing
courses, and constructing new facilities would influence the decision making process. DES
would hire one pre-tenured faculty member for the first year and one lecturer in each subsequent
year for the next two consecutive years, and net approximately 30 new students over a 5-year
span. Additionally, there would be construction costs and equipment purchases to accommodate
this change. Table 23 summarizes the predicted growth in student enrollment and faculty hiring
modeled from former program developments within the NTID annual report:
Table 23
RE/ST Program Offering Growth Prediction
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Prospective Student Enrollment

3

5

7

8

9

Net Enrollment a

3

8

15

20

21

Faculty Hiring

1

1

1

0

0

a

Includes all accepted prospective students with no attrition rate and graduation average for AOS degree of 3 years.

Personnel Costs (5 Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $236,530.00
Based on experience with the last major curriculum changes over the years within DES,
diminishing from 13 to five programs, the personnel requirements for adding a new program
would include hiring one full-time pre-tenured faculty at the assistant professor rank in the first
year and two full-time lecturers (i.e., one senior lecturer and one lecturer), one in each of the
second and third years (see Table 23). These would entail expenditure costs. In addition, there
would be other personnel allocations required from the chairperson, admissions and employment
directors, and two staff members within DES and NTID, which would be resource costs.
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One pre-tenured faculty member would be responsible for establishing the program,
developing the curriculum, providing instruction, researching the best practices in teaching
RE/ST, and developing a student learning outcome assessment (NTID, 2015). The two lecturers
would be responsible for providing instruction related to RE/ST and providing academic support
to the primary pre-tenured faculty member. The annual salary and benefits for a full-time pretenured faculty at the assistant professor rank would be $70,644 plus benefits at 39% of
$27,551.00, which would together total $98,195.00. The average annual marginal expenditure
for year 1 through year 5 would be $98,195.00. The senior lecturer’s annual salary would be
$64,735.00 plus benefits at 39% or $25,246.00, which would together total $89,982.00. The
average annual marginal cost for year 1 through year 5 would be $71,985.00 since this senior
lecturer would not start until year two. The lecturer’s annual salary would be $56,667 plus
benefits at 39% or $22,100.13, which would total $78,767.13 (NTID, 2014). The average annual
marginal cost for year 1 through year 5 would be $47,260.28 based on a year 3 start date. The
faculty members’ workload (Full Time Equivalent, FTE) contribution to the program offering is
100% (i.e., between the primary responsibility and research). The average annualized personnel
expenditures for year 1 through year 5 would be $217,441.00 (see Table 22).
Regarding resource uses, two existing professional staff personnel, a senior staff assistant
and laboratory technician, would be responsible for providing support to faculty members
regarding program-offering development. During the first year, each professional staff member
would contribute approximately three hours per week for 44 weeks plus 39% benefits to focus on
this particular program offering. In other words, from a staff assistant’s job description, there are
27 different functions; seven functions specifically were targeted to program and curriculum
efforts, which would be 25% of the workload divided by six programs. Thus, 5% of each
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professional staff member’s salary plus benefits would contribute to this project during the first 2
years; after the third year and beyond, the laboratory technician would delegate 10% of the
workload to RE/ST assignments by relieving the staff assistant’s responsibilities. The University
resource cost would be $2,432.50 for year 1 and thereafter. The other resource cost for the
CADT technician would be $3101.51 for year 1 and thereafter, so the average annual marginal
cost would be $5,543.00 as resource usage (see Table 21).
There would be additional resources required by new program offerings involving other
administrative duties of the (a) Chairperson, (b) Director of Employment, and (c) Director of
Admissions. The American Council on Education divides a chairperson’s role in curriculum and
program development into three groups: “instruction, research, and service” (Hecht et al., 1999,
p. 8). The chairperson’s responsibility regarding instruction for a new program is to assign
instructors to classes, assign faculty workload and perform performance appraisals, initiate
curricular review and program development to support the standards in quality of instruction
(Hecht et al., 1999), and implement marketing and recruiting materials.
From the NTID curriculum guidelines, the chairperson’s main responsibility regarding
curriculum development is to work closely with faculty as initiators to assure that the resource
needs and program implications are addressed appropriately (NTID, 2015). Regarding a
department’s research agenda for new programs offerings, Hecht et al., (1999) indicate that
“chairs need to demonstrate their understanding of, and interest in, the research programs of
individual faculty” (p. 9), in this case faculty that would be hired to teach RE/ST. In addition,
the chairperson can assist faculty to secure resources to conduct research activity (Hecht et al.,
1999). Regarding service, “the chairperson should monitor outreach and service programs to see
that they promote the goals of the department” (p. 9) as a tangible benefit to the faculty,
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department, and institution, such as positive press with a local renewable energy or sustainability
corporates. The total chairperson’s workload delegated for this activity would be 40%; however,
if this alternative is selected, the resource use would be $7,946.17 based on an annual salary of
$85,750.00 plus 39% benefits or $33,442.50 multiplied by 40% of administration work on
curriculum, and divided by six programs (see Table 21).
The NTID Center on Employment assists D/HoH students with their searches for
cooperative work experiences or permanent jobs with employers (NTID, 2015a). The NTID
employment specialists often travel nationwide to make presentations to develop employment
opportunities and facilitate workshops for employers who have never hired D/HoH employees
(NTID, 2015b; NTID, 2015c). Moreover, NTID Center of Employment specialists educate and
support students through job search strategies and resume, letter, and business email writing,
through a 15-week job search class. The employment specialists also organize the NTID Job
Fair with resume review sessions and employer panels annually as a professional networking
event (NTID, 2015d). The Director of Employment’s time allocated is identified through the
NTID’s Job Description Questionnaire, which is a staffing contract (i.e., similar to faculty’s plan
of work). The Director of Employment’s time allocated to working with employers is 25% and
supporting students’ activities is 30%, which totals 55%. If this alternative is selected, the NCE
Employment Specialist’s resource use would be $3,856.23 based on a salary of $85,750.00 plus
39% benefits or $33,442.50 multiplied by 55%, and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table
21).
The Director of Admissions administers the student recruiting and admission process,
which is “reviewed holistically for the strength of academic preparation, performance on
standardized tests, counselor recommendation and [sic] personal career interests” (NTID, 2015e,
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para. 1), and counselors are connected with prospective student by their states of residence. The
Director of Admissions’ time allocated is also identified through the NTID’s Job Description
Questionnaire; approximately 15% focuses on new program offerings. Resource use would be
$1,051.70 based on an annual salary of $85,750 plus 39% benefits or $33,442.50, multiplied by
10% of resource usage, and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table 21).
The Director of Communication administers and fosters NTID media and news press of
the institution. When a new program is implemented, the communication department will write
a press release, develop course catalogs, and provide a summary to the federal government
annually. The Director of Communication’s time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job
Description Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings, which
includes writing the annual summary for all programs at NTID. Average annual resource use
would be $701.13 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by
10% of resource usage, and divided by 17 programs at NTID (see Table 21)
The total average annual expenditure would be $217,440.76 (see Table 22) plus
$19,490.64 in resource usage that results in a total cost for personnel of $236,931.39 (see Table
21).
Equipment and Facilities Costs (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost):
$91,672.00
The DES floor space is 11,967 square feet, which contains eight laboratory spaces, two
lecture classrooms, and a modern printing room. To accommodate expansion, the Lyndon B.
Johnson Building’s room 1570, a 1633 square foot classroom space, would be scheduled for
renovation and would be converted to a renewable energy / sustainability technician laboratory.
The cost of the construction would be $250 per square foot with added 15% contingency due to
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uncertainty, spread over three years of payment. The expenditure cost formula would be the
cost/square foot multiplied by 1633 plus 15% contingency (i.e., (($250 x 1633 square foot) +
($250 x 1633 square foot) x .15%) for Room 1570 renovation; the useful life is 15 years, and
thus, the annualized cost is $31,299 per year (see Table 22). The university resources for this
room over 5 years annualized would be $23,951 for each year, and the formula for calculation
would be class square footage multiplied by $220/square foot / 15 years (see Table 21).
Regarding expenditures, the RE/ST equipment and installation of the laboratory would
total $128,683 with a 5-year lifespan, which would be distributed as a $42,894.33 expenditure
for years 1 through 3, and $0.00 thereafter, based on a quote from one vendor (NTID, 2012), or
annualized as a 5-year useful life would be $25,737.00 (see Table 22). This includes electrical,
distribution, solar photovoltaics, industrial wiring, furniture, lab installation, and freight. There
will be 10 new PCs with special CAD applications and Building Information System
applications. The cost is $20,000, and is distributed as $6,666.67 for years 1 through 3, and
$0.00 thereafter, or the annualized cost would be $4,000 through a 5-year useful life (see Table
22). The average annualized marginal cost for years 1 through 5 would be $31,299 for
construction and renovations, $25,736 for RE/ST equipment and installation, and $4,000 for
RE/ST classroom/lab settings, which totals $61,035.00 in average annual expenditures (see Table
22).
Regarding resource usage, every faculty member that would be hired for this alternative
will need resources such as a 96 square foot office space at $17.50 per square foot, a desk and
two chairs ($1,000), phone ($15/month), internet connection ($100 to activate the jack), and a
computer ($1900). Thus, the average annualized resource cost for equipment and facilities (i.e.,
office space for faculty) would be $4,032.00, $160.00, $432.00, $240.00, and $912.00,
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respectively (see Table 21). In addition to the resource of using Rm. 1570 as a 1633 square foot
general engineering class room, the peripheral usages include a projector ($2300 / 5 yr. lifespan),
12 chairs and six 3-foot tables ($1000 each set), one instructor PC ($1250) with desk and chair
($1000). All equipment and furniture’s useful life is 5 years. The basic formula would be six
tables at $1000 each, plus computer and instructor’s desk and chair, and the projector. The
resource average annual cost for general room usage would be $23,951 for 15 years, but in terms
of expenditure, cost over five years would be $71,853 each year for 5 years.
The total average annual expenditure would be $61,036.00 (see Table 22) plus $30,636
in resource usage that results in a total cost for personnel that would be $91,672.00 (see Table
21).
Materials and Supplies (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $400
Alternative 3 would require an expenditure that covers refreshments and recruiting
expenses for the search committee; each search committee would have a $2000 budget per
search. The annual expenditure cost would be $2000, $2000, and $2000 for the first three years,
and $0.00 thereafter. Therefore, the average annual marginal cost would be $1,200 over the first
five years. However, if there were a need for only one search committee to do all three searches,
the 5-year average annualized cost would be $400 (see Table 22).
Other Costs (Average Annual Marginal for faculty and students): $19,824.00 and Student
Tuition $1,891,120.00
Alternative 3 would have an exhaustive list of miscellaneous activities associated with
expenditure and resource costs. Associated instructional supplies, professional subscriptions,
and registration fees for organizations would be fixed costs per faculty member at $2960, $230,
and $1470 per year, respectively. These expenditure costs would be required for one faculty
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member in year 1, two faculty members in year 2, and 3 faculty members thereafter. The 5-year
average total expenditure would be $7,104.00, $552.00, and $3,528.00 (see Table 22). The
annual travel budget for tenured faculty and lecturers would be $1100 and $800, respectively.
Thus, the expenditure cost for the annual travel budget would be $1,100 for year 1, $2,200 for
year 2, and $3,300 thereafter. The average annual travel cost for year 1 through year 5 would be
$2,640.00 (see Table 22). The faculty evaluation and development opportunity would be
available at $2500 per faculty member per year. Thus, the expenditure cost for annual faculty
evaluation and development would be $2,500 for year 1, $5,000 for year 2, and $7,500
thereafter. The average annual professional development cost for year 1 through year 5 would be
$6,000 (see Table 22). The expenditure costs vary annually depending on the number of faculty
hired. The 5-year average annualized marginal other costs would total $19,824.00 (see Table 22).
NTID tuition is $27,016 per D/HoH student. The estimate for prospective D/HoH
students’ tuition revenue is an example of the (client) expenditure costs. During the first year,
there would be three new students enrolled in the RE/ST program, and the tuition would be
$27,016 for each student at NTID, which amounts to $81,048.00 in tuition as revenue. For years
2 through 5, the tuition revenue would be $216,128.00, $405,240.00, $540,320.00, and
$648,384.00. Therefore, the 5-year total annualized revenue from student enrollment would be
$1,891,120.00 (see Table 24).
Table 24
Alternative 3: RE/ST Program’s Net Tuition a
New Tuition
Discontinued Tuition
Total Tuition

Year 1
$81,048.00
$0.00
$81,048.00

Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
5-Year Total
$216,128.00 $405,240.00 $540,320.00 $648,384.00 $1,891,120.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$216,128.00 $405,240.00 $540,320.00 $648,384.00 $1,891,120.00

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be
found in Appendix Q, Tuition Costs.

a
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Five-Year Span Total Cost (University Expenditure plus University Resources)
Ultimately, the grand total average annual cost for Alternative 3, which includes the
average annual expenditure cost of $298,701.00 (see Table 22) and the average annual resource
cost of $49,725.00, would be $348,426.00 (see Table 21).
Net Revenue
Another average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH
student. The estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue (see Table 24) is an
example of the (client) expenditure costs. Thus, the total tuition line from Table 24 converted to
the revenues line for Table 25, and the expenditures line came from Table 22. Furthermore, the
net revenues (revenue – expenditure = net revenue) would be losses of $86,842.93 and
$50,004.58, and gains of $52,080.29, $187,160.29 and $295,224.29 (see Table 25). Therefore, 5year total net revenue would be $397,617.38.
Table 25
Alternative 3: RE/ST Program’s Net Revenue a
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues

Year 1
Year 2
$167,890.93 $266,132.58
$81,048.00 $216,128.00
($86,842.93) ($50,004.58)

Year 3
$353,159.71
$405,240.00
$52,080.29

Year 4
$353,159.71
$540,320.00
$187,160.29

Year 5
$353,159.71
$648,384.00
$295,224.29

5-Year Total
$1,493,502.62
$1,891,120.00
$397,617.38

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be
found in Appendix R, net revenues.

a
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Alternative 4: Adding BERT and eliminating CADT’s existing program
In this alternative, DES would be reconfigured to include a new program called
Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) and eliminate an existing program called
Computer Aided Drafting Technology (CADT) simultaneously. When eliminating the CADT
program, faculty and students would be impacted the most, faculty members’ job security would
be in jeopardy, and the flexibility of students’ ability to complete their degrees would be limited.
Regarding CADT faculty members, it is important to note that the CADT faculty members’
skills would not match the skills required for a biomedical or electronics background. According
to the RIT policy on discontinuance of academic program, there are three options for reallocating
these resources: faculty reallocation, faculty retraining, or faculty termination (RIT, 2015a,
Section 2.a.vi). Regarding existing CADT students, the RIT policy on discontinuance of
academic program, the procedure is to formulate “a plan accommodating the needs of students
who are currently enrolled in the program” (RIT, 2015a, Section 2.a.v). In addition, it is crucial
to communicate the reasons for discontinuance to students, alumni and parents; create a plan for
discontinuance of curriculum; and provide a timeline for program closure (RIT, 2015a) that
would include not accepting new students for the CADT program during the first year of
implementing the BERT program.
There are several marginal costs and savings associated with adding BERT and
eliminating the CADT programs simultaneously, which include adding new and altering existing
personnel, modifying one large classroom into a laboratory, and enrolling prospective students
for BERT and graduating students from the CADT program; these costs are major marginal cost
analysis components. Thus, this alternative is illustrated in two specific cost tables, Average
Annual Marginal Cost Table (see Table 26), and Annual Expenditure Table (see Table 27).
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If this alternative is selected as the recommended outcome of the decision analysis, there
would be changes in costs related to personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, and other
components of the alternative. Alternative 4’s 5-year average total annualized marginal cost
(i.e., expenditure and resource cost) would be $340,993.00 for year 1, $441,341.00 for year 2,
$530,475.00 for year 3, $424,020 for year 4, and $337,293.00 for year 5. Therefore, the fiveyear average total annualized would be $414,824.16 (see Table 26). Alternative 4’s average
annualized total expenditure would be $292,229.49 for year 1, $390,171.14 for year 2,
$476,898.27 for year 3, $378,703.11 for year 4, and $299,935.98 for year 5. Therefore, the 5year total average marginal expenditure would be $367,587.59 (see Table 27). The reason year 4
and year 5 are different from alternative 2 was because faculty terminations would impact the
expenditures and produce savings. In addition, both tables do not include the offsets from
projected tuition and loss of tuition revenues from prospective students for BERT and graduating
students for CADT until the Other Costs section.
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Table 26
Average Annualized Marginal Cost Table for Alternative 4 – Adding BERT and Eliminating CADT a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professors
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
ALLOCATION: Lecturer - resources
savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
($98,195)

$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

$701
$215,480

$701
$305,461

$701
$384,228

$701
$286,033

$6,720
$267
$720
$400

$0
$6,720
$267
$720
$400

$3,360
$133
$360
$200

$5,040
$200
$540
$300

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390 $196,390.32
$89,982 $71,985.32
$78,767 $47,260.28
($98,195) -$39,278.06
($78,767)
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052

-$15,753.43
$2,432.50
$3,101.51
$7,946.17
$3,856.23
$1,051.70

$701
$701.13
$207,266 $279,693.66
$0
$6,720
$267
$720
$400

$5,712.00
$226.67
$612.00
$340.00
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Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6 3-foot Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
a

235
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$108,593

$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$111,000

$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$340,993

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$441,341

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$2,700
$7,500
$24,180
$424,020

$1,520
$1,292.00
$23,951 $23,950.67
$460
$460.00
$100
$100.00
$250
$250.00
$100
$100.00
$31,299 $31,299.17
$35,420 $35,420.00
$12,200 $12,200.00
$113,407 $111,962.50
$0
$400
$400.00
$400
$400.00
$0
$5,920
$8,288.00
$460
$644.00
$2,940
$4,116.00
$1,900
$2,720.00
$5,000
$7,000.00
$16,220 $22,768.00
$337,293 $414,824.16

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix O, pg. 392.
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Table 27
Average Annualized University Expenditure Marginal Cost for Alternative 4 – Adding BERT and Eliminating CADT a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professors
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
ALLOCATION: Lecturer - resources
savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
-$39,278.06

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-$15,753.43
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0
$196,390

$0
$286,372

$0
$365,139

$0
$266,944

$0.00
$260,604.43

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
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Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6 3-foot Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
aa
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$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$378,703

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919
$0
$400
$400
$0
$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$299,936

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix O, pg. 392.

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00
$12,200.00
$78,919.17
$400.00
$400.00
$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00
$8,500.00
$27,664.00
$367,587.59
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Based on past program offerings and elimination experiences at DES, the predictions
regarding enrollment of prospective students and graduates, hiring and terminating of faculty
members, developing and eliminating programs, and construction of new facilities will influence
the decision-making process. DES would hire two pre-tenured faculty in year 1 and one lecturer
each subsequent year for two consecutive years. During the fourth year, one existing tenured
faculty member would retire, which would produce expenditure savings for year 4 and year 5.
The second lecturer faculty member would reallocate to another college within RIT as indicated
by RIT’s policy (RIT, 2015a), which would produce resource savings for year 5.
Moreover, altering the program offerings would add approximately 20 new prospective
BERT students and result in approximately 40 potential graduates from the CADT program with
consideration of an approximately 40% graduation rate. In addition, RIT policy indicates that
“no student may graduate under the requirement of a bulletin published more than seven (7)
calendar years prior to the date of graduation” (RIT, 2015b, Section III). Ultimately, by the end
of the fifth year, there will be four remaining students, who would have an opportunity to
continue schooling within 7 years to complete a degree. The preferred resolution would be to
transfer these remaining students to RIT’s School of Individualized Studies (SOIS) or a local
community college to complete the work, because potential loss of tuition is a concern. Finally,
there would be construction costs to accommodate this change. Table 28 summarizes the
predicted growth in student enrollment and faculty hiring, modeled from former program
developments within the NTID annual report:
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Table 28
BERT Program Offering Growth and Elimination of CADT Program Assumption
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Prospective Student Enrollment

2

3

4

5

6

Net Prospective Enrollment A

2

5

9

12

13

Eligible Students Graduation B, C

40

24

15

9

4

Net Enrollment

42

29

24

21

17

Faculty Hiring

2

1

1

0

0

Faculty Termination

0

0

0

1

1

(40 for CADT)

A

Includes all accepted prospective students with no attrition rate.
NTID Annual Report: Associate degree graduation rate is approximately 40%
C
RIT D.12.0 Graduation requirements allow students to complete a degree within 7 years.
B

Personnel Costs (5-Year Average Total Annualized Marginal Cost): $279,693.66
Based on experience with the last major curriculum changes over the years within DES,
diminishing from 13 to five programs, the personnel requirements for adding a new program and
eliminating an existing program simultaneously would alter the department demographics. The
department would need to hire two full-time pre-tenured faculty at assistant professor rank and
two full-time lecturers (i.e., one senior lecturer and one lecturer) over the first 3 years. These
would entail expenditure costs. Moreover, there would be allocated resources regarding existing
faculty members from the existing CADT program; one existing faculty member would retire
during year 4, and the second faculty would reallocate during year 5 to another college within
RIT as indicated in RIT’s policy (RIT, 2015a). This would produce expenditure and resource
savings, respectively. Thus, there would be no need to request an RIT faculty severance
package.
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There would be additional personnel allocations required from the chairperson, admission
and employment directors, and two staff members within DES and NTID, which would be
resource costs. Two pre-tenured faculty members would be responsible for establishing the
program, developing the curriculum, providing instruction, researching best practices in teaching
BERT, and developing a student learning outcome assessment (NTID, 2015). The two lecturers
would be responsible for providing instruction related to BERT and providing academic support
to the two pre-tenured faculty members. The faculty members’ workload (Full Time Equivalent,
FTE) contribution to this program offering would be 100% (i.e., time spent between the primary
responsibility and research within the new program).
Table 26 indicates that the annual salary and benefits for a full-time pre-tenured faculty
member at the assistant professor rank would be $70,644 plus benefits at 39% or $27,551.00,
which would total $98,195.00 each. The pre-tenure’s average annual expenditure for years 1
through 5 for those two faculty members would be $196,390.32. The senior lecturer rank’s
annual salary would be $64,735 plus benefits at 39% or $25,246.65, which would total
$89,981.65. The senior lecturer’s average annual marginal cost for years one through five would
be $71,985.32. The lecturer rank’s annual salary would be $56,667 plus benefits at 39% or
$22,100.13, which would total $78,767.32. The lecturer’s average annual marginal cost for
years 1 through 5 would be $47,260.28. (NTID, 2014).
To entail average annual cost savings for personnel, CADT faculty members would
change their status: one tenured faculty would retire in year 4, and one lecturer faculty would
reallocate to a different department in year 5. The annual salary and benefits for a full-time
tenured faculty member at the assistant professor rank would be $70,644.00 plus benefits at 39%,
which would total $98,195.00 each subsequence years 4 and 5 as expenditure savings. The
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retiree’s total average annual expenditure savings for years 4 and 5 would be $196,390.32, and
the retiree’s average annual marginal savings for years one through five would be $39,278.06
(see Table 27). The reallocated lecturer’s annual salary would be $56,667.00 plus benefits at
39%, which would total $78,767.32 for year 5 as resources savings only. The average annual
marginal savings for years 1 through 5 would be $15,753.46 (see Table 26).
Regarding resource uses, two existing professional staff personnel, a senior staff assistant
and a laboratory technician, would be responsible for providing support to faculty members
regarding program-offering development. During the first year, each professional staff member
would contribute approximately three hours per week for 44 weeks plus benefits (39%) to focus
on this particular program offering. In other words, from a staff assistant’s job description, there
are 27 different functions; seven functions specifically were targeted to program and curriculum
efforts, which would be 25% of the workload divided by five programs. Thus, 5% of each
professional staff member’s annual salary plus benefits would be contributed to this project over
5 years. The marginal average annualized expenditure would be $2,433 for year 1 and thereafter
(see Table 26). Thus, after the closure of CADT program during year 4 and year 5, there would
be a resource savings of $487.00 each year (see Table 29). The other resource cost for the
CADT technician would be $3,101.51 for years 1 and thereafter (see Table 26). Thus, after the
closure of CADT program during year 4 and year 5, there would be a resource savings of $
620.00 for each year-- year 4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 29).
The new program offering would require additional resources involving other
administrative duties of the (a) Chairperson, (b) Director of Employment, and (c) Director of
Admissions. The American Council on Education divides a chairperson’s role in curriculum and
program development into three groups: “instruction, research, and service” (Hecht, Higgerson,
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Gmelch, & Tucker, 1999, p. 8). The chairperson’s responsibility regarding instruction for new
programs is to assign instructors to classes, assign faculty workload and perform performance
appraisals, initiate curricular review and program development to support the standards in quality
of instruction, and implement marketing and recruiting materials (Hecht et al., 1999).
From the NTID curriculum guidelines, the chairperson’s main responsibility regarding
curriculum development is to work closely with faculty as initiators to assure that the resource
needs and program implications are addressed appropriately (NTID, 2015). Regarding a
department’s research agenda for new program offerings, Hecht et al. (1999) indicate that “chairs
need to demonstrate their understanding of, and interest in, the research programs of individual
faculty” (p. 9), in this case faculty that would be hired to teach BERT. In addition, the
chairperson can assist faculty to secure resources to conduct research activity (Hecht et al.,
1999). Regarding service, “the chairperson should monitor outreach and service programs to see
that they promote the goals of the department” (p. 9) as a tangible benefit to the faculty,
department, and institution, such as positive press with a local hospital. The total chairperson’s
workload delegated for this activity would be 40%; however, if this alternative is selected, the
average annual resource use would be $7,946.17 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus
39% benefits of $33,442.50. The cost is based on the chairperson’s salary ($85,750) plus 39%
benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by 40% of administration work on curriculum, and divided by
five programs (see Table 26). Thus, after the closure of the CADT program at year 4 and year 5,
there would be a resource savings of $1,589.00 for year 4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 29).
The NTID Center on Employment assists D/HoH students with their searches for
cooperative work experiences or permanent jobs with employers (NTID, 2015a). The NTID
employment specialists often travel nationwide to make presentations to develop employment
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opportunities and facilitate workshops for employers who have never hired D/HoH employees
(NTID, 2015b; NTID, 2015c). Moreover, National Center on Employment specialists educate
and support students through teaching job search strategies and resume, letter, and business
email writing through a 15-week job search class. The employment specialists also organize the
NTID Job Fair with resume review sessions and employer panels annually as a professional
networking event (NTID, 2015d). The Director of Employment’s time allocated is identified
through NTID’s Job Description Questionnaire, which is a staffing contract (i.e., similar to a
faculty’s plan of work). The Director of Employment’s time allocated to working with
employers is 25%, and supporting students’ activities is 30%, which totals to 55%. If this
alternative is selected, the NCE Employment Specialist’s average annual resource use would be
$3,856 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by
55%, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see table 26). Thus, after the closure of the CADT
program at year 4 and year 5, there would be a resource savings of $241.01 for year 4 and year 5,
respectively (see Table 29).
The Director of Admissions administers the student recruiting and admission process,
which is “reviewed holistically for the strength of academic preparation, performance on
standardized tests, counselor recommendation and [sic] personal career interests” (NTID, 2015e,
para. 1), and counselors are connected to prospective students by their state of residence. The
Director of Admissions’ time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job Description
Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings. Average annual resource
use would be $1052 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by
15% of resource usage, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see Table 26). Thus, after the
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closure of the CADT program at year 4 and year 5, there would be a resource savings of $65.73
of year 4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 29).
The Director of Communication administers and fosters NTID media and news of the
institution. When a new program is implemented, the communication department will write a
press release, develop of course catalogs, and provide summary to the federal government
annually. The Director of Communication’s time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job
Description Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings, which
includes writing the annual summary for all programs at NTID. Average annual resource use
would be $701 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by 10%
of resource usage, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see Table 26). Thus, after the closure
of the CADT program at year 4 and year 5, there would be a resource savings of $44.00 for year
4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 29). Furthermore, note that there were no expenditure
savings with professional staff or non-faculty roles (see Table 30).
The personnel total average annual cost, which included savings from a retired faculty
member and a faculty member reallocated to another college, and did not include student loss,
would contain the 5-year average total cost of $279,693.66 (see table 26). The 5-year average
total cost minus the 5-year average total expenditure ($260,604.43, see table 27) would entail a
$19,089.23 in resources cost. In addition, there would be a resource savings of $3,047.00 and
expenditure savings of $0.00, in particular from Year 4 and Year 5 (see Table 29 and 30).
Equipment and Facilities (5-Year Average Total Annualized) Costs: $111,962.00
The DES floor space is 11,967 square feet, which contains eight laboratory spaces, two
lecture classrooms, and a modern printing room. Similar to Alternative 2, to accommodate
expansion of Lyndon B. Johnson Building’s room 1570, the cost of the construction would be
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$250 per square foot with added 15% contingency due to uncertainty, spread over three years of
payment. The expenditure cost formula would be the cost/square foot multiplied by 1633 plus
15% contingency (i.e., (($250 x 1633 square foot) + ($250 x 1633 square foot) x .15%) for Room
1570 renovation. The useful life is 15 years, and the annualized cost is $31,299; however, it is
likely that the expenditure would be paid in 3 yearly installments of $156,495.83 each year for
the first three years, and $0.00 for years 4 and 5 (see Table 26). In addition, the room would
contain a projector ($2300 / 3 year lifespan), twelve chairs and six 3-foot tables ($1000 each set),
one instructor PC ($1250), a desk, and a chair ($1000). All equipment and furniture’s life span
has a 5-year useful life. Thus, the 5-year average total annual resource cost would be $460.00,
$100.00, $250.00, and $100, respectively (see Table 26). The formula for calculation would be
class square footage x $220/square foot / 15 year useful life. The General Room’s (rm. 1570)
average annualized cost would be $23,951 per year (see Table 26).
Similar to Alternative 2, the BERT equipment and installation of the laboratory would
have a total cost of $177,100 with a 5-year lifespan. The annual marginal cost average for
construction and renovations would be $31,299.17, $35,420.00 for BERT equipment and
installation, and $12,200 for BERT classroom/lab settings, which would be $78,919.17 (see
Table 26).
The potential savings, the change in cost associated with discontinuing of the CADT
program after year 3, the expenditure savings, and resource use savings during year 4 and year 5
with respect to Rooms 1502, 1546, 1544, and 1540. Potential equipment or supplies would need
to be purchased regularly if CADT continued to run.
For room 1502, phased out after third year, this room often would be used to offer Global
Information System and Advance CAD classes for seniors. The room size was 650 square foot,
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including eight CAD stations, a projector, an L-Shaped desk and chair ($1500 each), and
computers ($1250 each). Thus, the university resource savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00
for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $5,133.00 thereafter (see Table 29), and expenditure savings
would be -$4,400.00 (see Table 30).
For room 1546, the CAD Printing room, phased out after the third year, this room serves
all types of CADT printing services included 3D print and proto-rapid type printing. Thus, this
room has 292 square footage, two Xerox printers ($5,000 each), one wood engraver, three
tabletop laser printers, and CADimension 3D Protorapid type ($32,000). Thus, the university
resource savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and -$8,017
thereafter (see Table 29), and expenditure savings would be -$12,300 (see Table 30).
Rroom 1544, which housed courses like Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling
for second year students, had a 292 square footage, and had 10 CAD stations, a projector, a 4foot long desk and chair ($1000 each), and computer ($1500 each). Thus, the university resource
savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and -$717.00 thereafter
(see Table 29), and expenditure savings would be $2,493.00 (see Table 30).
For room 1540, phased out after the third year, this room often would offer courses such
as Introduction to Engineering Graphics, Data Analysis, and Civil Technology Drawings for first
year students. This room size was 545 square foot, and it had 10 CAD stations, a projector, a 4foot long desk and chairs ($1000 each), and computers ($1500 each). Thus, the university
resource savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $2,493.00
thereafter (see Table 29) and expenditure savings would be - $5,000 (see Table 30).
Regarding resource usage, every faculty member that would be hired for this alternative
would need resources such as a 96 square foot office space at $17.50 per square foot that
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includes a desk and 2 chairs ($1,000), phone ($15/month), internet connection ($100 to activate
the jack), and a computer ($1900). Thus, the 5-year average total annual resource cost for
equipment and facilities (i.e., office space for faculty) would be $5,712.00, $226.67, $612.00,
$340.00, and $1,292.00, respectively (see Table 26).
The equipment and facilities’ total average annual cost would be $111,962.50, the
university expenditure would be $78,919.17, and the university resource usage would be
$33,043.33. In addition, in particular to Alternative 4’s year 4 and year 5 when CADT is phased
out, the subtotal for equipment and facilities resource cost would be -$1,108 and expenditure
savings of $27,200.00 is not yet taken into account.
Materials and Supplies: ($5,000)
Alternative 4 would require recruiting materials, advertisement, and refreshments for the
faculty positions; each search committee would have a $2000 budget per search. In theory, one
search committee would conduct two searches during the first year. In addition, the third and
fourth searches would be carried out in subsequent years. The total 5-year annualized
expenditure cost would be $4000, $2000, and $2000 for the first 3 years, and $0.00 thereafter for
a 5-year plan. However, it is likely that there would be only one search committee, and the total
average annual marginal cost would be $400 over the first five years (see table 26).
In addition, the potential savings for discontinuing the CADT program after year 3
include the expenditure savings and resource use savings associated with discontinuing
AutoCAD and Revit software applications. The annual expenditure cost savings would be $0.00
for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $5,000 thereafter. The average annual
marginal cost would be $2,000 over the first 5 years (see Table 29).
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Table 29
CADT Phased Out Resource Savings Usage for Year 4 and Year 5 Only a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66

$194.60
$248.12
$635.69
$96.41
$26.29

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$17.53
$1,218.64

$0

$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$5,920.00

-$3,206.93
-$286.93
$997.33
-$443.20

$0
$0

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

$2,053.33

-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,776.00
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Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for
Faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for Faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Savings
a
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$0

$0

$0

-$230

-$460.00

-$138.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-$1,470
-$1,100
-$2,500
-$8,260
-$11,321

-$2,940.00
-$1,900.00
-$5,000.00
-$16,220.00
-$19,281.40

-$882.00
-$600.00
-$1,500.00
-$4,896.00
-$6,120.56

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5 for CADT Phased out during Year 4 and Year 5) can be
found in Appendix R.
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Table 30
CADT Phased Out Expenditure Savings for Year 4 and Year 5 a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for Faculty

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0.00
$0.00

$0

$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$5,920

-$1,760.00
-$4,920.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,200.00
-$10,880.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,776.00
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Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for
Faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
a

251
$0

$0

$0

-$230

-$460

-$138.00

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

-$1,470
-$1,100
-$2,500
-$8,260
-$40,460

-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$48,420

-$882.00
-$600.00
-$1,500.00
-$4,896.00
-$17,776.00

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5 for CADT Phased out during Year 4 and Year 5) can be
found in Appendix R.
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Other Costs (5-Year Average Total Annual Marginal Cost): $27,664.00 and net revenue of
($2,702,449.97)
Alternative 4 would have an exhaustive list of diverse activities, and would include
expenditure costs that may be associated with resource costs or savings. Associated instructional
supplies, professional subscriptions, and registration fees for organizations would be with fixed
costs per faculty member: $2960, $230, and $1470 per year, respectively. The annual travel
budgets for tenured faculty and lecturers would be $1100 and $800, respectively. The faculty
evaluation and development, a professional opportunity, would be available at $2500 per faculty
member per semester (or up to $5000 per faculty member per year). In all cases, these
expenditure costs would be required for two faculty members in year 1, three faculty members in
year 2, and four faculty members thereafter. Recall that year 4 and year 5 will change subtly due
to faculty retirement and reallocation. The 5-year total annualized averages would be
$10,064.00, $782.00, $4,998.00, $3,320.00, and $8,500.00, respectively (see Table 27). In
addition, after the savings occurred due to faculty termination and reallocation, the others cost’s
5-year total annualized averages would adjust to $8,288.00, $644.00, $4,116.00, $2,720.00, and
$7,000 (see Table 27). When CADT is phased out, the savings regarding other costs items such
as instructional supplies, subscriptions, registration, travel, and PD’s subtotal in savings would
be $4,896.00 (see Table 30).
Regarding tuition revenue from prospective students for the BERT program, another
average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH student. The
estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the expenditure costs
(i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure). During the first year, there
would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the tuition would be $27,016 for
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each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the tuition revenues would be $54,032.00,
$135,080.00, $243,144.00, $324,192.00, and $405,240.00 (see Table 31) in the new tuition line.
To entail average annual other costs, loss in tuition for CADT Students after the closure
of the program, a loss of potential revenue, for graduating CADT students would occur through
the years. The number of potential graduates (40) with a 40% graduation rate came to this: 40
eligible students for graduation in year 1, 24 eligible students for graduation in year 2, 15 eligible
students for graduation in year 3, nine eligible students for graduation in year 4, and six eligible
students for graduation in year 5. The marginal cost of tuition loss occurs during the 4th and 5th
year because these remaining students in the CADT program would not finish (and may need to
transfer to another school). The potential loss of tuition after CADT is phased out in year 3
would be $243,144.00 for year 4 and $162, 096.00 for year 5.
On the other hand, there will be loss of tuition when recruitment efforts are ceased
immediately as CADT phases out, the 2010 through 2014 actual recruited numbers were 15 for
year 1, 17 for year 2, eight for year 3, six for year 4, and 14 for year 5. The potential loss in
tuition would be $405,240.00 for year 1, $459,272.00 for year 2, $216,128.00 for year 3,
$405,240.00 for year 4, and $540,320 for year 5 (See Table 31) in the Discontinued Tuition line.
Table 31
Marginal Cost in Student Tuition (Profit / Loss) for Alternative 4: Eliminating CADT and
Adding BERT program a
New Tuition
Discontinued
Tuition
Total Tuition
a

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

5-Year Total

$54,032.00

$135,080.00

$243,144.00

$324,192.00

$405,240.00

($405,240.00)

($459,272.00)

($216,128.00)

($405,240.00)

($540,320.00)

$1,161,688.00
($2,026,200.00)

($351,208.00)

($324,192.00)

$27,016.00

($81,048.00)

($135,080.00)

($864,512.00)

5-year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years can be found in appendix Q.
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Total Cost (University Expenditure plus University Resources)
Ultimately, the grand total average cost for Alternative 4, which includes the university
expenditure savings, university resource savings, and total costs, would be $414,824.16 minus
the expenditure cost of $367,587.59, with resources cost of $47,236.57.
Net Revenue
Another average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH
student; the estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the
(client) expenditure costs (i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure).
During the first year, there would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the
tuition would be $27,016 for each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the net revenues
(revenue (i.e., total tuition from Table 31) – expenditure (i.e., total annualized cost from table 26)
= net revenue) would be ($643,437.49), ($714,363.14), ($449,882.27), ($459,751.11), and
($435,015.98). Therefore, 5-year total net revenue would be ($2,702,449.97) (see Table 32).
Table 32

Expenditures
Revenues
Net
Revenues

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
5-Year Total
$292,229.49
$390,171.14
$476,898.27
$378,703.11
$299,935.98
$1,837,937.97
($351,208.00) ($324,192.00)
$27,016.00
($81,048.00) ($135,080.00) ($864,512.00)
($643,437.49) ($714,363.14) ($449,882.27) ($459,751.11) ($435,015.98) ($2,702,449.97)

Net Revenue for Alternative 4 – BERT Eliminated CADT Program

a

5-year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years can be found in appendix R.

Regarding to total cost and net revenues, Alternative 4’s (BERT) total average annual
marginal costs includes faculty termination as expenditure savings (i.e., retiree and reallocation)
and resources savings (i.e., office usage, subscription, registration, etc.). During the 4th and 5th
years of Alternative 4, CADT program phased out and contributed 5-year average total annual
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resource savings of $6,120.56 (see Table 29) and expenditure savings of $17,776.00 (see Table
30), which would be savings of $23,776.56. The total cost would be $414,824.16 minus
$17,776.00, which would equal to $397,048.16. The net revenue would be $2,702,449.97 minus
$17,776.00, which would equal to $2,684,673.97 (see appendix S).
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Alternative 5: Adding RE/ST, and eliminating the CADT program
This alternative would involve the addition of a Renewable Energy/Sustainability
Technician (RE/ST) program and elimination of Computer Aided Drafting Technology (CADT)
simultaneously. Similar to Alternative 4, when eliminating the CADT program, faculty and
students would be impacted the most, faculty members’ job security would be in jeopardy, and
the flexibility of students’ completing their degrees would be limited. According to the RIT
policy on discontinuance of academic program, there are three options for reallocating these
resources: faculty reallocation, faculty retraining, or faculty termination (RIT, 2015a, Section
2.a.vi). By eliminating the CADT program, the CADT faculty members’ skills match the skills
required fora renewable energy and sustainability background well. In this situation, CADT
faculty members will seek retraining, and a lecturer would retire prior to the fourth year.
Regarding existing CADT students, the RIT policy on discontinuance of academic program
indicates that the procedure is to formulate “a plan accommodating the needs of students who are
currently enrolled in the program” (RIT, 2015a, Section 2.a.v).
There are several marginal costs associated with adding RE/ST and eliminating the
CADT program, which include adding new and altering existing personnel, modification of one
large classroom into a laboratory, and enrolling prospective students and graduating existing
students from the CADT program; these costs are a major marginal cost analysis component.
This alternative illustrated two specific cost tables that are an Average Annual Marginal Cost
Table (see Table 33), and Annual Expenditure Table (see Table 34).
If this alternative is selected as the recommended outcome of the decision analysis, there
would be changes in costs related to personnel, equipment, materials, facilities, and other
components of the alternative. Alternative 5’s average annualized marginal costs would be
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$216,187.00 for year 1, $316,836.00 for year 2, $406,269.00 for year 3, $308,238.00 for year 4,
and $308,328.00 for year 5 (see Table 33). Therefore, the 5-year average total annualized cost
would be $311,190.00. On the other hand, alternative 5’s annual expenditures would be
$167,891.00 for year 1, $266,133.00 for year 2, $353,160.00 for year 3, $263,178.00 for year 4,
and $263,178.00 for year 5. Therefore, the 5-year total average annualized cost would be
$262.708.00 (see Table 34). The reason year 4 and year 5 are different from alternative 3 is
because of faculty terminations that would impact the expenditures, and there would be resource
savings too. Moreover, the cost analysis does not include offsets to expenditures and resources
from projected tuition revenues regarding prospective students for BERT program and CADT
graduates that is considered loss of tuition; this information would appear in the Others Costs
section.
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Table 33
Average Annual Marginal Cost Table for Alternative 5 – Adding RE/ST and Eliminating CADT a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and six 3-foot Tables

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
-$35,993
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117

$745
$119,224
$0
$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951
$460
$100

$745
$209,206
$0
$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100

$745
$287,973
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100

$745
$197,991
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100

$745
$197,991
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100

$745
$202,477
$0
$4,032
$160
$432
$240
$912
$23,951
$460
$100
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Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscriptions for faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
a
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$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$88,303
$0
$400
$400
$0
$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$216,187

$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$90,710
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$316,836

$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$406,269

$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix P, pg. 399.

$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$91,672
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,320
$5,000
$16,640
$311,190
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Table 34
Average Annualized Expenditure for Alternative 5 – Adding RE/ST and Eliminating CADT programs a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
-$35,993
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$176,962
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$176,962
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$181,448
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
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$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$31,299
$31,299
$31,299
$31,299
$31,299
$25,737
$25,737
$25,737
$25,737
$25,737
$25,737
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
$4,000
Subtotal:
$61,036
$61,036
$61,036
$61,036
$61,036
$61,036
Materials & Supplies
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
Faculty Recruiting Materials
$400
$400
$400
$400
$400
$400
Subtotal:
$400
$400
$400
$400
$400
$400
Other Costs
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
Instructional supplies for faculty
$2,960
$5,920
$8,880
$8,880
$8,880
$7,104
Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
$230
$460
$690
$690
$690
$552
Professional Registration fees for faculty
$1,470
$2,940
$4,410
$4,410
$4,410
$3,528
Travel
$1,100
$2,200
$3,300
$3,300
$3,300
$2,640
FEAD PD for faculty
$2,500
$5,000
$7,500
$7,500
$7,500
$6,000
Subtotal:
$8,260
$16,520
$24,780
$24,780
$24,780
$19,824
Total Annualized Cost
$167,891
$266,133
$353,160
$263,178
$263,178
$262,708
a
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix P, pg. 399.
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Based on past program offering and elimination experiences at DES, the predictions
regarding enrollment of prospective students and graduates, hiring and/or terminating of faculty
members, developing and eliminating programs, and construction activities will influence the
decision-making process. DES would hire one pre-tenured faculty for year 1 and one lecturer for
year 2 and year 3. The existing three members from the CADT program would expect to
transition into the new program, and eventually one will retire by the end of the third year. In
addition, the likelihood of altering the program offerings adds approximately 30 new students
over a 5-year span and 30 graduates from CADT with considerations regarding retention and
attrition issues over a 5-year span. There would be construction costs to accommodate this
change. Table 35 summarizes the prediction growth that has been modeled from former program
developments within NTID annual reports:
Table 35
RE/ST Program Offering Growth and Elimination of CADT Assumption
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Prospective Student Enrollment

3

5

7

8

9

Net (Prospective) Enrollment A

3

8

15

20

21

Students after graduation B

40

24

15

9

4

Total Enrollment C

33

26

26

30

36

Faculty Hiring

1

1

0

0

0

Faculty Termination

0

0

1

0

0

(40 for CADT)

A

Includes all accepted prospective students.
NTID Annual Report, Associate degree graduation rate is approximately 40%
C
predicted retention and attrition of students
B
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Personnel Costs (5-Year Average Total Marginal Cost): $202,477.00
Based on experience with the last major curriculum changes over the years within DES,
diminishing from 13 to five programs, the personnel requirements for adding a new program and
eliminating an existing program simultaneously will alter the department demographics. The
department would need to hire one full-time pre-tenured faculty at the assistant professor rank,
and two full-time lecturers over the first 3 years. DES expects one existing CADT faculty to
retire before year 4 as expenditure savings. These would entail expenditure cost. Moreover,
there would be allocated resources required from the chairperson, admissions and employment
directors, and two staff members within DES and NTID, which would be resource costs.
The first (newly hired) pre-tenured faculty member would be responsible for establishing
the program, developing the curriculum, providing instruction, researching the best practices in
teaching RE/ST, and developing a student learning outcome assessment along with (some)
CADT faculty members. The lecturer would be responsible for providing instruction related to
RE/ST and providing academic support to the programs in transition. In addition, since the
existing CADT faculty members have the appropriate skills to teach RE/ST, RIT offers resource
allocations opportunities for retraining, reallocation, or terminating faculty members. The
likelihood is that the transition would require slight retraining and reallocation of CADT faculty
members. Faculty members’ workload (full-time equivalent, FTE) contribution to program
offering and phasing out CADT program is 100% (i.e., time spent between the primary
responsibility and research within the new program).
Table 33 illustrates that the annual salary and benefits for a full-time pre-tenured faculty
at the assistant professor rank would be $70,644 plus 39% benefits of 27,551.00, which would
total $98,195. The senior lecturer rank’s salary would be $64,735 plus 39% benefits of
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$25,247.00, which would total $89,982.00. The lecturer rank’s salary would be $56,667.00 plus
benefits at 39% of $22,100.00, which would total $78,767.00 (NTID, 2014). The average annual
marginal cost for years 1 through 5 would be $98,195.00, $71,985.00, and $47,260.00
respectively. By the 4th year, one lecturer faculty would retire, which would create an
expenditure savings of $89,982 for year 4 and $89,982 for year 5. The average annualized
(personnel) expenditure for year 1 through year 5 would be $202,477.00 (see Table 33).
Regarding resources uses, two existing professional staff personnel, a senior staff
assistant and a laboratory technician, would be responsible for providing support to faculty
members regarding program-offering development. During the first year, each professional staff
member would contribute approximately three hours per week for 44 weeks plus benefits (39%)
to focus on this particular program offering. In other words, from a staff assistant’s job
description, there are 27 different functions; seven functions specifically were targeted to
program and curriculum efforts, which would be 25% of the workload divided by five programs.
The resource cost for staff assistant would be $2,433.00. Thus, 5% of each professional staff
member’s annual salary plus benefits would contribute to this project over 5 years. The other
resource cost for the CADT technician would be $3101.51 for years 1 and thereafter (see Table
33). Thus, after the closure of CADT program during year 4 and year 5, there would be a
resource savings of $487.00 and $620.00 for year 4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 36), and
there are no expenditures savings for professional staff or CADT technician.
There would be additional resources required by the new program offering involving
other administrative duties of the (a) Chairperson, (b) Director of Employment, and (c) Director
of Admissions. The American Council on Education divides a chairperson’s role in curriculum
and program development into three groups: “instruction, research, and service” (Hecht,
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Higgerson, Gmelch, & Tucker, 1999, p. 8). The chairperson’s responsibility regarding
instruction for new programs is to assign instructors to classes, assign faculty workload and
perform performance appraisals, initiate curricular review and program development to support
the standards in quality of instruction, and implement marketing and recruiting materials (Hecht
et al., 1999).
From the NTID curriculum guidelines, the chairperson’s main responsibility regarding
curriculum development is to work closely with faculty as initiators to assure that the resource
needs and program implications are addressed appropriately (NTID, 2015). Regarding a
department’s research agenda for new program offerings, Hecht et al. (1999) indicate that “chairs
need to demonstrate their understanding of, and interest in, the research programs of individual
faculty” (p. 9), in this case faculty that would be hired to teach RE/ST. In addition, the
chairperson can assist faculty to secure resources to conduct research activity (Hecht et al.,
1999). Regarding service, “the chairperson should monitor outreach and service programs to see
that they promote the goals of the department” (p. 9) as a tangible benefit to the faculty,
department, and institution, such as positive press with a local hospital. The total chairperson’s
workload delegated for this activity would be 40%; however, if this alternative is selected, the
average annual resource use would be $9,535.00 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus
39% benefits ($33,442.50) (see Table 33). The cost is based on the chairperson’s salary
($85,750) plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) times 40% of administration work on curriculum, and
divided by five programs. Thus, after the closure of the CADT program, there would be a
resource savings of $1,589.00 for year 4 and year 5, respectively (see Table 36).
The NTID Center on Employment assists D/HoH students with their searches for
cooperative work experiences or permanent jobs with employers (NTID, 2015a). The NTID
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employment specialists often travel nationwide to make presentations to develop employment
opportunities and facilitate workshops for employers who have never hired D/HoH employees
(NTID, 2015b; NTID, 2015c). Moreover, National Center on Employment specialists educate
and support students through teaching job search strategies and resume, letter, and business
email writing through a 15-week job search class. The employment specialists also organize the
NTID Job Fair with resume review sessions and employer panels annually as a professional
networking event (NTID, 2015d). The Director of Employment’s time allocated is identified
through NTID’s Job Description Questionnaire, which is a staffing contract (i.e., similar to a
faculty’s plan of work). The Director of Employment’s time allocated to working with
employers is 25%, and supporting students’ activities is 30%, which totals 55%. If this
alternative is selected, the NCE Employment Specialist’s average annual resource use would be
$4,097.00 based on an annual salary of $85,750.00 plus 39% benefits ($33,442.50) multiplied by
55%, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see Table 33). Thus, after the closure of the CADT
program, there would be a resource savings of $241.01 for year 4 and year 5, respectively (see
Table 36).
The Director of Admissions administers the student recruiting and admission process,
which is “reviewed holistically for the strength of academic preparation, performance on
standardized tests, counselor recommendation and [sic] personal career interests” (NTID, 2015e,
para. 1), and counselors are connected to prospective students by their state of residence. The
Director of Admissions’ time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job Description
Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings. Average annual resource
use would be $1,117.00 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits of $33,442.50 times
15% of resource usage, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see Table 33). Thus, after the
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closure of CADT program, there would be a resource savings of $66.00 for year 4 and year 5,
respectively (see Table 36).
The Director of Communication administers and fosters NTID media and news of the
institution. When a new program is implemented, the communication department will write a
press release, develop course catalogs, and provide summary to the federal government annually.
The Director of Communication’s time allocated is also identified through NTID’s Job
Description Questionnaire; approximately 10% focuses on new program offerings, which
includes writing the annual summary for all programs at NTID. Average annual resource use
would be $745 based on salary ($85,750.00) plus 39% benefits of $33,442.50 times 10% of
resource usage, and divided by 16 programs at NTID (see Table 33). Thus, after the closure of
CADT program, there would be a resource savings of $44.00 for year 4 and year 5, respectively
(see Table 36).
The personnel total average annual cost, which includes savings of a retired faculty
member and does not include the resource savings from staff or administrators, would contain
the university expenditure cost of $181,448 over a 5-year annualized average (see Table 34), the
resource usage would be $21,029.00, and the total cost would be $202,477.00 (see Table 33).
However, there would be $1,218.64 in resource savings (see Table 36) and $0.00 in expenditure
savings (see Table 37) when CADT phases out for year 4 and year 5.
Equipment and Facilities Costs (5-Year Average Total Marginal Cost): $91,672
The DES floor space is 11,967 square feet, which contains eight laboratory spaces, two
lecture classrooms, and a modern printing room. To accommodate expansion, the Lyndon B.
Johnson Building’s room 1570, a 1633 square foot classroom space, would be scheduled for
renovation and would be converted to a renewable energy or sustainability laboratory. Similar to
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Alternative 4, the cost of the construction, the expenditure cost formula would be the cost/square
foot times 1633 plus 15% contingency (i.e., (($250 x 1633 square foot) + ($250 x 1633 square
foot) x .15%) for Room 1570 renovation. The expenditure cost would be $156,495.83 each year
for 3 years and $0.00 thereafter, totaling $469,487.49, and the average 5-year annualized cost
(i.e., 15-year useful life) would be $31,299 (see Table 33). In addition, the room contained a
projector ($2300 / 3 year lifespan), twelve chairs and six3-foot tables ($1000 each set), and one
instructor PC ($1250) with desk and chair ($1000). All equipment and furniture’s life span has a
5-year useful life. Thus, the 5-year average total annual resource cost would be $460.00,
$100.00, $250.00, and $100, respectively (see Table 33). The formula for calculation would be
class square footage x $220/square foot / 15 year useful life. The General Room’s (rm. 1570)
average annualized cost would be $23,951 per year (see Table 33).
From Table 33, the RE/ST equipment and installation of laboratory is a total of $128,683
with a 5-year life span, which is distributed as a $25,737 expenditure cost (NTID, 2012). This
includes electrical, distribution, solar PV, industrial wiring, furniture, lab installation, and freight.
There will be 10 new PCs at the cost of $1500 each with a life span over 5 years (i.e., $5,000
each year for the first 3 years) or $4,000 as average annualized expenditure over years 1 through
5 (see Table 33). The annual marginal cost average for year 1 through year 5 would be $25,737
for RE/ST equipment and installations, and $4,000 for RE/ST classroom and laboratory settings.
Thus, the 5-year average total marginal cost would be $91,672.
The potential savings, the change in cost associated with discontinuing the CADT
program after year 3, the expenditure savings and resource use savings during year 4 and year 5
with respect to Rooms 1502, 1546, 1544, and 1540. Potential equipment or supplies would need
to be purchased regularly if CADT continued to run.
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For room 1502, phased out after the third year, this room often would be used to offer
Global Information System and Advance CAD classes for seniors. The room size was 650
square feet and included eight CAD stations, a projector, L-Shaped desk and chair ($1500 each),
and computers ($1250 each). Thus, the university resource savings would be $0.00 for year 1,
$0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $5,133.00 thereafter (see Table 36), and expenditure
savings would be $4,400.00 (see Table 37).
For room 1546, the CAD Printing room, which will be phased out after the third year,
this room, serves all types of CADT printing services including 3D print and proto-rapid type
printing. This room had 292 square feet, two Xerox printers ($5,000 each), one wood engraver,
three tabletop laser printers, and CADimension 3D Proto rapid type ($32,000). Thus, the
university resources savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $8,017 thereafter (see Table 36), and expenditure savings would be -$12,300 (see Table 37).
Room 1544, which held courses like Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling for
second year students, had 292 square feet, 10 CAD stations, a projector, a 4-foot long desk and
chair ($1000 each), and computer ($1500 each). Thus, the university resource savings would be
$0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and -$717.00 thereafter (see Table 36), and
expenditure savings would be $2,493.00 (see Table 37).
For room 1540, phased out after the third year, this room often would offer courses such
as Introduction to Engineering Graphics, Data Analysis, and Civil Technology drawings for first
year students. This room size was 545 square feet and had 10 CAD stations, a projector, a 4-foot
long desk and chairs ($1000 each), and computers ($1500 each). Thus, the university resource
savings would be $0.00 for year 1, $0.00 for year 2, $0.00 for year 3, and $2,493.00 thereafter
(see Table 36), and expenditure savings would be - $5,000 (see Table 37).
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Regarding resource usage, every faculty member that would be hired for this alternative
would need resources such as a 96 square foot office space at $17.50 per square foot, including a
desk and two chairs ($1,000), phone ($15/month), internet connection ($100 to activate the jack),
and a computer ($1900). Thus, the 5-year average total annual resource cost for equipment and
facilities (i.e., office space for faculty) would be $4,032.00, $160.00, $432.00, $240.00, and
$912.00, respectively (see Table 33).
The equipment and facilities’ total average annual cost would be $91,672.00 (see Table
33), and the university expenditure would be $61,036.00 (see Table 34), while the university
resource usage would be $30,636.00. In addition, in particular to Alternative 5’s year 4 and year
5 when CADT would be phased out, the subtotal for equipment and facilities resource cost
would be -$1,108, and expenditure savings of $27,200.00 is not yet taken into account.
Materials and Supplies (Average Annual Marginal Cost): $400
Alternative 5 would require recruiting materials and advertisement for the faculty
positions; each search committee would have a $2000 budget per search. This alternative would
mean conducting a search committee for the first two years at $2,000 each, and $0.00 thereafter.
The average annual marginal cost would be $800 over a 5-year plan. However, if only one
search committee performed the searches, the minimum 5-year annualized cost would be $400.
Moreover, when CADT phases out after the third year, DES would have a potential expenditure
savings of $5,000 each of year 4 and year 5 from AutoCAD software licensing (See Table 37).
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Table 36
Alternative 5 CADT Phased Out Resources Savings in Annualize Cost a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5-Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66

$194.60
$248.12
$635.69
$96.41
$26.29

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$17.53
$1,218.64

$0

$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

-$3,206.93
-$286.93
$997.33
-$443.20

$0
$0

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

$2,053.33

-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,184.00
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Professional Subscription for Faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$230
-$230
Professional Registration fees for faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$1,470
-$1,470
Travel
$0
$0
$0
-$800
-$800
FEAD PD for faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$2,500
-$2,500
Subtotal:
$0
$0
$0
-$7,960
-$7,960
Total Annualized Cost
$0
$0
$0
-$11,021
-$11,021
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix T.

-$92.00
-$588.00
-$320.00
-$1,000.00
-$3,184.00
-$4,408.56
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Table 37
Alternative 5 CADT Phased Out Expenditure Savings a

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admissions Recruiting
Administrator: Director of
Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Subtotal:
Materials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

5-Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0.00
$0.00

$0

$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960

-$1,760.00
-$4,920.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,200.00
-$10,880.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,184.00
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Professional Subscriptions for Faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$230
-$230
Professional Registration fees for faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$1,470
-$1,470
Travel
$0
$0
$0
-$800
-$800
FEAD PD for faculty
$0
$0
$0
-$2,500
-$2,500
Subtotal:
$0
$0
$0
-$7,960
-$7,960
Total Annualized Cost
$0
$0
$0
-$40,160
-$40,160
5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be found in Appendix T.

-$92.00
-$588.00
-$320.00
-$1,000.00
-$3,184.00
-$16,064.00
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Other Costs (Average Annual Marginal Cost): $16,640.00 and ($1,448,619.32)
Alternative 5 would have an exhaustive list of diverse activities and would involve many
expenditure costs. Associated instructional supplies, professional subscriptions, registration fees
for organizations, travel budget, and professional development opportunities would be set as
fixed costs per faculty member: $2960, $230, and $1470, $1100 (tenured) and $800 (lecturer),
and $2500 per year. In all cases, these expenditure costs would be required for one faculty
member in year 1, two faculty members in year 2, and three faculty members thereafter. Recall
that year 4 and year 5 will change subtly due to one faculty retirement as expenditure savings.
The 5-year total annualized averages are $5,920.00, $460.00, $2,940.00, $2,320.00, and
$5,000.00. Thus, the average annualized cost would be $16,640. However, after CADT phases
out, there would be savings from one faculty reallocation. The 5-year annual average savings
expenditure from year 4 and year 5 would be $1,184.00, $588.00, $320.00, and $1,000.00,
respectively. The subtotal savings would be $3,184.00 (see Table 37).
Regarding tuition revenue from prospective students for the RE/ST program, another
average marginal others Cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH student. The
estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the expenditure costs
(i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure). During the first year, there
would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the tuition would be $27,016 for
each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the tuition revenues would be $81,048.00,
$216,128.00, $405,240.00, $540,320.00, and $648,384.00 (see Table 38, new tuition line).
To entail average annual other costs, loss in tuition for CADT Students after the closure
of the program, a loss of potential revenue, due to graduating CADT students would occur
through the years. The number of potential graduates (40) with a 40% graduation rate is
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illustrated in table 35, which the number of graduates will influence the cost for prospective
students (i.e., new tuition), loss of tuition because of CADT graduates that did not graduate (i.e.,
year 4 and year 5) and cease recruiting CADT students immediately, which is called
discontinued tuition. The formula was new tuition – discontinued tuition = total tuition (see
table 38).
Table 38
Marginal Cost in Student Tuition (Profit / Loss) for Alternative 5: Eliminating CADT and
Adding RE/ST Program a
Year 1

New Tuition
Discontinued Tuition
Total Tuition

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

$81,048.00

$216,128.00

$405,240.00

$540,320.00

$648,384.00

($405,240.00)
($324,192.00)

($459,272.00)
($243,144.00)

($216,128.00)
$189,112.00

($405,240.00)
$135,080.00

($540,320.00)
$108,064.00

5-Year Total

$1,891,120.00
($2,026,200.00)
($135,080.00)

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be
found in Appendix Q.

a

Total Cost (University Expenditure plus University Resources)
Ultimately, the grand total average cost for Alternative 5 without tuition, which includes
the university expenditure savings, would be $262,708.00 (see Table 34), university resource
savings would be $48,482.00, and total costs would be $311,190.00 (see Table 33).
Net Revenue
Another average marginal other cost includes the NTID tuition of $27,016 per D/HoH
student; the estimate for prospective D/HoH students’ tuition revenue is an example of the
(client) expenditure costs (i.e., a negative cost represents revenues called client expenditure).
During the first year, there would be two new students enrolled in the BERT program, and the
tuition would be $27,016 for each student at NTID. For years 1 through 5, the net revenues
(revenue (i.e., net tuition from Table R) – expenditure = net revenue) would be $(492,082.93),
($509,276.58), ($164,047.71), ($128,098.06), and ($155,114.06). Therefore, five-year total net
revenue would be ($1,448,619.32) (see Table 39).
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Table 39
Net Revenue for Alternative 5 – RE/ST Eliminated CADT program a
Year 1

Expenditures
Revenues
Net
Revenues

$167,890.93

$266,132.58

Year 2

$353,159.71

Year 3

$263,178.06

Year 4

$263,178.06

Year 5

5-Year Total

($324,192.00)
($492,082.93)

($243,144.00)
($509,276.58)

$189,112.00
($164,047.71)

$135,080.00
($128,098.06)

$108,064.00
($155,114.06)

($135,080.00)

$1,313,539.32

($1,448,619.32)

5-Year total average annual marginal cost calculations for individual years (i.e., Year 1 through Year 5) can be
found in Appendix R.

a

Regarding to total cost and net revenues, Alternative 5’s (RE/ST) total average annual
marginal costs includes faculty termination as expenditure savings (i.e., retiree and reallocation)
and resources savings (i.e., office usage, subscription, registration, etc.). During the 4th and 5th
years of Alternative 5, CADT program phased out and contributed 5-year average total annual
resource savings of $4,408.56 (see Table 36) and expenditure savings of $16,064.00 (see Table
37), which would be savings of $20,472.56. The total cost would be $311,190.00 minus
$20,472.56, which would equal to $290,717.44. The net revenue would be $1,448,619.32 minus
$20,472.56.00, which would equal to $1,428,146.76 (see appendix T).
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Recommendation

Hammond et al. (1999) introduced a concept called the “consequence table” (p. 65), the
intention of which is to compare different alternatives and their merits simultaneously. The
recommendation section illustrates which alternative would best meet all (or most) of the
objectives and is consequently carefully chosen as the final recommendation. Therefore,
Hammond et al. (1999) introduced a mechanism that will eliminate alternatives. The mechanism
is a tradeoff technique, where “you need to give up something on one objective to achieve more
in terms of another” (Hammond et al., 1999, p. 79). There are multiple steps in the tradeoff
procedure, including finding and eliminating dominated alternatives, and performing even
swaps.
The tradeoff approach of finding and eliminating dominated alternatives allows the
principal investigator to eliminate weaker alternatives through dominance and/or practical
dominance methods before making tradeoffs (Hammond et al., 1999). To identify alternatives
that need eliminating, Hammond et al. (1999) described a simple procedure of dominance: “If
alternative A is better than alternative B on some objectives and no worse than B on all other
objectives…B is said to be dominated by A” (p. 81), and B is eliminated. The other procedure,
called practical dominance, for instance, is when the study has 10 objectives and alternative A is
better on five objectives and worse on three objectives, and two objectives are tied (Hammond et
al., 1999); in this case, alternative B might be eliminated due to the practical dominance of
alternative A. If necessary, the principal investigator then can trade off using even swaps.
Hammond et al. (1999) described the even swap method as “a way to adjust the consequences of
different alternatives in order to render them equivalent in terms of a given objective” (p. 86).
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In summary, Hammond et al. (1999) described the major differences between the two
steps, which is that “the assessment of dominance enables you to eliminate alternatives, [while]
the even swap method allows you to eliminate objectives” (p. 87). These procedures are
repeated until the last remaining alternative is recommended for program offering.
Step 1: Reducing Alternatives that Fail to Meet the Primary Objectives
Hammond et al. (1999) introduced a concept that would “eliminate any clearly inferior
alternatives” (p. 66). In this case, alternative five can be eliminated because the alternative fails
to meet all four extremely important (EI) objectives (see Table 40, blue box).
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Table 40
Alternative Five that Failed to Meet the Primary Objectives 1, 2, 3, and 4
#

Who or What

Performance

Under
what
conditions

Rel.
Imp

Data Source

Scale

Alt
#1

Alt #2

Alt #3

Alt #4

Alt #5

1

Students

Increase DES
student enrollment

Recruiting
Cycle

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

L

U

HU

Improve
employability of
DES graduates

After
Graduation

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

HL

L

L

U

Students

Increase DES
student graduate
rates

All the time

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

U

U

U

4

Students,
Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
Semester

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

HL

L

L

U

5

Faculty

Supports the
alternative

All the time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Admissions
Interview, survey of
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Employment
Interview, survey of
alumni / employers and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Employment
Interview, survey of
alumni / employers and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty

2

Students

3

HS, S,
US,HU

U

HS

S

HU

HU

6

Administrator

Aligns with RIT’s
Strategic plans

All the time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, and survey of
administrators from

Align /
Not
Align

Align

Align

Align

Align

Align
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7

Student, faculty,
administrators

Increase DES
Student retention
in STEM

All the time

VI

8

Students

Improve DES
graduates’ access
to emerging fields

After
Graduation

I

9

Programs,
faculty,
Administrators
Program,
faculty,
administrators,
students

Increase
articulation
agreement
Minimize time to
degree

At school

I

At school

I

10

a

NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Employment
Interview, survey of
alumni / employers and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Survey of Administrators
between NTID and RIT.

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

L

L

UNK

UNK

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

L

L

L

L

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

U

U

U

HU

HU

U

U

U

UNK

UNK

Total Average Annual Marginal Costs

$0

$474,752

$348,426

Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors, and
document analysis.

$414,824a

$311,190b

Alternative 4 (BERT) total average annual marginal costs includes faculty termination as expenditure savings (i.e., retiree and reallocation) and resources savings (i.e., office
usage, subscription, registration, etc.). The alternative does not include (a) profit/loss of student tuition and (b) CADT phased out savings during Year 4 and Year 5 only that
would be ($23,776.56).
b Alternative 5 (RE/ST) total average annual marginal costs includes faculty termination as expenditure savings (i.e., retiree and reallocation) and resources savings (i.e., office
usage, subscription, registration, etc.). The alternative does not include (a) profit/loss of student tuition and (b) CADT phased out savings during Year 4 and Year 5 only
($20,472.56).
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Step 2: Search for a Dominated (or Practical Dominated) Alternative
This step requires searching for a dominated (or practical dominated) alternative between
two alternatives simultaneously. Before the alternatives are compared in pairs, the consequence
table with scaled ratings for each objective per alternative was converted into a simple number
rating that reflects the relative rankings of the alternative(s). For example, the existing scaled
ratings such as highly likely (HL), likely (L), unlikely (U), and highly unlikely (HU) converted
to numeric values where the ranking of 1 is given to the highest ranking alternative for the
particular objective, followed by 2, 3, and then 4 (if necessary).
In comparing alternatives in pairs, in this case, there are four remaining alternatives (i.e.,
alternative one through alternative four). Comparing alternatives in pairs would be alternative
one versus alternative two, and alternative three versus alternative four simultaneously.
Alternative one is dominated by alternative two. This occurred because alternative two’s 10
objectives were ranked equal to or better than alternative one’s. Alternative two is more
effective even though it costs $474,752 more than alternative one. Thus, alternative one is
eliminated. The main reasons why the difference in cost did not prevent eliminating alternative
one were based on several factors regarding resources and hiring faculty. Recall that in the
faculty focus group, faculty members indicated that DES cannot grow due to the lack of current
resources that impacted alternative one. Regarding adjusting the costs, DES could reduce the
number of faculty hired, which could reduce the five-year total average annual marginal costs.
In addition, alternative four is dominated by alternative three. This occurred because
alternative three’s eight objectives were ranked equal to or better than alternative four’s with two
unknown ratings. Alternative three is more effective and costs $66,398 less than alternative four.
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The cost is not an issue because alternative four is more costly. Thus, alternative four is
eliminated (see Table 41).
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Table 41
Eliminating the Dominated Alternatives: Alternative 1 and Alternative 4
#

Who or What

Performance

Under
what
conditions

Rel.
Imp

Data Source

Scale

Alt #1

Alt #2

Alt #3

Alt #4

1

Students

Increase DES
student enrollment

Recruiting
Cycle

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

2

1

1

2

Improve
employability of
DES graduates

After
Graduation

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

2

1

2

2

Students

Increase DES
student graduate
rates

All the time

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

2

1

2

2

4

Students,
Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
Semester

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

2

1

2

2

5

Faculty

Supports the

All the time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Admissions
Interview, survey of
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES

2

Students

3

HS, S,

3

1

2

4
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alternative

6

Administrator

Aligns with RIT’s
Strategic plans

All the time

VI

7

Student, faculty,
administrators

Increase DES
Student retention
in STEM

All the time

VI

8

Students

Improve DES
graduates’ access
to emerging fields

After
Graduation

I

9

Programs,
faculty,
Administrators
Program,
faculty,
administrators,
students

Increase
articulation
agreement
Minimize time to
degree

At school

I

At school

I

10

a

faculty

US,HU

Focus group of DES
faculty, and survey of
administrators from
NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors,
and document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Survey of
Administrators between
NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors,
and document analysis.

Align /
Not
Align

1

1

1

1

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

2

1

1

UNK

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

1

1

1

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

UNK

$0

$474,752

$348,426

Total Average Annual Marginal Costs

$414,824a

Alternative 4 (BERT) total average annual marginal costs includes faculty termination as expenditure savings (i.e., retiree and reallocation) and resources savings (i.e., office
usage, subscription, registration, etc.). The alternative does not include (a) profit/loss of student tuition and (b) CADT phased out savings during Year 4 and Year 5 only that
would be ($23,776.56).
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Step 4: Eliminating Equally Rated Objectives
In this step, all of the objectives were reviewed to find equally rated objectives for
elimination. After scanning the rows, objective 1 (increase DES student enrollment), objective 6
(aligns with RIT’s strategic plans), objective 7 (increase DES students’ retention in STEM),
objective 8 (improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields), objective 9 (increase
articulation agreements) and objective 10 (minimizing time to degree) were eliminated based on
equally rated objectives (see Table 42).
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Table 42
Eliminating Equally Rated Objectives: Objectives 1, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10
#

Who or What

Performance

Under
what
conditions

Rel.
Imp

Data Source

Scale

Alt #2

Alt #3

1

Students

Increase DES
student enrollment

Recruiting
Cycle

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

1

Improve
employability of
DES graduates

After
Graduation

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

2

Students

Increase DES
student graduate
rates

All the time

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

2

4

Students,
Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
Semester

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

2

5

Faculty

Supports the
alternative

All the time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of Admissions
Interview, survey of
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty

2

Students

3

HS, S,
US,HU

1

2

6

Administrator

Aligns with RIT’s
Strategic plans

All the time

VI

Align /
Not
Align

1

1

7

Student, faculty,
administrators

Increase DES
Student retention
in STEM

All the time

VI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

1

8

Students

Improve DES
graduates’ access
to emerging fields

After
Graduation

I

Focus group of DES
faculty, and survey of
administrators from
NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors,
and document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

1

1
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10

Programs,
faculty,
Administrators
Program,
faculty,
administrators,
students

Increase
articulation
agreement
Minimize time to
degree

288
At school

I

At school

I

Survey of
Administrators between
NTID and RIT.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors,
and document analysis.

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk
HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

Total Average Annual Marginal Costs

1

1

1

1

$474,752

$348,426
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Step 5: Assessing the Remaining Alternatives
In this step, comparing alternative two (adding BERT program) and alternative three
(Adding RE/ST) on the remaining objectives, the consequence table returns to its original scaled
ratings. As a result, alternative two ranked better in all four objectives than alternative three, and
alternative two dominates alternative three. Moreover, it is important to indicate that alternative
three fails to meet one of the objectives with an extremely important (EI) rating while alternative
two meets all of the remaining objectives.
In comparing costs between alternative two and alternative three, the five-year total
average annual marginal costs are $474,752.00 and $348,426.00, respectively. The main reason
why alternative two is more expensive based is on faculty hiring, resource allocation, and/or
student enrollment. The cost difference is $126,326.00. The difference could easily be narrowed
by reducing faculty hiring. The cost savings would be for a senior lecturer salary of $64,735.00
with added benefits of 39% of salary ($25,246), which sums to $89,982.00. In addition,
increasing student enrollment (i.e., student tuition is $27,016) by two students would likely to
cancel the cost differences. Thus, if the costs difference can be reduced, alternative two is more
efficient than alternative three because alternative two ranked better in all four remaining
objectives. Thus, alternative three is eliminated (see Table 43).
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Table 43
Assessing Remaining Alternatives: Alternative 2 vs. Alternative 3
#

Who or What

Performance

Under
what
conditions

Rel.
Imp

Data Source

Scale

Alt #2

Alt #3

2

Students

Improve
employability of
DES graduates

After
Graduation

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

HL

L

Increase DES
student graduate
rates

All the time

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

L

U

Students,
Faculty

Increase
cooperative work
experience
opportunities

End of 4th
Semester

EI

HL, L,
U, HU,
Unk

HL

L

Faculty

Supports the
alternative

All the time

VI

Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, survey of
counselors/advisors and
External Experts, and
document analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty, Assistant
Director of
Employment Interview,
survey of alumni /
employers and External
Experts, and document
analysis.
Focus group of DES
faculty

3

Students

4

5

HS, S,
US,HU

HS

S

$474,752

$348,426

Total Average Annual Marginal Costs
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Step 6: Recommendation
Based on the final assessment of the remaining alternatives, my recommendation is to
offer the alternative 2’s BERT program as a new program offering due to its effectiveness,
despite being $126,326.00 more expensive than alternative three. There is a possibility that the
decision maker will override alternative two for alternative three, as the second best alternative,
as it is the only alternative that is expected to generate a positive net revenue in the first five
years.
Nevertheless, alternative two’s five year total average annual marginal cost could be
reduced by hiring less faculty members, recruiting more prospective students, or adjusting the
expenditures of renovation and equipment costs for the new program offering.
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Limitations

A number of limitations must be considered as a part of this decision analysis. The three
most pertinent limitations include (a) a limited/small number of alternatives, (b) poor quality
survey data obtained from external experts and alumni, and (c) difficulties in managing the
overlapping roles of Principal Investigator, facilitator, and chairperson, which impacted the
dissertation study.
The first limitation of this study is associated with the potential alternatives. The
alternatives included keeping the status quo of DES program offerings, new program offerings
within BERT and RE/ST, or eliminating an existing CADT program and replacing it with BERT
or RE/ST options, which totaled five alternatives. These alternatives were derived based on
NTID SD2020 and conversations with administrators and DES faculty members. If any other
alternatives were added or substituted, for example, eliminating a different existing program (i.e.,
CIMT) or adding a new, different program (i.e., automobile technology), the outcome of this
decision would potentially be significantly different due to academic goals, different cost
analyses, and resources. The analysis is still viable. Therefore, due to the constrained number
and quality of responses, the limitation should be considered. The collected information was
investigated through the mixed scanning framework, and the number and quality of replies
affected the outcome.
The second limitation of this study was that survey data obtained from external experts
and alumni or employers contained poor quality responses. The surveys that went out to external
experts and alumni had similar challenges. Both surveys had a list of quantitative questions with
a Likert scale of highly likely (HL), likely (L), Unlikely (U), and Highly Unlikely (HU), and
open-end question(s) to support the elected rating. For example, when survey statistics summary
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indicated that external experts elected 3 HL and 1 L ratings, the survey offered an open-ended
question at the end of the inquiry that allowed me to analyze the qualitative data. Out of four
participants, only one responded to the open-ended question. The caveat is that that response
was not directly associated with the question and was not useful as it was unrelated to the
alternatives or objectives of the study and created unknown ratings, which is a disadvantage for a
small sample size.
The final limitation of this study is associated with my simultaneous roles as Principal
Investigator, chairperson, and facilitator during the interviews. First, I am a department
chairperson for Engineering Studies serving as a Principal Investigator of the study, and the topic
of coercion is a concern. I highlighted that (a) the participants’ involvement was entirely
voluntary, (b) their job status would not be impacted (i.e., via appraisals or performance
evaluations), and (c) they should respect the project with confidentiality by not discussing or
blaming another member for disagreements. I am the direct supervisor for the entire focus group
and have a working relationship with many participants except for the BERT and RE/ST external
experts. Even though I have a good working relationship with many stakeholders, I cannot
assumed that all participates or respondents had a level of trust to be completely open regarding
their perceptions. Second, as a facilitator, I addressed two major issues. While the focus group,
which contained hearing and deaf faculty members from DES, was underway, the camera person
(deaf) and I (deaf) conducted a team of individuals to set up a communication protocol. As the
facilitator, I informed the camera person which participant was speaking by pointing to the
individual of interest, which allowed the camera person to pick up the conversation. The goal
was to control the communication and allow the camera to pick up the entire conversation in
order for the transcriber to translate the conversation from ASL to English. What happened was
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I was engaged in making sure that the camera person and the person who was signing were
connected clearly so the transcriber could clearly read sign language. There were times when the
transcriber asked me for some of the signs faculty members were using. Several times, I forgot
to recognize myself as the facilitator who was responsible for keeping the participants on task by
making sure that every question was asked and responses were relayed; this created a few
unanswered questions to one or two objectives (or created a few unknown ratings). A future
recommendation for hearing and D/HoH focus group activity is to have a three-person team: a
facilitator who facilitates the question asking and answering process, a moderator who directs the
camera person to participants of interest, and the camera person who is video recording the
dialogue. The three-person team should improve the quality of the outcome.
Although these limitations should be considered, the decision-making analysis and the
recommendations associated with the analysis are still viable based on the information that was
gathered from multiple sources and a variety of methods.
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Final Comments

NTID continues to consider program offerings in the Department of Engineering Studies
that prepare D/HoH student for employment as established by PL86-39 (i.e., “the Act”). The Act
is aimed at “providing a residential facility for post-secondary technical training and education
for persons who are deaf in order to prepare them for successful employment” (PL 89-36, 1965,
p. 1). The literature has suggested that there are significant differences between hearing and
D/HoH associate degree graduates in employment rate (83.7% vs. 64.9%), unemployment rate
(7.5% vs. 11.9%), and average earnings ($49,334 vs. $39,105), suggesting serious disparities in
the workplace (Walter & Dirmyer, 2013). Regardless of the fact that D/HoH people are
outnumbered in employment, have a higher unemployment rate, and earn less, it is important to
recognize that there are still more opportunities for D/HoH students to obtain associate degrees
that prepare them for occupations as technicians.
The decision analysis’ final recommendation for this study is based on (1) the objectives
outlined, (2) the cost analysis, and (3) the effects of predictions for the five alternatives (i.e.,
Alternative 1: Status quo, Alternative 2: Adding BERT, Alternative 3: Adding RE/ST,
Alternative 4: Eliminating CADT and adding BERT, and Alternative 5: Eliminating CADT and
adding RE/ST) regarding DES program offerings by utilizing a mixed scanning framework.
First, the objectives with the most relevance associated with program offerings were
increasing DES student enrollment, increasing cooperative work experience opportunities, and
increasing DES student graduation rates. It is important to recognize that factors such as the
match between the objectives and national job outlook, median pay, national economy, higher
education budgeting, student interests, and limited existing AOS program offerings will impact
decision making in postsecondary education institutes such as NTID. Moreover, financial
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implications always have the strongest impact on NTID academic programs regardless of the
health of DES and its programs. For example, during the academic year 2013, NTID “dealt with
a cut of $3.4 million due to the federal sequestration” (RIT, 2014a), which impacted the DES
budget approximately 15 to 20%. This implication could freeze a decision-making analysis
regarding program offerings, which would be a major concern since DES experienced a frozen
program offering in Civil Technology’s AAS transfer degree; DES simply could not move
forward with this program offering.
Second, regarding cost analysis, it was clear that the major ingredients were associated
with faculty salary and benefits, hiring and terminating faculty members, recruiting prospective
students, and the consideration of loss of tuition associate with a loss of students. The basic
element of the cost model is formed with the concept of status quo as opposed to adding a new
program or eliminating an existing program and adding new program. The cost model is ready
for future use to analyze other programs such as automotive technology or culinary studies, or to
illustrate when it is the appropriate time to start eliminating an existing program and adding a
new program simultaneously.
Lastly, I predicted each of the five alternative’s ability to satisfy each of the 10 specified
objectives of this decision analysis. The process included identification of the objectives,
description of data sources used for assessing each alternative, and demonstration of supporting
evidence to predict the impact that an alternative has on each objective. My final thoughts on the
prediction of effects from the faculty focus group and the individual interviews from assistant
director of employment and assistant director of admission were intensive. I was disappointed
with the survey results in that only 21% of the external experts replied. Prior to the study, I was
counting on external experts to provided assistance, support, and encouragement of their
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respective programs for program offerings. This contributed several unknown ratings, in
particular with alternative 4 and alterative 5. I was disappointed with the external experts’
responses and I had wanted to depend on this aspect more because NTID is a postsecondary
institute for the deaf and there is no other strong data that we can compare with other deaf
institutes of postsecondary education. Thus, again, I had to rely on data from hearing
(privileged) people to capture an opportunity. Ultimately, I relied on data analysis and the
literature to provide support.
In addition, regarding data sources, another consideration discovered during a faculty
focus group – the strongest data source for this study—was that faculty members were quick to
resist eliminating the CADT program as suggested by alternative 4 (eliminating CADT and
adding BERT) and alternative 5 (eliminating CADT and adding RE/ST). One faculty member,
with the support of a few other members, said that the Department’s current program offerings
are very limited, and he/she wants to expand the program offerings before we consider
eliminating an existing program. The underlying issue within the DES seems to be issues of
collegiality and program “silos,” in which faculty are isolated based on the programs within
which they teach.
After talking with faculty, regardless if this creates bias or not, administrators at NTID
and RIT, and other colleagues from other institutes, I found that this resistance to eliminating
programs is a common attribute of postsecondary and higher education. One strategy that I am
trying is to implement a department culture change by encouraging faculty ownership. The
discussion on cooperative work experience was appropriate, regardless of silos, and was related
to trying to discover a potential resolution to speed up and increase graduation rates, which is a
positive but an unfinished conversation that would satisfy DES retention and graduation rates.
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Regarding the combination of the framework and data collection, the data collection
involved some stakeholders such as one focus group; two individual interviews; document
analysis; and several surveys for administrators, academic advisors, alumni, and external experts.
On the other hand, the mixed scanning that defined the process of analyzing the problem
correlated the objectives and alternatives and incorporated an intensive cost analysis to make a
recommendation (Etzioni 1967). The mixed scanning framework was the appropriate framework
because it analyzed the breadth and depth of data to develop a consequence table (Hammond et
al., 1999) and approach the problem statement by considering multiple alternatives
simultaneously. The consequence table provided strategies to resolve the uncertainty that was
associated with data sources and information (i.e., including the cost analysis) regarding whether
and how DES should offer new programs. Ultimately I concluded that alternative 2 was the best
option. However, the mixed scanning framework and cost analysis also indicated an interesting
secondary recommendation that offering an add-on program (alternative 2 and alternative 3) was
more preferred over eliminating an existing program (alternative 4 and alternative 5). This
reminded me of a faculty member from the focus group who claimed that the department
program offerings were too small to even consider eliminating existing programs. The advice
was to first grow several programs before considering program elimination, which accords with
the final recommendation.
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Appendix D - RSRB Study Protocol
Title: Which associate degree programs shall NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies offer?
A Decision-Analysis Dissertation.
Principle Investigator / Support Advisor: Dean (Dino) Laury / Dr. Karen DeAngelis
1. Purpose of the Project:
• PI is conducting a decision making project for his doctoral dissertation at the University
of Rochester’s Warner School of Education. The goal is to understand a decision
analysis process using career technical education program offerings as a model for
Department of Engineering Studies.
• The question of this decision analysis project is: Which associate degree programs shall
NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies offer?
2. Background:
• The institutional context is that the National Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) is
affiliated with Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) in Rochester, New York. RIT, a
private and coeducational university includes a student body of 15,006 undergraduates
and 3,057 graduate students. There are 12,104 male (67%) and 5,957 female (33%)
students, which is a total of 18,063 for the academic year 2014-15 (RIT, 2014). Also,
NTID served 1,387 students of RIT’s undergraduate students in 2014. NTID is the
“world’s first and largest technological college for students who are deaf or hard-ofhearing” (NTID, n.d.); serves as a national leader in science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) education for deaf and hard-of-hearing (D/HoH) students; and
is one of the nine colleges at RIT. NTID was established in 1965 by an Act of Congress,
Public Law 89-36, also known as the NTID Act. The public law indicates that the Act is
aimed at “providing a residential facility for post-secondary technical training and
education for persons who are deaf in order to prepare them for successful employment”
(PL 89-36, 1965, p. 1). The tuition for RIT students is $47,336 and for NTID students is
$26,120 regardless of degree attainment (RIT, 2014).
• The rationale is associated with NTID’s strategic planning, which identified that the
college should (a) review and update NTID’s career-focused program portfolio that
prepares students for the workforce; (b) expand NTID’s Associate of Applied Science
Transfer programs through articulation agreements regarding transferability to one of the
other colleges of RIT; (c) consider Green Technology as one option among several
career-focused or transfer programs; and (d) investigate development of deafness-related
STEM bachelor’s degrees with other RIT colleges. Also, the primary issues and
concerns on the new program additions since 2002 are related to ACT scores, the
limitation of program choices, and students who are academically underprepared. First,
not all D/HoH students qualify to pursue associate + baccalaureate programs due to their
ACT scores. Second, there are only two choices for students in career-focused programs,
and if a D/HoH student is not interested in any of the career-focused programs, then
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attrition becomes an issue for the department because it loses a qualified student. Finally,
the underprepared D/HoH students will have one academic year to get ready for the
career-focused programs at DES.
3. Population:
• The Decision Analysis Project will be conducted at the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf (NTID) at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), Rochester, NY.
• The population is primarily associated to postsecondary education for the deaf. There are
multiple groups from different populations. They are faculty, non-faculty, alumni,
employers, administrators, and external experts. The breakdown is:
o The focus group contains faculty members from the Department of Engineering
Studies. This group primarily uses ASL.
o The individual face-to-face interviews contains non-faculty members such as the
Director of Admission, and Director on Center of Employment. This group
primarily uses ASL.
o The qualitative survey will include different populations that provide support to
postsecondary education and associated with NTID and DES. They include
counselors, academic advisors, curriculum committee members, administrators,
Alumni of NTID and RIT. The likelihood of non-NTID/RIT participants are the
employers. This group will receive a recruitment email that includes qualitative
survey link. The surveys will be distributed due to demographic and cluster
differences of the audience, therefore, we will not meet in person.
o The external experts, non-NTID/RIT participants and non-ASL users, are
participants who may have knowledge of or experience about program offerings
that DES is considering. This group will receive a recruitment email that includes
qualitative survey link. The surveys will be distributed due to demographic and
cluster differences of the audience, therefore, we will not meet in person.
• The total number of participants taking part in the project is 100.
o The gender population is 50% male and 50% female.
o The participants are adults, with the age range from 18 – 89 years old.
The topic of coercion is a concern. The PI is the department chairperson for NTID Engineering
Studies, and an Ed.D. Student at Warner School of Education, University of Rochester. The PI
wants to highlight that:
•
•
•

Participants’ involvement in the project is entirely voluntary.
Participants’ job status will not be impacted (i.e., appraisals or performance evaluation).
The PI asks the participants not to discuss or hold one other member accountable, and
respect the project with confidentiality.

4. Recruitment:
PI will begin to invite participants by distributing an Information Sheet through emails.
Depending on the audience, the approaches are:
• The focus group for Department of Engineering Studies faculty will be during a
department meeting.
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o The PI has routine access to a distribution email address list of faculty members.
The email will simply invite and introduce the project topic prior to a department
meeting. The PI will do a brief (5-10 minute) presentation during one department
meeting, which will allow faculty members approximately two weeks to consider
their options. The Information Sheet will be available during the presentation.
The next bi-weekly meeting will be the focus group activity.
The two individual, face-to-face interviews will be at the interviewer’s office (LBJ1275).
o The PI has routine access to the RIT global distribution email list to select email
addresses from the community.
o The email will simply invite and introduce the project topic prior an individual
meeting. The Information Letter will be attached.
o Once a potential interviewee responds to the email with interest, the PI will
respond to any questions and schedule the interview.
The external experts (Non-NTID/RIT audience) will receive qualitative questions
through an email providing a link to Survey Monkey. The emails will come from the
network aspect of people:
o An email of an invitation will be sent.
o The PI will seek for postsecondary institutes that offer programs we are
interested, and will obtain contact information from the web site. The target email
address will go to a department chairs or program directors of biomedical
equipment repair technician or renewable energy / sustainability technician
programs across the country. In addition, other contacts can come from a network
of Faculty members or Director of Employment, to find other postsecondary
schools that offer programs we are interested.
o The email will simply invite and introduce the project topic, and the Information
Letter will serve as the first page of the survey. Once a potential interviewee
responds to the email with interest, the PI will respond to any questions.
o A summary of the institutional content, a problem statement, and a written
description of alternatives will be part of the survey.
The survey for academic advisors, members of curriculum committees, alumni,
employers, and administrators, will have a link via email providing the link to Survey
Monkey.
o An email of an invitation will be sent.
o The PI has routine access to distribution lists to the network of RIT Global email
distribution list for Faculty members who serve on curriculum committees,
academic advisors, and administrators. The alumni office could provide contacts
of alumni. The Director of Employment could provide contacts of potential
employers, we can make the initial contact.
o The email will simply invite and introduce the project topic and the Information
Letter will serve as the first page of the survey.
o Once a potential interviewee responds to the email with interest, the PI will
respond to any questions and schedule the interview.
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o A summary of the institutional content, a problem statement, and a written
description of alternatives will be part of the survey.
5. Project Activities:
The methods are in qualitative-quantitative mode (on-line survey with several qualitative
questions) and qualitative (focus group and interviews) paradigms. PI anticipates the possibility
of utilizing one focus group, two individual interviews, at least two external expert qualitative
surveys, and three surveys with several qualitative questions.
•

•

The qualitative data collection, includes:
o Focus Group:
i. Contains faculty members from the Department of Engineering Studies.
ii. Focus group interview will be video recorded.
iii. Focus group interviews will take 60 minutes in rooms LBJ 2405 or LBJ
2102.
iv. Focus group’s visual recorded data will be translated from ASL to written
English by a deaf expert translator, not the PI, to reduce bias. This process
should take three weeks.
o Inquiry Interviews (one-on-one):
i. Contains professional staff such as Directors from Admissions, and
Director from Employment.
ii. Each interview will be video recorded in LBJ 1275.
iii. Each interview will take between 30-45 minutes.
iv. Each respondent’s visual recorded data will be translated from ASL to
written English by a deaf expert translator, not the PI, to reduce bias. This
process should take 1.5 weeks.
Additional data collection through Survey Monkey includes:
o External Experts’ Qualitative Inquiry Surveys:
i. At least two External experts, from other postsecondary education within
the program offerings of biomedical equipment repair technician and
renewable energy/sustainability technician, will participate the project.
ii. Each respondent will conduct a qualitative survey online concerning
associated with program offerings in career technical education through
postsecondary education for the deaf with a written description of
institutional content, a problem statement, and written description of the
alternatives via survey.
iii. The survey will take between 10-15 minutes.
iv. Each respondent’s typed responses will serve as raw data for transcription
that will be translated by the PI for coding. This process should take 1
week.
o Quantitative – Qualitative Surveys for other members of RIT/NTID
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i. There are five different audiences that will receive surveys. The audiences
are academic advisors, members of curriculum committees, alumni and
employers, administrators, and external experts.
ii. The survey will ask questions concerning associated with program
offerings in career technical education through postsecondary education
for the deaf with a written description of institutional content, a problem
statement, and written description of the alternatives via survey.
iii. The survey will take between 10-15 minutes.
iv. Each respondent’s typed responses will serve as raw qualitative data for
transcription that will be interpret by the PI for coding. This process
should take 3 weeks.
6. Risk and Benefits of Participant:
• Risk:
o This project presents minimal risk to all participants.
o All participants in the project are 18 years old or older.
o Participation in this project is voluntary, and can cease participation at any time
during the project.
o No names will be used in the reporting of data so that their privacy is protected.
However, there minimal risk such as loss of privacy and confidentiality.
 The PI will observe all data for results and will protect your privacy the
best possible way.
 The PI, as a chairperson of the department, understands the risk of
coercion.
The topic of coercion is a concern for Department of Engineering Studies faculty:
•
•
•
•

•

Participants’ involvement in the project is entirely voluntary.
Participants’ job status will not be impacted (i.e., appraisals or performance
evaluation).
Participants’ workload status will not be impacted by the results from this
project.
The PI asks the participants not to discuss or hold one other member
accountable and respect the confidentiality of the project.

Benefits:
o There are no direct benefits from participating in the research.
o Participants and PI may benefit from the findings of this project by reflecting on
the research outcome regarding new program offerings for D/HoH.

7. Data Analysis:
• The qualitative data analysis will include analytical writing and coding (i.e., open-,
magnitude- or emotion-coding) to quantify and to discover themes.
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o The raw data for qualitative will be scribed by the PI, who will translate ASL
to written English. The recommended coding will be in open (i.e., looking for
distinct concepts or categories of data), the magnitude (i.e., count of how
many highly likely vs. unlikely) or emotion (i.e., values, attitude, and believe)
coding of input.
The quantitative (with qualitative questions) will cross-utilized participants’ responses
through distribution (secondary) and diversity (primary) analysis.
o The raw data for quantitative will be imported to IBM’s SPSS for data
analysis conducting statistical tests such as a distribution, frequency, t-test,
ANOVA, X2, correlation, or regression to comparing results with the project.
o This component could reconnect and recommend future opportunities by
associating with magnitude or emotion coding outcomes and sense the good
fit relationship, correlation or regression test.

8. Data Storage and Confidentiality:
• Only PI will have access to the data.
• All data in electronic form will be stored in the PI’s encrypted PC and external hard
drive.
• Videotapes be destroyed once the decision making analysis is complete.
• Data will be kept for three years and destroyed afterward.
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Appendix E – Faculty Focus Group

INFORMATION SHEET
For Focus Group
Which associate degree programs shall NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies offer? A
Decision-Analysis Dissertation
Principal Investigator: Dean (Dino) Laury
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Karen DeAngelis

This form describes a decision analysis project that Dean (Dino) Laury, Principal
Investigator from the Warner School of Education at the University of Rochester, is
conducting in order to complete this decision making analysis project concerning
associate degree program offerings within Engineering Technologies at a
postsecondary institute.
The project question is: Which associate degree program shall NTID’s Department of
Engineering Studies (DES) recommend based on challenges such as academic
readiness, and the limitation of program choices? Academic readiness plays a major
role. First, not all Deaf and Hard of Hearing (D/HoH) students qualify to pursue
associate + baccalaureate programs. Second, there are only two program choices for
D/HoH students in the Associate in Occupational Studies (AOS) career-focused
programs. If a D/HoH student is not interested in any of the AOS career-focused
programs, then attrition becomes an issue. Lastly, the underprepared D/HoH students
have one academic year to get ready for the career-focused programs at DES.
If you decided to take part of this project, you will take part in a focus group that will take
approximately sixty (60) minutes during a department meeting (i.e., likely in SDC 2405 or
2102). The focus group interview contains questions about your knowledge, experiences,
and/or feelings concerning program offerings for engineering technology. We would like you to
complete the entire focus group interview, but you may skip any questions that you don’t feel
comfortable answering or can discontinue your participation at any time. The PI estimates that
approximately 10 individuals will participate in this project.
The primary communication mode is an American Sign Language for focus group participants
and PI. Therefore, the interviews will be video-recorded for accuracy of data. The videotape will
be used to review and analyze your input, expertise, body language and interactions to
generate thematic results. Video recordings are for transcription and analysis purposes only
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and will not be released in any publication or report; they will be destroyed once the analysis is
complete.
All the information received from you, including your name and any other identifying information
will be strictly confidential. You will not be identified nor will any information that would make it
possible for anyone to identify you be used in any presentation or written reports concerning this
project. You will be asked to keep what is said during the focus group discussion private. Only
summarized data will be presented in any oral or written reports to the University of Rochester
site.
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. There is a concern related to
coercion, because the PI is the department chair and the participants are faculty members
within DES. You are free not to participate or to withdraw at any time, for whatever reason. No
matter what decision you make, there will be no penalty to you or impact to your employment
(i.e., appraisals, workload, collegiality, and promotion).
For more information about this project you should contact: Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb
Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester, NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email
at: djlnet@rit.edu. You may also contact Dr. Karen DeAngelis, the dissertation sponsor, at the
Warner School of Education and Human Development Telephone (585) 275-3971 or by email
at: kdeangelis@warner.rochester.edu
If, after contacting the investigator and the dissertation sponsor, you have additional questions or
concerns about the project, please contact Dr. Brian Brent, Earl B. Taylor Professor and Associate Dean
for Graduate Studies at the Warner Graduate School of Education and Human Development, University
of Rochester, LeChase Hall, Rochester, NY 14627, telephone (585) 275-3930.
Thank you,
Dino
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Interview questions:
Scope: A focus group will be conducted with faculty members within the Department of
Engineering Studies in the National Technical Institute for the Deaf. The Principal Investigator
will conduct and video record this focus group session during a department meeting. It is
expected that the focus group will take approximately 60 minutes.
Purpose of the Focus Group: To determine the opinions of the participants regarding student
enrollment, retention, and job placement of D/HoH students from the Department of Engineering
Studies at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf. There are five alternatives being
considered include maintaining the current programs (i.e., status quo), adding Biomedical
Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) or Renewable Energy/Sustainability Technician (RE/ST),
or eliminating an existing program and adding one of the two new program alternatives.
Objective of the Focus Group: To learn more about the participants’ perceptions and
knowledge of the extent to which each alternative would:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase DES student enrollment (Objective 1)
Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)
Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)
Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)
Support the alternatives (Objective 5)
Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)
Improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields (Objective 8)
Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)

The PI will begin the focus group by expressing appreciation for the time that the participants
have given to share in the focus group. The reason and scope of the focus group and the purpose
of the overall project will be explained in sign language, and a written description of the
alternatives will be delivered beforehand. This will support the description provided in writing
through the information letter. The PI will explain that the interview is voluntary and that the
participants may withdraw from the project at any time, even after the focus group has begun.
The PI will explain the data collection methods that will occur during the focus group and then
ask the participants for permission to make a video recording of the focus group. The PI will
explain that the video recording will be used to translate from sign language to written English
for data analysis. The video recording and translations will only be made available to the PI,
transcriptionist (if there is one), and advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis.
The participants will be informed that individual responses are confidential and will only be
shared with advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis. Only summarized data will be included in the final
dissertation with all identifying information removed.
By permitting me to complete this investigation, NTID and DES is in no way bound to
implement any of the recommendations offered during the decision analysis.
The following questions will be asked during the focus group:
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1. Based on the information I have shared and your knowledge of and experience to
continue providing existing programs within the Department of Engineering Studies, as
a faculty member, to what extent do you think that the existing programs will:
a. Increase DES D/HoH enrollment (Objective 1)?
b. Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)?
c. Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)?
d. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)?
e. Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)?
f. Improve DES graduates access to emerging fields (Objective 8)?
g. Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)?
h. To what extent do you support the existing programs’ alternative?
2. Based on the information I have shared and your knowledge of and experience to provide
a new program, Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT), in the Department
of Engineering Studies, as a faculty member, to what extent do you think that adding the
BERT program would:
a. Increase DES D/HoH enrollment (Objective 1)?
b. Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)?
c. Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)?
d. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)?
e. Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)?
f. Improve DES graduates access to emerging fields (Objective 8)?
g. Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)?
h. To what extent do you support BERT program alternativer?
3. Based on the information I have shared and your knowledge of and experience to provide
a new program, Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST), in the
Department of Engineering Studies, as a faculty member, to what extent do you think that
adding the RE/ST program would:
a. Increase DES D/HoH enrollment (Objective 1)?
b. Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)?
c. Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)?
d. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)?
e. Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)?
f. Improve DES graduates access to emerging fields (Objective 8)?
g. Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)?
h. To what extent do you support the RE/ST program alternative?
4. Based on the information I have shared and your knowledge of and experience to
eliminate the existing CADT program, and add Biomedical Equipment Repair
Technician (BERT) program in the Department of Engineering Studies, as a faculty
member, to what extent do you think that eliminating CADT and adding BERT program
would:
a. Increase DES D/HoH enrollment (Objective 1)?
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Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)?
Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)?
Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)?
Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)?
Improve DES graduates access to emerging fields (Objective 8)?
Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)?
To what extent do you support this alternative?

5. Based on the information I have shared and your knowledge of and experience to
eliminate the existing CADT program, and add Renewable Energy / Sustainability
Technician (RE/ST) program in the Department of Engineering Studies, as a faculty
member, to what extent do you think that eliminating CADT and adding RE/ST program
would:
a. Increase DES D/HoH enrollment (Objective 1)?
b. Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)?
c. Increase DES student graduation rate (Objective 3)?
d. Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)?
e. Increase DES student retention rate (Objective 7)?
f. Improve DES graduates access to emerging fields (Objective 8)?
g. Minimize time to degree (Objective 10)?
h. To what extent do you support this alternative?
6. Closing Question: Is there any other information that you would like to share that might
help to inform this decision analysis?
It is likely that the questions and responses above may lead to related discussions. The PI will
ask related probing questions to assist in the understanding of the participants’ views.
Thank you for your time!
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Appendix F – Individual Interview with Assistant Director of Admissions

INFORMATION SHEET
For Individual Interviews
Which associate degree programs shall NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies offer? A
Decision-Analysis Dissertation
Principal Investigator: Dean (Dino) Laury
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Karen DeAngelis

This form describes a decision analysis project that Dean (Dino) Laury, Principal
Investigator from the Warner School of Education at the University of Rochester, is
conducting in order to complete this decision making analysis project concerning
associate degree program offerings within Engineering Technologies at a
postsecondary institute.
The project question is: Which associate degree program shall NTID’s Department of
Engineering Studies (DES) recommend based on challenges such as academic
readiness, and the limitation of program choices? Academic readiness plays a major
role. First, not all Deaf and Hard of Hearing (D/HoH) students qualify to pursue
associate + baccalaureate programs. Second, there are only two program choices for
D/HoH students in the Associate in Occupational Studies (AOS) career-focused
programs. If a D/HoH student is not interested in any of the AOS career-focused
programs, then attrition becomes an issue. Lastly, the underprepared D/HoH students
have one academic year to get ready for the career-focused programs at DES.
If you decided to take part of this project, you will take part in an individual interview that will
take approximately sixty (60) minutes at the PI’s office (LBJ-1275). The interview contains
questions about your knowledge, experiences, and/or feelings concerning program offerings for
engineering technology. We would like you to complete the whole interview, but you may skip
any questions that you don’t feel comfortable answering or can discontinue your participation at
any time. The PI estimates that approximately 100 individuals will participate in this project.
The primary communication mode is an American Sign Language for participant(s) and PI.
Therefore, the interviews will be video-recorded for accuracy of data. The videotape will be
used to review and analyze your input, expertise, body language and interactions to generate
thematic results. Video recordings are for transcription and analysis purposes only and will not
be released in any publication or report; they will be destroyed once the analysis is complete.
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All the information received from you, including your name and any other identifying information
will be strictly confidential. You will not be identified nor will any information that would make it
possible for anyone to identify you be used in any presentation or written reports concerning this
project. Only summarized data will be presented in any oral or written reports to NTID/RIT.
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. You are free not to participate or
to withdraw at any time, for whatever reason. No matter what decision you make, there will be
no penalty to you or impact to your employment.
For more information about this project you should contact: Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb
Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester, NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email
at: djlnet@rit.edu. You may also contact Dr. Karen DeAngelis, the dissertation sponsor, at the
Warner School of Education and Human Development Telephone (585) 275-3971 or by email
at: kdeangelis@warner.rochester.edu
If, after contacting the investigator and the dissertation sponsor, you have additional questions or
concerns about the project, please contact Dr. Brian Brent, Earl B. Taylor Professor and Associate Dean
for Graduate Studies at the Warner Graduate School of Education and Human Development, University
of Rochester, LeChase Hall, Rochester, NY 14627, telephone (585) 275-3930.
Thank you,
Dino
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Interview Questions:
Scope: An interview will be conducted with an assistant director of NTID Admissions. The
interview will be conducted in the interviewee’s office at a time convenient for him/her. The
interview will take approximately 30 – 45 minutes.
Purpose of the Interview: To determine the interviewees’ perceptions regarding how career
technical education through associate degree program offerings might increase DES student
enrollment.
Objective of the Interview: To learn more about the respondent’s perceptions and knowledge of
the extent to which each alternative would:
•

Increase DES student enrollment (Objective 1).

The PI will begin the interview by expressing appreciation for the time that the interviewee has
given to participate in the interview. The reason for and scope of the interview and the purpose
of the overall project will be explained in sign language, and a written description of the
alternatives will be delivered beforehand. This will support the description provided in writing
through the information letter. The PI will explain that the interview is voluntary and that the
participant may withdraw from the project at any time, even after the interview has begun.
The PI will explain the data collection methods that will occur during the interview and then ask
the respondent for permission to make a video recording of the interview. The PI will explain
that the video recording will be used to translate from sign language to written English for data
analysis. The video recording and translations will only be made available to the PI,
transcriptionist (if there is one), and advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis.
The respondent will be informed that individual responses are confidential and will only be
shared with the advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis. Only summarized data will be included in the
final dissertation with all identifying information removed.
By permitting the PI to complete this investigation, NTID and DES are in no way bound to
implement any of the recommendations offered during the decision analysis.
The following questions will be asked during the interview:
7. To what extent do you think keeping DES’s current programs (i.e., status quo) will help
to increase the enrollment of new D/HoH students in NTID’s nationally recognized
STEM education programs (objective 1, alternative 1)?
8. To what extent do you think adding BERT along with DES’s current programs will help
to increase the enrollment of new D/HoH students in NTID’s nationally recognized
STEM education programs (objective 1, alternative 2)?
9. To what extent do you think adding RE/ST along with DES’s current programs will help
to increase the enrollment of new D/HoH students in NTID’s nationally recognized
STEM education programs (objective 1, alternative 3)?
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10. To what extent do you think eliminating CADT from DES’s current program offerings
and adding BERT will help to increase the enrollment of new D/HoH students in NTID’s
nationally recognized STEM education programs (objective 1, alternative 4)?
11. To what extent do you think eliminating CADT from DES’s current program offerings
and adding RE/ST will help to increase the enrollment of new D/HoH students in NTID’s
nationally recognized STEM education programs (objective 1, alternative 5)?
Closing Question: Is there any other information that you would like to share that might help to
inform this decision analysis?
It is likely that the questions and responses above may lead to related discussions. The PI will
ask related probing questions to assist in the understanding of the interviewee’s views.
Thank you for your time!
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Appendix G: Individual Interview with Assistant Director of Employment

INFORMATION SHEET
For Individual Interviews
Which associate degree programs shall NTID’s Department of Engineering Studies offer? A
Decision-Analysis Dissertation
Principal Investigator: Dean (Dino) Laury
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Karen DeAngelis

This form describes a decision analysis project that Dean (Dino) Laury, Principal
Investigator from the Warner School of Education at the University of Rochester, is
conducting in order to complete this decision making analysis project concerning
associate degree program offerings within Engineering Technologies at a
postsecondary institute.
The project question is: Which associate degree program shall NTID’s Department of
Engineering Studies (DES) recommend based on challenges such as academic
readiness, and the limitation of program choices? Academic readiness plays a major
role. First, not all Deaf and Hard of Hearing (D/HoH) students qualify to pursue
associate + baccalaureate programs. Second, there are only two program choices for
D/HoH students in the Associate in Occupational Studies (AOS) career-focused
programs. If a D/HoH student is not interested in any of the AOS career-focused
programs, then attrition becomes an issue. Lastly, the underprepared D/HoH students
have one academic year to get ready for the career-focused programs at DES.
If you decided to take part of this project, you will take part in an individual interview that will
take approximately sixty (60) minutes at the PI’s office (LBJ-1275). The interview contains
questions about your knowledge, experiences, and/or feelings concerning program offerings for
engineering technology. We would like you to complete the whole interview, but you may skip
any questions that you don’t feel comfortable answering or can discontinue your participation at
any time. The PI estimates that approximately 100 individuals will participate in this project.
The primary communication mode is an American Sign Language for participant(s) and PI.
Therefore, the interviews will be video-recorded for accuracy of data. The videotape will be
used to review and analyze your input, expertise, body language and interactions to generate
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thematic results. Video recordings are for transcription and analysis purposes only and will not
be released in any publication or report; they will be destroyed once the analysis is complete.
All the information received from you, including your name and any other identifying information
will be strictly confidential. You will not be identified nor will any information that would make it
possible for anyone to identify you be used in any presentation or written reports concerning this
project. Only summarized data will be presented in any oral or written reports to NTID/RIT.
Your participation in this project is completely voluntary. You are free not to participate or
to withdraw at any time, for whatever reason. No matter what decision you make, there will be
no penalty to you or impact to your employment.
For more information about this project you should contact: Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb
Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester, NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email
at: djlnet@rit.edu. You may also contact Dr. Karen DeAngelis, the dissertation sponsor, at the
Warner School of Education and Human Development Telephone (585) 275-3971 or by email
at: kdeangelis@warner.rochester.edu
If, after contacting the investigator and the dissertation sponsor, you have additional questions or
concerns about the project, please contact Dr. Brian Brent, Earl B. Taylor Professor and Associate Dean
for Graduate Studies at the Warner Graduate School of Education and Human Development, University
of Rochester, LeChase Hall, Rochester, NY 14627, telephone (585) 275-3930.
Thank you,
Dino
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Interview Questions:
Scope: An interview will be conducted with an assistant director of NTID employment. The
interview will be conducted in the interviewee’s office at a time convenient to him/her. The
interview will take approximately 30 – 45 minutes.
Purpose of the Interview: To determine the interviewee’s perceptions regarding how career
technical education through associate degree program offerings might increase and improve DES
student employment (i.e., cooperative work experience and permanent job).
Objective of the Interview: To learn more about the respondent’s perceptions and knowledge of
the extent to which each alternative would:
•
•
•

Improve employability of DES graduates (Objective 2)
Increase cooperative work experience opportunities (Objective 4)
Improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields (Objective 8)

The PI will begin the interview by expressing appreciation for the time that the interviewee has
given to participate in the interview. The reason and scope of the interview and the purpose of
the overall project will be explained in sign language, and a written description of the
alternatives will be delivered beforehand. This will support the description provided in writing
through the information letter. The PI will explain that the interview is voluntary and that the
participant may withdraw from the project at any time, even after the interview has begun.
The PI will explain the data collection methods that will occur during the interview and then ask
the respondent for permission to make a video recording of the interview. The PI will explain
that the video recording will be used to translate from sign language to written English for data
analysis. The video recording and translations will only be made available to the PI,
transcriptionist (if there is one), and the advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis.
The respondent will be informed that individual responses are confidential and will only be
shared with the advisor, Dr. Karen DeAngelis. Only summarized data will be included in the
final dissertation with all identifying information removed.
By permitting the PI to complete this investigation, NTID and DES are in no way bound to
implement any of the recommendations offered during the decision analysis.
The following questions will be asked during the interview:
Objective 2: Improving employability
1. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to improve employability for
D/HoH students under the existing DES associate degree programs?
2. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to improve employability for
D/HoH students under the biomedical equipment repair technician associate degree
program?
3. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to improve employability for
D/HoH students under the renewable energy / sustainability technician associate degree
program?
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4. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to improve employability for
D/HoH students by eliminating the CADT program and adding the biomedical equipment
repair technician associate degree program?
5. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to improve employability for
D/HoH students by eliminating the CADT program and adding the renewable energy /
sustainability technician associate degree program?
Objective 4: Cooperative Work Experiences
12. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to increase cooperative work
experience opportunities for D/HoH students prior to graduation under the existing DES
associate degree programs?
13. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to increase cooperative work
experience opportunities for D/HoH students prior to graduation under the biomedical
equipment repair technician associate degree program?
14. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to increase cooperative work
experience opportunities for D/HoH students prior to graduation under the renewable
energy / sustainability technician associate degree program?
15. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to increase cooperative work
experience opportunities for D/HoH students prior to graduation by eliminating the
CADT program and adding the biomedical equipment repair technician associate degree
program?
16. To what extent do you think your unit would be able to increase cooperative work
experience opportunities for D/HoH students prior to graduation by eliminating the
CADT program and adding the renewable energy / sustainability technician associate
degree program?
Objective 8: Improve DES graduates’ access to emerging fields
1. To what extent do you think your unit would be providing access to emerging fields
under the existing DES associate degree programs?
2. To what extent do you think your unit would be providing access to emerging fields
under the biomedical equipment repair technician associate degree programs?
3. To what extent do you think your unit would be providing access to emerging fields
under the under the renewable energy / sustainability technician associate degree
programs?
4. To what extent do you think your unit would be providing access to emerging fields by
eliminating the CADT program and adding the biomedical equipment repair technician
associate degree programs?
5. To what extent do you think your unit would be providing access to emerging fields by
eliminating the CADT program and adding the renewable energy / sustainability
technician associate degree programs?
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Closing Question: Is there any other information that you would like to share that might help to
inform this decision analysis?
It is likely that the questions and responses above may lead to related discussions. The PI will
ask related probing questions to assist in the understanding of the interviewee’s views.
Thank you for your time!
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Appendix H –Survey for Administrators with Articulation Agreements
Recruitment for Surveys (Internal NTID)
Hello:
My name is Dino J. Laury. As you know, I am the Department Chairperson for the
Department of Engineering Studies (DES) at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) at Rochester, NY. I am contacting you because I am also a doctoral student at the
University of Rochester conducting a decision making analysis concerning associate degree
program offerings within Engineering Technologies at the postsecondary level
In your role as [administrators that provide articulation agreements], your expertise can
provide valuable insight into the potential effects that different approaches or alternatives to
program offerings of engineering technology may produce.
I would like to invite you to contribute to this project by participating in a qualitative
survey. Attached to this email is an information letter that provides further details of this
project. I have been granted permission to conduct a study by Dr. Stephen Aldersley, Dr. G.
Buckley at NTID, and Dr. Karen DeAngelis, Dissertation Chairperson, at University of
Rochester.
Your insights and responses are extremely important to me, and I appreciate your input,
should you decide to participate. The survey can be accessed from now until Jan 31 at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/MKSSHY2

Please contact Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester,
NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email at: djlnet@rit.edu.to inform me of your
interest in participating in this project or ask additional questions.
Thank you for sharing your expertise.
Sincerely,
Dino J. Laury
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Appendix I –Survey for Alumni and Employers
Hello
My name is Dino J. Laury. As you know, I am the Department Chairperson for the
Department of Engineering Studies (DES) at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) at Rochester, NY. I am contacting you because I am also a doctoral student at the
University of Rochester conducting a decision making analysis concerning associate degree
program offerings within Engineering Technologies at the postsecondary level
In your role as [an Alumni of NTID, an employer associate with NTID, or both], your
expertise can provide valuable insight into the potential effects that different approaches or
alternatives to program offerings of engineering technology may produce.
I would like to invite you to contribute to this project by participating in a qualitative
survey. Attached to this email is an information letter that provides further details of this
project. I have been granted permission to conduct a study by Dr. Stephen Aldersley, Dr. G.
Buckley at NTID, and Dr. Karen DeAngelis, Dissertation Chairperson, at University of
Rochester.
Your insights and responses are extremely important to me, and I appreciate your input,
should you decide to participate. The survey can be accessed from now until February 9 at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/THHZFLF

Please contact Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester,
NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email at: djlnet@rit.edu.to inform me of your
interest in participating in this project or ask additional questions. You are welcome to referral
this project to a colleague within the discipline field to expand the population.
Thank you for sharing your expertise.
Sincerely,

Dino J. Laury
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Appendix J – Survey for Counselors and Academic Advisors
Recruitment for Surveys (Internal NTID)
Hello :
My name is Dino J. Laury. As you know, I am the Department Chairperson for the
Department of Engineering Studies (DES) at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) at Rochester, NY. I am contacting you because I am also a doctoral student at the
University of Rochester conducting a decision making analysis concerning associate degree
program offerings within Engineering Technologies at the postsecondary level
In your role as [Academic advisor or Counselor that provide academic advising], your
expertise can provide valuable insight into the potential effects that different approaches or
alternatives to program offerings of engineering technology may produce.
I would like to invite you to contribute to this project by participating in a qualitative
survey. Attached to this email is an information letter that provides further details of this
project. I have been granted permission to conduct a study by Dr. Stephen Aldersley, Dr. G.
Buckley at NTID, and Dr. Karen DeAngelis, Dissertation Chairperson, at University of
Rochester.
Your insights and responses are extremely important to me, and I appreciate your input,
should you decide to participate. The survey can be accessed from now until Jan 31, 2016 at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ML93R9Z
Please contact Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester,
NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email at: djlnet@rit.edu.to inform me of your
interest in participating in this project or ask additional questions.
Thank you for sharing your expertise.
Sincerely,
Dino J. Laury
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Appendix K –Survey for BERT External Experts

Hello :
My name is Dino J. Laury. As you know, I am the Department Chairperson for the
Department of Engineering Studies (DES) at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) at Rochester, NY. I am contacting you because I am also a doctoral student at the
University of Rochester conducting a decision making analysis concerning associate degree
program offerings within Engineering Technologies at the postsecondary level
In your role as an external expert (outside of NTID), you can provide valuable insight
into the potential effects that different approaches or alternatives to program offerings of
engineering technology may produce. Your institute has a similar program offering DES is
considering offering in Biomedical Equipment Repair Technician (BERT) program.
I would like to invite you to contribute to this project by participating in a qualitative
survey. Attached to this email is an information letter that provides further details of this
project. I have been granted permission to conduct a study by Dr. Stephen Aldersley, Dr. G.
Buckley at NTID, and Dr. Karen DeAngelis, Dissertation Chairperson, at University of
Rochester.
Your insights and responses are extremely important to me, and I appreciate your input,
should you decide to participate. The survey can be accessed from now until February 5, 2016 at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TJK285D

Please contact Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester,
NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email at: djlnet@rit.edu.to inform me of your
interest in participating in this project or ask additional questions. You are welcome to referral
this project to a colleague within the discipline field to expand the population.
Thank you for sharing your expertise.
Sincerely,

Dino J. Laury
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Appendix L – Survey for RE/ST External Experts

Hello:
My name is Dino J. Laury. As you know, I am the Department Chairperson for the
Department of Engineering Studies (DES) at the National Technical Institute for the Deaf
(NTID) at Rochester, NY. I am contacting you because I am also a doctoral student at the
University of Rochester conducting a decision making analysis concerning associate degree
program offerings within Engineering Technologies at the postsecondary level
In your role as an external expert (outside of NTID), you can provide valuable insight
into the potential effects that different approaches or alternatives to program offerings of
engineering technology may produce. Your institute has a similar program offering DES is
considering offering the Renewable Energy / Sustainability Technician (RE/ST) program.
I would like to invite you to contribute to this project by participating in a qualitative
survey. Attached to this email is an information letter that provides further details of this
project. I have been granted permission to conduct a study by Dr. Stephen Aldersley, Dr. G.
Buckley at NTID, and Dr. Karen DeAngelis, Dissertation Chairperson, at University of
Rochester.
Your insights and responses are extremely important to me, and I appreciate your input,
should you decide to participate. The survey can be accessed from now until February 5, 2016 at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/TF8WPH6

Please contact Dean (Dino) Laury at 52 Lomb Memorial Drive – LBJ 1275, Rochester,
NY 14623-5604, Telephone (585) 286-4613 or by email at: djlnet@rit.edu.to inform me of your
interest in participating in this project or ask additional questions. You are welcome to referral
this project to a colleague within the discipline field to expand the population.
Thank you for sharing your expertise.
Sincerely,

Dino J. Laury
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Appendix M – Alternative 2 Cost Analysis

Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2: BERT
Year 1

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$215,480

$0
$196,390

$701
$19,089

$0
$196,390

$701
$19,089

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$108,593

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$29,674

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$29,674

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$340,993

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2: BERT
Year 2

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$305,461

$0
$286,372

$701
$19,089

$0
$286,372

$701
$19,089

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$111,000

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$32,081

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$441,341

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2: BERT
Year 3

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22100.13)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
NTID Admission Recruiting
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$384,228

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2: BERT
Year 4

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22100.13)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$384,228

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2: BERT
Year 5

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22100.13)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$384,228

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2:
BERT
5 Year Annualized Cost

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5 Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$215,480

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$305,461

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$384,228

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$384,228

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$384,228

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
$2,432.50
$3,101.51
$7,946.17
$3,856.23
$1,051.70
$701.13
$334,725.15

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$108,593

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$111,000

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$5,712.00
$226.67
$612.00
$340.00
$1,292.00
$23,950.67
$460.00
$100.00
$250.00
$100.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00
$12,200.00
$111,962.50

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400.00
$400.00

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$340,993

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$441,341

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00
$8,500.00
$27,664.00
$474,751.65
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 2:
BERT
5 Year Expenditure Cost

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

5 Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$196,390

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$286,372

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$365,139

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$365,139

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$365,139

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$315,635.92

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00
$12,200.00
$78,919.17

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400.00
$400.00

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00
$8,500.00
$27,664.00
$422,619.08
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Appendix N – Alternative 3 Cost Analysis

Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 1

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$117,284

$0
$98,195

$701
$19,089

$0
$98,195

$701
$19,089

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$88,303

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$27,267

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$27,267

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$214,247

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$46,357

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$46,357
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 2

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
NTID Admission Recruiting
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$207,266

$0
$188,177

$701
$19,089

$0
$188,177

$701
$19,089

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$90,710

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$29,674

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$29,674

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$314,896

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 3

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
NTID Admission Recruiting
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$286,033

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 4

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$286,033

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 5

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 55%
effort]/17 associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 15%
effort]/17 associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($33,442.50) X 10%
Administrator: Director of Communication
effort]/17 associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

401
A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$286,033

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3:
REST
5 Year Avg. Annualized Cost

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5 Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$117,284

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$207,266

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$286,033

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$286,033

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$286,033

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$236,530

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$88,303

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$90,710

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$4,032
$160
$432
$240
$912
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$91,672

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$214,247

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$314,896

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$404,330

$7,104
$552
$3,528
$2,640
$6,000
$19,824
$348,426
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3:
REST
5 Year Avg. Expenditure

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

5 Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$217,441

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$7,104
$552
$3,528
$2,640
$6,000
$19,824
$298,701

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
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Appendix O – Alternative 4 Cost Analysis

Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 1

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$215,480

$0
$196,390

$701
$19,089

$0
$196,390

$701
$19,089

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$108,593

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$29,674

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$29,674

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$340,993

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,763
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 2

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$305,461

$0
$286,372

$701
$19,089

$0
$286,372

$701
$19,089

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$111,000

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$32,081

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$441,341

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$51,170
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 3

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22100.13)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facuilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$384,228

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$0
$365,139

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,577
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 4

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100.13)
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$286,033

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$0
$266,944

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$2,700
$7,500
$24,180
$424,020

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$378,703

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$1,100
-$2,500
-$8,260
$45,317

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$378,703

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$1,100
-$2,500
-$8,260
$45,317
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 4

Cost Ingredients
Description
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
One Senior Lecturer
Faculty salary ($64,735) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246.65)
One Lecturer
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100.13)
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
ALLOCATION: Lecturer - resources savingsFaculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100.13)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Professional Staff Assistant
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
associate programs

NCE Employment Specialist

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$177,100/5 year useful life
$61,000 (equipment bundle) / 5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
-$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
-$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
-$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$0

$7,946

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$0

$3,856

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$0

$1,052

$701
$207,266

$0
$188,177

$701
$19,089

$0
$188,177

$701
$19,089

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$34,487

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$1,900
$5,000
$16,220
$337,293

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$299,936

-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
$37,357

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$299,936

-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
$37,357
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4:
BERT CADT
5 Year Annualized Cost
with savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
ALLOCATION: Lecturer - resources savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$215,480

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$305,461

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$384,228

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$108,593

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$111,000

$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$340,993

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$441,341

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$530,475

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
($98,195)
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$286,033
$0
$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$2,700
$7,500
$24,180
$424,020

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
($98,195)
($78,767)
$2,433
$3,102
$7,946
$3,856
$1,052
$701
$207,266
$0
$6,720
$267
$720
$400
$1,520
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$113,407
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$1,900
$5,000
$16,220
$337,293

5 Year
Average
Total
Annualized
Cost

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
-$39,278.06
-$15,753.43
$2,432.50
$3,101.51
$7,946.17
$3,856.23
$1,051.70
$701.13
$279,693.66
$5,712.00
$226.67
$612.00
$340.00
$1,292.00
$23,950.67
$460.00
$100.00
$250.00
$100.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00
$12,200.00
$111,962.50
$400.00
$400.00
$8,288.00
$644.00
$4,116.00
$2,720.00
$7,000.00
$22,768.00
$414,824.16
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4:
BERT CADT
5 Year Expenditure SAVINGS Cost

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Two Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Assistant Professor - savings
ALLOCATION: Lecturer - resources savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
BERT Equipment and Installation
BERT Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$196,390

$196,390
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$286,372

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$365,139

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$266,944

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$400
$400

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$292,229

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,000
$7,500
$24,480
$390,171

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$476,898

$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$378,703

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390
$89,982
$78,767
-$98,195
-$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$35,420
$12,200
$78,919
$0
$400
$400
$0
$11,840
$920
$5,880
$3,800
$10,000
$32,440
$299,936

5 Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$196,390.32
$71,985.32
$47,260.28
-$39,278.06
-$15,753.43
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$260,604.43
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$31,299.17
$35,420.00
$12,200.00
$78,919.17
$400.00
$400.00
$10,064.00
$782.00
$4,998.00
$3,320.00
$8,500.00
$27,664.00
$367,587.59
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Appendix P – Alternative 5 Cost Analysis

Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 1

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 5
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/16
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/16
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/16
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$0
$0

$0
$2,433
$3,102

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$745
$119,224

$0
$98,195

$745
$21,029

$0
$98,195

$745
$21,029

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$88,303

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$27,267

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$27,267

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$216,187

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,296

$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$48,296
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 2

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 5
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/16
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/16
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/16
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$745
$209,206

$0
$188,177

$745
$21,029

$0
$188,177

$745
$21,029

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$90,710

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$29,674

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$29,674

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$316,836

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$50,703

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$50,703
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 3

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 5
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/16
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/16
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/16
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$745
$287,973

$0
$266,944

$745
$21,029

$0
$266,944

$745
$21,029

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$406,269

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,110

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$53,110
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 3: REST
Year 4

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 5
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/16
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/16
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/16
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NTID Admission Recruiting

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$745
$197,991

$0
$176,962

$745
$21,029

$0
$176,962

$745
$21,029

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
$45,150

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
$45,150
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 5: REST, eliminating CADT
Year 5

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant

Description
Faculty salary ($70,644) + 39% Benefit Rate ($27,551)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Faculty salary ($56,667 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($22,100)
Faculty salary ($64,735 ) + 39% Benefit Rate ($25,246)
Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort

CADT Technician

Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort

DES Chairperson

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 5
associate programs

[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/16
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/16
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/16
Administrator: Director of Communication
associate programs

NCE Employment Specialist

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Office (96 square footage x $17.5 per square foot)
Desk and 2 chairs = $1000/15 year useful life
$15 per month x 12 months
activation ($100) + jack ($400)/5 year useful life
$1,900/5 year useful life
1633 sqft x $220 per squarefoot / 15 years useful life
(see renovation)
$2,300/5 year useful life
$1,000 per set/10 year useful life
$1,250/5 year useful life
$1,000 each set/10 year useful life
1633 sqft X construction cost of $250 per sqft for Rm. 1570
that includes 15% contingency / 15 years useful life
$128,683/5 year useful life
[20 laptops X $1,000 each]/5 useful life

$2,000/5 year

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

C
(=E)

D

E

Total Cost

Total
Expenditures

Total Resources
Usage

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$2,433

$3,102

$0

$3,102

$0

$3,102

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$0

$9,535

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$0

$4,097

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$0

$1,117

$745
$197,991

$0
$176,962

$745
$21,029

$0
$176,962

$745
$21,029

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951

$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299

$460
$100
$250
$100
$0

$25,737
$4,000
$93,116

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$25,737
$4,000
$61,036

$0
$0
$32,081

$400
$400

$400
$400

$0
$0

$400
$400

$0
$0

$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
$45,150

$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
$45,150
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 5:
REST, Eliminated CADT
5 Year Avg. Annualized Cost

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$119,224
$0
$1,680
$67
$180
$100
$380
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$88,303
$0
$400
$400
$0
$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$216,187

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$209,206
$0
$3,360
$133
$360
$200
$760
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$90,710
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$316,836

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$287,973
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$406,269

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$197,991
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$197,991
$0
$5,040
$200
$540
$300
$1,140
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$93,116
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,500
$5,000
$16,820
$308,328

5 Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
-$35,993
$2,433
$3,102
$9,535
$4,097
$1,117
$745
$202,477
$0
$4,032
$160
$432
$240
$912
$23,951
$460
$100
$250
$100
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$91,672
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,320
$5,000
$16,640
$311,190
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 5:
REST, Eliminated CADT
5 Year Avg. Expenditure

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
One Assistant Professor
One Senior Lecturer
One Lecturer
RETIRED: Senior Lecturer - Savings
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Faculty Office Space
Office Furniture
Office Phone
Office Internet
Office Computer
Room 1570 (Gen. Eng. Class)
Projector
12 Chairs and 6-3 Tables
Instructor Computer
Instructor Desk and Chair
Renovations
REST Equipment and Installation
REST Classroom/Lab settings
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
Faculty Recruiting Materials
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$98,195
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$2,960
$230
$1,470
$1,100
$2,500
$8,260
$167,891

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$188,177
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$5,920
$460
$2,940
$2,200
$5,000
$16,520
$266,133

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$266,944
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$353,160

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$176,962
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$89,982
$78,767
-$89,982
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$176,962
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$8,880
$690
$4,410
$3,300
$7,500
$24,780
$263,178

5 Year
Average Total
Annualized
Cost

$98,195
$71,985
$47,260
-$35,993
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$181,448
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$31,299
$25,737
$4,000
$61,036
$0
$400
$400
$0
$7,104
$552
$3,528
$2,640
$6,000
$19,824
$262,708
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Appendix Q: Tuition Cost Analysis: Student Tuition and Loss of Graduates
Alt 2: BERT
New Program Tuition
Discontinued Program Tuition
Total Tuition
Alt 3: REST
New Program Tuition
Discontinued Program Tuition
Total Tuition
Alt 4: BERT_CADT
New Program Tuition
Discontinued Program Tuition
Total Tuition
Alt 5: REST_CADT
New Program Tuition
Discontinued Program Tuition
Total Tuition

Year 1
$54,032.00
$0.00
$54,032.00

Year 2
$135,080.00
$0.00
$135,080.00

Year 3
$243,144.00
$0.00
$243,144.00

Year 4
$324,192.00
$0.00
$324,192.00

Year 5
$405,240.00
$0.00
$405,240.00

Five-Year Total
$1,161,688.00
$0.00
$1,161,688.00

Year 1
$81,048.00
$0.00
$81,048.00

Year 2
$216,128.00
$0.00
$216,128.00

Year 3
$405,240.00
$0.00
$405,240.00

Year 4
$540,320.00
$0.00
$540,320.00

Year 5
$648,384.00
$0.00
$648,384.00

Five-Year Total
$1,891,120.00
$0.00
$1,891,120.00

Year 1
$54,032.00
($405,240.00)
($351,208.00)

Year 2
$135,080.00
($459,272.00)
($324,192.00)

Year 3
$243,144.00
($216,128.00)
$27,016.00

Year 4
$324,192.00
($405,240.00)
($81,048.00)

Year 5
$405,240.00
($540,320.00)
($135,080.00)

Five-Year Total
$1,161,688.00
($2,026,200.00)
($864,512.00)

Year 1
$81,048.00
($405,240.00)
($324,192.00)

Year 2
$216,128.00
($459,272.00)
($243,144.00)

Year 3
$405,240.00
($216,128.00)
$189,112.00

Year 4
$540,320.00
($405,240.00)
$135,080.00

Year 5
$648,384.00
($540,320.00)
$108,064.00

Five-Year Total
$1,891,120.00
-$2,026,200.00
($135,080.00)
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Appendix R: Net Revenues

STUDENT COST (PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS), LOSS OF TUITION (Grads and cease recruitment)
Alt 2: BERT
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues
Alt 3: REST
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues
Alt 4: BERT_CADT
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues
Alt 5: REST_CADT
Expenditures
Revenues
Net Revenues

Year 1
$292,229.49
$54,032.00
($238,197.49)

Year 2
$390,171.14
$135,080.00
($255,091.14)

Year 3
$476,898.27
$243,144.00
($233,754.27)

Year 4
$476,898.27
$324,192.00
($152,706.27)

Year 5
$476,898.27
$405,240.00
($71,658.27)

Five-Year Total
$2,113,095.42
$1,161,688.00
($951,407.42)

Year 1
$167,890.93
$81,048.00
($86,842.93)

Year 2
$266,132.58
$216,128.00
($50,004.58)

Year 3
$353,159.71
$405,240.00
$52,080.29

Year 4
$353,159.71
$540,320.00
$187,160.29

Year 5
$353,159.71
$648,384.00
$295,224.29

Five-Year Total
$1,493,502.62
$1,891,120.00
$397,617.38

Year 1
$292,229.49
($351,208.00)
($643,437.49)

Year 2
$390,171.14
($324,192.00)
($714,363.14)

Year 3
$476,898.27
$27,016.00
($449,882.27)

Year 4
$378,703.11
($81,048.00)
($459,751.11)

Year 5
$299,935.98
($135,080.00)
($435,015.98)

Five-Year Total
$1,837,937.97
($864,512.00)
($2,702,449.97)

Year 1
$167,890.93
($324,192.00)
($492,082.93)

Year 2
$266,132.58
($243,144.00)
($509,276.58)

Year 3
$353,159.71
$189,112.00
($164,047.71)

Year 4
$263,178.06
$135,080.00
($128,098.06)

Year 5
$263,178.06
$108,064.00
($155,114.06)

Five-Year Total
$1,313,539.32
($135,080.00)
($1,448,619.32)
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Appendix S: BERT - CADT Phased Out
Year 4 and Year 5 Resource/Expenditure Savings
Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 4 Expenditure and Resources Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel

Description

Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort;
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort;
CADT Technician
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
DES Chairperson
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 6.25%
NCE Employment Specialist
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communicationassociate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.

Professional Staff Assistant

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.

Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

GIS / ADV CADT: Resource is 650 square foot*$220 lab / 15
years useful life; 8 CAD Stations with L-Shaped desk and
chair at $1500 each plus $1250 each computer ((8 *
$1500)+(8*$1250)) with useful life of 5 years.
Printing Studio: Resources is 292 square foot * $220 lab /
15 years useful life. 2 Xerox printers ($5,000 each), 1
wood engraver ($18,000), 3-table top laser printers
($1500), and CADimension 3D Protorapid type ($32,000)
with useful life of 5 years.
Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling for Second
Year students. Resources: 292 square footage * $220 with
useful life of 15 years; 10 CAD stations with 4 feet long
desk and chair ($1000 each) and co43qmputer ($1500
each) with useful life of 5 years.
Engineering Graphics and all first year drafting: 545
square foot * $ 220 with 15 years of useful life. 10 CAD
stations with 4-foot long desk and chairs ($1000 each) and
computers ($1500 each).

Annual Lincence and maintenance fee, shared with other
RIT colleges, NTID shared cost of $5,000.

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$487

$0

$487

$0

$487

$620

$0

$620

$0

$620

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$241

$0

$241

$0

$241

$66

$0

$66

$0

$66

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$5,133.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($8,017.33)

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($717.33)

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

$2,493.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

-$1,108

-$27,200

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$26,092

-$27,200

$26,092

$0

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

$0.00
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Alternative 4: BERT CADT
Year 5 Expenditure and Resources Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel

Description

Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort;
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort;
CADT Technician
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
DES Chairperson
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
NCE Employment Specialist
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 6.25%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communicationassociate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.

Professional Staff Assistant

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.

Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
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A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$487

$0

$487

$0

$487

$620

$0

$620

$0

$620

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$241

$0

$241

$0

$241

$66

$0

$66

$0

$66

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

GIS / ADV CADT: Resource is 650 square foot*$220 lab / 15
years useful life; 8 CAD Stations with L-Shaped desk and

$5,133.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

Printing Studio: Resources is 292 square foot * $220 lab /
15 years useful life. 2 Xerox printers ($5,000 each), 1
wood engraver ($18,000), 3-table top laser printers
($1500), and CADimension 3D Protorapid type ($32,000)
with useful life of 5 years.
Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling for Second
Year students. Resources: 292 square footage * $220 with
useful life of 15 years; 10 CAD stations with 4 feet long
desk and chair ($1000 each) and co43qmputer ($1500
each) with useful life of 5 years.
Engineering Graphics and all first year drafting: 545
square foot * $ 220 with 15 years of useful life. 10 CAD
stations with 4-foot long desk and chairs ($1000 each) and
computers ($1500 each).

($8,017.33)

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($717.33)

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

$2,493.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

Annual Lincence and maintenance fee, shared with other
RIT colleges, NTID shared cost of $5,000.

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

-$1,108

-$27,200

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$19,281

-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$48,420

$26,092

-$27,200

$26,092

$0

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$48,420

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

$0.00
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 4:
BERT CADT
5 Year Annualized Cost in Resources
Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66
$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66
$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$19,281

5 Year Average
Total
Annualized Cost

$194.60
$248.12
$635.69
$96.41
$26.29
$17.53
$1,218.64
$2,053.33
-$3,206.93
-$286.93
$997.33
-$443.20
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,776.00
-$138.00
-$882.00
-$540.00
-$1,500.00
-$4,836.00
-$6,060.56
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Alternative 4: BERT CADT
5 Year Expenditure SAVINGS

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$5,920
-$460
-$2,940
-$1,900
-$5,000
-$16,220
-$48,420

5 Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
-$1,760.00
-$4,920.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,200.00
-$10,880.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,776.00
-$138.00
-$882.00
-$540.00
-$1,500.00
-$4,836.00
-$17,716.00
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Appendix T: RE/ST - CADT Phased Out
Year 4 and Year 5 Resource/Expenditure Savings
Alternative 5: REST CADT
Year 4 Expenditure and Resources Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel

Description

Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort;
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort;
CADT Technician
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
DES Chairperson
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 6.25%
NCE Employment Specialist
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communicationassociate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.

Professional Staff Assistant

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.

Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

GIS / ADV CADT: Resource is 650 square foot*$220 lab / 15
years useful life; 8 CAD Stations with L-Shaped desk and
chair at $1500 each plus $1250 each computer ((8 *
$1500)+(8*$1250)) with useful life of 5 years.
Printing Studio: Resources is 292 square foot * $220 lab /
15 years useful life. 2 Xerox printers ($5,000 each), 1
wood engraver ($18,000), 3-table top laser printers
($1500), and CADimension 3D Protorapid type ($32,000)
with useful life of 5 years.
Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling for Second
Year students. Resources: 292 square footage * $220 with
useful life of 15 years; 10 CAD stations with 4 feet long
desk and chair ($1000 each) and co43qmputer ($1500
each) with useful life of 5 years.
Engineering Graphics and all first year drafting: 545
square foot * $ 220 with 15 years of useful life. 10 CAD
stations with 4-foot long desk and chairs ($1000 each) and
computers ($1500 each).

Annual Lincence and maintenance fee, shared with other
RIT colleges, NTID shared cost of $5,000.

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$487

$0

$487

$0

$487

$620

$0

$620

$0

$620

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$241

$0

$241

$0

$241

$66

$0

$66

$0

$66

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$5,133.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($8,017.33)

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($717.33)

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

$2,493.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

-$1,108

-$27,200

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$26,092

-$27,200

$26,092

$0

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

$0.00
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Alternative 5: REST CADT
Year 5 Expenditure and Resources Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel

Description

Salary ($35,000) + 39% Benefit Rate ($13,650) X 5% effort;
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
Salary ($44,626) + 39% Benefit Rate ($17,404) X 5% effort;
CADT Technician
CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 divided by 5 programs.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 40% ]/ 6
DES Chairperson
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 55% effort]/17
NCE Employment Specialist
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 6.25%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 15% effort]/17
NTID Admission Recruiting
associate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.
[Salary ($85,750) + 39% Benefit Rate ($34,125) X 10% effort]/17
Administrator: Director of Communicationassociate programs; CADT Phase out, Year 4 and Year 5 at 20%
reduction savings.

Professional Staff Assistant

Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.

Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.

subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost
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A
(=B+C)

B
(=D)

Total Cost

C
(=E)

Total
Total Resources
Expenditures
Usage

D

E

University
Expenditure

University
Resources Use

$487

$0

$487

$0

$487

$620

$0

$620

$0

$620

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$0

$1,589

$241

$0

$241

$0

$241

$66

$0

$66

$0

$66

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

$0
$0

$44
$3,047

GIS / ADV CADT: Resource is 650 square foot*$220 lab / 15
years useful life; 8 CAD Stations with L-Shaped desk and

$5,133.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

($4,400.00)

$9,533.33

Printing Studio: Resources is 292 square foot * $220 lab /
15 years useful life. 2 Xerox printers ($5,000 each), 1
wood engraver ($18,000), 3-table top laser printers
($1500), and CADimension 3D Protorapid type ($32,000)
with useful life of 5 years.
Construction CAD II, III, IV, and data modeling for Second
Year students. Resources: 292 square footage * $220 with
useful life of 15 years; 10 CAD stations with 4 feet long
desk and chair ($1000 each) and co43qmputer ($1500
each) with useful life of 5 years.
Engineering Graphics and all first year drafting: 545
square foot * $ 220 with 15 years of useful life. 10 CAD
stations with 4-foot long desk and chairs ($1000 each) and
computers ($1500 each).

($8,017.33)

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($12,300.00)

$4,282.67

($717.33)

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

($5,000.00)

$4,282.67

$2,493.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

($5,500.00)

$7,993.33

Annual Lincence and maintenance fee, shared with other
RIT colleges, NTID shared cost of $5,000.

$2960 / faculty
$230 / faculty
$1470 / faculty
$1100 for Tenured, $800 for Lecturers
$2500 per semester per faculty

-$1,108

-$27,200

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$26,092

-$27,200

$26,092

$0

($5,000.00)
-$5,000

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$29,139

$0.00
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Marginal Cost Model for Alternative 5:
REST CADT
5 Year Annualized Cost in Resources
Savings

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Administrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 2 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 3 Total
Annualized
Cost

Year 4 Total
Annualized
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Year 5 Total
Annualized
Cost

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66
$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

$487
$620
$1,589
$241
$66
$44
$3,047
$0
$5,133

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

-$8,017
-$717
$2,493
-$1,108
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$11,021

5 Year Average
Total
Annualized Cost

$194.60
$248.12
$635.69
$96.41
$26.29
$17.53
$1,218.64
$2,053.33
-$3,206.93
-$286.93
$997.33
-$443.20
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,184.00
-$92.00
-$588.00
-$320.00
-$1,000.00
-$3,184.00
-$4,408.56
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Alternative 5: REST CADT
5 Year Expenditure SAVINGS

Cost Ingredients
Personnel
Professional Staff Assistant
CADT Technician
DES Chairperson
NCE Employment Specialist
NTID Admission Recruiting
Adminstrator: Director of Communication
Subtotal:
Equipment and Facuilities
Rm. 1502 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1546 (CAD Printing), phase out after
3rd yr.
Rm. 1544 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
Rm. 1540 (CAD), phase out after 3rd yr.
subtotal:
Martials & Supplies
CADT phase out AutoCAD/Revit SW
Subtotal:
Other Costs
Instructional supplies for faculty
Professional Subscription for Faculty
Professional Registration fees for faculty
Travel
FEAD PD for faculty
Subtotal:
Total Annualized Cost

Year 1 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 2 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 3 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

Year 4 Total
Expenditure
Cost

Year 5 Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
-$4,400

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

-$12,300
-$5,000
-$5,500
-$27,200
$0
-$5,000
-$5,000
$0
-$2,960
-$230
-$1,470
-$800
-$2,500
-$7,960
-$40,160

5 Year
Average
Total
Expenditure
Cost

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
-$1,760.00
-$4,920.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,200.00
-$10,880.00
-$2,000.00
-$2,000.00
-$1,184.00
-$92.00
-$588.00
-$320.00
-$1,000.00
-$3,184.00
-$16,064.00

